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The University

Vision and Mission Statement
Past, Present and Future
Lingnan University Ordinance

Vision and Mission Statement

VISION
To excel as an internationally recognised liberal arts university distinguished by
outstanding teaching and the highest standards of scholarship.

MISSION STATEMENT
Lingnan University is committed to the provision of quality education distinguished
by the best liberal arts traditions. It adopts a whole-person approach to education which
enables its students to think, judge, care and, ultimately, act responsibly in the changing
circumstances of Hong Kong, the region and the world.
It seeks to accomplish this mission by:
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-

developing integrated programmes of study at the undergraduate level which are
relevant to Hong Kong’s needs in a changing international environment;

-

maintaining a distinctive role in the Hong Kong tertiary sector with designated
disciplinary coverage in Arts, Business and Social Sciences;

-

enhancing students’ whole-person development through enriched campus
life, integrated learning and service programmes, and international exchange
programmes;

-

offering high standard postgraduate programmes (both research and taught);

-

equipping students with language and communication skills to cope with Hong Kong’s
multilingual environment;

-

promoting effective teaching, a vibrant research and discussion culture, and world
class research outcomes;

-

equipping students with life-long learning skills and helping them to become life-long
learners;

-

promoting interaction and exchange with other institutions of higher learning
throughout the world;

■

interacting with various sectors in the community in a mutually beneficial way;

-

making the most effective use of the human, financial and technical resources
available for the pursuit of our goals; and

-

meeting our community’s educational and training needs by offering programmes
through the Community College, Lingnan Institute of Further Education, and other
academic units.

Past, Present and Future

PAST，PRESENT AND FUTURE
Lingnan University, formerly Lingnan College, is the only liberal arts university in
the territory, with the longest established tradition among the local institutions of higher
education. The University was incorporated on 30 July 1999 following the enactment of the
Lingnan University Ordinance. Its history, however, dates back to 1888, when its forerunner,
the prestigious Lingnan University in Guangzhou, China, was founded.
The original Lingnan College was established in 1967. In 1978, it was officially
registered as an approved post-secondary college under the Post Secondary Colleges
Ordinance. Following the successful institutional review by the United Kingdom Council
for National Academic Awards in 1987, the Government invited the then University and
Polytechnic Grants Committee (UPGC)to advise on the upgrading of the College to tertiary
status and in 1991, the College came under the aegis of the UPGC and began to offer its
first degree programmes.
In July 1992, the College was formally incorporated under the Lingnan College
Ordinance as a degree-conferring tertiary institution fully funded by the UPGC. With
its new status and improved funding, Lingnan moved rapidly to develop its portfolio of
undergraduate and postgraduate programmes of study.
In 1995, Lingnan moved to its present location in Tuen Mun, which incorporates hostel
accommodation for 1,500 students out of its 2,200 total enrolment. This high proportion
of residential places enables students to receive more personalised attention from faculty
and staff, and better prepares them for their subsequent careers.
As a result of the Institutional Review conducted by the University Grants Committee
(UGC) in January 1998, Lingnan was granted a self-accrediting status in September 1998
and a university title in July 1999. Building on these foundations, the University will continue
to pursue its goal of becoming a liberal arts university of international repute with Hong
Kong characteristics, encompassing the best of Eastern and Western traditions.
As a liberal arts university, Lingnan is fully committed to quality teaching as well as
excellence in research. Where some liberal arts colleges in the United States focus only
on teaching, the University strives for excellence in both teaching and research. This is
confirmed in the results of the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) by the UGC released
in March 2006, which showed that the University’s research strength stretches across its
three academic areas of Arts, Social Sciences and Business Studies. Its institution-wide
research performance index doubled to 76.35% from 38.85% in the last RAE in 1999 and
the University was ranked fourth after the three research-intensive universities. In fact, its
Business Studies and Economics Panel ranked second with an index of 84.14%.
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Past, Present and Future

At present, the University provides programmes at undergraduate level leading to
Honours Degrees in Chinese, Contemporary English Studies, Cultural Studies, History,
Philosophy, Translation, Visual Studies, Business Administration and Social Sciences.
With regard to postgraduate studies, Master of Philosophy programmes have been offered
since the 1995-96 academic year. Starting from the 2000-01 academic year, the University
has been offering its Doctor of Philosophy programmes and expanded the range of its
postgraduate programmes. Nine research postgraduate programmes at Master’s and
Doctoral levels are now being offered, viz. Chinese, Cultural Studies, English, History,
Philosophy, Translation, Visual Studies, Business and Social Sciences.
A core characteristic of Lingnan’s undergraduate programmes is the integration of
professional knowledge with general education, which aims to equip its graduates with
humanistic and intellectual capacities that are requisite for future leaders in a changing
world. Another core characteristic of the programmes is their international orientation,
which embraces both global and comparative perspectives.
Besides the international orientation of the study programmes, the University seeks
to promote interaction and exchange with other institutions of higher learning around the
world. The University has entered into agreements for student exchange programmes with
over 60 tertiary institutions in many parts of the world, such as the Chinese Mainland, the
United Kingdom, the United States, Canada, Japan, Thailand, Mexico, etc.
In accordance with the aim of liberal arts education to help individual students bring
their specific potentialities to bear upon their own education, the University has implemented
a credit-based system designed to provide the richest learning opportunities possible
beyond the confines of disciplines. In addition to taking compulsory and elective courses in
their main discipline, as well as required credits in English, Chinese and General Education,
undergraduate students have greater flexibility to accumulate credits towards their degrees
by choosing from the pool of elective courses available across all programmes of study.
From the 2005-06 academic year, science electives are offered as the University feels
that it is important for students to have an understanding and awareness of the world of
science to achieve a well-rounded education.
With regard to taught postgraduate programmes, the University has been offering
a part-time Executive Master of Business Administration (EMBA) Programme since 2001
and a Master of Cultural Studies Programme since 2003-04. In 2005-06, a Master of Arts
in Chinese Programme and a Postgraduate Diploma in Liberal Studies Programme were
introduced. A Master of Arts in Practical Philosophy Programme, a Master of Science in
International Banking and Finance Programme and a Postgraduate Diploma in Accountancy
(PGDA) Programme were launched in 2006-07. Starting from 2008-09, the Postgraduate
Diploma in Accountancy Programme can articulate to a master’s degree qualification.
The University has launched a credit bearing summer programme for both local and
overseas students since May 2005.
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Past, Present and Future

Following the completion of the new academic block housing the Community College,
the extension works to a few administrative buildings, and the renovation works at the
Library during 2004-05, phase two of the Outdoor Sports Ground was also completed.
Newly added facilities include a 500-seat spectator stand with changing rooms, a general
store and management office, and a multi-purpose Student Activities Centre.
To prepare for the introduction of the 3+3+4 academic system in 2012, the University
Grants Committee (UGC) has approved our plans to develop a new academic block and
a hostel which can accommodate about 600 hostel places. Construction of the complex
is expected to be completed in 2011.
In January 2003, the University established the Community College to provide full
support for one-year pre-associate degree and two-year associate degree programmes.
The programmes are designed to provide an educational experience that prepares
students for work and an enriched life as educated persons, as well as a solid foundation
for possible further studies.
The establishment of the self-funded Lingnan Institute of Further Education (LIFE) in
July 2001 has put Lingnan’s fervent belief in “Education for Service” into action. Most of
the courses and programmes are designed and academically articulated to form unique
continuing learning ladders with studies at the level of certificate, diploma, and bachelor’s
degree. LIFE aims to enable and encourage students to pursue continuous education and
to obtain recognised qualifications for their career and personal development. Opportunities
for further studies are provided for school leavers. LIFE will continue to source and
collaborate with overseas universities and universities on the Chinese Mainland to offer
a variety of programmes that meet the needs for life-long learning, either as stand-alone
modules or curriculums that build up to an award.
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Lingnan University Ordinance

LINGNAN UNIVERSITY ORDINANCE
(Chapter 1165)
An Ordinance to provide for the establishment of Lingnan University and for matters
connected therewith.
WHEREAS(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

in 1967 Lingnan College was established and registered as a school under the
Education Ordinance (Cap. 279) in order to continue and foster the tradition
and spirit of service of Lingnan University founded in 1888 in Canton, China;
in 1978 Lingnan College was registered under the Post Secondary Colleges
Ordinance (Cap. 320);
in 1992 Lingnan College was established in that name as a body corporate by
the Lingnan College Ordinance (Cap. 422); and
it is considered desirable to retitle Lingnan College as Lingnan University:

PARTI
PRELIMINARY
1.

Short title
This Ordinance may be cited as the Lingnan University Ordinance.

2.

Interpretation

In this Ordinance, unless the context otherwise requires “Chancellor” (校監)means the Chancellor of the University under section 4;
“Council” (校董會)means the Council of Lingnan University established under section
11⑴。
“Court” (諮議會)means the Court of Lingnan University established under section 7;
“eligible staff’(合資格的教職員)means the full-time teaching and instructional staff of
the University, and includes members of the administrative staff of the University of
equivalent rank or grade as defined by statutes;
“financial year” (財政年度)means the period fixed by the University under section 19(3)
to be its financial year;
“Lingnan Education Organization Limited”(嶺南教育機構有限公司)means the body
corporate registered under the Companies Ordinance (Cap. 32) as “Lingnan
Education Organization Limited”；
“Lingnan University Alumni Association (Hong Kong) Limited”(嶺南大學香港同學會有限
公司)means the body corporate registered under the Companies Ordinance (Cap.
32) as “Lingnan University Alumni Association (Hong Kong) Limited”；
“President”(校長) means the President appointed under section 15 and any person for
the time being acting in that capacity;
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“repealed Ordinance”(已廢除條例)means the Lingnan College Ordinance (Cap. 422)
repealed under section 28;
“Secretary” (局長)means the Secretary for Education;
“Senate” (教務會)means the Senate of the University established under section 18;
“statutes”(規程)means the statutes of the University made by the Council under
section 23;
“Students’ Union”(學生會)means the Lingnan University Students’ Union;
“University” (大學)means Lingnan University established under section 3;
“Vice-President”(副校長)means the Vice-President appointed under section 15 and
any person for the time being acting in that capacity.

PART II
THE UNIVERSITY
3.

Establishment of the University

(1) The body corporate known as Lingnan College under the repealed
Ordinance immediately before the commencement of this section shall, on and after that
commencement, be known as Lingnan University, which in that name shall have perpetual
succession and may sue and be sued.
(2) The objects of the University are to provide for education, studies, training
and research in arts, humanities, business, social sciences, science and other subjects
of learning.

4.

Chancellor
There is a Chancellor of the University who is the Chief Executive.

5.

Seal of the University
(1)

The University shall have a common seal and the affixing of the seal shall (a)
be authorized or ratified by resolution of the Council; and
(b)
be authenticated by the signatures of (i)
the President or of any Vice-President; and
(ii) 1 member of the Council, authorized by the Council either generally
or specially to act for that purpose.
(2) A document purporting to be duly executed under the common seal of the
University shall be admitted in evidence and shall, unless the contrary is proved, be deemed
to have been duly executed.

6.

Powers of the University

The University shall have power to do all such things as are necessary for, or incidental
or conducive to, or connected with, the furtherance of its functions and may in particular,
without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing (a) acquire, take on lease, purchase, hold and enjoy property of any description
and sell, let or otherwise dispose of or deal with the same in such manner
and to such extent as the law would allow if the property were held by a
natural person in the same interest;
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(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

(k)
(l)
(m)
(n)
(o)

(p)
(q)

provide appropriate amenities (including residential accommodation,
facilities for social activities and physical recreation) for its students and
persons in its employment;
erect, provide, equip, maintain, alter, remove, demolish, replace, enlarge,
improve, keep in repair and regulate the buildings, premises, furniture and
equipment and all other property of the University;
employ or engage any staff, expert or professional adviser or consultant
on a full-time or part-time basis;
set terms of remuneration and conditions of service for staff;
receive and expend funds;
invest its funds in such manner and to such extent as it thinks necessary
or expedient;
borrow money in such manner and on such securities or terms as it thinks
expedient;
apply for and receive any grant in aid for its functions on such conditions
as it thinks fit;
fix and collect fees and charges for courses of study, facilities and other
services provided by it, and specify conditions for the use of such facilities
and services;
reduce, waive or refund fees and charges so fixed generally or in any
particular case or class of case;
receive and solicit gifts, whether on trust or otherwise, on its behalf and
act as trustees of moneys or other property vested in it on trust;
provide financial assistance by way of grant or loan in pursuance of its
objects;
enter into a contract, partnership or other form of joint venture with other
persons;
print, produce or publish any manuscript, book, play, music, script,
programme or other materials including video and audio materials and
computer software as the University thinks appropriate or expedient;
confer degrees and academic awards including honorary degrees and
honorary awards;
approve annual budget estimates of the University.

PART III
THE COURT
7.

Establishment of the Court

There is hereby established a Court to be known as the Court of Lingnan
University.

8.

Duties, etc. of the Court
The Court (a) shall be consulted by the Council on the appointment of a President or
Vice-President;
(b) may consider the annual budget estimates and make representations to
the Council;
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(c)
(d)
(e)

9.

may consider the annual accounts together with any comments that may
have been made by the auditors;
may consider any reports made to it by the Council; and
may discuss any motion on general University policy.

Membership of the Court
(1)

The Court shall consist of the following members ⑻ 10 members of the Council appointed by the Chief Executive under section
12(1)(X)，as ex-officio members;
(b)
up to 6 members nominated by the Council and appointed by the Chief
Executive;

19 members nominated by the Lingnan Education Organization Limited
and appointed by the Chief Executive;
(d) 2 members elected by the eligible staff among themselves in accordance
with statutes and appointed by the Council;
(e)
1 member elected by the Senate from among its members in accordance
with statutes and appointed by the Council;
the President as an ex-officio member;
the Vice-President as an ex-officio member;
the President of the Students’ Union as an ex-officio member; and
a graduate or past student of the Lingnan College referred to in the
preamble to this Ordinance or of the University, nominated by the Lingnan
University Alumni Association (Hong Kong) Limited and appointed by the
Council.
(2) The Chief Executive shall appoint from the members appointed under subsection
⑴⑻，(b) or (c)(a)
1 member as Chairman of the Court; and
(b)
1 member as Deputy Chairman of the Court.
(3) The Deputy Chairman of the Court shall act as Chairman of the Court if the
Chairman is absent from Hong Kong or is, for any other reason, unable to act as Chairman.
If for any period both the Chairman and the Deputy Chairman are absent from Hong
Kong or unable to act in their respective offices, or if both of these offices are vacant, the
members may appoint one of the members referred to in subsection (1)fa/ (b) or (c) to
act as Chairman during that period.
(4) A member referred to in subsection (1 )(b) or (c) shall hold office for a period of
3 years or such lesser period as the Chief Executive may determine.
(5) Subject to subsection (8)，a member referred to in subsection (1)fc9，(e)
or (i) shall hold office for a period of 3 years or such lesser period as the Council may
determine.
(6) A member referred to in subsection (1)fd) or (c) may at any time by notice in
writing to the Chief Executive or the Secretary resign from the Court.
(7) A member referred to in subsection (1 )(d), (e) or (i) may at any time by notice
in writing to the Chairman of the Council resign from the Court.
(8)
A member who became a member of the Court under subsection (1 )(d) or (e)
shall cease to be a member of the Court (a) when he ceases to be a member of the body from which he is elected; or
(b) when he ceases to meet the criteria of eligibility for election as defined by
statutes.
(c)
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(9) Upon the expiry of the appointment of any member, whether by reaching pre
set time limits or as a result of resignation or ceasing to meet the criteria of eligibility for
election as defined by statutes, the procedure for a new appointment or re-appointment
will be as if the position thus vacated were being filled for the first time.

10. Meetings and procedures of the Court
(1) Schedule 1 shall have effect with respect to the meetings and procedures of
the Court.
(2) Subject to this Ordinance and any statutes, the Court may determine its own
procedures at its meetings.

PART IV
THE COUNCIL
11.

Establishment of the Council

(1) There is hereby established a Council to be known as the Council of Lingnan
University.
(2) The Council is the executive body of the University and may exercise any of
the powers conferred and shall perform all the duties imposed on the University.

12. Membership of the Council
(1)

(2)
⑴⑻-

The Council shall consist of the following members (a)
10 members appointed by the Chief Executive who are specified in their
appointments to be ex-officio members of the Court;
(b) 8 members appointed by the Chief Executive;
(c)
7 members nominated by the Lingnan Education Organization Limited
and appointed by the Chief Executive;
(d) 3 members elected by the eligible staff among themselves in accordance
with statutes and appointed by the Council;
(e) 2 members elected by the Senate from among its members in accordance
with statutes and appointed by the Council;
(f)
the President as an ex-officio member;
(g) the Vice-President as an ex-officio member; and
(h) the President of the Students’ Union as an ex-officio member.
The Chief Executive shall appoint from the members appointed under subsection

(a)
1 member as Chairman of the Council;
(b) 1 member as Deputy Chairman of the Council; and
(c)
1 member as Treasurer of the Council.
(3) The Deputy Chairman of the Council shall act as Chairman of the Council
if the Chairman is absent from Hong Kong or is, for any other reason, unable to act as
Chairman.
(4) If for any period both the Chairman and the Deputy Chairman are absent from
Hong Kong or unable to act in their respective offices, or if both of these offices are vacant,
the members may appoint one of the members appointed under subsection
to act
as Chairman during that period.
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(5) A member appointed under subsection (1 )(a), (b) or (c) as well as the Chairman,
Deputy Chairman or Treasurer appointed under subsection (2) shall hold office for a term
of 3 years or such lesser period as the Chief Executive may determine.
(6) Subject to subsection (9), a member appointed under subsection ⑴⑼
or (e) shall hold office for a term of 3 years or such lesser period as the Council may
determine.
(7) A member appointed under subsection (1 )(a), (b) or (c) or the Chairman, Deputy
Chairman or Treasurer appointed under subsection (2) may resign from the Council at any
time by notice in writing to the Chief Executive or the Secretary.
(8) A member appointed under subsection (1 )(d) or (e) may resign from the Council
at any time by notice in writing to the Chairman of the Council.
(9) A member who became a member of the Council under subsection ⑴⑼ or
(e) shall cease to be a member of the Council when he ceases to be a member of the body from which he is elected;
or
(b) when he ceases to meet the criteria of eligibility for election as defined by
statutes.
(10) Upon the expiry of the appointment of any member, whether by reaching the
pre-set time limits or as a result of resignation or ceasing to meet the criteria of eligibility for
election as defined by statutes, the procedure for a new appointment, or re-appointment,
will be as if the position thus vacated were being filled for the first time.
(a)

13. Meetings and procedures of the Council
(1) Schedule 2 shall have effect with respect to the meetings and procedures of
the Council.
(2) Subject to this Ordinance, the Council may regulate its own procedures.

14. Committees generally
(1) The Council may create and appoint any committee for any general or special
purposes. The committee may consist partly of persons who are not members of the
Council. The Chairman of the committee shall be appointed by the Council from among
the members of the Council.
(2) The Council may in writing, with or without restrictions or conditions as it thinks
fit, delegate any of its powers and duties to the committee. However, the Council shall not
delegate to the committee the power (a) to approve the terms and conditions of service of persons in the employment
of the University;
(b) to approve the annual budget estimates;
(c)
to authorize the preparation of the statements required under section
19(2); or
(d) to make statutes.
(3) Subject to any statutes, each committee may determine its own procedure at
its meetings.
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PART V
PRESIDENT, VICE-PRESIDENT AND OTHER EMPLOYEES
15. Appointment of President, Vice-President and other employees
(1) The Council shall, in consultation with the Court, appoint a President.
(2) The President shall be subject to the control of the Council.
(3) The President shall be the principal academic and administrative officer of the
University.
(4) The Council may, in consultation with the Court, appoint a Vice-President to
assist the President.
(5) The Council may, in consultation with the Court, terminate the appointment of
the President or the Vice-President on the ground of misconduct, incompetence, inefficiency
or other good cause.
(6) The Council may appoint a person to act as President during the absence or
incapacity of the President or if that office is vacant for any reason.
(7) The Council may appoint other persons to be the employees of the University
as the Council thinks fit.
(8) The Council may terminate the appointment of an employee on the ground of
misconduct, incompetence, inefficiency or other good cause.

16. Power of the Council to delegate to the President
(1) Subject to subsection (2), the Council may in writing, with or without restrictions
or conditions as it thinks fit, delegate to the President any of its powers and duties.
(2) The Council shall not delegate to the President the power (a) to approve the terms and conditions of service of persons in the
employment of the University;
(b) to approve the annual budget estimates;
(c)
to authorize the preparation of the statements required under section
19(2);
to make statutes;
to appoint a President or Vice-President;
to terminate the appointment of the Vice-President;
of the Council under section 15(6).

17. Power of the President to delegate
(1) Subject to subsection (2), the President may in writing, with or without restrictions
or conditions as he thinks fit, delegate, to such person or committee of persons as he
thinks fit, his powers and duties, including subdelegating any power or duty of the Council
delegated to him under section 16.
(2) The President’s power to subdelegate any power or duty of the Council
delegated to him shall be subject to any restriction or condition on subdelegation imposed
by the Council under section 16.
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PART VI
THE SENATE
18. Senate
(1) There shall be a Senate which is the supreme academic body of the
University.
(2) The Senate shall (a) review and develop academic programmes;
(b) direct and regulate the teaching and research at the University;
(c)
regulate the admission of persons to approved courses of study and their
attendance at such courses;
(d)
regulate the examinations leading to the degrees and other academic
awards of the University; and
(e) determine the eligibility of persons to receive degrees, diplomas,
certificates and other academic awards other than honorary degrees or
honorary awards.
(3) The membership and procedures of the Senate shall be in accordance with
statutes.

PART VII
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND REPORTS
19. Accounts
(1)

The University shall maintain proper accounts and records of all its income and

expenditure.
(2) After the end of each financial year, the University shall prepare statements of
its income and expenditure during the previous financial year and of its assets and liabilities
on the last day of the previous financial year.
(3) The University may, from time to time, fix a period to be its financial year.

20. Auditors
(1) The University shall appoint auditors, who are entitled at any time to have access
to all books of account, vouchers and other financial records of the University and to require
such information and explanations as the auditors reasonably consider necessary.
(2) The auditors shall audit the statements prepared under section 19(2), and shall
report thereon to the University.

21. Statements and reports to be submitted to the Chancellor
The University shall, not later than 6 months after the end of each financial year, or
before such later date as the Chancellor may allow in any particular year, submit to the
Chancellor a report on its activities, copies of the statements prepared under section 19(2)
and a copy of the report made under section 20(2).
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PART VIII
GENERAL
22. Unauthorized use of title of the University
(1) No person shall incorporate or form, or be a director, officer, member or organizer
of, or work in connection with, any body of persons which (a) falsely purports or holds itself out to be (i)
the University or any branch or part thereof; or
(ii) in any way connected or associated with the University; or
(b) with intent to deceive or mislead, uses the title "Lingnan University” or
“嶺南大學” or a title in any language which so closely resembles
that title so as to be capable of deceiving or misleading any person into
believing that the body of persons is (i)
the University or any branch or part thereof; or
(ii) in any way connected or associated with the University.
(2) A person who contravenes subsection (1) shall be guilty of an offence and is
liable on conviction to a fine at level 6.

23. Power of the Council to make statutes
(1) Subject to the provisions of this Ordinance, the Council may make statutes for
the better carrying out of the provisions of this Ordinance and, in particular, but without
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, may make statutes providing for (a) the regulation of the proceedings of the Court, the Senate and of any
committee appointed under section 14;
(b) the membership and quorum of the Senate and of any committee
appointed under section 14;
(c) the powers and duties of the Senate and the powers and duties of any
committee appointed under section 14;
(d) the discipline of persons in the employment of the University;
(e) the regulation of the conduct and discipline of students of the
University;
(f)
the conferring of degrees and other academic awards, including honorary
degrees and honorary awards; and
(g) the holding and conduct of elections for the purpose of electing candidates
for appointment to the Court under section 9(1 )(d) or (e) and to the Council
under section 12(1 )(d) or (e).
(2) Any statute made under this section is not subsidiary legislation.

24. Amendment of Schedules
The Secretary may by order in the Gazette amend Schedule 1 or 2.

25. Vesting
(1) Subject to section 3, the body corporate known as Lingnan College under the
repealed Ordinance immediately before the commencement of that section continues in
existence on and after that commencement as the University and, accordingly, all property,
movable or immovable, rights and privileges vested in Lingnan College prior to that
14
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commencement shall continue to be vested in the University on the terms and conditions,
if any, on which the same were vested on that date, and likewise, the University shall
continue to be subject to the obligations and liabilities to which the Lingnan College was
subject to immediately prior to that commencement.
(2) Subject to subsection (1), the appointment of any employee of Lingnan College
made before the commencement of section 3 shall be deemed to have been made by
the University, and for all purposes the service of such employee shall be regarded as
continuous from the date on which he was appointed by Lingnan College.

26. Transitional
(1) Where section 11 has not been commenced, the Council of the Lingnan College
as established under the repealed Ordinance may, without prejudice to the operation of
section 32 of the Interpretation and General Clauses Ordinance (Cap. 1), exercise any of
the powers conferred or perform all the duties imposed on the Council by this Ordinance
(including any power of the Council to appoint any member of the Council).
(2) The Board of Governors as established under the repealed Ordinance shall be
deemed to be the Court pending the establishment of the Court under section 7.
(3) The Academic Board as established under the repealed Ordinance shall be
deemed to be the Senate pending the establishment of the Senate under section 18.
(4) The President of Lingnan College appointed under the repealed Ordinance shall
be deemed to be the President pending the appointment of the President under section 15.
(5) All rules made under the repealed Ordinance and in force immediately before
the commencement of section 3 shall, with all necessary modifications, be deemed to be
statutes made under section 23 and are liable to be amended or repealed accordingly.

27. Saving
Nothing in this Ordinance shall affect or be deemed to affect the rights of the Central
Authorities or the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region under the
Basic Law and other laws, or the rights of any body politic or corporate or of any other
persons except such as are mentioned in this Ordinance and those claiming by, from or
under them.
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SCHEDULE 1

[SS. 10&24]

MEETINGS AND PROCEDURES OF THE COURT
1.
Meetings of the Court shall be held at such times and places as the Chairman
may appoint.
2.
The Chairman shall, at the request of not less than 10 members, convene within
21 days after receiving the request an extraordinary meeting for the purpose of discussing
such matters as are specified by the requesting members.
3.
One half of the members for the time being holding office shall form a quorum
at a meeting of the Court.
4.
If a member has a personal interest, whether directly or indirectly, in any matter
to be considered at a meeting of the Court and is present at the meeting, he shall as soon
as possible after the commencement of the meeting state the fact and the nature of the
interest and shall, if required by a majority of the members present, withdraw from the
meeting while the matter is being considered and in any case shall not vote thereon.
5.
In paragraph 4, “interest” (利害關係)includes a pecuniary interest.
6.
A meeting of the Court may be adjourned by the Chairman or the person
presiding or, where a majority of the members present so resolves, by the members.
7.
Subject to this Ordinance and any statutes, the Court may determine its own
procedure and may exclude from any of its meetings or any part thereof the President, the
Vice-President or the President of the Students’ Union or any member appointed under
section 9(1 )(d) or (e) of the Ordinance when, in the opinion of the Chairman or the person
presiding, such exclusion is in the best interests of the University.
8.
Without prejudice to the generality of paragraph 7, the President for the time
being of the Students’ Union is not entitled to participate in considering the appointment,
promotion or personal affairs of individual officers, teachers and other staff members or
the admission or academic assessment of individual students.
9.
The Court may transact any of its business by circulation of papers, and unless
5 members in writing request the Chairman to refer any particular item of the business
being transacted to the next meeting of the Court a resolution in writing which is approved
in writing by a majority of the members shall be valid and effectual as if it had been passed
at a meeting of the Court.

SCHEDULE 2

[SS. 13 & 24]

MEETINGS AND PROCEDURES OF THE COUNCIL
1.
Meetings of the Council shall be held at such times and places as the Chairman
may appoint.
2.
The Chairman shall, at the request of not less than 7 members, convene within
21 days after receiving the request an extraordinary meeting for the purpose of discussing
such matters as specified by the requesting members.
3.
One half of the members for the time being holding office shall form a quorum
at a meeting of the Council.
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4.
A meeting of the Council may be adjourned by the Chairman or the person
presiding or, where a majority of the members present so resolves, by the members.
5.
If a member has any pecuniary or other personal interest, whether directly or
indirectly, in any matter to be considered at a meeting of the Council and is present at
such meeting, he shall as soon as possible after the commencement of the meeting state
the fact and the nature of the interest and shall, if required by a majority of the members
present, withdraw from the meeting while the matter is being considered and in any case
shall not vote thereon.
6.
The Council may determine its own procedure and may exclude from any of
its meetings or any part thereof the President, the Vice-President, the President of the
Students’ Union or any member appointed under section 12(1)⑼ or ⑻ of the Ordinance
when, in the opinion of the Chairman or the person presiding, such exclusion is in the best
interests of the University.
7.
Without prejudice to the generality of paragraph 6, the President for the time
being of the Students’ Union is not entitled to participate in considering the appointment,
promotion or personal affairs of individual officers, teachers and other staff members or
the admission or academic assessment of individual students.
8.
The Council may transact any of its business by circulation of papers, and unless
5 members in writing request the Chairman to refer any particular item of the business being
transacted to the next meeting of the Council a resolution in writing which is approved in
writing by a majority of the members shall be valid and effectual as if it had been passed
at a meeting of the Council.
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Principal Officers of the University

PRINCIPAL OFFICERS OF THE UNIVERSITY
Chancellor
校監
The Honourable TSANG Yam-kuen, Donald

曾蔭權先生

Chairman of the Council
校董會主席
Mr CHAN Bernard Charnwut, GBS, JP 陳智思太平紳士
BA (Pomona)

Deputy Chairman of the Council
校董會副主席
Ms KAO Ching-Chi, S叩hia, SBS, JP
BCom (CUHK)

高靜芝太平紳士

Treasurer of the Council
校董會司庫
Mr YEUNG Kai-cheung, Patrick 楊佳錫先生
MBA (CUHK); FCMA; FCCA; FCPA; FCIS; FCPA (Aust)

Chairman of the Court
諮議會主席
Dr WU Po-kong, Patrick, JP 伍步剛博士太平紳士
HonMBA; HonDUniv; HonDSocSc; FCIB; FHKIB

Deputy Chairman of the Court
諮議會副主席
Mr NG Leung-sing, SBS, JP

吳亮星太平紳士

President
校長
Prof CHAN Yuk-shee, BBS, JP 陳玉樹教授
巳BA (CUHK); MA, MBA, PhD (UC Berkeley)

Vice-President
副校長
Prof SEADE Jesus施雅德教授
巳Phil, DPhil (Oxon)
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Associate Vice-President (Academic Quality Assurance)
協理副校長(學術素質保證)
Prof CHAN Tsang-sing 陳增聲教授
BBA, MBA (Wisconsin); DBA (Indiana)

Associate Vice-President (Academic Affairs)
協理副校長(教務)
Prof LEE Keng-mun, William 李經文教授
BA, PhD (Toronto); MA (Windsor)

Associate Vice-President and Comptroller
協理副校長及總務長
Mr SINGH Herdip夏廸星先生
Dip (Lingnan); MBA (East Asia); FCEA

Academic Dean, Faculty of Arts
文學院學術事務長
Prof LIVINGSTON Paisley Nathan
BA (Stanford); PhD (Johns Hopkins)

Academic Dean, Faculty of Business
商學院學術事務長
Prof CHAN Koon-hung 陳冠雄教授
BCom (CUHK); MAccSc (Illinois); PhD (Penn. State); CMA(US); CPA (US); FCPA

Academic Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences
社會科學院學術事務長
Prof PHILLIPS David Rosser
BScEcon, PhD (Wales)

傅大衛教授

Dean of Students
學生輔導長
Prof LEE Hung-kai李雄溪教授
BA, MPhil, PhD(HKU)
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THE COUNCIL OF LINGNAN UNIVERSITY
嶺南大學校董會
The Chairman, Deputy Chairman and Treasurer are appointed from the members appointed
under Section 12(2)⑻，(2)(b) and (2)(c) of the Lingnan University Ordinance:

Chairman
Mr CHAN Bernard Chamwut,
GBS, JP

陳智思太平紳士

22.10.2008-21.10.2010

高靜芝太平紳士

22.10.2008-21.10.2010

胃舍昌夕己t

22.10.2007-21.10.2010

Deputy Chairman
Ms KAO Ching-chi, Sophia, SBS, JP

Treasurer
Mr YEUNG Kai-cheung, Patrick

Members
(A)

10 members appointed by the Chief Executive who are specified in their appointments
to be ex-officio members of the Court under Section 12(1)(a) of the Lingnan University
Ordinance:
Mr CHAN Bernard Charnwut,
GBS, JP
Dr CHIANG, Lily
Dr CHOW Chun-kay, Stephen,
SBS, BBS, JP
Ms KAO Ching-chi, Sophia, SBS, JP
Ms Kl Man-fung, Leonie, SBS, JP
Dr LI Siu-wah
Mr MA Ching-hang, Patrick, BBS
Mr SZE, Irons
Mr YEUNG Kai-cheung, Patrick
Mr YUEN Kwong-ming, Roger

(B)

22.10.2007 • 21.10.2010

蔣麗莉博士
22.10.2006-21.10.2009
周振基博士太平紳士 22.10.2006-21.10.2009
高靜芝太平紳士
紀文鳳太平紳士
李兆華醫生
馬清鏗先生
施榮懷先生
楊佳錫先生
袁光銘先生

22.10.2006-21.10.2010
22.10.2006- 21.10.2009
22.10.2007- 21.10.2010
22.10.2008- 21.10.2011
01.08.2008-31.07.2011
22.10.2007-21.10.2010
22.10.2007-21.10.2010

8 members appointed by the Chief Executive under Section 12(1)(b) of the Lingnan
University Ordinance:
Mr CHOI Siu-chow, Tony
Mr FUNG Hau-chung, Andrew
Mr HSU Hsung, Adolf, SBS, JP
Dr LAM Ching-choi, BBS, JP
Mr NG Ming-wah, Charles
Mr SONG Lin, Charley
Ms TANG Shuk-tak, Karen
Mr WONG Chung-mat, Benedict, MH, JP
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陳智思太平紳士

蔡少洲先生
馮孝忠先生
許雄太平紳士
林正財醫生太平紳士
吳明華先生
宋林先生
鄧淑德女士
王忠秣太平紳士

22.10.2006-21.10.2009
22.10.2006-21.10.2009
22.10.2006- 21.10.2009
22.10.2007- 21.10.2010
22.10.2006-21.10.2009
22.10.2006-21.10.2009
22.10.2006- 21.10.2009
22.10.2007- 21.10.2010

Council

(C)

7 members nominated by the Lingnan Education Organization Limited and
appointed by the Chief Executive under Section 12(1)(c) of the Lingnan University
Ordinance:
Dr CHAN LAM Lai-bing, Alison,
HonLLD
Dr LEE MUI Yee-ching, Jennie,
HonSocSc
Mr WONG Chi-kwong, Patrick
Dr WONG Tat-chang, Abraham
Mr WONG Pak-heung, Peter
Dr WU Po-kong, Patrick, HonMBA,
HonDUniv, HonDSocSc, JP
Mr YUNG Chan-lung, Allen

(D)

01.02.2009-31.01.2010

李梅以菁博士

01.08.2009-31.07.2012

黃志光先生
黃達漳博士
黃伯鑑先生
伍步剛博士太平紳士

01.08.2009-31.07.2012
01.08.2007-31.07.2010
01.08.2008-31.07.2011
01.02.2008-31.01.2011

翁燦燐先生

01.08.2008-31.07.2011

3 members elected by the eligible staff among themselves in accordance with statutes
and appointed by the Council under Section 12(1)(d) of the Lingnan University
Ordinance:
Dr LAU Chi-pang
Dr LAW Wing-kin, Kenneth
Mr NG Kwai-wah, Anthony

(E)

陳林麗冰博士

劉智鵬博士
羅榮健博士
吳桂華先生

10.02.2009-21.10.2009
22.10.2007-21.10.2009
22.10.2007-21.10.2009

2 members elected by the Senate from among its members in accordance with
statutes and appointed by the Council under Section 12 ⑴(e) of the Lingnan University
Ordinance:
Prof CHAN Koon-hung
Prof SNELL, Robin Stanley

(F)

陳冠雄教授
施樂民教授

22.10.2007-21.10.2009
22.10.2007-21.10.2009

The President as an ex-officio member under Section 12(1)(f) of the Lingnan University
Ordinance:
Prof CHAN Yuk-shee, BBS, JP

(G)

陳玉樹教授

…

The Vice-President as an ex-officio member under Section 12(1)(g) of the Lingnan
University Ordinance:
Prof SEADE, Jesus

(H)

施雅德教授

—

The President of the Students’ Union as an ex-officio member under Section 12(1)
(h) of the Lingnan University Ordinance:
(Vacant)

—

Secretary to the Council:
Mrs TSANG TAI Mo-oi, Monica
曾戴慕愛女士
(Director of Administration and Registry Services)
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Council Committees

COUNCIL COMMITTEES
1,

Appeals Committee
Terms of reference
To consider and make decisions on appeals from any member of staff of Groups 1
and 2 (whether academic or non-academic) employed on a fixed term or continuous
basis (but not substantiated), whose contract is not renewed or whose continuous
employment is terminated on the grounds relating to performance of his or her duties.
In the event of an issue of non-fulfilment of certain conditions in the contract being
involved, e.g. completion of doctoral studies and publication of articles in refereed
journals, etc., the Committee may take into consideration in its deliberation and
determination of the appeal the reasonableness and fairness of the conditions in
question and their applicability, where appropriate, having regard to all the relevant
circumstances.

Membership composition
Chairman
Members

In attendance

Secretary

One member of the Council who is not member of the Staffing
Committee
One member of the Council who is not member of the Staffing
Committee
Not more than two co-opted members if deemed necessary
by the Chairman
Chairman of Academic Staff Review Committee/Non -academic
Staff Review Committee (for Groups 1 and 2 Staff)/Chair
Professor Staff Review Committee (as the case may be)
Secretary to the Council

Membership
Chairman
Members
Secretary
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Mr YEUNG Kai-cheung, Patrick
Dr CHIANG, Lily
Mr YUEN Kwong-ming, Roger
Mrs TSANG TAI Mo-oi, Monica

楊佳鎘先生
蔣麗莉博士
袁光銘先生
曾戴慕愛女士

Council Committees

2.

Audit Committee
Terms of reference
a)

b)

c)

To formulate an audit plan to measure and evaluate the adequacy and
effectiveness of the various units in the University in discharging their
responsibilities, and to review established systems to ensure compliance with
policies, procedures, regulations, ordinances and other relevant laws.
To carry out the following with regard to the external audit:
(i)
To consider and recommend to Council the appointment of the external
auditors, the audit fee, and any questions of resignation or dismissal of
the external auditors;
(ii)
To review the draft annual financial statements, including the external
auditor’s formal opinion; and
(iii) To discuss any problems and reservations arising from the audit, including
a review of the management letter incorporating management responses,
and any other matters the external auditors may wish to discuss.
To direct and supervise the work of the internal auditing.

Membership composition
Members of the Audit Committee should come from Council members.
Secretary

Secretary to the Council or his/her representative

Membership
Chairman
Members
In attendance
Secretary

Dr CHOW Chun-kay, Stephen, JP
Mr FUNG Hau-chung, Andrew
Mr HSU Hsung, Adolf, JP
Prof CHAN Yuk-shee, JP
Mrs TSANG TAI Mo-oi, Monica

周振基博士太平紳士
馮孝忠先生
許雄太平紳士
陳玉樹教授
曾戴慕愛女士
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3.

Campus Development and Management Committee
Terms of reference
a)

b)
c)

d)

e)
f)
g)

To advise and make recommendations to the Council on all matters relating to
the overall planning and development of the University campus, especially with
regard to the following:
(i)
the purchase, lease, erection, alteration and maintenance of buildings and
the acquisition of land;
(ii)
the appointment of architects and other professional consultants for
the execution of capital projects for the development of the University
campus;
(iii) the examination and approval of sketch plans and estimates;
(iv) the establishment of operational guidelines, standards, and procedures
in connection with the University campus;
(v) the addition to existing accommodation, buildings and other facilities as
may be required to meet the developing needs of the University; and
(vi) the lists of main tenderers.
To monitor the progress of the master development plan and recommend any
modifications if necessary.
To prepare a detailed brief in conformity with the standards stipulated by the
University Grants Committee (UGC) and the University for each project which
the UGC has approved in principle and to despatch such document(s) to the
consultants concerned.
To perform any other duties as delegated by the Council in connection with
campus planning and development and the management of the related
estates.
To formulate policies and monitor the management and maintenance of the
estates of the University campus.
To form sub-committees or working groups when necessary to handle functions
prescribed in a) to d).
To co-opt any members as required and not necessarily from within the
Council.

Membership composition
Chairman, Vice-Chairman and five to seven other members to be appointed by the
Council. The Committee will have the power to co-opt up to two additional members
subject to ratification by the Council.
Secretary
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Associate Vice-President and Comptroller/Senior Campus
Development Officer

Council Committees

Membership
Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Members

Co-opted Member:
Secretary

4.

Dr WONG Tat-chang, Abraham
黃達漳博士
Mr SONG Lin, Charley
宋林先生
Prof CHAN Yuk-shee, JP
陳玉樹教授
(President, ex-officio)
Dr LAU Chi-pang
劉智鵬博士
Dr LI Siu-wah
李兆華醫生
Mr NG Kwai-wah, Anthony
吳桂華先生
Mr WONG Chung-mat, Benedict, JP王忠秣太平紳士
Dr WU Po-kong, Patrick, JP
伍步剛博士太平紳士
Mr LEUNG Kwong-ho, Edmund, JP梁廣灝太平紳士
Mr SINGH Herdip /
夏廸星先生/
Mr HO Chun-man, Stephen
何俊文先生

Christian Activities Committee
Terms of reference
a)
b)

To advise the Council on policies of preserving the Christian tradition of Lingnan
University.
To raise funds for the promotion of Christian faith and related activities.

Membership
Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Member
Secretary

Dr WONG Tat-chang, Abraham
Mr NG Kwai-wah, Anthony
Prof CHAN Yuk-shee, JP
(President, ex-officio)
Mrs TSANG TAI Mo-oi, Monica
(Secretary to the Council)

黃達漳博士
吳桂華先生
陳玉樹教授
曾戴慕愛女士
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5.

Ethics and Discipline Committee
Terms of reference
To deal with staff discipline and other problems such as plagiarism and sexual
harassment on campus, and to formulate policies and guidelines thereof.

Membership composition
Convener
Members
Secretary

Member of the Council
Up to four members to be appointed by the Council
Secretary to the Council

Membership
Convener
Members

Secretary

6.

Mr WONG Pak-heung, Peter
Mr FUNG Hau-chung, Andrew
Ms Kl Man-fung, Leonie, JP
Mr NG Ming-wah, Charles
Mrs TSANG TAI Mo-oi, Monica

黃伯鏗先生
馮孝忠先生
紀文鳳太平紳士
吳明華先生
曾戴慕愛女士

Finance Committee
Terms of reference
a)

b)
c)
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To advise and make recommendations to the Council on all matters within the
jurisdiction of the Council which have important financial implications, with special
attention to the following:
(i)
the regulations and management of the finances of the University, the
raising and investment of funds and the facilities for borrowing moneys
for any purpose;
(ii)
the preparation, amendment and final submission of an annual estimate
of recurrent expenditures for Council’s approval and the monitoring of
spending against approved budget;
(iii) the submission to the Council financial statements including statements of
income and expenditure, and balance sheet for the past financial year;
(iv) the allocation of financial resources amongst the academic and
administrative and other conceivable areas of activities of the University,
and the monitoring of the usage of such funds where appropriate; and
(v) the setting of the levels of fees charged to the students attending UGCfunded academic programmes and courses offered by the University.
To organize and manage any superannuation and provident fund schemes as
agreed upon by the Council.
To form sub-committees and working groups when necessary to handle functions
prescribed in a).

Council Committees

Membership composition
Chairman
Members

Secretary

: Treasurer of the Council
: Five to seven other members to be appointed by the Council.
The Committee will have the power to co-opt up to two additional
members subject to ratification by the Council
: Associate Vice-President and Comptroller

Membership
Chairman
Members

Secretary

7.

Mr YEUNG Kai-cheung, Patrick
Prof CHAN Yuk-shee, JP
(President, ex-officio)
Mr CHOI Siu-chow, Tony
Dr LAW Wing-kin, Kenneth
Mr NG Ming-wah, Charles
Prof SNELL, Robin Stanley
Dr WU Po-kong, Patrick, JP
Mr SINGH Herdip

楊佳錫先生
陳玉樹教授
蔡少洲先生
羅榮健博士
吳明華先生
施樂民教授
伍步剛博士太平紳士
夏廸星先生

Honorary Awards Committee
Terms of reference
To select candidates for recommendation to the Council for the conferment of honorary
degrees and honorary fellowships.

Membership composition
Chairman
Members

Secretary

: Chairman of the Council
: Deputy Chairman of the Council
Treasurer
President
Chairmen of the standing committees of the Council, where such
are not already members mentioned above
The Committee will have the power to co-opt two to three
additional members subject to ratification by the Council
: Secretary to the Council
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Membership
Chairman
Members

Secretary

8.

Mr CHAN Bernard Charnwut, JP
Ms KAO Ching-chi, Sophia, JP
Mr YEUNG Kai-cheung, Patrick
Prof CHAN Yuk-shee, JP
(President, ex-officio)
Dr CHOW Chun-kay, Stephen, JP
Prof SEADE, Jesus
Mr WONG Pak-heung, Peter
Dr WONG Tat-chang, Abraham
Mrs TSANG TAI Mo-oi, Monica

陳智思太平紳士
高靜芝太平紳士
楊佳錫先生
陳玉樹教授
周振基博士太平紳士
施雅德教授
黃伯鏗先生
黃達漳博士
曾戴慕愛女士

Institutional Advancement Committee
Terms of reference
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

To advise and recommend to the Council on the necessity, target and strategy
for fundraising.
To identify and approach likely sources of funds, with individuals and
institutions.
To launch activities of fundraising using the University’s name.
To deliberate any matter on fundraising prescribed to it by the Council.
To recommend to the Council the naming of a building, a facility, programme,
project or chair professorship for donations of more than HK$10 million.
To decide on the naming of a building, a facility, programme, project, chair
professorship or professorship for donations up to HK$10 million and report the
decisions to the Council at the next meeting.

Membership
Chairman
Members
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陳智思太平紳士
Mr CHAN Bernard Charnwut, JP
陳玉樹教授
Prof CHAN Yuk-shee, JP
(President, ex-officio)
蔣麗莉博士
Dr CHIANG Lily
蔡少洲先生
Mr CHOI Siu-chow, Tony
高靜芝太平紳士
Ms KAO Ching-chi, Sophia, JP
馬清鏗先生
Mr MA Ching-hang, Patrick
宋林先生
Mr SONG Lin, Charley
施榮懷先生
Mr SZE, Irons
鄧淑德女士
Ms TANG Shuk-tak, Karen
Mr WONG Chung-mat, Benedict, JP王忠秣太平紳士
伍步剛博士太平紳士
Dr WU Po-kong, Patrick, JP
袁光銘先生
Mr YUEN Kwong-ming, Roger

Council Committees

Co-opted
Members

Secretary

9.

Ms HUNG Siu-lin, Katherine
Mr NG Leung-sing, JP
Dr WAI Kee-kau
Mr WONG Pak-heung, Peter
Mrs TSANG TAI Mo-oi, Monica
(Secretary to the Council)

洪小蓮女士
吳亮星太平紳士
韋基球博士
黃伯鏗先生
曾戴慕愛女士

Lingnan Education Organization Limited (LEO) Donation
Management Committee
Membership
Chairman
Members

Secretary

To be appointed by the Council
Prof CHAN Yuk-shee, JP
(President, ex-officio)
Mr SINGH Herdip
Mr YUNG Chan-lung, Allen
Mrs TSANG TAI Mo-oi, Monica
(Secretary to the Council)

陳玉樹教授
夏廸星先生
翁燦燐先生
曾戴慕愛女士

10. Management Committee for the Fong Sum Wood- Chang Han
Tsiu Education Fund
Terms of reference
To make recommendations to the Council on:
(i) policies and procedures to manage the shares of stocks; and
(ii) policies and procedures for the use of cash dividends attributable to the shares
to make grants to designated secondary schools in Hong Kong and to support
the development of the University.

Membership composition
Chairman
Ex-officio Members
Members

Secretary

:A member of the Council
:Representative of the late Ms CHANG Han-tsiu
Mrs KWOK CHAN Yuk-yee
:One member from among the Council members
President
One member nominated by the Senate
:Associate Vice-President and Comptroller or
his/her representative
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Membership
Chairman
Ex-officio Members

To be appointed by the Council
The late Ms CHANG Han-tsiu
represented by
Ms TANG Min-ying
Mrs KWOK CHAN Yuk-yee
Prof CHAN Yuk-shee, JP
(President, ex-officio)
Dr WONG Mei-ling, May

Members

Secretary

:Mr SINGH Herdip

鄧敏英女士
（代表已故張漢秋女士）
郭陳玉儀女士
陳玉樹教授
王美玲博士
夏廸星先生

11. Staffing Committee
Terms of reference
a

be

To advise and make recommendations to the Council on the following personnel
policy matters:
(i)
staffing and establishments;
(ii)
terms and conditions of service including salary scales of staff members
and the interpretations of such conditions; and
(iii) staff development.
To deal with any personnel matters prescribed by the Council.
To form sub-committees or working groups when necessary to consider
personnel matters.

Membership composition
The Committee will consist of the Chairman, Vice-Chairman, President (ex-officio),
Vice-President (ex-officio) and four to six other members to be appointed by the
Council. The Committee will have power to co-opt up to two additional members
subject to ratification by the Council.
Secretary

Secretary to the Council

Membership
Chairman
Vice-Chairman
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:
:

Ms KAO Ching-chi, Sophia, JP
Dr LAM Ching-choi, JP

高靜芝太平紳士
林正財醫生太平紳士

Council Committees

Members

Secretary

Prof CHAN Yuk-shee, JP
(President, ex-officio)
Prof SEADE, Jesus
(Vice-President, ex-officio)
Prof CHAN Koon-hung
Mr HSU Hsung, Adolf, JP
Mr NG Kwai-wah, Anthony
Mr YUNG Chan-lung, Allen
Mrs TSANG TAI Mo-oi, Monica

陳玉樹教授
施雅德教授
陳冠雄教授
許雄太平紳士
吳桂華先生
翁燦燐先生
曾戴慕愛女士
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THE COURT OF LINGNAN UNIVERSITY 嶺南大學諮議會
The Chairman and Deputy Chairman are appointed under Section 9(2) (a) and (2)(b) of the
Lingnan University Ordinance:

Chairman:
Dr WU Po-kong, Patrick, HonMBA,
HonDUniv, HonDSocSc, JP

伍步剛博士太平紳士

01.11.2008 - 31.10.2011

吳亮星太平紳士

22.10.2006-21.10.2009

Deputy Chairman:
Mr NG Leung-sing, SBS, JP

Members:
(A)

10 members of the Council appointed by the Chief Executive under Section 12(1)(a)f
as ex-officio members under Section 9(1)(a) of the Lingnan University Ordinance:
Mr CHAN Bernard Charnwut, GBS, JP
Dr CHIANG, Lily
Dr CHOW Chun-kay, Stephen, SBS,
BBS, JP
Ms KAO Ching-chi, Sophia, SBS, JP
Ms Kl Man-fung, Leonie, SBS, JP
Dr LI Siu-wah
Mr MA Ching-hang, Patrick, BBS
Mr SZE, Irons
Mr YEUNG Kai-cheung, Patrick
Mr YUEN Kwong-ming, Roger

(B)

22.10,2007-21.10.2010
22.10.2006-21.10.2009
22.10.2006- 21.10.2009

高靜芝太平紳士
紀文鳳太平紳士
李兆華醫生
馬清鏗先生
施榮懷先生
楊佳鍟先生
袁光銘先生

22.10.2006- 21.10.2010
22.10.2006- 21.10.2009
22.10.2007- 21.10.2010
22.10.2008- 21.10.2011
01.08.2008-31.07.2011
22.10.2007 -21.10.2010
22.10.2007-21.10.2010

Up to 6 members nominated by the Council and appointed by the Chief Executive under
Section 9(1)(b) of the Lingnan University Ordinance:
Mr FONG Man-hung, David, JP
Mr IP Yuk-keung, Albert
Mr LEONG Siu-hung, Edwin
Mr MAR, Selwyn
Mr NG Leung-sing, SBS, JP
Mr YU Siu-fung, Frank
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陳智思太平紳士
蔣麗莉博士
周振基博士太平紳士

方文雄太平紳士
葉毓強先生
梁紹鴻先生
馬紹援先生
吳亮星太平紳士
余嘯峰先生

01.08.2009-31.07.2012
01.08.2009-31.07.2012
01.08.2009-31.07.2012
01.08.2009-31.07.2012
22.10.2006-21.10.2009
01.08.2009-31.07.2012

Court

(C)

19 members nominated by the Lingnan Education Organization Limited and appointed
by the Chief Executive under Section 9(1)(c) of the Lingnan University Ordinance:
Mr CHAN Siu-man
Mr CHIU Tin-chung, Ernest
Dr CHIU Tin-yan, Andy
Mr CHOY Cho-kwong, Christy
Mr FOO Che-fuk, James, MH
Mr KWAN Chi-sun
Dr LAW Sai-kit, Frank
Dr LEE Gen-hwa, Gennie, HonSocSc
Mr LEUNG Chung-sing, Sammy
Ms LI Shao-yuen
Mr LO Richard
Dr LUK CHIU Kwan-hung, Angela,
HonHD, BBS
Mr POON Pa-yuen, Tinlo
Dr TAM Kwok-kuen, Vincent
Dr TAM Kwok-wai, Ronald
Mr WAI Yip-carl, Gilbert
Dr WU Po-kong, Patrick, HonMBA,
HonDUniv, HonDSocSc, JP
Mr YOUNG Kah-fay
Mr YUNG Chan-lung, Allen

(D)

伍步剛博士太平紳士

01.01.2009-31.12.2011
01.06.2009-31.12.2011
01.01.2009-31.12.2010
01.01.2008-31.12.2010
01.11.2008-31.10.2011

楊革非先生
翁燦燐先生

01.01.2009-31.12.2011
01.01.2009-31.12.2010

劉智鵬博士
楊繼賢先生

30.10.2007 - 29.10.2009
30.10.2007 - 29.10.2009

施樂民教授

21.06.2009-20.06.2012

The President as an ex-officio member under Section 9(1)(f) of the Lingnan University
Ordinance:
Prof CHAN Yuk-shee, BBS, JP

(G)

潘柏源先生
譚國權醫生
譚國威醫生
韋業嘉先生

1 member elected by the Senate from among its members in accordance with
statutes and appointed by the Council under Section 9(1)(e) of the Lingnan University
Ordinance:
Prof SNELL, Robin Stanley

(F)

01.01.2009-31.12.2011
01.06.2009-31.12.2011
01.01.2009-31.12.2010
01.01.2009-31.12.2010
01.06.2009 ■ 31.12.2011
01.01.2009-31.12.2010
01.01.2008-31.12.2010
01.01.2008-31.12.2010
01.01.2009-31.12.2011
01.01.2009-31.12.2011
01.01.2009-31.12.2011
01.01.2009-31.12.2010

2 members elected by the eligible staff among themselves in accordance with
statutes and appointed by the Council under Section 9(1)(d) of the Lingnan University
Ordinance:
Dr LAU Chi-pang
Mr YEUNG Kai-yin，Tommy

(E)

陳少文先生
招天聰先生
招天欣醫生
蔡祖光先生
符之福先生
關志信先生
羅世傑醫生
李林建華博士
梁松聲先生
李小元女士
老元迪先生
陸趙鈞鴻博士

陳玉樹教授

—

The Vice-President as an ex-officio member under Section 9(1)(g) of the Lingnan
University Ordinance:
Prof SEADE Jesus

施雅德教授
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(H)

The President of the Students’ Union as an ex-officio member under Section 9(1)(h)
of the Lingnan University Ordinance:
(Vacant)

(I)

―

A graduate or past student of the Lingnan College referred to in the preamble to
this Ordinance or of the University, nominated by the Lingnan University Alumni
Association (Hong Kong) Limited and appointed by the Council under Section 9(1)
(i) of the Lingnan University Ordinance:
Dr LAM Cheung, Richard

林祥博士

20.02.2009 - 19.02.2012

Secretary to the Court
Mrs TSANG TAI Mo-oi, Monica
曾戴慕愛女士
(Director of Administration and Registry Services)
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SENATE
Chairman
President

Deputy Chairman
Vice-President

Ex officio Members
Associate Vice-Presidents
Academic Deans
Chair Professors
Dean of Students
Heads of Academic Departments
Director of General Education and Core Curriculum
Librarian
Director of Information Technology Services Centre
Director of Student Services
Director of Teaching and Learning
Programme Directors
Dean of the Community College and Further Education
Registrar (Secretary)
President of the Students’ Union

Academic Staff Representatives
Two members of the full-time academic staff elected by and from among their number
in each of the following constituencies:
(i) Faculty of Arts
(ii) Faculty of Business
(iii) Faculty of Social Sciences

Student Members
One student elected by and from among their number in each of the following
constituencies:
(i) Faculty of Arts
(ii) Faculty of Business
(iii) Faculty of Social Sciences

Co-opted Members
Up to two members recommended by the Chairman and appointed by the Senate
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Powers and Duties

\

—
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The Senate shall be the supreme academic body of the University and shall have
the following powers and duties:
1.
To promote and provide guidance for the development of academic courses
and programmes of study which are in line with the objectives and educational
philosophy of the University, and to keep the quality of such courses and
programmes under constant review.
2.
To advise the Council on any matter which is relevant to the educational work of
the University, and in particular with respect to the establishment of any proposed
new programme of study or academic award.
3.
To direct, plan, co-ordinate, develop, oversee, regulate and promote all teaching,
programmes of study, research and other academic work in the University, and
to formulate policies accordingly.
4.
To make recommendations to the Council or the President, as appropriate,
on the criteria and methodologies for the allocation of resources, and on the
development and operation of facilities, required to support the academic work
of the University.
5.
To make regulations from time to time in respect of the following matters:
(a) the assessment of proposals for developing new programmes and/or new
courses;
the conduct of examinations and other forms of assessment of students;
the admission, progression, registration and residence of students;
the conditions for the academic awards of the University;
the use of University libraries, laboratories, workshops and other
educational facilities; and
(f)
the award of student scholarships, bursaries and other prizes based on
academic performance of the students.
6.
To recommend to the Council the establishment of awards of distinction and
honours.
7.
To approve the appointment of external examiners and external academic
advisers.
8.
To decide in accordance with the regulations what persons have qualified for
the academic awards other than honorary degrees of the University.
9.
To require any student to terminate his/her studies at the University either on
academic or disciplinary grounds.
10. To decide on matters affecting the welfare and discipline of students.
11. To determine the academic calendar (with the exception of the dates of meetings
of the Court and the Council).
12. To consider and report to the Council on matters referred to the Senate by the
Council.
/
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Standing Committees of the Senate

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE SENATE
1.

Academic Quality Assurance Committee
Terms of reference
a)
b)

c)
d)
e)
f)

To promote a quality culture in academic programmes.
To develop policies, standards and procedures relating to the approval,
monitoring and review of undergraduate programmes, including overseeing
validation/four-year programme review process, endorsing validation/four-year
programme review documents, monitoring the results of annual programme
reviews, and considering proposed major modifications to undergraduate
programmes.
To review policies and regulations for student assessment and examination
matters for undergraduate programmes.
To assist academic units in the promotion of quality assurance and
accountability.
To monitor and assess matters related to teaching and learning quality.note1
To monitor the quality assurance processes of sub-degree programmes of the
Community College, including approval of new programmes/courses.note2

Membership
Chairman
Members

Secretary

2.

To be appointed by the President
Associate Vice-President (Academic Affairs)
Academic Deans
Director of General Education and Core Curriculum
Director of Teaching and Learning
Director or Associate Director of Business Programmes
BSocSc (Hons) Programme Director or Associate Director
One representative from the Department Heads of the Arts
Programmes to serve on a rotational and annual basis
One member elected by academic staff from each of the three
Faculties
President of the Students’ Union or his/her representative
Registrar or his / her nominee

Campus Life and Student Services Committee
Terms of reference
a)
b)

To promote campus life that is conducive to students’ whole-person
development.
To promote meaningful interaction between staff and students.

Notes: 1. via its Sub-Committee on Teaching and Learning.
2. via its Sub-Committee on Academic Quality Assurance of Sub-degree Programmes.
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c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

To recommend topics and speakers for University assemblies to the President
for his approval.
To advise and make recommendations to the Senate on matters relating to
student affairs.
To advise and make recommendations to various units concerned on the
provision of student services and student activities.
To recommend rules and criteria for the administration of loans, grants,
scholarships and bursaries available to students when necessary.
To carry out such other tasks as the Senate may assign.

Membership
Chairman
Members

Secretary

3.

Dean of Students
Associate Vice-President and Comptroller
Registrar or his / her nominee
Director of Student Services
One representative from each of the three Faculties
Two representatives from the wardens
President of the Students’ Union
Three other student representatives nominated by the Students’
Union
A staff member of the Student Services Centre

Discontinuation Appeals Panel
Terms of reference
To consider appeal cases concerning discontinuation of undergraduate/postgraduate
studies at the University due to unsatisfactory academic performance or progression.
It is empowered by the Senate to decide on the cases. The decision of the Panel
will be final.

Membership
Convened
Members

林
*
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To be appointed by the Senate from among its members (on an
annual basis)
One representative** from each of the three Faculties
A representative from the Registry

Except that when the appeal case is from his/her programme, the Convener has voting right in the
decision of appeal case(s) and to take a casting vote if voting results in a tie.
The member concerned shall have no voting right when the appeal case is from his/her programme.

Standing Committees of the Senate

Observer

Secretary

4.

One student observer nominated by the Students’ Union. The
student who has submitted an appeal shall, however, have the
option of not involving the student observer in his/her case.
A staff member of the Registry

Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee
Terms of reference
a)
b)
c)
d)

To promote a research culture in the University.
To formulate University-wide research policy.
To evaluate research grants applications.
To monitor the progress of staff research projects funded under various types
of research grants.

e)
f)

To formulate policies and guidelines on postgraduate programmes.
To validate and review taught postgraduate programmes and make
recommendations to the Senate.
To oversee the admission, supervision, progress and examination of all
postgraduate students, and make recommendations to the Senate on these
students for the appropriate awards.
To approve and administer the Postgraduate Studentship Scheme, or other
awards available to postgraduate students.
To approve applications for conference grants, study grants (including staff
development for non-academic staff on individual or departmental basis) and
study leave.
To deal with all other matters related to research and postgraduate study
programmes.

g)

h)
i)

j)

Membership
Chairman
Members

Secretary

#
*

To be appointed by the President
Associate Vice-President (Academic Quality Assurance)
Associate Vice-President (Academic Affairs)#
Academic Deans
Convener of Research and Postgraduate Studies Panel in each
of the three Faculties
One other member from each Research and Postgraduate Studies
Panel of the three Faculties
Chair of the Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences
Chairman of the Executive Committee, Research Postgraduate
Students’ Circle*
Staff members of the Registry and the Office of Research and
Staff Development

mainly for matters related to postgraduate studies
for matters related to policy / regulations / issues of research postgraduate studies only
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5.

Student Disciplinary Committee
Terms of reference
a)
b)

To review cases of students’ violation of any rules or regulations of the University
and/or commitment of any misconduct.
To determine/recommend counselling and/or disciplinary actions as
appropriate.

Membership*
Chairman
Members

Secretary

6.

To be appointed by the Senate from among its members
One representative from each of the three Faculties, appointed
by the President
Registrar or his/her representative
One student nominated by the Students’ Union by name, appointed
by the President
A staff member of the Registry

Undergraduate Admissions Committee
Terms of reference
a)
b)
c)
d)

To formulate University policy and guidelines for admitting undergraduates.
To liaise with Departments/Programmes in relation to admissions criteria and
procedures.
To plan promotion programmes and to recruit students (both local and non
local).
To deal with all other admissions matters.

Membership
Chairman
Members

Member and :
Secretary

To be appointed by the President
Associate Vice-President (Academic Affairs)
Assistant Registrar of Admissions Office
Programme Admissions Tutors
Director or Associate Director of Business Programmes
BSocSc (Hons) Programme Director or Associate Director
One representative from Arts Programmes
One student member nominated by the Students’ Union
Registrar or his / her nominee

If any member has played a significant role in earlier stages of the case under consideration, that member
will be excused from the SDC and will not participate in the Committee’s action on that particular case.
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Standing Committees of the Senate

7.

Undergraduate Examinations Board
Terms of reference
a)
b)

To oversee the conduct and administration of examinations.
To review the recommendations of Boards of Examiners*, including those
for degree classifications, and to make its own recommendations thereon, if
necessary, to the Senate.

c)

To consider student matters relating to examinations, excluding discontinuation
appeal cases, referred to it by the Registrar.
To refer issues on student assessment relating to quality assurance to the
Academic Quality Assurance Committee for consideration.

d)

Membership
Chairman
Members

Member and :
Secretary

To be appointed by the President
Associate Vice-President (Academic Affairs)
Academic Deans or their representatives
Director or Associate Director of Business Programmes
BSocSc (Hons) Programme Director or Associate Director
Heads of Departments of Arts Programmes
Registrar or his / her nominee

[Note: There are a number of Committees under President and Central Administration set
up to advise the President on matters under their purview.]

*

For the programmes/courses offered by the Departments of Chinese, Cultural Studies, English, History,
Philosophy, Translation and Visual Studies, all examination matters will be dealt with by the Department
Board concerned and External Examiners shall be invited to attend relevant meetings. For courses
offered by the CLEAC and ELEAC, examination matters will be handled by the Staff Committees of the
Centres and External Examiners shall be invited to attend relevant meetings.
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Honorary Graduates/
Fellows and
Emeritus Professors

Graduates Honoris Causa
Honorary Fellows
Emeritus Professors

Graduates Honoris Causa

GRADUATES HONORIS CAUSA
Doctor of Business Administration （DBA）
KWOK Siu-ming, Simon 郭少明

（2008）

Doctor of Humanities （DHum）
SWAINE J John 施偉賢

（1994）

JAO Tsung-i 饒宗頤

（1995）

LEE Rebecca 李樂詩

（2000）

Doctor of Laws （LLD）
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CHOW C, Gregory 鄒至莊

（1994）

TONG Tin-sun 唐天燊

（1994）

CHEN TS, John 陳佐舜

（1995）

LIU Tung-sheng 劉東生

（1995）

WAI Kee-kau 韋基球

（1996）

CHAN Pun, David 陳斌

（1997）

TODD David 達安輝

（1997）

WONG Hoo-chuen 黃浩川

（1997）

CHIU Hin-kwong 招顯洸

（1998）

KWOK Man-cho 郭文藻

（1998）

EWBANK Inga-stina

（1999）

WONG Shek-wah 黃石華

（2000）

WONG Bing-lai 黃炳禮

（2001）

LITTON Henry 烈顯倫

（2002）

ZHANG Xinsheng 章新勝

（2004）

LIU Lit-mo 廖烈武

（2005）

Graduates Honoris Causa

LO Tak-shing 羅德丞

（2005）

TIN Ka-ping 田家炳

（2005）

CHAN LAM Lai-bing, Alison 陳林麗冰

（2006）

OXBURGH Ernest Ronald 奧斯栢

（2006）

KWONG Paul 鄺保羅

（2007）

WU Ying-sheung, Gordon 胡應湘

（2007〉

CHENG Mo-chi, Moses 鄭慕智

（2008）

Doctor of Literature （DLit）
YU C, Anthony 余國藩

（1996）

WANG Luo-lin 王洛林

（1997）

HALLIDAY Michael Alexander Kirkwood 韓禮德

（1999）

WANG Der-wei, David 王德威

（2001）

YEH Chia-ying 葉嘉瑩

（2002）

PA I Hsien-yung 白先勇

（2003）

CHAN Wen-tung 陳文統

（2004）

TU Weiming 杜維明

（2006）

Doctor of Social Sciences （DSocSc）
LI K P, David 李國寶

（1996）

LAM Chik-suen 林植宣

（1997）

SACHS Jeffrey D

（1998）

LAM Shan-muk 林山木

（1999）

PATRICK Hugh T 休奇■帕德里克

（2000）

WU Po-kong, Patrick 伍步剛

（2000）
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Graduates Honoris Causa
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HO Tzu-cho, David 何子悼

（2001）

PANG Yuk-wing, Joseph 彭玉榮

（2002）

LEE LIN Gen-hwa, Gennie 李林建華

（2003）

FONG Yun-wah 方潤華

（2004）

YANG Y F, Katie楊梁燕芳（芳艷芬）

（2004）

PANITCHPAKDI Supachai 素帕猜•巴尼巴滴

（2005）

STIGLITZ Joseph E約瑟夫■斯蒂格利茲

（2005）

LEE MUI Yee-ching, Jennie 李梅以菁

（2007）

LEWIS Stephen R 史蒂芬•路易斯

（2007）

MOW LAU Shirley 劉瓊鳳

（2008）

Honorary Fellows

HONORARY FELLOWS
CHAN Keung 陳強

(2005)

CHEUNG Kin-piu, Valiant 張建標

(2005)

LAU Shiu-ming, Joseph 劉紹銘

(2005)

LEONG WONG Man-suen, Mona 梁黃文璿

(2005)

LEUNG Kai-hung, Michael 梁啟雄

(2005)

MAR Selwyn馬紹援

(2005)

CHIANG Lily 蔣麗莉

(2006)

HUI Koon-man, Michael 許冠文

(2006)

KAO Ching-chi, Sophia 高靜芝

(2006)

NG Tat-lun伍達倫

(2006)

CHOW Chun-kay, Stephen 周振基

(2007)

LEUNG Kwong-ho, Edmund 梁廣灝

(2007)

WONG Kai-man 黃啟民

(2007)

CHONG Hok-shan 莊學山

(2008)

KUNG Lin-cheng, Leo 孔令成

(2008)

SHEK Lai-him, Abraham 石禮謙

(2008)

WONG Chung-mat, Benedict 王忠袜

(2008)

YEUNG Kai-cheung, Patrick 楊佳錫

(2008)
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Emeritus Professors

EMERITUS PROFESSORS
EOYANG Eugene Chen 歐陽楨

AB (Harvard); AM (Columbia); PhD (Indiana);
FRSA

LAU Shiu-ming, Joseph 劉紹銘

BA (National Taiwan); PhD (Indiana)

NYAW Mee-kau 饒美蛟

BSocSc (CUHK); MA (Vanderbilt);
MBA (British Columbia); PhD (Simon Fraser)
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Advisory Boards and
External Examiners

52

Advisory Boards

64

External Examiners

Advisory Boards

ADVISORY BOARDS
Advisory Board on General Education
Prof CHENG Pei-kai 鄭培凱(Chairman)
Director
Chinese Civilisation Centre
City University of Hong Kong
Prof CHEUNG Chan-fai 張燦輝
Director of University General Education
Professor and Chairman
Department of Philosophy
Director, Edwin Cheng Foundation Asian Centre for Phenomenology
Director, Research Centre for General Education
Director, Leadership Development Programme
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Prof CHOI Po-king, Dora 蔡寶瓊
Director of Gender Studies Programme
Associate Professor
Department of Educational Administration and Policy
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Mr TUNG Chiao 董橋
Publisher
Apple Daily

Advisory Board for the Department of Chinese
Dr LUK Steven K 陸國燊(Chairman)
Managing Director and General Manager
Commercial Press (HK) Ltd
Prof HUANG Zi Ping 黃子平
Professor
Department of Chinese Language and Literature
Hong Kong Baptist University
Prof LEE Oufan Leo 李歐梵
Professor
Department of Cultural and Religious Studies
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Mr LUI S K Jackson 呂少群
Senior Reporter
Ta Kung Pao (HK) Ltd
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Advisory Boards

Mr MAN Cheuk-fei 文灼非
Chief Editor
Hong Kong Economic Journal Monthly
Prof NG Suk-tin 吳淑鈿
Professor
Department of Chinese Language and Literature
Hong Kong Baptist University
Dr TONG Ho-kin 湯浩堅
Head
Department of Chinese
The Hong Kong Institute of Education

Advisory Board on Cultural Studies
Dr CHEUNG Ping-kuen, MH 張秉權(Chairman)
Head of Liberal Arts Studies
Department of Liberal Arts Studies
The Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts
Prof CHAN Yuen-ying 陳婉瑩
Professor and Director
Journalism and Media Studies Centre
The University of Hong Kong
Prof CLARKE David J
Professor
Department of Fine Arts
The University of Hong Kong
Ms HUI On-wah Ann 許鞍華
Film Producer and Director
Mr IP Kin-yuen 葉建源
Principal
HKICC Lee Shau Kee School of Creativity
Ms WONG Ying-kay Ada 黃英琦
Chairperson
Hong Kong Institute of Contemporary Culture
Mr YUNG Danny 榮念曾
Artistic Director
Zuni Icosahedron
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Advisory Boards

Advisory Board for the Department of English
Dr TANG Sek-khuen Thomas 鄧錫權(Chairman)
Executive Director
Global Institute for Tomorrow
Prof CHING Yuet May Mimi 程月媚
Associate Professor
Department of English
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Dr CHRISTIE Stuart
Associate Professor
Department of English Language and Literature
Hong Kong Baptist University
Mrs LAI WEI Kit-lin Minnie 黎韋潔蓮
Former Headmistress
Heep Yunn School (Secondary)
Prof LITTLEWOOD William
Professor
Department of English
The Hong Kong Institute of Education

Advisory Board on History
Mr TAM Kwong-lim 譚廣濂(Chairman)
Managing Director
Kingstar Shipping Ltd
Prof CHU Hung-lam 朱鴻林
Chair Professor of Chinese Culture
Department of Chinese Culture
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Dr HASE Patrick Hugh 夏思義
Managing Director
S Y Consultancy Services Co Ltd
Prof HO Wing-chung Clara 何劉詠聰
Professor
Department of History
Hong Kong Baptist University
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Advisory Boards

Mr KAN Wing-ching Richard 簡永楨
Managing Director
In Yam Development Limited
Dr TING Sun-pao Joseph 丁新豹
Honorary Senior Research Fellow
Department of History
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Advisory Board for Philosophy
Prof FUNG Yiu-ming 馮耀明
Chair Professor of Humanities
Division of Humanities
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Dr LAU Joe劉彥方
Associate Professor
Department of Philosophy
The University of Hong Kong
Prof PFISTER Lauren F 費樂仁
Professor
Department of Religion and Philosophy
Hong Kong Baptist University
Prof TAO LAI Po-wah Julia 陶黎寶華
Acting Vice-president (Development & External Relations)
Chief-of-Staff
Professor
Department of Public and Social Administration
City University of Hong Kong
Prof WANG Qingjie 王慶節
Professor
Department of Philosophy
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Advisory Board for the Department of Translation
Mr LAI Tim-cheong 賴恬昌(Chairman)
Writer
Prof JIN Sheng-hwa Serena 金聖華
Emeritus Professor of Translation
Department of Translation
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
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Advisory Boards

Prof LAI Chui-chun Jane 黎翠珍
Emeritus Professor
Honorary Fellow
Centre for Translation
Honorary Professor
Department of English Language and Literature
Hong Kong Baptist University
Prof LIU Ching-chih 劉靖之
Honorary Research Fellow
Centre of Asian Studies
The University of Hong Kong
Prof YEE Chun-chu Angelina 余珍珠
Associate Vice-President (Office of the President)
Associate Professor of Humanities
Division of Humanities
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

Advisory Board for Visual Studies
Prof GRACE Helen 葛海裔(Chairperson)
Associate Professor and Deputy Chairperson
Department of Cultural and Religious Studies
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Prof CHANG Ping-hung Wallace 鄭炳鴻
Associate Professor
Department of Architecture
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Ms KEMBER Pamela
Lecturer, Art History and Theory
Academy of Visual Arts
Hong Kong Baptist University
Ms LAM Suk-yee, Connie 林淑儀
Executive Director
Hong Kong Arts Centre
Prof PANG Laikwan 彭麗君
Associate Professor
Department of Cultural and Religious Studies
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Ms WONG Siu-yin Phoebe 黃小燕
Head Researcher and Project Manager
Asia Art Archive (Hong Kong)
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Advisory Boards

Advisory Board for the Chinese Language Education
and Assessment Centre
Mr TONG Sai-tao Keith 唐世陶(Chairman)
Associate Director
Language Centre
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
Dr SI Chung-mou 施仲謀
Associate Dean
Faculty of Arts
The University of Hong Kong
Dr WONG Pui-kwong 王培光
Associate Professor
Department of Chinese, Translation and Linguistics
City University of Hong Kong
Dr WU Wei-ping 吳偉平
Director
New Asia-Yale-in-China Chinese Language Center
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Advisory Board for the English Language Education
and Assessment Centre
Dr MORRISON Bruce (Chairman)
Head
English Language Centre
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Dr CHUNG Sin-ling Jenny 鍾銑玲
Principal
HKFEW Wong Cho Bau Secondary School

Advisory Board on Accountancy
Mr WONG Kim-man 黃劍文(Chairman)
Financial Controller
China Beverages Business Unit
PepsiCo International
Ms CHAN Mabel 陳美寳
Sole Proprietor
Mabel Chan & Co
Certified Public Accountants
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Advisory Boards

Mr CHAN M P Paul 陳茂波
Chairman
PCP CPA Ltd
Ms CHAN Y F Florence 陳苑芬
Tax Partner
Ernst & Young
Certified Public Accountants
Mr CHOW S L Jack 鄒小磊
Audit Partner
KPMG Hong Kong
Ms FUNG Pammy 凋抬
Director
CCIF CPA Limited
Mr HO Kam-wing Richard 何錦榮
Audit Partner
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
Certified Public Accountants
Mr KONG C H Johnson 江智蛟
Managing Partner
巳DO Limited
Certified Public Accountants
Ms LAW Elizabeth 羅君美
Managing Director
Law & Partners CPA Ltd
Mr LAW K C羅廣就
Partner
Tax Services
PricewaterhouseCoopers Ltd
Mr LI Ka-fai David 李家暉
Deputy Managing Partner
Li, Tang, Chen & Co
Certified Public Accountants
Mr LI M K Edmond 李民基
Audit Partner
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
Certified Public Accountants
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Mr MAN Mo-leung 文暮良
Executive Chairman
Mazars CPA Limited

Advisory Boards

Advisory Board on Business Studies
Dr NG Tat-lun, BBS, JP 伍達倫(Chairman)
Chairman and CEO
Talent Solutions Inc
Mr AU Peter區庭耀
President
Wing Tai Stationery (HK) Co Ltd
Mr CHAN Chi-kong Morison 陳志光
Past President
ACCA Hong Kong
Mr CHEUNG Kin-keung Kelvin 張健強
Senior Vice President
Non-Life Profit Centre
High Net Worth Business
HSBC Insurance (Asia-Pacific) Holdings Limited
Mr CHOI Michael, JP 蔡涯棉
Chairman
Land Power International Holdings Ltd
Dr CHUNG C P Roy, JP 鍾志平
Group Managing Director
Techtronic Industries Co Ltd
Ms FONG Lee-wan Friendly 方利雲
Financial Controller
Vitasoy International Holdings Ltd
Mr IP Albert 葉毓強
Managing Director of Investments
Private Banking and Investment Group, Pacific Rim
Merrill Lynch (Asia Pacific) Limited
Mr KWAN Y C James, JP 關育材
Executive Director and Chief Operating Officer
The Hong Kong and China Gas Co Ltd
Dr LAM Lee G林家禮
Chairman
Monte Jade Science and Technology Association of Hong Kong
Ms LAU Tsui-mei Louisa 劉翠薇
Director
China Affairs and Education & Examinations
The Hong Kong Institute of Chartered Secretaries
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Advisory Boards

Mr LEE Patrick S 李世賢
Managing Director
Inchcape
Mr LEUNG On-fook 梁安福
Chairman
Everbest Insurance Holdings Ltd
Dr LO Wai-kwok 盧偉國
Managing Director
Surface Mount Technology (Holdings) Ltd
Mr SIU Chor-kee Caecage 蕭楚基
Managing Director
Ocean Empire Food Shop (Holdings) Limited
Mr SO Alfred 蘇仲強
Executive Director
Sun Hung Kai Real Estate Agency Limited
Ms TAM Heung-man 譚香文
Former Member of Legislative Council
Mr THONG Yeung-sum Michael 唐楊森
Finance Director
The Herald Group
Ms WONG Wai-yin Winnie 黃慧賢
Treasury Manager (Treasury Department)
Airport Authority, Hong Kong
Mr YEUNG Kai-cheung Patrick 楊佳錫
Managing Director
Asian Capital (Corporate Finance) Ltd
Mr YOUNG Tze-kong Paul, JP 楊子剛
General Manager and Executive Director
Yuen Hing Hong and Co Ltd
Dr YU Sun-say, GBS, SBS, JP 楊孫西
Chairman
HKI Group
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Advisory Boards

Social Sciences Advisory Board
Mr FUNG Daniel 馮華健(Chairman)
Senior Counsel
Des Voeux Chambers
Mr BOWRING Philip
Columnist
International Herald Tribune
Prof JOSEPH Alun
Dean and Professor
College of Social and Applied Human Science
University of Guelph
Canada
Mrs LAI Anna黎黃靄玲
Director
Prime Prime International Ltd
Dr LEUNG M F Edward 梁萬福
Consultant
Department of Medicine and Geriatrics
United Christian Hospital
Mr NEOH Anthony, JP 梁定邦
Senior Counsel
Anthony Neoh Chambers
Mr WONG Chung-mat Ben 王忠秣
Chairman and CEO
Wong’s International (Holdings) Ltd
Prof YEH G O Anthony 葉嘉安
Chair Professor
Centre of Urban Planning and Environmental Management
The University of Hong Kong
Prof ZHANG Junsen 張俊森
Professor of Economics
Department of Economics
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Prof ZWEIG David 崔大偉
Chair Professor
Division of Social Sciences
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
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Advisory Boards

Advisory Board of the Master of Science in International
Banking and Finance Programme
Dr CHENG H C Vincent, OBE, JP 鄭海泉(Chairman)
Chairman
Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (Asia Pacific)
Prof HUANG Yiping 黃益平
Professor of Economics
China Center for Economic Research
Peking University
Mr IP Albert 葉毓強
Managing Director of Investments
Private Banking and Investment Group, Pacific Rim
Merrill Lynch (Asia Pacific) Limited
Prof KUEH Yak Yeow 享隘耀
Professor and Dean of Faculty of Commerce
Department of Business Administration
Chu Hai College of Higher Education
Mr NEOH Anthony, JP 梁定邦
Senior Counsel
Anthony Neoh Chambers
Prof TSANG Shu Ki 曾澍基
Professor
Department of Economics
Hong Kong Baptist University

Advisory Board for Service-Learning
DrCERNOL-MCCANN Betty
Vice-President for Programs
Program Director for South Asia
United Board for Christian Higher Education in Asia
Mr CHAN Cham Man Simon 陳湛文
Director
Vimchamp Holdings Limited
Mr CHAN Ka-yun 陳加恩
Principal
Stewards MKMCF Ma Ko Pan Memorial College
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Advisory Boards

Ms CHAN Man-yi 陳孟宜
Principal
TKE巳 Lui Kwok Pat Fong Kindergarten
Mr HONG Chi-keung 康志強
School Principal
Ju Ching Chu Secondary School (Tuen Mun)
Ms KAO Ching-chi Sophia, JP 高靜芝
Chairperson
Women’s Commission
Dr LAM Lee G林家禮
Chairman
Monte Jade Science and Technology Association of Hong Kong
Mr LEE Kwok-hung 李國雄
Headmaster
SRBCEPSA Lee Yat Ngok Memorial School
Mr LIM Poh-chye 林寶財
Director, Management
Deliotte Touche Tohmatsu
Prof PERMAUL Jane S
Assistant Vice Chancellor, Emeritus
Student Affairs
Adjunct Professor, Education
University of California, Los Angeles
USA
Dr STANTON Timothy K
Director
Stanford Overseas Program in Cape Town
Visiting Senior Fellow
John W Gardner Center for Youth and Their Communities
Stanford University School of Education
USA
Ms STONE Leslie
Executive Director
Lingnan Foundation
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External Examiners

EXTERNAL EXAMINERS
Master of Arts in Chinese
Prof CHEUNG H Samuel 張洪年
Professor of Chinese Language and Literature
Department of Chinese Language and Literature
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Prof YEH Michelle 奚密
Professor
Department of East Asian Languages and Cultures
University of California
Davis, USA

Master of Arts in Practical Philosophy
Dr NG Yau Nang 吳有能
Associate Professor
Department of Religion and Philosophy
Hong Kong Baptist University

Executive Master of Business Administration
Prof ZHOU Nan 周南
Professor
Department of Marketing
City University of Hong Kong

Master of Cultural Studies
Dr CHEUNG Mee Kwan Esther 張美君
Associate Professor
Department of Comparative Literature
The University of Hong Kong

Master of Science in International Banking and Finance
Prof SONG M Frank 宋敏
Professor of School of Economics and Finance
Director of Centre for China Financial Research
(CCFR)
The University of Hong Kong

Postgraduate Diploma in Accountancy and Master of
Accountancy
Prof LAM Chee-keung Kevin 林自強
Associate Professor
School of Accountancy
Faculty of Business Administration
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
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External Examiners

Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Chinese
Prof CHEUNG H Samuel 張洪年
Professor of Chinese Language and Literature
Department of Chinese Language and Literature
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Prof YEH Michelle 奚密
Professor
Department of East Asian Languages and Cultures
University of California
Davis, USA

Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Contemporary English Studies
and Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Contemporary English
and Education
Prof HOEY Michael
Dean of the Faculty of Arts and
Baines Professor of English Language
University of Liverpool
United Kingdom
Prof MACKENZIE Clayton
Professor
Department of English Language and Literature
Hong Kong Baptist University

Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Cultural Studies
Prof LENSON David
Professor
Programme in Comparative Literature
Department of Languages, Literatures and Cultures
University of Massachusetts Amherst
USA
Prof WONG Wai Ching Angela 黃慧貞
Associate Professor
Department of Cultural and Religious Studies
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in History
Prof CHEUNG Hok-ming Frederick 張學明
Deputy Chairman and Associate Professor
Department of History
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
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External Examiners

Prof IRlYE Akira
Charles Warren Professor of American History
Department of History
Harvard University

Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Philosophy
Dr NG Yau Nang 吳有能
Associate Professor
Department of Religion and Philosophy
Hong Kong Baptist University
ProfTERSMAN Folke
Chair Professor of Practical Philosophy
Uppsala University
Sweden

Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Translation
Prof CHAN Sin-wai 陳善偉
Professor
Department of Translation
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Prof ZHANG Meifang 張美芳
Professor
Department of English
University of Macau
Macau

Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Visual Studies
Prof BONDEBJERG lb
Vice-Chair and Head of Section
Section of Film and Media Studies
Department of Media, Cognition and Communication
University of Copenhagen
Denmark
Prof MOK Kar-leung Harold 莫家良
Professor
Department of Fine Arts
The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Chinese Language Education and Assessment Centre
Dr SHI Jianguo 侍建國
Associate Professor
Department of Chinese
The Hong Kong Institute of Education
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External Examiners

English Language Education and Assessment Centre
'

Ms YOUNG Jean 楊珍
Head
English Language Centre
City University of Hong Kong

Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons)
Accountancy

Prof LAM Chee-keung, Kevin 林自強
Associate Professor
School of Accountancy
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Prof WANG Shiing-wu 汪醒吾
Associate Professor
Leventhal School of Accounting
University of Southern California
USA

Computing and Decision
Sciences

Prof CHAU Patrick Y K 周蔭強
Professor (Information Systems)
School of Business
Faculty of Business and Economics
The University of Hong Kong
Dr LIN Binshan
BellSouth Corporation Professor of Management
Department of Management and Marketing
Louisiana State University in Shreveport
USA

Finance and Insurance

Prof EWEDEMI Soga O
Professor of Finance and Insurance
Department of Finance
Clarion University of Pennsylvania
USA
Prof TANG Gordon Y N 鄧裕南
Head and Professor
Department of Finance and Decision Sciences
Hong Kong Baptist University

Management

Prof FIELDS Dail L
Professor
School of Global Leadership and Entrepreneurship
Regent University
USA
Prof HUI Chun
Professor
School of Business
The University of Hong Kong
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External Examiners

Marketing and International
Business

Prof MCCOLL-KENNED丫 Janet
Professor of Marketing and Research Director
UQ Business School
The University of Queensland
Australia
Prof ZHOU Nan 周南
Professor
Department of Marketing
City University of Hong Kong

Bachelor of Social Sciences (Hons)
Economics

Prof DU Julan 杜巨瀾
Associate Professor
Department of Economics
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Prof NG Yew-kwang 黃有光
Professor
Department of Economics
Monash University
Australia

Political Science

Dr FERDINAND Peter
Reader
Department of Politics and International Studies
The University of Warwick
United Kingdom
Prof TING Wai 丁偉
Professor
Department of Government and International Studies
Hong Kong Baptist University

Sociology and Social Policy

Dr HUI Harry C 許志超
Senior Lecturer
Department of Psychology
The University of Hong Kong
Prof CUSHMAN Thomas
Professor of Sociology and Chair
Department of Sociology
Wellesley College
USA
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Programmes of Studies
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82

Programmes of Studies
Research Postgraduate Programmes
Taught Postgraduate Programmes
Master of Arts in Chinese
Master of Arts in Practical Philosophy

85
89
92
96

Executive Master of Business Administration
Master of Cultural Studies
Master of Science in International Banking and Finance
Postgraduate Diploma in Accountancy / Master of
Accountancy
Undergraduate Programmes
The General Education Programme
Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Chinese
Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Contemporary English
Studies
Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Cultural Studies
Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in History
Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Philosophy
Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Translation
Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Visual Studies
Bachelor of Business Administration (Honours)
Bachelor of Social Sciences (Honours)
Minor Programmes
Chinese Language Education and Assessment Centre
English Language Education and Assessment Centre
Professional Recognition and Exemption

100
101
104
110
117
125
130
135
142
147
163
184
203
204
207

Programmes of Studies

PROGRAMMES OF STUDIES
At present, nine research postgraduate programmes, six taught postgraduate
programmes and nine honours degree programmes are offered.

The CLEAC offers Practical Chinese, Putonghua and Cantonese courses; and the ELEAC
offers English and Third Language courses for the University.
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N.B. The University reserves the right to cancel and not offer any of the programmes.

Research Postgraduate Programmes

RESEARCH POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
Introduction
Lingnan University has developed its research postgraduate programmes in stages.
Lingnan accepted its first batch of Master of Philosophy (MPhil) students in Social Sciences
and Translation in September 1995. In 1997, MPhil programmes in Chinese and Business
were added to the portfolio. In 2000, the University launched its Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
programmes taking into account that Lingnan had successfully produced MPhil graduates
and strengthened its staff profile. In the same year, as the University had staff expertise
in research areas outside the disciplines of the existing programmes, the domain of its
postgraduate programmes was expanded.
The University currently offers nine research postgraduate programmes as listed below:
Arts - Chinese, Cultural Studies, English, History, Philosophy, Translation, and Visual
Studies;
Business* including Accounting, Finance, Insurance, International Business,
Management, Marketing, Operation Research, and Decision Sciences; and
Social Sciences including Economics, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology,
Social Gerontology and Social Policy.
Both MPhil and PhD programmes lead to in-depth study in specific research areas.
The Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee of the Senate oversees the progress
and supervision of all postgraduate students and administers other matters related to the
well being of the student body.
A candidate is regarded as provisionally registered for the degree of MPhil/PhD
during the initial period of studies. Within the initial 6 to 12 months for full-time students
and 9 to 18 months for part-time students, a student must prepare an outline paper for
presentation at a topic defence seminar and submit a report on research progress to his/
her supervisor.
The degree of Master of Philosophy/Doctor of Philosophy will be awarded by the
University when a candidate has successfully completed an approved programme of
supervised research, has presented a written thesis satisfying the requirements for that
award, has successfully defended the thesis in the presence of the examiners, and has
satisfied other requirements as stipulated by the University authorities.

Learning Outcomes
For research postgraduate programmes, Lingnan graduates are expected to:
(a) have developed research and analytical skills;

The University does not recruit students to the PhD in Business programme in the 2009-10 academic
year.
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(b) have developed systematic understanding of a field or fields of knowledge; possess
the ability critically to assess intellectual claims, theories and arguments; be able to
contribute original insights to a given field or fields of knowledge; and
(c) have produced a thesis that contributes to the knowledge and understanding of the
field of learning within which the subject of the thesis fall — the MPhil thesis shall
represent a worthwhile contribution while the PhD thesis shall represent a substantial
original contribution.

University Admission Requirements
(a)

An applicant for admission to candidature for the degree of MPhil should normally:
(i)

hold a relevant bachelor’s degree with first or second class honours or at an
equivalent standard awarded by a tertiary education institution recognised for
this purpose by the University; or

(ii)

have obtained an equivalent qualification; or

(iii) have provided satisfactory evidence of academic and professional attainment.
(b)

An applicant for admission to candidature for the degree of PhD should normally:
(i)

hold a master’s degree awarded by a tertiary education institution recognised
for this purpose by the University; or

(ii)

hold a relevant bachelor's degree with first or second class honours or at an
equivalent standard, and have registered in a programme of study for a master’s
degree at a recognised tertiary education institution for at least one year and
have evidence of research achievement; or

(iii) have obtained an equivalent qualification of (i) or (ii) above; or
(iv) have provided satisfactory evidence of academic and professional attainment.
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(c)

In addition to the above, an applicant must demonstrate a sufficient command of the
language (Chinese or English) in which the programme of supervised research is to
be conducted and the results presented.

(d)

The admission of a student to the University is based on academic suitability and
potential for a programme. There should be no discrimination on the grounds of sex,
age, race, religion, ethnic origin or physical disability.

Research Postgraduate Programmes

Programme Admission Requirements
The following programmes have specified additional requirements:
MPhil/PhD in Cultural Studies
An applicant who proposes to write the thesis in English is required to obtain a minimum
score of 550 (paper-based test) or 213 (computer-based test) or 79 (internet-based test)
in the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL); or a band score of 6.5 or above
in the International English Language Testing System (IELTS) or any equivalent score.
An applicant may be required to demonstrate his / her ability in English and/or Chinese
in an interview.
MPhil/PhD in History，MPhil/PhD in Philos叩hy and MPhil/PhD in Visual Studies
An applicant should possess
(a) a relevant bachelor’s degree of second class or above or a master’s degree from a
university in Hong Kong or an English speaking country; or
(b) a band score of 6.5 or above in the International English Language Testing System
(IELTS); or
(c) a score of 550 (paper-based test) or 213 (computer-based test) or 79 (internet-based
test) or above in the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL); or
(d) grade C or above in the Cambridge Test of Proficiency in English Language; or
(e) grade C or above in the English Language in the Overseas General Certificate of
Education (GCE); or
(f)
an equivalent qualification to prove his/her language proficiency which will be
considered on a case-by-case basis.
An applicant who intends to write his/her thesis in Chinese may be exempted at the
discretion of the admissions panel from fulfilling the above criteria.
An applicant may be required to demonstrate his/her proficiency in English and/or Chinese
through means of an interview.
MPhil/PhD in Translation
An applicant should normally have a Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL)
score of 600 (paper-based test) or 250 (computer-based test) or 100 (internet-based
test), ora minimum band score of 7 in the International English Language Testing System
(IELTS), or an equivalent score in a recognised English language proficiency test. Under
exceptional circumstances, this requirement may be waived subject to the Department
Board’s approval.
MPhil in Business
An applicant is strongly recommended to provide the results of Graduate Management
Admission Test (GMAT) taken within the last three years. GMAT results will be used together
with other evidence provided in the application to assess the applicant’s command of
English and potential for the programme.
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MPhil/PhD in Social Sciences
The minimum score in the Test of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) is normally 550
(paper-based test) or 213 (computer-based test) or 79 (internet-based test). In lieu of the
TOEFL score, an applicant may submit results from the International English Language
Testing System (IELTS), Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), Graduate Record Examination
(GRE), Graduate Management Admission Test (GMAT), Member of Institute of Linguists
(MIL), or College English Test (CET) of the People’s Republic of China, etc. These will be
considered on a case-by-case basis.

Current Research Areas
I.

RESEARCH AREAS IN ARTS

a) Department of Chinese:
Classical Chinese literature; Modern and contemporary literature in Chinese (from
Chinese Mainland, Hong Kong and Taiwan); Chinese language, linguistics and
stylistics; Comparative literature; Teaching of creative writing and media writing;
Literature and cinema; and Literary theory.

b) Department of Cultural Studies:
Cultural criticism and theory; Cultural policy and institution; Gender and cultural
studies; Queer and sexuality studies; Education and cultural studies; Hong Kong
culture; Film, media and performance studies; Politics of reading; Identity and cultural
memory; Culture, commodity and globalisation; Postcolonial studies; Human rights
discourse and politics; Peace studies and everyday life; and Ethnic minorities and
diasporic identities

c)

Department of English:
Literature in English; Applied linguistics; English language teaching; Comparative
literature; Literary criticism and theory; East-west literary relations; Critical discourse
analysis; Metaphor; Stylistics; Reading theory; Biography and autobiography;
Literature and philosophy; and Novel in English.

d) Department of History:
American history; Anglo-American history; Atlantic History; Modern Chinese history:
social, political, intellectual; Hong Kong history; International economic history; Media
history; Middle Period Chinese history: political, social, cultural; Modern European
history: political, cultural, colonial; and South Asian history.

e) Department of Philosophy:
Philosophy of science; Social philosophy; Ethics; Aesthetics; Confucianism; Chinese
intellectual history; Philosophy of literature; and Theory of the humanities.
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f)

Department of Translation:
Translation theory and criticism; Translation, popular culture, and the media; Language
studies for translation; Literary translation; Comparative literature and cultural studies;
Translation and genres studies; Interpreting; and Bible translation.

g) Department of Visual Studies
Aesthetics; Chinese and Western art; Film theory and history; Philosphy of depiction;
Psychology of perception; and New media.

II.

RESEARCH AREAS IN BUSINESS
China business; Chinese financial market; Comparative aspects of international
business; Consumer behaviour; Cross-cultural consumer and behaviour studies;
Empirical aspects of accounting; Human resource management; Information
system and computer science; Investment and financial institutions; Leadership
and teamwork; Logistics and decision sciences; Organisational behaviour; Risk and
insurance; Strategic issues in marketing; Small business management; Strategic
management; and Taxation and auditing.

III.

RESEARCH AREAS IN SOCIAL SCIENCES
Economic and political aspects of international and Asian Pacific affairs, especially
as they may bear on Hong Kong. Topics include, among others: Asian Pacific
international relations; Chinese politics and Chinese foreign policy; Global politics
and foreign policy decision-making; Hong Kong’s financial sector: place in the region
and relations with the Mainland; International ethics and justice; Mainland - Hong
Kong relations; Political development of Hong Kong; Regional economic and security
cooperation; Trade and investment flows; and Trans-boundary pollution problems
and global environmental politics.
Social issues and public policy analysis, particularly research that offers insight
about how to tackle ongoing and impending problems that will affect us. Topics
include, among others: Ageing and social gerontology; Competition policy; Consumer
protection; Education and manpower supply; Environmental politics and policy;
Family; Gender; Health policy and health care financing; Housing markets and housing
policy; Occupational health psychology; Poverty, welfare and social security; Social
epidemiology and infectious and non-communicable diseases; Stress management
and happiness studies; Tax, transfer, and resource allocation; Transportation; and
Work-life balance and quality of life.
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Period of Study
(a)

The normal duration expected for the completion of an approved programme of
research leading to the degree of MPhil or PhD is as follows:
Degree
MPhil
PhD

Study Mode
Full-time
Part-time
Full-time

Part-time

(b)

Normal Period
2 years
3 years
3 years
(with a relevant master’s degree)
4 years
(without a relevant master’s degree)
5 years
(with a relevant master’s degree)
6 years
(without a relevant master’s degree)

Subject to the discretion of the Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee, the
minimum period of research is as follows:
Deqree
MPhil
PhD

Study Mode
Full-time
Part-time
Full-time
Part-time

Minimum Period
18 months
30 months
30 months
42 months

Exceptionally, the period of registered research may be extended to a maximum
period as specified below:
Deqree
MPhil
PhD

Study Mode
Full-time
Part-time
Full-time

Part-time

(d)
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Maximum Period
36 months
48 months
60 months
(with a relevant master’s degree)
72 months
(without a relevant master’s deqree)
84 months
(with a relevant master’s degree)
96 months
(without a relevant master’s degree)

If a candidate has undertaken part of a research programme as a registered candidate
for a research degree in a university or such other recognised institution of higher
education, he/she may make an application explaining what work has been done
and its relevance to the University programme. The maximum credit to be given to
such work, in the event such application has been approved, shall not exceed 50%
of the normal period of research.

Research Postgraduate Programmes

Postgraduate Studentships (PGSs)
Postgraduate awards in the form of studentships are allocated to full-time research
postgraduate students of the University to provide them with financial assistance for their
daily subsistence, tuition fees and other expenses that may incur during the course of
their studies. The studentship award is provided to ensure that students need not concern
themselves with looking for other sources of income to support themselves. Full-time
students should devote full efforts to their studies. Awards are based on academic merits
and the suitability of the proposed programme of study, as is the selection of applicants
for admission to postgraduate studies.
PGSs are normally offered on an annual basis, but further awards may be granted to
postgraduate students during their studies at the University, subject to good performance
and the availability of funds. The award normally will not exceed the prescribed period of
study, i.e. two academic years for MPhil students, three academic years for PhD students
with a relevant master’s degree and four academic years for PhD students without a relevant
master’s degree. The monthly stipend for a full studentship is HK$13:200 for 2009-10.
As part of his/her training for postgraduate degree studies, a PGS recipient will be
required to perform, under supervision, teaching and/or research support duties of up to
12 hours per week on average for a full studentship.
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TAUGHT POSTGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
The University currently offers six taught postgraduate programmes as listed below:
Master of Arts in Chinese
Master of Arts in Practical Philosophy
Executive Master of Business Administration
Master of Cultural Studies
Master of Science in International Banking and Finance
Postgraduate Diploma in Accountancy/ Master of Accountancy
For taught postgraduate programmes, Lingnan graduates are expected to:
-have up-to-date, in-depth theoretical and practical knowledge of a specific discipline
area, as well as a broad range of general knowledge;
-be able to apply knowledge at an advanced level in professional contexts or to solve
problems;
-be able to think critically and creatively; and
-have the ability to articulate ideas clearly and coherently both in written and oral
forms of a variety of information.
Students shall satisfy the progression and graduation requirements specified in the
Regulations Governing Taught Master's Degree Programmes in Part XII of this Calendar
and those specified by individual programmes in order to obtain the relevant academic
awards.
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Master of Arts in Chinese

中文文學碩士
Introduction
In order to promote further research in Chinese literature, language and writing, the
Department of Chinese offers a part-time self-financed Master of Arts (MA) in Chinese
programme for all in-service secondary school teachers, professionals in the mass media
and other potential candidates. The programme has undertaken to establish a curriculum
of a different league. Along with its dual emphasis on classical and modern studies, as
well as its strengths in literary research and creative writing, the programme focuses on
enhancing students’ adaptability, brainpower and creativity.

Aims and Objectives
The programme aims to cultivate in the students a deeper knowledge of classical
and modern Chinese literature, language and creative writing. It broadens their intellectual
horizons, with special emphasis on developing their literary creativity. The programme
also provides students with a sound methodology in the study of Chinese literary works.
It enhances the professional development of the students engaging in education. Above
all, the programme is designed to contribute to the society as a whole.

Learning Outcomes
On completion of this programme, students are expected to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

have a solid grounding in Chinese that will ensure a better understanding and
appreciation of the classical and modern Chinese literature;
have sharpened his/her sensitivity to language;
have a broader vision in studying Chinese literature in relation to global culture, and
in comparative perspective with other bodies of knowledge and forms of arts;
have acquired requisite knowledge and research methodology to do independent
research in Chinese literature;
have an independent mind and a wider horizon; and
have a solid foundation to pursue further postgraduate studies such as a PhD
degree.

Programme Entrance Requirements
Applicants for admission to the programme should normally:
1.
2.

hold a good honours degree in Chinese ora related subject, ora qualification deemed
to be equivalent, from a recognized tertiary institution; and
demonstrate adequate proficiency in English, as detailed below:
An applicant who obtained his/her entrance qualification from an institution where the
medium of instruction is not English should also fulfill one of the following minimum
English proficiency requirements:
* a TOEFL score of 550 (paper-based test) or 80 (internet-based test); or
* an overall band score of 6 in IELTS; or
* score 450 in the new College English Test (CET6) (new grading system starting
from January 2005) of Chinese mainland or 60 in the old CET-6 test (grading before
January 2005).
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For those applicants who do not hold a degree, they have to provide satisfactory
evidence of academic and professional attainments in Chinese, such as good
recommendations from employers/renowned professionals/scholars, or relevant working
experience and publications in the discipline.
All applicants will be required to attend an interview.

Period of Study and Mode of Instruction
The minimum and maximum periods of study are 4 and 12 terms respectively. There
will be three terms in an academic year, including a summer term. All classes will be
scheduled on weekday evenings and at weekends during the terms. Most courses have 3
contact hours per week. Students are required to fulfil all the requirements for graduation
within four years (including any periods of leave of absence). In general, the lecture-tutorial
mode of teaching is adopted. For creative subjects, the workshop mode is used and for
certain other subjects, the team-teaching mode is employed.

Progression and Continuation of Studies
Students shall satisfy the progression requirements specified under Section 16
in the Regulations Governing Taught Master’s Degree Programmes in Part XII of this
Calendar.

Programme Graduation Requirements
To graduate, a student is required to obtain 24 or more credits with a Cumulative
G.P.A. of at least 2.67. If a student is not allowed to graduate, he/she will be re-evaluated
for graduation at the end of the subsequent term. The maximum period of study shall be
four years (including any periods of leave of absence).

Award Classification
A student who has fulfilled all the requirements for graduation will be awarded an MA
in Chinese Degree with one of the following classifications:
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Award Classification

Minimum Cumulative
G.P.A.

Distinction
Pass

3.50
2.67

Master of Arts in Chinese

Assessment
In accordance with the University’s Academic Regulations Governing Taught Master’s
Degree Programmes, assessment is normally done through continuous assessments
including written assignments, research papers, projects, creative works and tutorial
performance, etc. With the exception of certain courses, the relative weighting of
assessment components is 40% for continuous assessment and 60% for term papers.
The Chinese Department Board will be responsible for monitoring the grade distribution
of the courses to ensure fair and consistent grading.

Programme Structure
The programme consists of 2 required courses and a set of elective courses. Students
have to obtain a minimum of 24 credits to graduate (equivalent to 7 courses normally).

Required Courses

Number of Credits

CHI501

Methodology of Literary Studies and Literary Theory

3

CHI502

文學研究方法及文學理論
Directed Thesis 論文寫作

6

Elective Courses
Students are required to take 15 credits from the following elective courses.
CHI503
CHI504
CHI505
CHI506
CHI507
CHI508
CHI509
CHI510
CHI511
CHI512

Practical Criticism 文學批評實踐
Special Topics in Classical Chinese Literature 古典文學專題#
Special Topics in Modern Literature in Chinese 現代文學專題#
Creative Writing 文學創作
Chinese Literature in Comparative Perspective 比較文學與中國文學
Literature and Cinema 文學與電影
Chinese Stylistics 漢語風格學
Modern Fiction in Chinese現代中文小說選讀
Cultural Criticism 文化評論 _
Studies in Chinese Classics 經典研究

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

林 Students may take this course twice to earn a maximum of 6 credits, provided that the course taken
is offered under different topics.
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Master of Arts in Practical Philosophy

實踐哲學文學碩士
Introduction
Practical philosophy （實踐哲學），with its interest in human praxis or action, includes
value theory, ethics, aesthetics, the philosophy of law, religion, and politics, as well as
applied philosophy. It has a long tradition in continental philosophy. The main concern of
eastern philosophies, such as Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism, also lies in human
praxis. These schools of thought are also practical in that they emphasise the possibility
of spiritual advancement. The path of enlightenment by which human beings become
saints or Arahans is understood as a practical path （實踐之路）.
The Master of Arts in Practical Philosophy is a self-financed programme dealing with
issues in human praxis in senses evoked above.

Aims
1.

2.
3.

To train students in a wide range of philosophical methods and types of argumentation,
thus providing them with the tools to reason efficiently and clearly about problems of
evaluation and understanding.
To give students a knowledge of central areas of philosophical debates involving
questions pertaining to value.
To stimulate students to reflect on issues of the meaning of life, the way they are
used to living and the practical path they would like to adopt.

Objectives
1.
2.

Students are expected to be more aware of their roles, responsibilities and
relationships with others in the community.
Students are expected to make sensible choices and decisions in political, social,
moral and aesthetic areas.

Learning Outcomes
On completion of this programme, students are expected to:
1.
2.
3.
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be able to articulate the factors that constitute an ideal life of their own;
be able to make sensible value judgments and become morally sensitive and
responsible; and
identify and analyse the arguments used in public debates about practical political,
social, and moral questions. This will make them resource persons for the community
in the discussion of such questions and enable them to contribute sound arguments
to public areas.

Master of Arts in Practical Philosophy

Programme Entrance Requirements
The entrance requirements of the MA in Practical Philosophy are as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Applicants should possess an honours degree in any field from a recognised
institution.
Applicants with other acceptable and equivalent qualifications will be considered on
a case-by-case basis.
Applicants that have a basic training in philosophy will be given preference.

Progression and Continuation of Studies
A student should be subject to an annual academic review after studying on a
programme for a year. A student will not be permitted to progress if his/her Cumulative
G.P.A. is below 2.33 at the annual academic review. A student whose Cumulative G.P.A. is
below 2.33 in the term(s) before the annual academic review should be issued a warning.
The student will be required to lift his/her Cumulative G.P.A. to 2.33 or above by the end
of the following term; otherwise he/she will be discontinued from studies.
A student who has enrolled in 8 courses but failed to satisfy the requirements for
graduation will be required to pay a fee on a per course basis subsequently.

Graduation Requirements
A student will be evaluated for graduation at the conclusion of the term in which he/
she may satisfy all the conditions for award and with a Cumulative G.P.A. of 2.67 or above.
A student should have fulfilled all graduation requirements stipulated in the programme.
For the MA in Practical Philosophy a student must pass 8 courses and earn 24 credits. If
a student is not allowed to graduate, he/she will be re-evaluated for graduation at the end
of subsequent terms. The maximum period of study shall be 4 years.

Award of Postgraduate Diploma
If a student is unable to continue with his/her studies due to financial or other
constraints, the student may be awarded a Postgraduate Diploma in Practical Philosophy
provided that 12 credits have been awarded and the Cumulative G.P.A. stands at 2.67.
The award of the Postgraduate Diploma is at the discretion of the Department of
Philosophy and is subject to the approval of the Research and Postgraduate Studies
Committee and the University Senate.

Award Classification
A student who has fulfilled all the requirements for graduation will be awarded a Master
of Arts Degree in Practical Philosophy with one of the following classifications.
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Award Classification

Minimum Cumulative
G.P.A.

Distinction
Pass

3.50
2.67

Assessment
The assessment for each individual course varies from course to course and is spelled
out in the syllabus. Details of the assessment methods and the relative weighting of each
component will be given to the students in writing at the start of each course.

Programme Structure
Students have to take altogether 8 courses from the three categories, each course
carrying three credits. There is no requirement about the distribution of courses between
the three categories.
Value Philosophy
PHI502
Cinema and Philosophy
PHI504
Contemporary Political Ideologies
PHI505
Globalisation and Justice
PH 1506
Law and Democracy
PHI507
Normative Ethics
PHI508
Philosophy and Literature
PHI509
Philosophy of Love
PHI510
Philosophy and the Environment
PHI511
Studies of Life and Death
PHI512
Understanding Religion
PHI524
Applied Ethics
PHI528
Philosophy of Science
Philosophical Thinking
PHI513
Decision Making and Rational Choice
PHI514
Probability and Scientific Method
PHI515
Reasoning and Argumentation
Traditions and Practical Wisdom
PHI516
Buddhist Philosophy of Life
PHI517
Confucianism and Daily Life
PHI518
Early Modern Philosophy
PHI519
Schopenhauer’s and Nietzsche’s Philosophy of Life
PHI520
Philosophical Anthropology
PHI521
The Taoist Wisdom of Life
PHI522
Kant’s Transcendental Philosophy and Post-Kantian German Idealism
PHI523
Wei Jin Metaphysics
PHI525
Philosophy of Emotion
PHI526
l-Ching and Modern Life
PHI527
Contemporary Neo-Confucianism
PHI529
Hegel’s Philosophy of History
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Executive Master of Business Administration

行政人員工商管理碩士
Introduction
Executive Master of Business Administration (EMBA) is a self-financed postgraduate
programme offering executives an excellent opportunity to upgrade and update their
knowledge in their own areas of expertise. It takes an approach that embraces both
academic theories and practice in business, and is designed to help participants address
complex business and management issues from a strategic and integrative perspective.
Our focuses on insurance and related financial services enable participants to learn from
each other in a common context. Thus, they can help improve the standard and practice
of the industries as well as enhance their professionalism.

Aims and Objectives
The EMBA Programme is designed with the objective of developing skills and
knowledge in modern management essential for business executives. The programme
aims to improve participants’ analytical and decision-making capabilities. On completion,
graduates will be able to:
1.
2.

5.

critically analyse and evaluate modern business concepts, theories and practices;
identify and analyse management problems specific to an organisation and an
industry;
understand and articulate the integrative nature of decision-making specific to an
organisation and an industry;
present well-reasoned judgements with confidence and conviction and apply a creative
approach to decision making;
work effectively within an industry network in addressing industry-wide problems;

6.

and
develop an attitude of life-long education and continuous learning.

3.
4.

Learning Outcomes
On completion of this programme, students are expected to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

understand and articulate contemporary principles and concepts from a wide range
of business disciplines;
use appropriate theories and concepts from multiple disciplines and perspectives to
analyse and inform the solution of management issues and problems;
apply a logical, systematic and critically-informed approach in managerial analysis,
problem solving and decision making;
adopt a creative approach to managerial problem solving; and
present well-reasoned managerial judgements with clarity, confidence and
conviction.
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Programme Entrance Requirements
As it is an executive development programme, business experience and organisation
nomination and endorsement are considered as important as formal academic qualifications.
An admission panel will be set up to conduct interviews and screen applicants. An applicant
for admission should normally fulfil the following conditions:
1.
2.
3.

possess a recognised undergraduate degree of good standing;
have a minimum of five years’ employment in a managerial or professional capacity;
and
be supported by at least two letters of recommendation.

Applicants with professional or other qualifications and have substantial relevant
working experiences may be considered by the admission panel on a case-by-case
basis.

Normal Progression
Students shall satisfy the progression requirements specified under Section 16 in the
Regulations Governing Taught Master’s Degree Programmes in Part XII of this Calendar,
in addition to the programme specific requirements as detailed below.
Students are required to achieve a Cumulative Grade Point Average (G.P.A.) of 2.50
or above in the first five foundation courses before they can proceed to pursue the MBA
Degree. The Board of Examiners shall recommend whether a student is:
1.
2.
3.

eligible for progression towards an award;
eligible for an award; or
required to withdraw from the programme.

A student will normally progress unless he/she falls within the following categories,
either of which may be regarded as grounds for withdrawal from the programme:
1.
2.

the student has exceeded the maximum period of study, which is 4 years for MBA;
or
the student will be unable to attain a Cumulative G.P.A. of 2.70 at the end of the
programme.

Graduation Requirements
For graduation, students are required to complete all the courses of the programme
including “foundation”, “elective” and “integrative” courses, totalling at least 42 credits, and
to obtain a “Satisfactory” in the Information Technology Enhancement Workshop, and a
“Pass” in the Study Trip. The minimum Cumulative G.P.A. requirement for graduation will
be 2.70 for the MBA.

Levels of Award
Students will be awarded a Postgraduate Diploma if they complete the first five
foundation courses with a Cumulative G.P.A. of 2.33 or above, and do not continue in the
programme. Students who complete all course requirements with a Cumulative G.P.A. of
2.70 or above will be awarded the MBA Degree.
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Classification of Final Award
A student who has fulfilled all the requirements for graduation will be awarded an
MBA Degree with one of the following classifications.

Degree Classification

Minimum Cumulative
G.P.A.

Distinction
Pass

3.50
2.70

Assessment
The grade for each course is obtained by aggregating the results of continuous
assessment and the final examination, the weighting and format of which are described
in the relevant syllabus. Students are required to complete all course work, prescribed
tests and examinations.

Programme Curriculum
The programme design is consistent with the traditional MBA model. Foundation
courses provide the grounding for the elective and integrative courses. Electives address
the specific needs of a particular organisation or industry. The integrative courses facilitate
the application of knowledge, principles and techniques acquired across the courses in
the programme, to real business issues and management problems. Business ethics/
social responsibility and international perspectives are addressed at appropriate points
throughout the programme.
In the programme, residential classes/activities and the study trip are important
components in consolidating students’ learning and broadening their perspectives. Upon
completion of the programme, each team also has to submit and present a real world
business research project.

FOUNDATION COURSES (21 Credits)
Year 1:
Foundation Courses
Accounting for Business Decision Making
MBA510
Economic Analysis for Managers
MBA520
Contemporary Finance for Executives
MBA530
Management of Organisations and People
MBA540
Strategic Marketing Management
MBA550
Additional Foundation Courses
(upon the completion of the above five foundation courses)
MBA560
Managerial Decision Analysis
MBA570
Information Technology for Management

Number of Credits
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
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ELECTIVE COURSES (12 Credits)
Year 2:
Number of Credits
Elective Courses (any four courses)
MBA630
Risk Management
3
MBA635
Special Topics in Risk Management and Insurance
3
MBA638
Investment and Portfolio Management
3
MBA640
Strategic Human Resource Management
3
MBA641
Leadership and Managerial Effectiveness
3
MBA642
Management of Change
3
MBA650
Consumer Behaviour
3
MBA651
China Marketing Strategies
3
MBA653
Current Business Issues in Greater China
3
MBA655
Business to Business Marketing
3
MBA670
Electronic Commerce
3
MBA680
Insurance Contract Law in Hong Kong and the
3
Chinese Mainland
MBA682
Business Law in Hong Kong and the Chinese Mainland
3

INTEGRATIVE COURSES (9 Credits)
MBA780
MBA790

Strategic Management for Competitive Advantage
Business Research Project

3
6

BUSINESS RESEARCH PROJECT
Business Research Project is to provide students with an opportunity to conduct an
independent study into an actual business issue relevant to the industry or organisation in
which they are working. It can allow students to demonstrate and integrate their knowledge,
skills, and understanding of business concepts, practices and techniques.
The project is central to the programme. It captures relevant skills, provides a better
reflection of the complexity of business problem solving methods, and demonstrates
more fully the strengths and weaknesses of students than any other tasks, assignments
or examinations administered within the programme.

RESIDENTIAL CLASSES/ACTIVITIES
Residential classes/activities will mainly focus on the academic subjects and allow
students to make use of the computer facilities and library resources on campus. This will
provide opportunities for students to work on projects and assignments together. Other
activities include: (1) providing information on the preparation of Business Research Project,
(2) conducting seminars by invited speakers from industries, etc.

STUDY TRIP
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A self-financed study trip will be organised to explore areas of special interest in the
business environment/practices of a selected location. Students will be required to submit
a written report at the end of the trip. They will be awarded a “Pass/Fail” in the report and
a “Pass” is required for graduation. The result will not be included in the calculation of
G.P.A.
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文化研究碩士
Introduction
The Master of Cultural Studies (MCS) Programme in Lingnan University is the first
of its kind in Hong Kong. Launched in September 2003, the programme runs on a parttime 2-year self-financed basis. The MCS is thematically focused, critically challenging
and pedagogically original.

Aims and Objectives
The programme is designed to enable students:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

to acquire up-to-date theoretical and practical essentials, as well as their linkages,
in cultural studies;
to broaden their intellectual horizon across the boundaries of academic and
professional disciplines;
to form critical perspectives for understanding the complex processes of contemporary
cultural production;
to be equipped with the necessary skills to analyse the constraints and potentials of
their respective professional practices in the rapidly changing contemporary context;
and
to apply cultural studies in practicing critical pedagogy in various fields.

Learning Outcomes
The intended learning outcomes of the programme are in alignment with the University’s
mission of enabling “students to think, judge, care and ultimately act responsibly in the
changing circumstances of Hong Kong, the region and the world.” On completion of this
programme, students are expected to:
1.
2.

demonstrate a refinement of the professional and cultural resources they already
have to better understanding the complex processes of cultural works today; and
deal with the constraints and potentials, as well as new challenges and emergent
problems, of their respective professional practices in the rapidly changing
contemporary context.

Programme Entrance Requirements
Applicants for admission to the MCS Programme should:
1.
2.

hold a relevant first or second class honours degree; or
have obtained an equivalent qualification; or
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3.

4.

have provided satisfactory evidence of academic and professional attainment, such
as good recommendations from employers or renowned professionals/scholars, or
relevant working experience and publications; and
have acquired good language skills in both Chinese and English.

Progression and Continuation of Studies
A student should be subject to an annual academic review after studying on a
programme for a year. A student will not be permitted to progress if his/her Cumulative
G.P.A. is below 2.33 at the annual academic review. A student whose Cumulative G.P.A. is
below 2.33 in the term(s) before the annual academic review should be issued a warning.
The student will be required to lift his/her Cumulative G.P.A. to 2.33 or above by the end
of the following term; otherwise he/she will be discontinued from studies.
A student who has not satisfied the requirements for graduation by the end of the third
year from the date of first registration will be required to pay a fee on a per course basis
subsequently. With due justification acceptable to the MCS Progamme and Curriculum
Committee and upon approval by the Cultural Studies Department Board, students may
be permitted to suspend their studies for up to two terms.

Graduation Requirements
A student will be evaluated for graduation at the conclusion of the term in which
he/she may satisfy all the conditions for the award of degree and with a Cumulative
G.P.A. of 2.67 or above. If a student is not allowed to graduate, he/she will be re-evaluated
for graduation at the end of subsequent terms. The maximum period of study will be 5
years from the date of first registration. To graduate, a student should have successfully
passed 8 courses and earned 24 credits in accordance with the course structure and
requirements.

Award Classification
A student who has fulfilled all the requirements for graduation will be awarded a
Master’s Degree in Cultural Studies with one of the following classifications.
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Award Classification

Minimum Cumulative
G.P.A.

Distinction
Pass

3.50
2.67

Master of Cultural Studies

Assessment
All courses will adopt a 100% continuous assessment scheme based primarily on
students’ performance in class presentations and the quality of their term projects/papers
or research projects. It is believed that this assessment method is more appropriate than
examination, as the programme puts heavy emphasis on students’ ability in critical reflection
and analysis. Continuous assessment also serves the purpose of monitoring students’
progress and giving timely feedback to students, which again will be more beneficial to
their learning.

Programme Structure
The programme consists of a core module and a set of elective courses. Students
must complete 4 courses (12 credits) in the core module. In addition to this basic
requirement, they will take any 4 courses (12 credits) chosen from a set of elective courses.
To graduate, students must complete a total of 24 credits (8 courses, with 4 required and
4 electives). The teaching pattern is normally a 3-hour seminar per week for each course.
The structure of the curriculum is as follows:

Core Courses (12 credits required)..
CUS501
CUS502
CUS503
CUS505

Perspectives in Cultural Studies
Critical Thinking through Popular Culture
Pedagogy and Cultural Studies
Methods in Cultural Research

Number of Credits
3
3
3
3

Elective Courses (any 12 credits):
CUS504
CUS506
CUS507
CUS508
CUS509
CUS510
CUS511
CUS512
CUS513

History in Cultural Studies
Film and Television Culture
Feminism and Cultural Politics
Globalisation and Contemporary SocialChange
Urban Culture of Hong Kong
Workshop in Cultural Practices
Topics in Cultural Institution and Policy
Topics in Cultural Representation and Interpretation
Research Seminar

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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國際銀行與金融碩士
Introduction
The Department of Economics offers a Master of Science (MSc) Degree in
International Banking and Finance. This is a one-year full-time self-financed taught MSc
Degree Programme. The main thrust of the programme lies in its design as a broadbased and internationally oriented programme that is tuned in to the fast-changing world
of international banking and finance. In particular, the programme covers a wide range
of topics such as International Money and Finance, Management of Banks and Financial
Institutions, Investment Theory and Applications, Financial Econometrics, Corporate
Finance, Derivatives and Risk Management, Financial Markets in Hong Kong and on the
Chinese Mainland, Banking and Finance Law in Hong Kong, Globalisation and Financial
Market Development, International Accounting and Information Technology in Banking and
Finance, etc. The design of the programme aims to reach a balance between theoretical
and practical knowledge, cover both local and international needs and concerns, and give
equal attention to professional banking and general finance and economics.

Aims and Objectives
The overall aim of this programme is to provide a broad-based set of problem-solving
skills specially suited for those who are holding or anticipating positions as managers,
financial analysts or economists in the banking and finance industry, big multinational
corporations and government or international organisations. More specifically, the
Department strives to achieve the following objectives:
1.
2.

3.
4.

to provide students with the latest theoretical and empirical knowledge in the field of
international banking and finance;
to prepare students for a rapidly changing world, with updated knowledge about the
economic and technological environment, fully aware of their impact on modern day
banking and finance;
to equip students with the necessary analytical and quantitative skills for working in
the field of international banking and finance or other related areas; and
to extend students’ working knowledge of international banking and finance in Hong
Kong and the Asia-Pacific region.

Learning Outcomes
On completion of this programme, students are expected to:
1.
2.

3.
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have a strong sense of professional ethics and global citizenship, understand the
legal and regulatory environment governing the banking and finance industry;
possess the latest theoretical and applied knowledge and good communication and
teamwork skills; capable of working effectively as professionals in the banking and
finance industry and related government or international organisations;
acquire critical thinking and problem solving abilities to become effective decision
makers; and
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4.

be equipped with good analytical skills and solid academic background to pursue
research degrees in the economics and finance areas.

Programme Entrance Requirements
To be eligible for the entry of this programme, candidates should possess a
recognised good first degree in a relevant field or a recognised first degree plus relevant
working experience. In exceptional circumstances, professional memberships, such
as the Associate Membership awarded by the Hong Kong Institute of Bankers, may be
considered as equivalent qualifications. An interview panel will be set up and interviews
may be conducted for prospective candidates.
As teaching will be mainly conducted in English, candidates are also required to
demonstrate their proficiency in English. Specifically, all applicants who did not graduate
from a university using English as the main teaching language must prove their English
language proficiency by passing either some internationally recognised English tests with
scores equivalent to TOEFL score of 550 (paper-based test) or 213 (computer-based
test) or IELTS 6.5 or above or our interview panel’s assessment of their English language
ability.
Candidates who lack sufficient background in Economics and Finance may be asked
to take a pre-term 25-hour intensive course to refresh their knowledge in Quantitative
Methods, Intermediate Microeconomics, Intermediate Macroeconomics, Accounting or
Finance. An additional tuition fee will be charged for attending such a course.

Mode of Instruction and Period of Study
All courses in the programme carry 3 credits. In order to graduate, students have to
obtain a minimum of 30 credits by completing 10 courses, which consist of 5 compulsory
core courses (15 credits) and 5 elective courses (15 credits).
The normal duration for the programme is one year full-time. The maximum duration
is two years full-time.
Students shall satisfy the progression requirements specified under Section 16
in the Regulations Governing Taught Master’s Degree Programmes in Part XII of this
Calendar.

Assessment
The assessment for each individual course may vary from course to course. The
exact assessment formulae are specified in the course syllabuses that students will
receive at the start of each course. The final result of each course is given as a numerical
mark. At the end of each term/year, individual instructors will convert final marks into
grades based on the university grade system. The determination of a student’s Term
Grade Point Average (G.P.A.) and Cumulative G.P.A. will be made in accordance with the
current University regulations.
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Repeat of Courses
The repeat of a course is allowed if a student failed that course or passed with grade
“C+” or lower. A student may retake only two courses passed with grade “C+” or lower.
The number of repeats of a course is restricted to two only. However, if a student needs
to repeat a course he/she will have to pay additional 3-credit tuition fee. Course grades
for all attempts will appear on the student’s transcript but only the final grade and weighted
points obtained at the final attempt will be taken in the calculation of the student’s G.P.A.s,
and only the credits for the final attempt will be counted towards the fulfillment of graduation
requirements. For the repeat of a required course, if the same course is not offered in
the subsequent term/year, students are allowed to substitute another course to make up
the missing credits with the approval of the Programme Director. Similarly, the calculation
of the G.RA.s will take into account the final grade and weighted points obtained for the
substitution course only.

Graduation Requirements
To graduate, students must complete all the required courses and obtain a minimum
of 30 credits with a Cumulative G.P.A. of 2.67 (equivalent to B-) or above.

Classification of Award
A student who has fulfilled all the requirements for graduation will be awarded a
Master of Science Degree in International Banking and Finance with one of the following
classifications.

Award Classification

Minimum Cumulative
G.P.A.

Distinction
Pass

3.50
2.67

Programme Structure
Number of Credits

TERM 1
IBF502 Corporate Finance*
IBF504 International Macroeconomics*
IBF505 Investment Theory and Applications*
2 Elective Courses

3
3
3
6

TERM 2
IBF501 International Money and Finance*
IBF503 Comparative Development of International Financial Centres *
3 Elective Courses
94 *

Compulsory core course

3
3
9
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Compulsory Courses
Students have to take all these five core courses. For those who have taken and
passed similar postgraduate courses with a good grade from a recognised institution, they
may get exemption from up to a maximum of three core courses. The maximum limit is
set for quality assurance purpose. Furthermore, the Programme Director will look at each
exemption case individually and has the discretion over exemption decisions.
The five compulsory core courses are designed to establish a solid theoretical
foundation and essential industry-specific background knowledge for the students. They
aim to equip students with both the advanced analytical tools and the updated practical
knowledge for working in the banking and finance sector as economists/financial analysts
and/or managerial personnel. The foundation courses are carefully designed to achieve
a sensible balance between theoretical and practical knowledge, between local and
international characteristics, between professional banking and general finance, as well
as between qualitative and quantitative aspects of financial analysis.

Elective Courses
IBF601
IBF602
IBF603
IBF604
IBF605
IBF606
IBF607
IBF608
IBF609
IBF610
IBF611
IBF612

Number of Credits
Microeconomics of Banking
3
Derivatives and Risk Management
3
Multinational Financial Management
3
Financial Econometrics
3
Financial Statement Analysis
3
Financial Institutions on the Chinese Mainland and in Hong Kong
3
International Accounting
3
Banking and Finance Law in Hong Kong
3
Globalisation and Financial Market Development
3
Information Technology in Banking and Finance
3
Management of Banks and Financial Institutions
3
Selected Topics in Banking and Finance
3

The elective courses give students opportunities to pursue different areas according
to their individual needs and interests. Some elective courses are more advanced or more
focused in selected subjects for students who want to go further from the foundation. For
those students who want to broaden their scopes, they can choose elective courses in areas
interacting with the banking and finance field such as Information Technology in Banking
and Finance, International Accounting, as well as Banking and Finance Law in Hong
Kong. Students can also choose the electives based on their own career or professional
development plans. Courses like Financial Econometrics and Microeconomics of Banking
will equip them with the necessary knowledge to pursue the career of an economist or
financial analysts in banking and financial institutions or government organisations, as
well as to continue to study for PhD degrees in Finance or Economics. Others, such
as Multinational Financial Management, Derivatives and Risk Management, Financial
Institutions on the Chinese Mainland and in Hong Kong, Management of Banks and
Financial Institutions and Financial Statement Analysis can facilitate their future career
development as management personnel in the banking and finance sector. Furthermore,
courses such as Globalisation and Financial Market Development and Financial Institutions
on the Chinese Mainland and in Hong Kong will provide students with the most up-to-date
knowledge in the global and regional financial market development and some of the best
practices currently adopted by well-known operators in the banking and finance industry.
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會計學深造文憑/會計學碩士
Introduction
The Postgraduate Diploma in Accountancy Programme (which serves as the year
1 of the Master of Accountancy programme) aims at providing non-accounting degree
graduates with the necessary accounting knowledge to pursue a career in professional
accountancy. This self-financed programme will serve as a Conversion Programme for
entrance to the Qualification Programme (QP)ofthe Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (HKICPA). Passing the QP is a prerequisite for qualification as a professional
accountant, i.e. a CPA, in Hong Kong.
There have been major reforms in international and local accounting and auditing
standards since the recent financial scandals in the US, Europe and China. Increasing
complexity in the business and regulatory environment explains the high demand for
enhanced knowledge in accountancy for both business executives and professional
accountants. By providing a deeper knowledge in accountancy beyond the bachelor’s
degree level, the Postgraduate Diploma in Accountancy (PGDA) / Master of Accountancy
(MAcc) Programme will serve to equip students to meet the needs of society. In fact,
accounting education is no longer something just for professional accountants; rather, it
is an essential management tool for all business executives. Hence, our PGDA/MAcc
programmes can serve anyone in business who wants to strengthen their knowledge
in accountancy. These programmes also offer an outstanding opportunity to enhance
networking with personnel of diverse business management background or those with
other experiences.

Aims and Objectives
The programme is designed for individuals who are, or intend to be, working in the
field of accountancy or related disciplines, such as financial management and investment
planning. The programme provides professional accountants, business administrators,
managers and executives in a wide range of positions with an enhanced knowledge of the
conceptual framework of accountancy. The programme structure is designed to provide
students with a deeper knowledge in accountancy and to broaden their knowledge in
other related subjects.

Learning Outcomes
The programme enables students to:
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1.

acquire extensive and in-depth knowledge in the accountancy field;

2.

update and broaden their knowledge of the latest developments in accounting theory
and practice;

3.

develop and enhance their analytical skills to be able to critically analyse and question
existing knowledge and practice in accountancy;

Postgraduate Diploma in Accountancy / Master of Accountancy

4.

integrate and apply their knowledge of accountancy in decision making; and

5.

develop their ability to adapt and innovate to solve problems in an ever-changing
business environment.

Programme Entrance Requirements
PGDA
The minimum requirement for admission to the PGDA programme can be met by
any of the following:
1.

a bachelor’s degree in business or equivalent* from a recognised tertiary
institution;

2.

a bachelor’s degree in a non-business discipline from a recognised tertiary institution
(applicants under this category have to complete a pre-entry programme);

3.

a professional accounting qualification equivalent to that of HKICPA with substantial
professional experience; or

4.

other qualifications and experience deemed equivalent to (1) to (3) above (considered
on a case-by-case basis).

★Applicants with a degree and have studied Accounting, Economics, Information Systems
Management, Management, and Statistics from a bachelor’s degree programme in a
recognised tertiary institution are considered business degree holders.

Direct Entry to Year 2 of MAcc
Students who pass the six Year 1 required courses (18 credits) with a Cumulative
Grade Point Average (GPA) of 2.67 or above will be awarded the PGDA. Graduates
will be invited to progress and complete the Year 2 courses (15 credits) for the MAcc
degree. We also welcome applications for direct admission to Year 2 study of the MAcc
Programme. Previous PGDA graduates or holders of equivalent qualifications may apply
for direct admission to Year 2 study of the MAcc. For PGDA graduates who have chosen
not to progress to the 2nd year of study and subsequently seek readmission to complete
the MAcc award in later years, readmission cannot be guaranteed.

Pre-entry Programme
Applicants with a degree other than in business have to pass a Pre-entry Programme
prior to the start of the PGDA programme. The Pre-entry Programme includes courses in
Accounting, Economics, Information Systems Management, Management and Statistics,
which are non-credit bearing courses with pass/fail result. Students may also satisfy
the pre-entry requirements by taking equivalent bachelor’s degree courses in other
recognised tertiary programmes.
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Progression and Awards
Students shall satisfy the progression requirements specified under Section 16 in the
Regulations Governing Taught Master’s Degree Programmes in Part XII of this Calendar,
in addition to the programme specific requirements as detailed below.
The performance of students in each course is assessed by examinations as well
as other assessment methods, such as assignments, group projects and presentations.
The assessment process will follow the general grading policy as prescribed by Lingnan
University.
There are two levels of award:
a.

Students will be awarded a Postgraduate Diploma in Accountancy (PGDA) if
they complete the six required courses with a Cumulative GPA of 2.67 or above.
All students must have a GPA of 2.67 (equivalent to B-) or above in the first six required
courses before they can be invited to progress further in the 2nd year of study of the
MAcc programme.

b.

A Master of Accountancy (MAcc) degree will be granted to students who have
successfully completed the year 2 course requirements prescribed in the curriculum
(5 courses totalling 15 credits) with a Cumulative GPA of 2.67 or above. Students
who complete the whole 2-year curriculum will be awarded both the PGDA and the
MAcc degree.

Award Classification

Minimum Cumulative
G.P.A.

Distinction
Pass

3.50
2.67

Programme Structure
The PGDA/MAcc Programme is a part-time credit-based programme. All courses in
the programme structure are designed on the basis of three credit units, and each threecredit course requires 39 hours of class contact. The total credit requirements for the
PGDA programme is 18. Students are required to complete 6 required courses to obtain
the PGDA (subject to exemptions granted). If there is sufficient demand, we will invite the
qualified PGDA graduates to study 5 additional courses, comprising 1 required course and
4 elective courses (15 credits), for the MAcc degree. To summarise:
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a.

A Postgraduate Diploma in Accountancy (PGDA) will be granted to students who
have successfully completed the 6 required courses (18 credits).

b.

A Master of Accountancy (MAcc) degree will be granted to students who have
successfully completed the PGDA and an additional 5 courses (15 credits) prescribed
in the year-2 curriculum.
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The normal duration for the PGDA/MAcc programmes is respectively 1 and 2 years
part-time. The maximum period of study will be respectively 2 and 4 years from the date
of first registration, subject to the continued offering of the relevant programme/courses
and prior approval by the Programme Director on an individual basis.

Programme Curriculum
Year 1 (18 credits) - successful completion leading to the award of PGDA
Required Courses
ACT501
ACT502
ACT503
ACT504
ACT505
ACT506

Auditing
Business and Company Law
Cost and Management Accounting
Financial Accounting and Reporting
Hong Kong Taxation and Tax Planning
Managerial Finance

Number of Credits
3
3
3
3
3
3

Year 2 (15 credits) - successful completion leading to the award of MAcc
(Note: Qualified PGDA applicants may apply for direct entry to Year 2 of the MAcc
Programme. Offer is subject to enrolment demand and admission is subject to
quota constraint.)

Required Course
ACT601

Accounting Theory

Number of Credits
3

Elective Courses (any 4 courses)
ACT602
ACT603
ACT604
ACT605
ACT606
ACT607
ACT608

Research Project
Comparative Financial Reporting and Accounting
Accounting and Taxation in Mainland China
Contemporary Issues in Management Accounting
Forensic Accounting and Fraud Examination
Financial Statement Interpretation and Analysis
The Economic Law of China

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Professional Recognition
The PGDA Programme has been accredited as an approved Conversion Programme
under the Qualification Programme (QP) of the Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (HKICPA). Awardees of the PGDA are eligible for direct entry into the Institute’s
QP, provided that they hold a recognised first degree. Passing the QP is a prerequisite
for becoming a qualified accountant in Hong Kong.
The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) will also grant the
maximum exemptions of 9 papers at the fundamental level to qualified graduates of the
PGDA programme.
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UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMMES
In addition to postgraduate level programmes, Lingnan offers undergraduate
programmes leading to honours degrees of three-year duration if taken on a full-time
basis. To accomplish Lingnan’s mission of providing its students with an education in the
liberal arts tradition, all undergraduate programmes feature a distinctive style of integrated
and balanced curriculum. Apart from courses in the respective disciplines, the General
Education Programme and Chinese and English languages are essential components in
each curriculum.
Undergraduate programmes are grouped under three categories, viz. Arts, Business
and Social Sciences, as detailed below:
a)

Arts
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor
Bachelor

of Arts
of Arts
of Arts
of Arts
of Arts
of Arts
of Arts

(Honours)
(Honours)
(Honours)
(Honours)
(Honours)
(Honours)
(Honours)

in
in
in
in
in
in
in

Chinese
Contemporary English Studies
Cultural Studies
History
Philosophy
Translation
Visual Studies

b)

Business
Bachelor of Business Administration (Honours)

c)

Social Sciences
Bachelor of Social Sciences (Honours)

For undergraduate programmes, the ideal Lingnan graduate will:
-have strong oral and written language proficiency in both English and Chinese
(Putonghua as well as Cantonese), together with excellent communication and
interpersonal skills;
-be committed to involvement in and service to the community;
-have an international outlook and be able to understand problems from different
cultural perspectives;
-have a secure grounding in his or her chosen academic field(s) and an awareness
of possible cross-disciplinary applications;
-possess essential generic research-related skills, including knowledge of information
technology;
-have strong analytic skills and a capacity for independent critical thinking;
-be imaginative and possess problem-solving capabilities;
-be capable of imaginative and sound planning;
-have excellent cooperative skills based on tolerance, integrity, civility and a sense
of personal responsibility; and
-have both the capacity and the desire for life-long learning.
Students shall satisfy the graduation requirements specified in the Regulations
Governing Undergraduate Studies in Part XII of this Calendar in order to obtain the relevant
100 academic awards.
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The General Education Programme

通識教育課程
Aims and Objectives
The purpose of the General Education Programme is to widen students’ horizons
beyond that of their chosen degree subject and provide them with an enriched perspective
from which to examine and appraise personal, professional and social issues. More
specifically the aims of the programme are: (a) to encourage students to exercise their
intellect critically and their imagination freely; (b) to make students aware of the values
embodied in their own cultural tradition as well as in the traditions of other cultures; (c)
to help students become aware of the complexity of modern life and society and of the
changing rules as well as of relationships in an interdependent world where many cultures
co-exist and interact; (d) to encourage students to develop an understanding of personal
responsibilities in a democratic milieu and a recognition of the difficulties often inherent
in establishing a right course of action; (e) to guide students in their pursuit of excellence
and to encourage them to seek truth and justice as well as to make a commitment to moral
and spiritual values.
Specifically, the objectives of the programme are threefold - such that after taking
their requisite General Education courses, students (a) will be able to think logically and
to apply analytic skills to their studies and everyday life; (b) will become morally sensitive
and responsible and be able to make sensible value judgements; (c) will be able to develop
greater cultural awareness and to consolidate their cultural identity.
The courses are grouped in four broad categories: (A) Rational Thinking, which
introduces students to basic modes of reasoning and basic modes of argument. Courses
in this category address questions of knowledge (epistemology), of methodology (science),
and of analysis (logic), and they provide the basis for Category B, C and D courses; (B)
Values in Society, which deals with questions of value both in general and in more specific
instances - as the courses arise in concrete social, legal, political, cultural, aesthetic,
or scientific contexts; (C) Cultures and Ideas, which includes courses that are primarily
discipline-based, but which extend beyond one paradigm or mode of thought or use more
than one specialised methodology in addressing the course content; and (D) Science,
which explores the culture of science: its premises, its ideology, and its influence on
modern life and thought.
These four areas of study provide students with personal, social, and cultural
perspectives to develop a sensible understanding of individual rights and responsibilities,
as well as a value system on which to conduct their lives.

General Education Requirements for Graduation
To graduate with an Honours Degree, an undergraduate student* has to take and
pass three term courses in General Education. One course in Category A is mandatory.
A student shall complete two other courses among Categories B, C and D (at most one
course from each of these categories). Students shoud have taken a Category A GE
course by the end of the third term (summer term not counted).
except for students majoring in Philosophy
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Courses Offered
A.

RATIONAL THINKING
Number of Credits

GEA101(PHI101)
GEA103(PHI103)
GEA104(BEH104)
GEA105(PHI105)
GEA107(PHI107)
GEA108(SOC108)
B.

3
3
3
3
3
3

VALUES IN SOCIETY

GEB201 (PHI201)
GEB203(PHI203)
GEB205(PHI205)
GEB206(CUS206)
GEB207(PHI207)
GEB209(PHI209)
GEB213(MKT213)
GEB215(SSC115)
GEB217(POL217)
GE巳219(ENG269)
GEB220(CUS220)
GEB222(PHI222)
GEB223(PHI223)
GEB224(PHI324)
GEB235(PHI235)
GEB236(PHI236)
GEB237(PHI237)
GEB253(MGT253)
GEB262(HST262)
GEB269(PHI269)
GEB294(HST194)

C.

Critical Thinking
Logic and Critical Thinking
Creativity and Individual Difference:
Theories and Applications
Introduction to Logic
Understanding Knowledge
Reading Great Social Thinkers

Applied Ethics
Social and Political Philosophy
Business Ethics
Global Culture and Citizenship
Law and Society
Morality and Markets
Entrepreneurship
Understanding Social and EconomicIndicators
Modern Political Ideologies
Morality and the Machine: Aspects of
Contemporary Science Fiction
Media Ethics
Life and Death
Bioethics
Utopia
The Meaning of Life
Contingencies and Necessities in Life
Understanding Morality
Corporate Social Responsibility
The Historical Experience in Film
Appreciating Art
‘Clashes of Civilisations, in ModernHistory: Value
Confrontations between Asia and the West

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

CULTURES AND IDEAS

GEC301 (HST192)
GEC302(BEH203)
GEC304(CUS304)
GEC305(ENG311)
GEC306(ENG312)
GEC307(ACT111)
GEC308(EC0108)
GEC309(CUS309)
GEC310(ECO110)
GEC314(CUS314)

The Making of the Modern World
3
Exploring Psychology in Western and
3
Chinese Cultures
Social and Cultural Anthropology
3
Learning Language
3
Signs and Meanings: A Semiotic Approachto Culture 3
The Legal System of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) 3
Economics of Culture and Creativity
3
Film and Cinema Studies
3
Comparative Economic and Social Systems
3
Hong Kong Popular Culture
3

102 N B. The course code in brackets indicates the subject area of the course.
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Number of Credits
GEC316(CUS316)
GEC317(CUS317)
GEC318(SSC218)
GEC319
GEC321(SSC301)
GEC322
GEC323(HST191)
GEC325
GEC326
GEC327(CHI114)
GEC328
GEC329
GEC331(VIS211)
GEC332(CUS132)
GEC334(ECO210)
GEC335(HST193)
GEC338(TRA238)
GEC339(HST268)
GEC341(CUS141)
GEC342(VIS106)
GEC343(SSC143)
GEC350(ENG250)
GEC352(MGT252)
GEC353(MUS353)
GEC369(HST269)
GEC372(ENG272)
GEC375(ENG375)

Modern Chinese Thought
Narrating Hong Kong
Environment and Society in Hong Kong
Creative Thinking
Understanding Sport
Cross-cultural Interchange and Urban Life
Hong Kong’s Heritage
Why People Pay Taxes
Managing Personal Finance
Modes of Chinese Writing
Evolution of Chinese Language
Selected Readings in Chinese Literature
The Visual Cultures of Hong Kong
Cultural Transformation in Modern China
History of Economic Thought
China Through the Eyes of the West
Cross-cultural Perspectives in Film: Thematic
Comparisons
Cities Across Civilisations
Media Literacy
Understanding Drawing
Rethinking Global Issues
European and Chinese Essay Forms:
Attempts at Persuasion
Traditional Chinese Thought and Management
Music Appreciation: The Western Classical Tradition
A Cultural History of Water
Intercultural Communication
Cross-cultural Studies of Literature

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Stress Management, Health and Life Balance
Statistics in Modern Society
Mathematical Literacy in Today’s World
Colour Science and Digital Applications
Cutting out the Fat: Scientific Perspectives
on Weight Reduction
Science and Technology: What a Wonderful
World
Science of Life

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

D. SCIENCE
GED110(BEH110)
GED111(CDS111)
GED112(CDS112)
GED119(CDS119)
GED151(SCI151)
GED152(SCI152)
GED153(SC1153)

3
3

Note: Other courses outside the students’ study programmes may be eligible for General
Education credit in Category B, C or D. Students can seek approval from the General
Education and Core Curriculum Office by filling out an application form which can be
obtained from the General Education website. Applications must be made before enrolling
in the course.
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中文(榮譽)文學士
Introduction 導言
The Department of Chinese offers the BA honours degree programme, in response
to the demand for qualified teachers of Chinese subjects at the secondary level, and the
need of the business and media sectors for high-calibre graduates who can communicate
effectively and skilfully in Chinese. Comprising both literary studies and professional writing,
the programme emphasises multi-perspective literary study as well as training in media
and documentary writing. In addition, it places emphasis on training in Chinese and English
communicative skills. The programme also incorporates general education as a required
component, being a foundation of good citizenship.

香港中學對中文科教師需求甚殷，商界及傳媒工作又極需素質良好、中文流利之
大學畢業生。職是之故，中文系特別開辦中文（榮譽）文學士學位課程。本課程涵蓋
文學研究及專業寫作，既注重多角度之文學研究，亦重視傳媒及公務文件的寫作及研
習。此外，中文系亦注重培養學生的中、英語文能力。課程亦包括通識科目，為學生
提供全面的人文教育。

Aims宗旨
The BA (Hons) Chinese Programme aims at developing students’ ability in
independent thinking and broadening their intellectual horizons, with special emphasis on
enhancing their competency in the use of Chinese language and on providing them with
a sound methodology in the study of Chinese literary works.

中文(榮譽)文學士學位課程之宗旨在於發展學生之獨立思考能力，擴闊其知
識領域，尤注重提高中文水平，及掌握研究文學之方法。

Objectives 目的
Upon graduation, each student is expected to achieve the following objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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to be able to use standard Chinese effectively in its verbal and written forms;
to have studied Chinese literary works from an inter-disciplinary approach;
to have acquired a sound knowledge of classical and modern Chinese literature;
to be competent in professional writing, e.g. script writing in mass media and business
document drafting;
to have good logical reasoning and broad perspectives; and
to have adequate proficiency in English to play a useful and rewarding role in a
bilingual society.
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學生完成本課程後，應可達致下列目標：

五、
六、

力
，
■ 能
吉田
豐作
，
• 識 寫 ；
品 知 力
，
■ 作
、史 能

(

力學廣業析
能文深商分
通究獵及及
溝研涉媒考
及法學傳思
寫方文括輯
書代代包邏
文現現 < 備 。
中之及作具好
的際典寫及良
越科古之闊平
卓路國當廣水
有以中適野語
旦 能 對有視英

四、

Learning Outcomes 學習成果
The BA (Hons) Chinese Programme is structured with the following learning
outcomes:

中文(榮譽)文學士學位課程環繞以下學習成果設計：

Knowledge 知識
Upon graduation, each student is expected to have acquired sound knowledge of
Chinese language and writing, classical and modern Chinese literature as well as Chinese
literary criticism.

學生完成本課程後，應可獲得中國語文、寫作、古典文學、現代文學及文學批
評的有關知識。

Skills技能
Upon graduation, each student is expected to possess sound Chinese language and
writing skills as well as analytical ability in literary appreciation of the Chinese literature.

學生完成本課程後，該可具備良好的中國語文及寫作技巧，以及具備分析及欣
賞中國文學的能力。

Values價值
Upon graduation, each student is expected to share virtues of a liberal arts education
such as aesthetic appreciation, openness to new perspectives as well as critical and
analytical thinking.

學生完成本課程後，該可擁有博雅教育所提倡的美學欣賞、勇於接受新觀點及
分析性思維等優點。

Programme Entrance Requirements 課程入學資格
In addition to the General Entrance Requirements, applicants are required to
satisfy the following Programme Entrance Requirements: Grade E or above in Hong
Kong Advanced Level “Chinese Literature” or “Chinese History”，or Grade D or above in
Advanced Supplementary Level “Chinese Language and Culture”，or Grade C or above in
the alternative Chinese Language qualifications of IGCSE/GCSE/GCE O-Level.
-iqs
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申請人除須符合大學之一般入學資格外，尚須具備下列之課程入學資格：香港
高級程度考試“中國文學”或“中國歷史”科E級或以上成績，或高級補充程度考
試‘‘中國語文及文化”科D級或以上成績，或IGCSE/GCSE/GCE O-Level “中文”科C
級或以上。

Programme Graduation Requirements 課程畢業資格
Students are required to have passed courses specified under the Programme
Structure totalling at least 90 credits.

學生修畢課程綱要所述之科目後，成績及格，至少取得九十學分，方可畢業。

Assessment 評核
Assessment will normally be determined by examinations and/or continuous
assessments (including tests, assignments, tutorial performance, etc.).

學生成績乃根據修讀期間之考試結果及/或平時考績(包括測驗、作業、導修
表現等)加以評核。

Programme Structure 課程綱要
The following description specifies the programme curriculum for students who
pursue the programme on a full-time three-year basis. Flexibility is allowed for completing
the programme within a longer or shorter period in accordance with the stipulations in the
Regulations Governing Undergraduate Studies published in Part XII of this Calendar.

以下課程綱要適用於以三年為修讀期之全日制學生。根據本大學概覽第十二部
份之＜本科課程學則〉，學生可享有課程修讀期之彈性。

Required Courses 必修科
Students should complete all CHI-coded required courses in Year 1.
學生應在第一年修畢所有CHI編號的必修科。

學分
CHI105
CHI107
CHI111
CHI112
CHI113
CHI114
CHI115

Modern Chinese Literature 中國現代文學
Introduction to Literature 文學概論
Chinese Etymology 文字學
Chinese Phonology 音音員學
Classical Chinese Literary History 古典文學史
Modes of Chinese Writing 各類文體習作
Research Methodology in Chinese Studies

研究方法與參考文獻
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Number of Credits
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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學分
Number of Credits
LCC101
LCC102
LCE101
LCE102

Practical Chinese I 實用中文 I
Practical Chinese II 實用中文 II
English for Communication I 英文傳意 I
English for Communication II 英文傳意 II
★General Education Courses 通識教育

3
3
3
3
________9
42

Required Electives 必修選修科
CHI207

Contemporary Chinese Literature （1950 - present） or

3

中國當代文學或
CHI209
CHI241

Taiwan Literature or 臺灣文學或
Hong Kong Literature 香港文學
（Any one out of three 三科任選其一）

CHI216
CHI233

Modern Chinese Language or 現代漢語或
Introduction to Classical Chinese 古代漢語概論
（Any one out of two 兩科任選其一）

3

CHI231
CHI232

Classical Literary Criticism or 古典文學批評逮
Modern Literary Criticism 現代文學批評
（Any one out of two 兩科任選其一）

3

CHI234
CHI235
CHI236
CHI239

Classical
Classical
Classical
Classical
（Any one

CHI237
CHI238

Chinese Poetry or 古典詩詞或
Chinese Prose or 歷代散文或
Chinese Fiction or 古典小説或
Chinese Drama 古典戲曲
out of four 四科任選其一）

News Writing or新聞寫作或
Media Writing 傳媒寫作
（Anv one out of two 二科任選其一）

3

3

15

Chinese Programme Electives 中文系選修科
Free Electives 自由選修科
Minimum credits for Honours Degree 畢業所需學分：

21

______ 12
90

For details, please see the General Education Section.

詳情請參閲通識教育課程之部份。
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Chinese Programme Electives 中文系選修科
Students are required to take 21 credits of the following programme elective courses
or any CHI-coded courses (3 credits each, except CHI301 “Directed Thesis” which carries
6 credits).

學生需修讀下列中文系選修科或任何CHI編號的科目共二十一學分(CHI301
“指導論文”六學分，其餘每科三學分)。
CHI151
CHI206

Introduction to Comparative Literature 比較文學導論
Selected Readings in Classical Chinese Literary Masterpieces

CHI219
CHI221
CHI240
CHI301
CHI303
CHI305
CHI308
CHI310

Creative Writing in Chinese 中文文學創作
Ming-Qing Drama 明清戲曲
Literature and Cinema 文學與電影
Directed Thesis 指導論文
Media Writing Workshop in Chinese 中文傳媒寫作坊
Myth in Literature 神話與文學
Confucianism and Chinese Literature 儒家思想與中國文學
Philosophy and Chinese Literature: Daoism/Buddhism

中國古典文學名著選讀

CHI321
CHI322
CHI323
CHI325
CHI326
CHI327
CHI328
CHI329
CHI330
CHI331

哲學與文學：道家/佛家思想與中國文學
Selected Readings in Chinese Poetry 詩選
Selected Readings in Ci Poetry 詞選
Selected Readings in Yuan Qu 元曲選
Selected Readings in Ming-Qing Fiction 明清小説選
Selected Readings in Chinese Prose 散文選
Selected Readings in Modern Chinese Literature 中國現代文學作品選讀
Special Topics in Classical Chinese Grammar 古代漢語語法專題
Special Topics in Chinese Literature 中國文學專題
Special Topics in Chinese Language 中國語言學專題
Chinese Documentary Writing: Public Relations and Advertising

中文文書寫作：公關與廣吿
CHI334

Special Topics in Modern and Contemporary Chinese Literature

現當代文學專題
CHI335
CHI336

Special Topics in Comparative Literature 比較文學專題
Selected Works in Chinese Classics 經典研讀

Free Electives自由選修科
Students may select courses in any discipline to obtain the total number of credits
required for graduation, subject to timetable, course load and study scheme constraints.
Among these free elective credits, at least six should be obtained from courses outside
their own study programmes.

學生可自由選修任何學科以獲取符合畢業資格之總學分，惟必須符合有關規則。
學生需最少利用六個自由選修科學分修讀本課程以外的科目。
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[Single-lined Box = Required Electives; Shadowed Box = Elective(s)]
REQUIRED COURSES

REQUIRED ELECTIVES AND ELECTIVES
Directed Thesis

Literature
Core

Classical Literary Criticism or Modern Literary Criticism

Classical Chinese
Literary History

->

Modern Chinese
Literature

—Contemporary Chinese Literature (1950-present) or
Taiwan Literature or Hong Kong Literature

Classical Chinese Poetry or Classical Chinese Prose
Classical Chinese Fiction or Classical Chinese Drama

Literature elective courses:
1. Ming-Qing Drama
2. Myth in Literature
3. Literature and Cinema
4. Introduction to Comparative Literature
5. Selected Readings in Classical Chinese Literary
Masterpieces
6. Selected Readings in Chinese Poetry
7. Selected Readings in Ci Poetry
8. Selected Readings in Yuan Qu
9. Selected Readings in Ming-Qing Fiction
10. Selected Readings in Chinese Prose
11. Selected Readings in Modern Chinese Literature
12. Selected Works in Chinese Classics
13. Special Topics in Chinese Literature
14. Special Topics in Modern and Contemporary Chinese
Literature
15. Special Topics in Comparative Literature

Writing
Core

Modes of Chinese
Writing

News Writing or Media Writing

Writing elective courses:
1. Creative Writing in Chinese
2. Media Writing Workshop in Chinese
3. Chinese Documentary Writing:
Public Relations and Advertising

Chinese
Language
Core

Chinese Etymology
Chinese Phonology
Practical Chinese I,II

Modern Chinese Language or
Introduction to Classical Chinese
Language elective courses:
1. Special Topics in Classical Chinese Grammar
2. Special Topics in Chinese Language

Philosophy
and
Literature
Core

Philosophy and Literature elective courses:
1. Confucianism and Chinese Literature
2. Philosophy and Chinese Literature: Daoism/Buddhism

English Core English for Communication I & II
General
Studies
Core

General Education Courses
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當代英語語言文學課程(榮譽)文學士
Introduction - an honours degree programme in English as a core
element in a liberal arts institution
The degree forms part of the University’s mission to become a liberal arts university
by providing a curriculum that is broad-based, multi-disciplinary, innovative and relevant
to the needs of Hong Kong.
The Contemporary English Studies degree is based on the premise that in a liberal
arts education in Hong Kong for the 21st century, English Studies is of central importance.
Our definition of English Studies embraces the study of Contemporary Literature in
English, Applied Linguistic Studies and Language Studies. We recognise English as an
international discourse, spoken on all continents, reflecting different - not merely British
or North American - perspectives. In brief, the Contemporary English Studies Degree
Programme offers a curriculum that introduces the student to, and prepares the student
for, English as a mode of thinking that is at once literary, linguistic and practical, in the
context of “World English”.

Aims
General Aim
The programme aims to produce graduates with a high level of knowledge and ability
in English Language and Literature and the ability to apply their knowledge to the English
communication needs of business, government and education in Hong Kong.

Specific Aims
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1.

To stimulate student awareness of the linguistic, literary and cultural aspects of
contemporary English;

2.

To develop in students a high level of proficiency in the English language;

3.

To provide interest in, and knowledge of, English-speaking cultures;

4.

To give students an understanding of language study and of the ways this may meet
a number of needs in society;

5.

To give students a background in the different genres of contemporary literature in
English and develop the sensitivity to appreciate them;

6.

To develop skills of independent critical thinking and analysis;

7.

To develop a perspective from which to appraise personal, professional and social
issues through participation in the General Education Programme;
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8.

To prepare students for the use of computer technology in communication;

9.

To enchance the students’ learning experience through the opportunity to study
abroad.

Objectives
General Objective
Graduates will be able to communicate effectively in English. They will be able to show
a solid grounding in the linguistic and literary aspects of contemporary English. Graduates
will be well placed to enter business, government or education and other fields for which
a high standard of English is required.

Specific Objectives
1.

To use English at a high level in a variety of workplaces and social contexts;

2.

To analyse examples of contemporary language and literature in terms of appropriate
theoretical models;

3.

To develop an understanding of linguistic models of language description, acquisition,
use and analysis;

4.

To apply critical thought to studies and everyday life;

5.

To apply knowledge of contemporary English to build appropriate and rewarding
careers;

6.

To understand the significance of language as a means of inter-cultural communication.

Learning Outcomes
1.

Students will be able to speak and write fluent and correct English.

2.

Students will have a good understanding of the English language and some of its
cultural contexts.

3.

Students will be able to read, understand and critically assess sophisticated works
of literature written in English.

4.

Students will possess the ability to structure and present arguments in both verbal
and written contexts.

5.

Students will understand the principles of academic research, including the
interpretation and communication of research findings.

6.

Students will be able to reflect on the cultural worlds that have shaped them and to
express reflective insights in verbal and written forms.
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Programme Entrance Requirements
In addition to the General Entrance Requirements, applicants are required to have
obtained a Grade D or above in AS “Use of English”.
Some preference will be given to applicants who have obtained a Grade E or above
in AL/AS “Literature in English”.

Programme Graduation Requirements
Students are required to have passed courses specified under the Programme
Structure totalling at least 90 credits.

Assessment
The assessment system for the courses in the BA (Hons) Contemporary English
Studies consists of a combination of assessments in coursework and examinations. The
assessment criteria vary from course to course, but students are provided with a range
of assessment opportunities; for instance, any one or combination of the following: class
work, written assignments, research/term papers, projects, tests, written examinations,
oral examinations and any other method(s) stated in the approved course document. In
some cases, where formal or written examinations are deemed inappropriate for the course
content, evaluation is by continuous assessment only.

Overall Programme Structure
Table 1 sets out the overall structure of the programme in diagrammatic form. It shows
that there are 3 strands: (1) Contemporary Literary Studies; (2) Applied Linguistic Studies;
and (3) Language Skills. In addition, students take Complementary Studies which include
General Education, Information Technology, Putonghua and a number of Free Electives
from other degree programmes. In the first year of study, students take 7 compulsory core
courses from the 3 strands. These provide a grounding for the rest of the programme.
In Year 2 the study of literature and linguistics increases and deepens. The core
literature courses require a greater amount of independent reading and the linguistics
courses oblige a more intense exploration of key areas. The required Language Skills
course, “Genres of Speech and Writing”，is intended to prepare students for a variety of
more sophisticated language tasks required of them in the later stages of undergraduate
study and beyond. In addition, students start the Elective programme by choosing one
discipline elective from those that are on offer in the English Department. They also need
to take courses from other departments as part of the Free Elective programme.
It is required that students attend a Summer School at the end of the second year
in a country where English is the mother tongue. The Study Abroad Programme aims to
immerse students in an English-speaking environment and enable them to earn 6 credits
of academic study outside Hong Kong.
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Contemporary Literary
Studies Strand

Year 1 Compulsory Courses

Year 2 Compulsory & Elective Courses

Year 3 Elective Courses

Literary Analysis I

Contemporary Fiction in English

Discipline Elective #2

Literary Analysis II

Contemporary Drama in English

Discipline Elective #3
Discipline Elective #4

Introduction to Language

Language and Society

Introduction to English Grammar

Discourse Analysis

Discipline Elective #5

Psycholinguistics
Language Skills Strand

Practical Phonetics

Genres of Speech and Writing

Models of Speech and Writing I
Models of Speech and Writing II
Discipline Elective #1
Complementary Studies

General Education

General Education

General Education

Introduction to Information Literacy

Free Elective #1
Free Elective #2

Free Elective #3
Free Elective #4

Practical Chinese I

Practical Chinese II
Study Abroad Programme

Independent Research
Project

Notes: (1) Students who do not opt for the Independent Research Project choose 5 discipline elective courses in total, with 3 from the literary strand and 2 from
the applied linguistic strand.
(2) Those opt for the Independent Research Project choose 3 discipline elective courses in total, with 2 from the literary strand and 1 from the applied
linguistic strand.
(3) All courses are 3 credits with the exception of the Independent Research Project which carries 6 credits.
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Applied Linguistic
Studies Strand
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In the third year, student choice is extended and the focus more intensive. Most of
the elective courses offered may be taken in the second or third years, but given the weight
of required courses in Year 2, it follows that students will choose most of their elective
courses in the final year of study. Students may choose to do a six-credit Year 3 project,
Independent Research Project, with the approval from the department which will assign
him or her to one staff member as supervisor. These students then only need to take a
total of 3 elective courses in English Studies with 2 from the literary strand and 1 from the
applied linguistic strand. Those who do not choose to do the Year 3 project need to take a
total of 5 elective courses in English Studies with 3 from the literary strand and 2 from the
applied linguistic strand. The uneven number here is due to the fact that the programme
offers one more required course on the linguistic side.

Study Abroad Programme
The Department of English requires students to spend a summer term in a country
where English is the mother tongue, studying 6 credits at an appropriate institution. They
will be required to do this between the second and third years of study.
The educational rationale for this is based on the view that learning a language implies
learning about the culture(s) where that language is spoken. In addition, studying with
other nationality groups in another university provides an enhanced learning experience
of enormous benefit.
Students are required to take approved courses (for example, 200-level in the United
States) cognate with those in the Lingnan degree programme. Under the provision made by
the University for credit transfer, the course credits obtained overseas will be recongnised
and transferred back to Lingnan.
As the Study Abroad Programme is a compulsory element in the degree programme,
students are eligible to apply for a government grant to cover part of the costs.
In exceptional cases where students are unable to participate in the Study Abroad
Programme, an additional 6 credits of discipline electives will be required. English students
who study abroad on the International Exchange Programme in a country where English
is the mother tongue may be exempted from the Study Abroad Programme.
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Programme Structure
The following description specifies the programme curriculum for students who
pursue the programme on a full-time three-year basis. Flexibility is allowed for completing
the programme within a longer or shorter period in accordance with the stipulations in the
Regulations Governing Undergraduate Studies published in Part XII of this Calendar.

FIRST YEAR
ENG101
ENG102
ENG103
ENG106
ENG107
ENG108
ENG111
巳 US110
LCC101

Introduction to Language (R)
Practical Phonetics (R)
Introduction to English Grammar (R)
Literary Analysis I (R)
Literary Analysis II (R)
Models of Speech and Writing I (R)
Models of Speech and Writing II (R)
Introduction to Information Literacy (R)
Practical Chinese I (R)
* General Education Course

1st
Term

Number of C red its
2nd
1 sy2nd
Term

Term
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Total
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
30

SECOND YEAR
ENG202
ENG203
ENG204
ENG205
ENG209
ENG266
LCC102

Language and Society (R)
Discourse Analysis (R)
Contemporary Fiction in English (R)
Contemporary Drama in English (R)
Genres of Speech and Writing (R)
Psycholinguistics (R)
Practical Chinese II (R)
* General Education Course
Discipline Elective (one course)
Free Electives (two courses)

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6

Study Abroad Programme
6 credits of approved courses from abroad

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6
33
6

THIRD YEAR

ENG 301

* General Education Course
Independent Research Project and
Discipline Electives (two courses)
or
Discipline Electives (four courses)
Free Electives (two courses)

Minimum credits for Honours Degree :
(R) denotes required course(s).
* For details, please see the General Education Section.

3
12

3
12

6

6
21
90
115
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Discipline Elective Courses for Years 2 and 3
Contemporary Literary Studies
ENG264
ENG274
ENG277
ENG374
ENG375
ENG379
ENG381
ENG382
ENG383
ENG384
ENG385
ENG386
ENG387
ENG399

Asian Voices in English: Fiction, Non-fiction and Film
Literature and Adaptation
English Drama Performance
Contemporary Poetry as Text and Experience
Cross-cultural Studies of Literature
Introduction to Children’s Literature in English
Modernism in Painting and Literature
Theatre as Visual Spectacle
Painting and Poetry
The Language of Literature
Writing Your Life
The Short Story in English
Theoretical Positions and Interpretive Practices
Special Topics in English (literary related)

Applied Linguistic Studies
ENG265
ENG271
ENG272
ENG303
ENG369
ENG372
ENG376
ENG378
ENG384
ENG399

Organisational Communication
English Phonology
Intercultural Communication
Advanced Professional Communication Skills
Contrastive Studies of English and Chinese
Language as Play
Pedagogic English
Words: Their Formand Meaning
The Language of Literature
Special Topics in English (linguistics related)

Free Electives
Students may select courses in any discipline to obtain the total number of credits
required for graduation, subject to timetable, course load and study scheme constraints.
Among these free elective credits, at least six should be obtained from courses outside
their own study programmes.
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文化研究(榮譽)文學士
What is Cultural Studies?
“Culture” refers to the ideas we have and the values we hold, as well as the common
way of life we share. Culture is the mode of expression and communication shared among
individuals living in definite contexts at a particular point in history. Culture promotes social
bonding and interaction, and as such frames human historical understanding as these
experiences of community and communication accumulate. It helps us to define our social
existence, and instills identity to the communities we live in and in which relations of value
and power are vested.
Cultural Studies includes the analysis of a wide range of works including literature,
film, art, popular culture, commodity and media culture, the social and political “text” of a
particular way of life, and intellectual and socio-cultural movements as well as other living
forms of social practice. Informed by critical theories and contextual analyses, Cultural
Studies examines the changing relationship between culture, society, history, politics and
technology in the contemporary world. Cultural Studies allows us to understand the key
problems of human creativity, social ideology and cultural consumption in the contexts of
local history and global transformation. All these forces will be pivotal in the development
of our cultural imagination, cultural education and cultural policies in the years ahead.

Aims
To provide a challenging bilingual education to enable students:
1.

to engage actively in the contemporary analysis of culture; to become sensitive to,
and critical of, the issues of identity, value and affection with which the various forms
of culture they study are concerned;

2.

to be aware of the complex interplay between the modern self, society and history
through intensive work in an inter-disciplinary curriculum; to learn how the multiple
perspectives with which people see the world today are crucial to our understanding
of contemporary cultural realities; and

3.

to open themselves intellectually to the wide-ranging texts and contexts that have
been transforming the conditions of life in the contemporary world, so as to develop
a capacity for independent judgement on the cultural practices and social institutions
they must deal with today.
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Objectives
Our curriculum is designed to help students:
1.

to acquire a solid grounding in the humanities, as well as to develop the intellectual
and linguistic ability to express themselves clearly on a variety of cultural issues;

2.

to benefit from an inter-disciplinary framework of study, through which divergent
approaches to culture as value, commodity and representation can be integrated;

3.

to make a comparative study of global patterns of cultural representation, imagination,
and institutional formations in the modern world, and to analyse living examples of
contemporary culture in the local contexts;

4.

to form a critical perspective on the social and historical forms of cultural practice in
an Asian cosmopolitan city such as Hong Kong, and to develop an understanding of
local cases in the light of international Cultural Studies; and

5.

to cultivate a firm sense of self-orientation in their social and career life, as well as
to reflect critically and creatively upon the current cultural situation and changing
historical condition of Hong Kong in particular and China in general.

Learning Outcomes
The overarching learning outcome of this programme is to develop and refine
students’ intellectual and creative capacities as well as their community-oriented
knowledge and consciousness, while also equipping them with:
-demonstrated skills in critical writing and judgment, and media and textual
analysis;
-a capacity for creative thinking in applied cultural scenarios;
-skills in cross-cultural communication and self-reflexive analysis;
-tools for the conceptualisation and execution of cultural planning and
management.
Correspondingly, the two major desired outcomes of the curriculum are:
1.

2.

To prepare our graduates for employment in and contribution to a variety of cultural
work, including media and cultural industries, education, business, public services
and community work
To produce citizens with cross-disciplinary cultural knowledge and cultural research
skills.

Programme Entrance Requirements
In addition to the General Entrance Requirements, applicants are required to have
obtained a Grade D or above in AS “Use of English” and “Chinese Language and Culture”，
or Grade C or above in the alternative Chinese Language qualifications of IGCSE/GCSE/
118 GCE O-Level.
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Preference will be given to applicants who have passed subjects such as Liberal
Studies, History or Literature.

Programme Graduation Requirements
Students are required to have passed courses specified under the Programme
Structure totalling at least 90 credits.

Assessment
Assessment practices in the Department of Cultural Studies and the University
generally are designed to measure the extent to which the students have achieved the
objectives of the course as stated in the course syllabus. The syllabus of each course is
intended to provide relevant information to students regarding the nature of the course,
including the methods of assessment and their weightings.
It is a fundamental notion that all assessment tasks should provide information about
the students’ level of knowledge and understanding in a particular course and that this
information should be reliable. Equally important is to ensure that feedback to students on
their progress and performance should be made available at the time when it will be most
beneficial in helping the students and the Department to make appropriate decisions.
To achieve these basic precepts, assessment procedures have been planned to
obtain reliable information on students’ performance in assessment tasks to serve the aim
of ensuring fairness of assessment and the timely flow of relevant information.

The Overall Programme Structure and Study Plan
Table 1 sets out the overall structure of the Major Programme for 巳A (Hons) Cultural
Studies in diagrammatic form. It shows that there are two main components: (1) a Core Module
at the heart of the programme; and (2) a Stream of Study to be elected from A. Social and
Historical Cultural Studies and B. Literary and Media Cultural Studies.
In the first year, students take (1) a set of 5 foundation courses (15 credits) which
introduces them to the intellectual backgrounds, critical tools and pragmatic concerns in
the contemporary study of culture, with reference to both local and global issues, and (2)
1 programme elective course (3 credits).
After the Foundation Year, students must complete 6 core advanced courses (18
credits), a minimum of 4 stream courses (12 credits) and 3 programme elective courses
(9 credits) during their study.
Throughout the three years, students must also take a minimum of 11 courses (33
credits) in Complementary Studies, including General Education (9 credits), Chinese (6
credits), English (6 credits), and at least 4 Free Elective courses (12 credits).
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Table 1
Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Cultural Studies
Yea r 2

|

Year 3

Core Advanced Courses (18 credits)
Required

i

Required

Practicum in Cultural Criticism
Cultural Representation and
Interpretation
Culture, Value and Belief

3
3

Critical Writing Workshop
Cultural Policy and Institution
Directed Research Project (A)

3
3
3

3

Stream of Study (12 credits)*
Stream A:
Social & Historical Cultural Studies
Stream Electives (12 credits)
(CUS-coded courses)
Culture, Power and Government
Cultural and Historical Writing
Gender, Sexuality and Cultural Politics
Social and Cultural Anthropology
City Cultures
Cultural Formation in Hong Kong
Narrating Hong Kong
Power and Body in the Performing Arts
Special Topics in Socio-Political
Studies*
Modern Chinese Thought
Topics in Cultural Theory#
Directed Research Project (巳)
(Non CUS-coded courses)
Classical Sociological Theory
Contemporary Sociological Theory
Social Justice
Public Policy: Values and Processes
History and Philosophy of the
Humanities
History of Ideas
Classical Chinese Thought
Contemporary Neo-Confucianism

Stream B:
Literary & Media Cultural Studies

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Stream Electives (12 credits)
(CUS-coded courses)
The Cultural Politics of Reading
Media, Culture and Society
Culture, Pleasure and Feeling
Film and Cinema Studies
Hong Kong Popular Culture
Literature and Cultural Studies
Post-Colonial Studies
Topics in Cinema and Media
Studies#
Special Topics in Literary Studies#
Canons and Contexts of Cultural
Studies
Seminar in Current Cultural Issues#
Directed Research Project (B)

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

(Non CUS-coded courses)
Modern Literary Criticism
Modern Chinese Literature
Contemporary Chinese Literature
(1950-present)
Taiwan Literature
Literature and Cinema
Hong Kong Literature
Contemporary Fiction in English
Contemporary Drama in English
Asian Voices in English:
Fiction, Non-fiction and Film

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Programme Electives (9 credits)
An additonal 9 credits to be chosen from any CUS courses outside of the selected Stream.

University Required Courses (21 credits)
Practical Chinese II
General Education
Free Electives (4 courses)

*
#

120

3
6
12

Sub-total Credits (Years 2 & 3)

60

MINIMUM TOTAL CREDITS FOR GRADUATION

90

At least 9 credits must be CUS-coded courses.
Students may take this course twice to earn a maximum of 6 credits, provided that the course taken is offered
under different topics.
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The distribution of credits during the normal 3-year study period is as follows:
Curriculum Component

Credits

Foundation Courses
Core Advanced Courses
Stream Electives
Programme Electives

15
18
12
12
"57

University Required Courses

33

Minimum credits for Honours Degree

90

Programme Structure
The following description specifies the programme curriculum for students who
pursue the programme on a full-time three-year basis. Flexibility is allowed for completing
the programme within a longer or shorter period in accordance with the stipulations in the
Regulations Governing Undergraduate Studies published in Part XII of this Calendar.

FIRST YEAR
In the first year of study, all Major students are required to take Foundation Courses
in preparation for their Core Module of Cultural Studies and Stream of Study to be taken
in Years 2 and 3.

I.

Foundation Courses (15 credits)
CUS102
CUS103
CUS106
CUS115
CUS132

II.

Commodity Culture and Everyday Life (R)
Introduction to Cultural Analysis (R)
The Making of Modern Culture (R)
Methodologies in Cultural Research (R)
Cultural Transformation in Modern China (R)

Programme Elective (3 credits)
Any additional 3 credits to be chosen from any CUS courses

III.

3
3
3
3
3

3

University Required Courses (12 credits)
LCC101
LCE101
LCE102

Practical Chinese I (R)
English for Communication I (R)
English for Communication II (R)
*General Education Course
Sub-total of credits

3
3
3
________ 3_
30

(R) denotes required course(s).
* For details, please see the General Education Section.
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SECOND AND THIRD YEARS
I.

II.

Core Advanced Courses (18 credits)

Number of Credits

Year 2
CUS203
CUS212
CUS214

Practicum in Cultural Criticism (R)
Cultural Representation and Interpretation (R)
Culture, Value and Belief (R)

3
3
3

Year 3
CUS319
CUS320
CUS334

Cultural Policy and Institution (R)
Directed Research Project (A) (R)**
Critical Writing Workshop (R)

3
3
3

Stream of Study (12 credits)

In addition to the Core courses, a total of 12 credits must be taken in the second
and third years from one selected Stream of Study with a disciplinary orientation. At least
9 credits must be CUS-coded courses.
Two Streams of Study are now offered: (A) Social and Historical Cultural Studies,
and (巳)Literary and Media Cultural Studies.
Stream A: Social and Historical Cultural Studies
Stream Electives
CUS109
CUS211
CUS213
CUS215
CUS218#
CUS304
CUS316
CUS317
CUS321
CUS322
CUS329#
CUS350

Cultural Formation in Hong Kong
Cultural and Historical Writing
Culture, Power and Government
Gender, Sexuality and Cultural Politics
Topics in Cultural Theory
Social and Cultural Anthropology
Modern Chinese Thought
Narrating Hong Kong
Directed Research Project (B)
City Cultures
Special Topics in Socio-Political Studies
Power and Body in the Performing Arts

Number of Credits
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

(R) denotes required course(s).
* Subject to academic advisers' recommendation and Head of Department's approval, students may take
a programme elective course as an alternative.
# Students may take this course twice to earn a maximum of 6 credits, provided that the course taken is
offered under different topics.
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PHI212
PHI213
PHI215
PHI334
POL208
SOC201
SOC202
SOC321

Classical Chinese Thought
History of Ideas
History and Philosophy of the Humanities
Contemporary Neo-Confucianism
Public Policy: Values and Processes
Classical Sociological Theory
Contemporary Sociological Theory
Social Justice

Number of Credits
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

S什earn B: Literary and Media Cultural Studies
Stream Electives
CUS112
CUS216
CUS219
CUS309
CUS310
CUS314
CUS321
CUS324
CUS325#
CUS328#
CUS331#
CUS333

Literature and Cultural Studies
Canons and Contexts of Cultural Studies
The Cultural Politics of Reading
Film and Cinema Studies
Media, Culture and Society
Hong Kong Popular Culture
Directed Research Project (B)
Post-Colonial Studies
Seminar in Current Cultural Issues
Special Topics in Literary Studies
Topics in Cinema and Media Studies
Culture, Pleasure and Feeling

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

CHI105
CHI207
CHI209
CHI232
CHI240
CHI241
ENG204
ENG205
ENG264

Modern Chinese Literature
Contemporary Chinese Literature (1950-present)
Taiwan Literature
Modern Literary Criticism
Literature and Cinema
Hong Kong Literature
Contemporary Fiction in English
Contemporary Drama in English
Asian Voices in English: Fiction, Non-fiction and Film

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

III.

Programme Electives (9 credits)

A total of 9 credits must be taken in the second and third years from any CUS courses
outside the selected Stream.

林

Students may take this course twice to earn a maximum of 6 credits, provided that the course taken is
offered under different topics.
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IV,

University Required Courses (21 credits)

LCC102

Practical Chinese II (R)
*General Education Courses
Free Electives (4 courses)

Number of Credits
3
6
12

Programme Electives
Students must take a total of 12 credits of CUS-coded courses listed in the Major
Programme curriculum as their Programme Electives. At least a total of 9 credits must be
from CUS courses outside the selected Stream.

Free Electives
Students may select courses in any disciplines to obtain the total number of credits
required for graduation, subject to timetable, course load and study scheme constraints.
Among these free elective credits, at least six should be obtained from courses outside
their own study programmes.

(R) denotes required course(s).
* For details, please see the General Education Section.
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歷史(榮譽)文學士
Introduction
History as a category of human learning is one of the oldest subjects taught
and learned in school. As a key to understanding human nature, the study of history
distinguishes itself from other disciplines by its widespread subject matter, ranging from
politics to warfare, from economics to morals. It is worth studying in its own right for what
it contributes to self and societal identification and as an antidote to cultural chauvinism.
But it is also foundational to virtually every other discipline in the arts, humanities, and
social sciences.

Aims
To provide a challenging bilingual education which will enable students:
1.

to develop a better understanding of historical change and development;

2.

to develop their capacity to interpret the thought and actions of historical figures and
trends;

3.

to develop analytical skills in order to evaluate historical developments, to understand
current issues and to make decisions; and

4.

to enhance judgment and maturity as professionals.

Objectives
Upon successful completion of this programme, students will:
1.

be able to think critically, analyse problems, organise and communicate effectively;

2.

have attained a capacity for critical analysis, independent study and in-depth
research;

3.

be prepared for entry into a wide range of occupations that value these important
transferable skills; and

4.

have acquired an academic foundation for further study in the discipline of History
or other disciplines in the arts, humanities and social sciences.

Learning Outcomes
The intended learning outcomes of the programme are:
1.

laying foundation for the discipline of History;
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2.

augmenting cross-cultural and global perspectives;

3.

refining students’ oral and written presentations; and

4.

shaping critical and independent minds as the foundation for responsible citizenship.

Programme Entrance Requirements
In addition to the General Entrance Requirements, applicants are required to
have obtained a grade D or above in AS “Use of English” and “Chinese Language and
Culture”.
Preference will be given to applicants who have passes in AL/AS “History” or “Chinese
History”.

Programme Graduation Requirements
Students are required to have passed courses specified under the Programme
Structure totalling 90 credits.

Assessment
The assessment system for the courses in BA (Hons) History consists of a combination
of assessments in coursework and examinations. The assessment criteria vary from course
to course, but in no case will the final examination count for more than 50% of the final
grade for the course.

Programme Structure
The degree in history requires 21 credits of language and General Education
courses, 54 credits of history courses (15 required credits and 39 elective credits), and 15
credits of free electives, for a total of 90 credits. If students choose to select more than 90
credits, they may choose any course for which they meet the prerequisites. The following
description specifies the programme curriculum for students who pursue the programme
on a full-time three-year basis. Flexibility is allowed for completing the programme within
a longer or shorter period in accordance with the stipulations in the Regulations Governing
Undergraduate Studies published in Part XII of this Calendar.
History majors have the option of doing a Directed Research Project, during the third
year, under the supervision of a faculty member. It is a special opportunity to hone their
research and writing skills. Prospective students should have an average G.P.A. of 2.5 in
History courses to be considered, although the Department is open to special requests. In
lieu of the Directed Research Project, majors take two additional History electives.
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Number of Credits
FIRST YEAR

1st
Term

HST101
HST103
HST113
HST114

Historical Ideas and Methods (R)
Historical Research and Writing (R)
Introduction to the History of the USA or
Introduction to European History

3

HST115

Introduction to Chinese History or

3

HST151
LCC101
LCC102
LCE101
LCE102

History of Modern East Asia
Practical Chinese I (R)
Practical Chinese II (R)
English for Communication I (R)
English for Communication II (R)
△General Education Course
History Elective or Free Elective

2nd
Term

Total

3

3
3

3

3

3

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
30

SECOND YEAR
HST208

History of Hong Kong from 1941 (R)

3

3
3

THIRD YEAR
HST301

Senior History Seminar and Directed Research
Project * or
Two History Electives (must be 200-level or above)

3
3
6
______________________
6

SECOND OR THIRD YEAR
History Electives (10-11 courses)**
Free Electives (4-5 courses)**
八General Education Courses
Minimum credits for Honours Degree:

30-33
12-15
6
90

(R) denotes required course (s).
A For details, please see the General Education Section.
* The Directed Research Project is optional. Students writing the DR should enroll in HST301 for both
terms of Year 3. In addition, students will be allowed to take this course subject to the approval of the
Department based on various criteria, such as language facility and cumulative GPA.
** The number of History and Free Elective credits needed in the second or third year depends upon what
courses were taken in Year 1. The total number of History electives and free electives required for the
programme is 11 (33 credits) and 5 (15 credits) respectively (not including the two additional electives
to replace HST301).
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History Electives
Select 11 courses (33 credits). For those who do not enroll in HST301, two additional
electives are to be chosen.
Students must take at least one elective from each of the four ca teaones below.
Number of Credits
Cateqorv 1:

Comparative Civilisations

HST111

Comparative World Civilisations to 1500

3

HST112#

Comparative World Civilisations since 1500

3

HST192#

The Making of the Modern World

3

HST194

‘Clashes of Civilisations’ in Modern History:
Value Confrontations between Asia and the West

3

HST261

World Environmental History

3

HST265

History of Modern Islamic Societies

3

HST268

Cities Across Civilisations

3

HST269

A Cultural History of Water

HST311

Cultural Interchange between China and the World

3

HST355

History of Sino-American Relations

3

Cateqorv 2:

Honq Konq and Chinese Historv

HST202

History of the Ming and Qing Dynasties

3

HST203

History of China in the Twentieth Century

3

HST209

Introduction to Public History

3

HST251

History of Hong Kong before 1841

3

HST252

History of Hong Kong from 1841 to 1941

3

HST352

History of Religions in China

3

HST353

Social and Economic History of South China

3

HST354

History of Science and Technology in China

3

HST359

History of Women and Children in China

3

HST360

Historical Geography of China

3

HST361

Critical Themes in Pre-Modern Chinese History

3

Cateaorv 3:

Non-China Asian Historv

HST258

Introduction to Japanese History

3

HST259

Introduction to Korean History

3

HST260

Introduction to Southeast Asian History

3

HST264

Introduction to Indian History

3

林 Student cannot receive credit from both HST192 and HST112
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Category 4: Western History
HST255

History of the United States to 1865

3

HST256

History of the United States since 1865

3

HST266
HST356

Europe and Europeans in HistoricalPerspective
History of Nineteenth Century Europe

3
3

HST357

History of Twentieth Century Europe

3

HST362

Early Modern England, 1455-1707

3

HST363

History of Modern Germany

3

HST364

History of Britain since 1688

3

Special Topics in History.
HST399

Special Topics in History

3

餅 The category of the special topic will be announced when the actual topic is offered.

Free Electives
Students may select courses in any discipline to obtain the total number of credits
required for graduation, subject to timetable, course load and study scheme constraints.
Among these free elective credits, at least six should be obtained from courses outside
their own study programme.
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哲學(榮譽)文學士
Introduction
The word ‘philosophy’ comes from ancient Greece, where it meant ‘the love of wisdom’.
Philosophy investigates the world and our knowledge of it, and approaches these issues
systematically and at a high level of generality and abstraction. The characteristic, though
not exclusive, methods that philosophers use in such investigations include reasoning and
conceptual clarification as well as careful attention to examples, whether actual or imagined,
that may be relevant in particular debates. Many problems discussed in philosophy have
a close connection with everyday moral problems or topics discussed in science, which
shows that the widespread picture of philosophy as an abstract, dry and irrelevant subject
is misleading.

Aims
The Honours Degree Programme in Philosophy at Lingnan is designed to provide
students with an introduction to contemporary philosophy and to acquaint them with the
history of the discipline. Lingnan’s philosophy programme places an emphasis on training
students to do philosophy, that is, to become skilled at understanding, responding to,
and developing philosophical arguments. Lingnan philosophy students learn about both
Eastern and Western philosophical traditions and become familiar with the topics that
define central areas in philosophy, such as logic, philosophy of language, ethics, and the
theory of knowledge. The programme trains students to engage in informed reflection and
argumentation on a wide range of philosophical questions.

Learning Outcomes
The BA(Hons) Philosophy Programme targets two main outcomes:
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1.

Students who study philosophy successfully will have a foundational knowledge of
philosophical traditions, arguments, and problems that will enable them to pursue
further studies in philosophy in Hong Kong or overseas.

2.

The study of philosophy enhances a variety of skills having applications both within
and outside of the University or other educational institutions. These skills fall into
three broad types:
(a) analytic and critical thinking abilities, such as the ability to recognise assumptions
and conceptual relations, and the ability to gather and organise information;
critical thinking involves the ability to detect ambiguity, vagueness, inconsistency,
and argumentative fallacies;
(b) interpretative and comprehension skills, such as the ability to understand difficult
texts and extract key arguments and issues; and
(c)
communicative skills, including the ability to write and speak on complex topics
with clarity and precision.
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Programme Entrance Requirements
The entrance requirements are the same as the General Entrance Requirements.
Applicants must have obtained:
a.

Grade E or above in two subjects in the Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination
(AL); or Grade E or above in one subject in the Hong Kong Advanced Level
Examination, and in two Advanced Supplementary (AS) subjects other than
“Use of English” and “Chinese Language and Culture”； and

b.

Grade E or above in AS “Use of English”； and

c.

Grade E or above in AS “Chinese Language and Culture”.

Preference will be given to applicants who have obtained a Grade D or above in AS
“Chinese Language and Culture”，“Ethics and Religious Studies”，or “Liberal Studies”.

Programme Graduation Requirements
Students are required to have passed courses specified under the Programme
Structure totalling at least 90 credits.

Assessment
A student is assessed for every course in which he/she has enrolled in the form of
any one or any combination of the following: class work, written assignment, research
papers, projects, tests, written examinations, oral examinations and any other method(s)
of academic assessment. Philosophy courses require not only mastery of course material
and the acquisition of knowledge, but also a process of maturation that goes on throughout
the course. The final examination therefore retains an important function in a philosophy
course. In recognition of this fact, the relative weight of the final examination is rarely less
than 40% and is in most of the courses given a weighting of at least 50%.

Programme Structure
The overall structure of the programme is simple, consisting of a set of 11 Foundation
courses, 6 Programme Elective courses, and a Directed Research Project in addition to
the University required courses. The Foundation courses aim to give a grounding in the
history of both Western and Chinese philosophy as well as give an introduction to the
most central philosophical disciplines. The Programme Elective courses will be chosen
from a pool of courses and offer students a choice in pursuing their own interests within
the range of courses offered by the Department. Though students can choose freely
among the Programme Elective courses, they are expected and will be advised to choose
a combination of courses that will be relevant to the Directed Research Project. There
is, finally, a Directed Research Project which will let students specialise in a field of their
choice. For those students who do not find it desirable to embark on a Directed Research
Project, there will be the possibility of taking two Programme Elective courses. All courses
carry 3 credits while the Directed Research Project carries 6 credits.
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The following description specifies the programme curriculum for students who
pursue the programme on a full-time three-year basis. Flexibility is allowed for completing
the programme within a longer or shorter period in accordance with the stipulations in the
Regulations Governing Undergraduate Studies published in Part XII of this Calendar.
Number of Credits
2nd
1st

FIRST YEAR
PHI111
PHI112
PHI113
PHI114
PHI115
LCC101
LCC102
LCE101
LCE102

Logic (R)
History of Chinese Philosophy:
From Pre-Qin to Han (R)
History of Western Philosophy:
Ancient Greek Philosophy (R)
Doing Philosophy (R)
Metaphysics (R)
Practical Chinese I (R)
Practical Chinese II (R)
English for Communication I (R)
English for Communication II (R)
Free Elective (one course)
* General Education Course

Term Term
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Total
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
33

SECOND YEAR
PHI116
PHI117
PHI231
PHI232
PHI233
PHI366

History of Chinese Philosophy:
From Wei-Jin to Ming (R)
History of Western Philosophy:
From Descartes to Kant (R)
Epistemology (R)
Ethics: The Chinese Tradition (R)
Ethics: The Western Tradition (R)
Philosophy of Language (R)
Programme Electives (two courses)
English Language Enhancement Elective
* General Education Course

3

3

3

3

3

3
3
3
3
6
3
3
30

3
3
3

3
3
3

3

THIRD YEAR
PHI301

Directed Research Project
or Programme Electives (two courses)
Programme Electives (four courses)
Free Electives (three courses)

Minimum credits for Honours Degree:

3

3

6

6
6

6
3

12
9
27
90

(R) denotes required course(s).
* Students are required to complete two courses among Categories B, C and D (at most one course from
each of these categories). For details, please see the General Education Section.
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Foundation Courses
PHI111
PHI112
PHI113
PHI114
PHI115
PHI116
PHI117
PHI231
PHI232
PHI233
PHI366

Logic
History of Chinese Philosophy: From Pre-Qin to Han
History of Western Philosophy: Ancient Greek Philosophy
Doing Philosophy
Metaphysics
History of Chinese Philosophy: From Wei-Jin to Ming
History of Western Philosophy: From Descartes to Kant
Epistemology
Ethics: The Chinese Tradition
Ethics: The Western Tradition
Philosophy of Language

Programme Elective Courses
TOPICS IN AESTHETICS
PHI264
PHI270
PHI271
PHI272
PHI273
PHI363
PHI373

Philosophy and Literature
Continental Aesthetic Theories
History of Aesthetics
Perception and Depiction
Philosophy of Architecture
Issues in Analytic Philosophy of Art
Cinema and Philosophy

TOPICS IN CHINESE PHILOSOPHY
PHI266
PHI334
PHI361
PHI364

Pre-Qin Taoism
Contemporary Neo-Confucianism
Confucianism and the Modern World
Man and Heaven in Chinese Philosophy

TOPICS IN CONTINENTAL PHILOSOPHY
PHI261
PHI275
PHI369
PHI371

Contemporary Continental Philosophy
Schopenhauer and Nietzsche
Postmodern Philosophy
Subjectivity and Freedom in German Idealism

TOPICS IN ETHICS AND PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY
PHI222
PHI223
PHI236
PHI365
PHI374

Life and Death
Bioethics
Contingencies and Necessities in Life
Philosophy of Action
Value Theory
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TOPICS IN THE PHILOSOPHY OF NATURAL AND HUMAN SCIENCES
PHI265
PHI274
PHI368
PHI370
PHI375

Philosophy of Mind
Philosophy of History
Philosophy of Science
Probability and Scientific Method
Philosophy of Artificial Intelligence

TOPICS IN SOCIAL AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY
PHI263
PHI324
PHI367
PHI372

Philosophical Perspectives on Human Rights
Utopia
Philosophy of Law
Theories of Justice

Special Topics
The subject matter of Special Topics courses varies from term to term, most often
in response to student demand. These courses count as programme electives and give
students and teachers an opportunity to work on areas in philosophy not regularly covered
in the Lingnan curriculum. Examples include a course on the work of a major individual
philosopher, and a course on an issue such as evolution and human nature.

Directed Research Project
The Directed Research Project requires a philosophical paper of between 5,0006,000 English words written under supervision. Students will meet regularly with their
supervisors and a record will be kept of the meetings between the supervisor and the
student. The project will be assessed on the scope, cogency and clarity of its argument;
on its use of scholarly apparatus; and where applicable, on its originality. A student in order
to be permitted to do a Directed Research Project must have a minimum G.P.A. of 3.3 for
the Philosophy courses taken in the first two years of study. Exceptions to this rule can be
made in special circumstances on the recommendation of a teacher who undertakes to
supervise the Directed Research Project for the student.

English Language Enhancement Elective
Any ENG-course open as a free elective, plus “LCE301 Thinking Through English”,
“LCE302 English Skills for Employment”, “LCE304 English Through Language Arts”，
“LCE305 Academic Writing in English”，“LCE306 Advanced Integrated English Language
Skills”，and “LCE307 News and Views” could be taken as an English Language
Enhancement Elective.

Free Electives
Students may select courses in any disciplines to obtain the total number of credits
required for graduation, subject to timetable, course load and study scheme constraints.
Among these free elective credits, at least six should be obtained from courses outside
their own study programmes.
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翻譯(榮譽)文學士
Introduction
Lingnan’s honours degree in Translation sets out to provide an education in bilingual
studies which can produce graduates with the capacity to think for themselves as well as
with bilingual competence in Chinese and English. One of its central features is the equal
emphasis on translation as a profession and as an academic discipline. This is reflected in
the offering of a great variety of practical courses in translating, interpreting and language
studies, and several academic courses in translation theory, criticism and history. Another
feature is the importance attached to the socio-cultural environment of the Chinese and
English languages, which is explored in its many facets in a number of courses in literary
and cultural studies.
Some graduates will find posts as translators, interpreters or language specialists,
but many others will find that both local and expatriate firms in Hong Kong are happy to
employ translation graduates with their highly developed bilingual skills, even though they
may not be employing them exclusively or even primarily as language specialists.

Aims
To provide a challenging bilingual education which will enable students
1.

to develop their oral and written skills to a stage where they will be able to serve as
effective and responsible intermediaries between texts and speakers in English and
Chinese;

2.

to develop their capacity to make independent and objective judgements, which they
will require as language specialists or employees in leading positions in government,
business, industry and the professions, for which a first degree is a threshold
requirement and for which bilingual skills are regarded as highly valuable; and

3.

to develop a better understanding of their place in Hong Kong’s bilingual community
and of the roles they might play in serving that community.
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Learning Outcomes
The specific learning outcomes expected at the completion of this programme are
that students should be able to:
1.

demonstrate a high level of competence and proficiency in spoken and written
Chinese and English;

2.

translate a variety of texts from Chinese into English, and English into
Chinese;

3.

carry out basic tasks of oral interpretation from Chinese into English, and English
into Chinese; and

4.

foster a capacity for independent study and research and for the formulation
and presentation of ideas:
(a) apply critical thinking abilities to the analysis, synthesis, and implementation
of ideas;
(b) undertake critical analysis of an argument’s major assertions, assumptions
and supporting evidence, and its explanatory power; and
(c) use appropriate technologies to conduct research and to access, evaluate
and manage information to meet academic and professional needs.

Programme Entrance Requirements
In addition to the General Entrance Requirements, applicants are required to satisfy
the following Programme Entrance Requirement:
Applicants should have obtained a Grade D or above in “Use of English”.

Programme Graduation Requirements
Students are required to have passed courses specified under the Programme
Structure totalling at least 90 credits.

Assessment
Assessment will normally be determined by examinations and/or continuous
assessment.

Overall Programme Structure
Table 1 lists all the courses offered under the Translation degree programme.
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TABLE 1 BACHELOR OF ARTS (HONS) IN TRANSLATION
Total Credits for Graduation: 90 credits
[Students are required to take 57 credits of Translation Major courses, 9 credits of General Education courses,
12 credits of Language Enhancement courses' and 12 credits of Free Electives.]
Translation Major (57 credits)
Required (30 credits)
[9 courses: 6 yr 1; 2 yr 2; & 1 yr 3]
Yr. Cr.
1
3
3
1
3
1
1
3
1
1
3
2

3

2
3

3
6

Course Title
Introduction to Interpreting (C-E)
Introduction to Interpreting (E-C)
Introduction to Translation (C-E)
Introduction to Translation (E-C)
Language Studies for Translation: Syntax
Literature, Culture and Translation: The Individual
and Society
General Translation Theory OR Contemporary
Translation TheoryA
Translation Criticism I (E-C & C-E)
-Translation Project (E-C and C-E)/
Translation Project (E-C)/~ Translation Project (C-E)

Yr.
2 or 3
2 or 3
2 or 3
2 or 3
2 or 3
2 or 3
2 or 3
2 or 3
2 or 3
2 or 3
2 or 3
2 or 3
2 or 3
2 or 3

#
A
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Students are required to take a total of 4 language enhancement courses. Of these courses, LCC101 Practical Chinese I and ENG110 Models of Speech and Writing must be taken in Year 1. In Year
2, a second English course must be taken from the list of English Enhancement Courses. If the grade of the second English course is C+ or below, the fourth course must be an additional English
course from the same list; if the grade of the second English course is B- or above, the fourth course may be either an English course or a Chinese course.
Students majoring in Translation are required to take 9 credits from these courses during their three-year programme (for Translation Project and Selected Translation Project, only the C-E direction
will count towards the 9 credits).
There are 2 areas in Selected Research Topics: (i) Language and Translation Studies; (ii) Literary and Cultural Studies. Students may select only one course from each of the 2 areas in their second
or third year.
Students are allowed to take either TRA203 General Translation Theory or TRA303 Contemporary Translation Theory as a required course in their second year of studies. Students may also take
both courses and one of them will be counted as a programme elective.

B achelor o f A rts (Honours) in Translation

Electives (27 credits)
[Students will select at least 9 credits from among the Guided Electives marked with an asterisk (*).]
Yr. Cr.
Course Title
Course Title
Cr.
2
or
3
3
Bilingual
Oral Workshop (E-C & C-E)
-*Business
Translation
(C-E)
3
2 or 3 3
Bilingual Studies in Humour
★Business Translation (E-C)
3
2 or 3 3
Bilingual Studies in Twentieth-Century Fiction and Prose
-★General Interpreting (C-E)
3
2 or 3 3
Bilingual Studies in Twentieth-Century Poetry and
★General Interpreting (E-C)
3
Drama
★Legal Translation (E-C & C-E)
3
2 or 3 3
Contemporary Translation TheoryA
-★Literary Translation A (C-E)
3
2 or 3 3
Cross-cultural Perspectives in Film: Thematic
Comparisons
★Literary Translation A (E-C)
3
2 or 3 3
Gender, Language and Translation
Literary Translation B (C-E)
3
2 or 3 3
General Interpreting between Putonghua and
★Literary Translation B (E-C)
3
English
3
★Translation for Science and Technology (E-C & C-E) 2 or 3 3 General
Translation TheoryA
3
translation for the Media (E-C & C-E)
2 or 3 3
History of Translation
3
★Translation of Texts in Popular Culture (E-C & C-E)
2 or 3 3
Language Studies for Translation:
translation of Texts in Social Sciences (E-C & C-E)
3
Advanced Contrastive Analysis
2 or 3 3
Language Studies for Translation:
3
★Translation of Texts in the Arts (E-C & C-E)
Phonology and Morphology
2 or 3 3
Literature, Culture and Translation:
Language and Ideology
2 or 3 3
Publication Workshop
2 or 3 3 "Selected Research Topics
2 or 3 3
Selected Translation Project (E-C) or
-Selected Translation Project (C-E)
Note: No fewer than 6 credits in the Guided
2 or 3 3
Studies in Comparative Literature A
Electives category should be taken by
2 or 3 3
Studies in Comparative Literature B
students in their second year.
2 or 3 3 Topics in Bilingual Studies:
Love in Chinese and Western Literatures
2 or 3 3
Translating Cultures
2 or 3 3 Translation Criticism II (E-C & C-E)
2 or 3 3 Translation in the Hong Kong Context
3
3 -Advanced Interpreting (C-E)
3
3 Advanced Interpreting (E-C)
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Programme Structure
The following description specifies the programme curriculum for students who
pursue the programme on a full-time three-year basis. Flexibility is allowed for completing
the programme within a longer or shorter period in accordance with the stipulations in the
Regulations Governing Undergraduate Studies published in Part XII of this Calendar.
FIRST YEAR

TRA101
TRA102
TRA103
TRA104
TRA106
TRA107
ENG110
LCC101

Introduction to Interpreting (C-E) (R)
Introduction to Interpreting (E-C) (R)
Introduction to Translation (C-E) (R)
Introduction to Translation (E-C) (R)
Language Studies for Translation:
Syntax (R)
Literature, Culture and Translation:
The Individual and Society (R)
Models of Speech and Writing (R)
Practical Chinese I (R)
*General Education Course

Number of Credits
2nd
1 st,2nd
1st
Te「m Term
Term Total
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

SECOND AND THIRD YEARS
Programme Elective Courses
Language Enhancement Courses

3

3

3
3
3
27

3
3

SECOND YEAR
TRA203
General Translation Theory OR
Contemporary Translation TheoryA
TRA303
TRA204
Translation Criticism 1 (E-C & C-E) (R)
THIRD YEAR
TRA318
Translation Project (E-C and C-E) (R)# or
TRA319
Translation Project (E-C) (R)# or
TRA320
Translation Project (C-E) (R)#

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

6

27
6

ANY YEAR
*General Education Courses
Free Electives
Minimum credits for Honours Degree:

6
12
90

(R) denotes required course(s).
# Students are required to work on a long translation project, either E-C or C-E or both, and cannot change
to take another project course after failing any one of them.
* For details, please see the General Education Section.
A Students are allowed to take either TRA203 General Translation Theory OR TRA303 Contemporary
Translation Theory as a required course in their second year of studies. Students may also take both
courses and one of them will be counted as a programme elective.
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Language Enhancement Courses
Students are required to take a total of 4 Language enhancement courses. Of these
courses, LCC101 Practical Chinese I and ENG110 Models of Speech and Writing must
be taken in Year 1. In Year 2, a second English course must be taken from the list of
English Enhancement courses. If the grade of the second English course is C+ or below,
the fourth course must be an additional English course from the same list; if the grade
of the second English course is B- or above, the fourth course may be either an English
course or a Chinese course.

CHINESE ENHANCEMENT COURSES
LCC102
LCC201
LCC202

Practical Chinese II
Advanced Practical Chinese: Putonghua Pronunciation and the Writing of
Government Documents
Advanced Practical Chinese: Vocabulary, Grammar and Business Writing

ENGLISH ENHANCEMENT COURSES
ENG103
ENG203
ENG204
ENG205
ENG265
ENG271
ENG272
ENG274
ENG303
ENG379

Introduction to English Grammar
Discourse Analysis
Contemporary Fiction in English
Contemporary Drama in English
Organisational Communication
English Phonology
Intercultural Communication
Literature and Adaptation
Advanced Professional Communication Skills
Introduction to Children’s Literature in English

Programme Elective Courses
The total minimum number of elective credits is 27, including a minimum number of
9 credits in guided electives. No fewer than 6 credits in guided electives should be taken
in the second year.

GUIDED ELECTIVE COURSES
(to be taken
TRA201
TRA202
TRA205
TRA206
TRA208
TRA209
TRA210

in Year 2 or 3)
General Interpreting (C-E)
General Interpreting (E-C)
Literary Translation A (C-E)
Literary Translation A (E-C)
Translation for the Media (E-C & C-E)
Translation of Texts in Popular Culture (E-C & C-E)
Translation of Texts in Social Sciences (E-C & C-E)

Number of Credits

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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Number of Credits
TRA211
TRA222
TRA223
TRA305
TRA306
TRA309
TRA310

Translation of Texts in the Arts (E-C & C-E)
Business Translation (C-E)
Business Translation (E-C)
Literary Translation B (C-E)
Literary Translation B (E-C)
Legal Translation (E-C & C-E)
Translation for Science and Technology (E-C & C-E)

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

OTHER ELECTIVE COURSES
(to be taken in Year 2 or 3)
TRA105
Language Studies for Translation: Phonology and Morphology
TRA203
General Translation Theory
TRA207
Language Studies for Translation: Advanced Contrastive Analysis
TRA213
Publication Workshop
TRA214
Bilingual Oral Workshop (E-C & C-E)
TRA215
Bilingual Studies in Twentieth-Century Fiction
and Prose
TRA216
Bilingual Studies in Twentieth-Century Poetry and Drama
TRA217
Translating Cultures
TRA218
Translation in the Hong Kong Context
TRA219
Literature, Culture and Translation: Language and Ideology
TRA220
Bilingual Studies in Humour
TRA221
Topics in Bilingual Studies: Love in Chinese and Western Literatures
TRA224
General Interpreting between Putonghua and
English
TRA226
Studies in Comparative Literature A
TRA238
Cross-cultural Perspectives in Film: Thematic Comparisons
TRA303
Contemporary Translation Theory
TRA304
Translation Criticism II (E-C & C-E)
TRA307
Gender, Language and Translation
TRA308
History of Translation
TRA314
Studies in Comparative Literature B
TRA315
Selected Research Topics#
TRA321
Selected Translation Project (E-C) or
TRA322
Selected Translation Project (C-E)
(to be taken in Year 3)
TRA301
Advanced Interpreting (C-E)
TRA302
Advanced Interpreting (E-C)

林
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There are two areas in Selected Research Topics:
(i) Language and Translation Studies; and
(ii) Literary and Cultural Studies.
Students may select only one course from each of the two areas in their second or third year.

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
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Offering of Elective Courses
Not all elective courses are offered every year. Some courses may be offered in
alternate years. Elective courses are offered subject to availability of teachers and sufficient
student enrolment.
Note:

Students majoring in Translation are required to take, during their three-year
programme study, courses equivalent to 9 credits from the following:
TRA201
TRA205
TRA222
TRA301
TRA305
TRA318
TRA320
TRA322

General Interpreting (C-E)
Literary Translation A (C-E)
Business Translation (C-E)
Advanced Interpreting (C-E)
Literary Translation B (C-E)
Translation Project (E-C and C-E)*
Translation Project (C-E)
Selected Translation Project (C-E)

Free Electives
Students may select courses in any disciplines to obtain the total number of credits
required for graduation, subject to timetable, course load and study scheme constraints.
Among these free elective credits, at least six should be obtained from courses outside
their own study programmes.

*

Only 3 credits from this course will count towards the 9 credits.
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視覺研究(榮譽)文學士
Introduction
In keeping with a traditional, liberal arts mission of cultivating flexible, humanistic,
value-oriented skills and knowledge, the Bachelor of Arts (Honours) Programme in Visual
Studies is designed to combine practical training in how to understand and appreciate visual
images with historical and theoretical reflection on visual representations. Understanding key
aspects of the history of the visual arts is a crucial part of such a training, as is the student’s
engagement with the best theoretical reflection on the psychological, conventional, and
formal conditions of visual representation. Courses training the student in the apprehension
and appreciation of visual images and the visual environment are combined with courses in
which the student learns how to articulate critical judgements based on a solid grounding
in the relevant disciplines, including art history, film studies, the psychology of perception,
the philosophy of depiction, and aesthetics.

Aims
1.

To provide students with the necessary concepts and skills to become visually
literate.

2.

To give students a solid theoretical grounding for the understanding and appreciation
of visual images and the visual environment.

3.

To give students an understanding of key aspects of the history of the visual arts
(Western and Asian).

Objectives
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1.

To enable students to analyse critically visual images of all types, to understand the
way in which they are produced, and to place them in the tradition in which they
belong.

2.

To enable students to think critically about the uses of images of all kinds employing
such theoretical tools as are presently available in psychology, philosophy, film studies
and art history.

3.

To give students an appreciation of the visual arts as one of the most complex forms
of human expression.

4.

Through 1, 2, and 3 to equip students to become resource persons in questions of
image-production, image-use, and art appreciation in such professions as they may
take up (teaching, posts in the visual media, the press, local and central government
cultural departments, etc.) or for the community at large.

5.

To equip students to pursue graduate studies in any branch of visual studies, either
in Hong Kong or overseas.

Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Visual Studies

Learning Outcomes
On completion of this programme, students are expected to:
1.

understand developments in the Western visual arts (painting, sculpture,
printmaking, architecture, design, photography, film and graphic arts) from
Antiquity though to the twentieth century and the contemporary period;

2.

understand a full spectrum of visual arts in China ranging from calligraphy,
painting, jade, bronze, ceramics, and murals to seal carving, all in their historical,
aesthetic and socio-cultural contexts;

3.

understand Hong Kong visual cultures (including design, architecture and the
built environment, public and community arts, fashion, and film);

4.

acquire the knowledge of basic concepts and ideas in philosophical
aesthetics;

5.

understand key issues in the theory and history of film;

6.

acquire the ability to analyse different forms of visual culture and to assess the
relative merits of different analytic approaches;

7.

understand the sociological and institutional dimensions of the art world; and

8.

acquire the ability to design and execute an artistic project, to reflect cogently on
the outcomes of such a project, and to articulate strategies for future practice.

Programme Entrance Requirements
Applicants must have obtained:
a.

Either (i) Grade E or above in two subjects in the Hong Kong Advanced Level (AL)
examination or (ii) Grade E or above in one subject in the Hong Kong Advanced
Level examination, and in two Advanced Supplementary (AS) subjects other
than “Use of English” and “Chinese Language and Culture"; and

b.

Grade E or above in AS “Use of English”； and

c.

Grade E or above in AS “Chinese Language and Culture”.

Preference will be given to applicants who have obtained a grade E or above in AS
or AL “Visual Arts”, or AS “Liberal Studies”.
In addition, applicants’ HKCEE results may be taken into consideration.
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Programme Graduation Requirements
Students are required to have passed courses specified under the Programme
Structure totalling at least 90 credits.

Assessment
Assessment varies according to the nature of the courses, but normally consists
of a combination of examinations, class work, written assignment, field work, research
exercises, tests and tutorial performance. Course assessment will be in accordance with
the stipulations specified under the Regulations Governing Undergraduate Studies stated
in Part XII of this Calendar.

Programme Structure
The overall structure of the programme is simple, consisting of a set of 9 Foundation
courses, 6 Programme Elective courses, and either a Directed Research Project or an
additional 2 Programme Electives, in addition to the University required courses. The
Foundation courses aim to give a grounding in the 5 disciplines of art history, film studies,
the psychology of perception, the philosophy of depiction, and aesthetics. The Programme
Elective courses will be chosen from a pool of 28 courses which offer students a choice in
pursuing particular interests within any of the programme’s core areas. There is, finally, a
Directed Research Project which will let students specialise in a field of their choice. It will
consist of a short, supervised thesis on a subject chosen in consultation with an adviser.
The following description specifies the programme curriculum for students who
pursue the programme on a full-time three-year basis. Flexibility is allowed for completing
the programme within a longer or shorter period in accordance with the stipulations in the
Regulations Governing Undergraduate Studies published in Part XII of this Calendar.

FIRST YEAR

Number of Credits
2nd
1st
Term Term

Total

PHI269

Appreciating Art (R)

VIS101

Introduction to Chinese Art (R)

VIS102

Visual Studies: An Analytic Introduction (R)

3

3

VIS103

Western Art from Antiquity to the Enlightenment (R)

3

3

VIS104

Western Art from Romanticism to Modernism (R)

3

3

VIS105

Introduction to Film Studies (R)

3

3

LCC101

Practical Chinese I (R)

3

3

LCE101

English for Communication I (R)

LCE102

English for Communication II (R)
*General Education Courses

3

3
3

3

3
3

3

3

3

3

6
33
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Number of Credits
2nd
1st

SECOND YEAR

Term Term

Total

PHI271

History of Aesthetics (R)

PHI272

Perception and Depiction (R)

VIS201

Visual Culture and the Digital Media (R)

3

3

LCC102

Practical Chinese II (R)

3

3

Programme Electives (two courses)

3

3

3
3

3

3

6

English Language Enhancement Elective

3

3

*General Education Course

3

3

3

6

Free Electives (two courses)

3

30
THIRD YEAR
VIS301

Directed Research Project

3

3

6

Programme Electives (four courses)

6

6

12

Free Electives (three courses)

6

3

9

or Programme Electives (two courses)

27
Minimum credits for Honours Degree:

90

Foundation Courses
PHI269

Appreciating Art

PHI271

History of Aesthetics

PHI272

Perception and Depiction

VIS101
VIS102

Introduction to Chinese Art
Visual Studies: An Analytic Introduction

VIS103
VIS104

Western Art from Antiquity to the Enlightenment
Western Art from Romanticism to Modernism

VIS105
VIS201

Introduction to Film Studies
Visual Culture and the Digital Media

Programme Elective Courses
CUS350
ENG381
ENG382

Power and Body in the Performing Arts
Modernism in Painting and Literature
Theatre as Visual Spectacle

ENG383
HST262

Painting and Poetry
The Historical Experience in Film

PHI114
PHI270
PHI273

Doing Philosophy
Continental Aesthetic Theories
Philosophy of Architecture

(R) denotes required courses
* For details, please see the General Education Section.
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PHI363

Issues in Analytic Philosophy of Art

PHI373

Cinema and Philosophy

VIS106

Understanding Drawing

VIS211
VIS251

The Visual Culture of Hong Kong
Art and Power: A Historical Survey of the Political Uses of the Visual

VIS252

Avant-Garde Art

VIS253

History of the Cinema

VIS254

Pictorial Art since 1900

VIS255

Art and Well Being

VIS256
VIS257

Exploring Visual Media
In Pursuit of Modernity - 20th Century Chinese Art

VIS298
VIS299

Studio Practice
Internship

VIS351

Film Genre

VIS352

Film Theory and Criticism

VIS353

Non-fiction Film

VIS354

Contemporary Art

VIS355

Environmental Aesthetics and the Visual Environment

VIS399

Special Topics in Visual Studies

VIS399X

Special Topics in Visual Studies: Studio Practice

The Directed Research Project
The Directed Research Project will consist of a paper of between 8,000-10,000 English
words written under supervision. If the paper is supported by a studio project, a slightly
shorter written text of 6,000-8,000 English words is acceptable. The paper will be assessed
on the scope, cogency and clarity of its argument, on its use of scholarly apparatus, and
where applicable, on its originality. Students will meet regularly with the supervisors and
a record will be kept of the meetings between supervisors and students.
In order to be permitted to do a Directed Research Project, a student must have a
minimum G.P.A. of 3.3 for the Visual Studies courses taken in the first two years of study.
Exceptions to this rule can be made in special circumstances on the recommendation of
a teacher who undertakes to supervise the Directed Research Project for the student.

English Language Enhancement Elective
Any ENG-course open as a free elective, plus “LCE301 Thinking Through English”,
“LCE302 English Skills for Employment”, “LCE304 English Through Language Arts”,
“LCE305 Academic Writing in English”，“LCE306 Advanced Integrated English Language
Skills" and “LCE307 News and Views” could be taken as an English Language Enhancement
Elective.

Free Electives
Students may select courses in any discipline to obtain the total number of credits
required for graduation, subject to timetable, course load and study scheme constraints.
Among these free elective credits, at least six should be obtained from courses outside
their own study programmes.
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工商管理(榮譽)學士
Introduction
This programme requires students to acquire a body of knowledge in the liberal arts
and business, in addition to an in-depth knowledge of a specialised field. Students are
encouraged to read widely and to adopt a critical approach to problem solving. Assumptions
underlying theories are questioned and scrutinised in respect of their relevance to events
in the business field.
The core elements of the curriculum require students independently to formulate
conceptual models, to integrate and synthesise knowledge, ideas and information, and, on
these bases, to generate solutions to problems in a variety of fields especially the field of
business. The approach facilitates the development of the conceptual framework essential
for the analysis of problems on an integrated basis.
The kind of rigorous analysis exemplified by this approach in enabling students to
impose meaning on academic ideas and to see their relevance to the world typifies the
requirements of honours level work in a liberal arts environment.
Graduates from the BBA (Honours) degree programme will have received a broadbased education. They will also have followed an area of concentration and thus will be
well placed to enter the job market.

Aims
1.

To provide high quality value-added business education with emphasis on the liberal
arts approach.

2.

To ensure students realise their potential and become competent, broad based, well
rounded and socially responsible professionals ready for service in Hong Kong, the
Chinese Mainland and beyond.

3.

To gear up students to be professionals in the business field within which they
operate.

4.

To instill in students sensitivity to and respect for the ethical dimensions in business
decisions.
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Learning Outcomes
On completion of this programme, students are expected to:
1.

have good communication skills in both Chinese (including Putonghua) and
English;

2.

be literate in IT knowledge and skills;

3.

be able to transcend functional boundaries and take a holistic view of business;

4.

have had the opportunity to develop good knowledge within a specialised area of
business;

5.

be able to analyse problems from an international and cross-cultural perspective;

6.

have a strong sense of social and ethical responsibilities; and

7.

be able to think creatively and critically.

Programme Entrance Requirements
The programme has no additional requirements other than the following General
Entrance Requirements:
a.

b.
c.

either
or

i.
ii.

Grade E or above in two AL subjects;
Grade E or above in one AL subject, and in two AS subjects other
than “Use of English” and “Chinese Language and Culture”； and
Grade E or above in AS “Use of English”； and
Grade E or above in AS “Chinese Language and Culture”.

Programme Graduation Requirements
Students are required to have passed courses specified under the Programme
Structure totalling at least 90 credits.
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Assessment
Assessment is mainly of two kinds: continuous and formal examination. The overall
grade for a course is obtained by aggregating the results of the end-of-term examination
and continuous assessment, the weighting and format of which may vary from one
course to another. Students are required to complete all course work, prescribed tests
and examinations.

Streams of Study
There are six streams within the programme: Accounting, Finance, General Business
Management, Human Resource Management, Marketing, and Risk and Insurance
Management.

A.

ACCOUNTING STREAM

The Accounting Stream within the programme reflects the needs of the market
place for accounting knowledge. It is well recognised that one can assess the level of
sophistication of an economy by examining the extent of its accounting knowledge. As
the economy of Hong Kong becomes increasingly complex, the demand for accounting
professionals with sophisticated accounting knowledge has been accelerating. Trained in
the University’s liberal arts environment, graduates in the Accounting Stream will possess
the latest theoretical and practical knowledge in accounting together with well-developed
analytical and communication skills to enable them to face the challenge of the accounting
profession in an increasingly complex business environment.
The Accounting Stream aims to develop students who will be able to:
1.

apply basic financial reporting theories and standards to provide relevant, reliable
and timely financial information to enable various stakeholders to make informed
business decisions;

2.

analyze financial, tax and assurance situations by applying relevant conceptual
frameworks and standards;

3.

use and evaluate information technology effectively;

4.

understand the financial reporting environment from an international and cross-cultural
perspective;

5.

identify and resolve accounting related ethical, social, and legal dilemmas as they
arise; and

6.

build a foundation of generic and technical competencies essential for becoming a
certified professional accountant.
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B.

FINANCE STREAM

The Finance Stream reflects the needs of the market for more sophisticated finance
knowledge. Hong Kong is a major international financial centre. The demands for graduates
who can deal with the increasingly complex and sophisticated world of finance will be
substantial. Graduates in the Finance Stream will be equipped with the latest theoretical
and practical knowledge to enable them to take on the challenging and complex world
of finance.
The Finance Stream aims to develop students who can:
1.

articulate core financial concepts to inform management decision-making;

2.

apply financial theories to portfolio management, bank management, or financial
management;

3.

analyze business problems and identify profitable opportunities and funding
sources;

4.

be aware of ethical and social responsibilities;

5.

recognize the importance of domestic and international financial markets and
understand how to make use of them;

6.

identify financial risk and show how financial securities and products can be used to
manage the risk; and

7.

structure and present complex financial information in a clear and understandable
manner.

C.

GENERAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT STREAM

The General Business Management Stream is a true reflection of the liberal arts
ethos of the University. It is designed for those students who are less interested in
developing knowledge and skills in a particular professionally oriented specialisation and
more interested in acquiring broad-based business knowledge. This stream will appeal to
students who value generic, transferable business skills in themselves or who have yet to
decide on a particular professional career path.

D.

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT STREAM

The inclusion of this stream stems from a belief that every manager is essentially
a human resources manager. Managerial posts require the manager to interact with
and supervise people. Consequently, it is important for modern business executives to
understand that business decisions have human implications and that it is the human
aspect of business issues which consistently require the greatest managerial attention.
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It is an increasingly held view that good human relations is the key to addressing central
business issues. It is essential that the Hong Kong business community is provided
with graduates in business who are committed to the effective management of human
resources in organisations and who are capable of making the decisions necessary to
bring this about.
The Human Resources Management Stream aims to develop students who can:
1.

identify and manage human implications of business decisions;

2.

have leadership and interpersonal skills;

3.

apply HRM knowledge systematically and thoroughly in
-manpower planning
-compensation and performance management
-training and development

4.

uphold human rights and justice within the HR context; and

5.

protect employee rights and strengthen the employment relationship.

E.

MARKETING STREAM

Business organisations have long recognised the importance of customer orientation
and effective marketing strategies in order to enhance their competitiveness in the
marketplace. Moreover, the increasing globalisation of business requires managers
to have an international perspective. Lingnan’s marketing programme has a strong
international emphasis. Under the University’s liberal arts-oriented learning environment,
graduates of the Marketing stream are well prepared to face the challenges of a highly
competitive business environment. Our graduates are employed in various fields including
manufacturing, business services, import and export trade, wholesale & retail, banking &
finance, communications, real estate, and hospitality & tourism. They have made significant
advances in their career and taken up important leadership positions in their organisations
and communities.
The Marketing Stream aims to develop students who can:
1.

articulate marketing concepts to facilitate management decision-making;

2.

apply theories of consumer behaviour to segmentation, targeting and positioning
strategies and managerial decisions;

3.

analyze business problems and identify market opportunities on the basis of market
research and information;

4.

uphold consumer rights and be aware of ethical and social responsibilities; and

5.

recognise global marketing opportunities and develop international market entry and
operational strategies.
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F.

RISK AND INSURANCE MANAGEMENT STREAM

The Risk and Insurance Management Stream equips students with fundamental
knowledge of insurance and risk management that meets the needs of the banking and
insurance industry and the challenge of the changing business environment.
Our graduates are well prepared for managerial positions in insurance companies,
banks, and related financial institutions. They work as insurance underwriters, claim
officers, bankers, insurance product developers, insurance brokers, insurance and financial
instrument executives.
The Risk and Insurance Management Stream aims to develop students who can:
1.

articulate core risk and insurance management concepts;

2.

apply the theories of risk and insurance to corporate risk management, investment
products, and personal financial planning;

3.

analyze the characteristics of different insurance-related financial products;

4.

develop strategies to mitigate risk;

5.

be aware of social and ethical issues;

6.

recognize the global nature of risk and how it spreads around the world; and

7.

develop financial products to mitigate or insure against risk.

Programme Structure
The following description specifies the programme curriculum for students who
pursue the programme on a full-time three-year basis. Flexibility is allowed for completing
the programme within a longer or shorter period in accordance with the stipulations in the
Regulations Governing Undergraduate Studies published in Part XII of this Calendar.

UNIVERSITY REQUIREMENTS
LCC101
LCC102
LCE101
LCE102

Practical Chinese I (R)
Practical Chinese II (R)
English for Communication I (R)
English for Communication II (R)
★General Education Courses
Free Electives

(R) denotes required course(s).
* For details, please see the General Education Section.
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3
3
3
3
9
12
33
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REQUIREMENTS IN MAJOR DISCIPLINES
Stream courses cannot be taken until at least 5 Foundation Core courses have been
completed or permission has been granted by the Director of Business Programmes. It
is recommended that Functional Core courses are not taken until at least 5 Foundation
Core courses have been completed. After completion of all core courses or with the
permission of the Director of Business Programmes, students can proceed to take the
Capstone course.
Foundation
BUS102
BUS103
BUS104
BUS105
BUS107
BUS108
BUS207

Functional
BUS201
BUS202
BUS205
BUS206
BUS211

Core
Statistics for Business (R)
Financial Accounting (R)
Managerial Accounting (R)
Microeconomics for Business (R)
Legal Aspects of Business (R)
Global Business Environment (R)
Management Science (R)

Core
Financial Management (R)
Organisational Behaviour (R)
Marketing Management (R)
Information Systems Management (R)
Operations Management (R)

Capstone Course
BUS301
Strategic Management (R)

Number of Credits
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
21

3
3
3
3
3_

3

Business Elective
BUS330
Research Methodology or
巳US331
Business Project or
巳US332
Business Practicum or
Any one of the 200- or 300-level courses offered by Business
Departments excluding any courses that are also offered as
General Education courses

3

Stream Required and Elective Courses

15

Minimum credits for Honours Degree:

90

(R) denotes required course(s).
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STREAM COURSES
A. ACCOUNTING STREAM
ACT200
ACT201
ACT202
ACT203
ACT301

Intermediate Accounting I (R)
Intermediate Accounting II (R)
Cost Accounting (R)
Taxation (R)
Auditing (R)

Number of Credits
3
3
3
3
3

B. FINANCE STREAM
FIN200
FIN201
FIN300

Corporate Finance (R)
Hong Kong Monetary and Financial Systems (R)
Investment and Portfolio Management (R)

Stream Elective Courses (6 credits to be taken)
ACT203
Taxation
ACT367
Financial Statement Analysis
FIN250
Introduction to Financial Econometrics
FIN352
International Financial Management
FIN353
Management of Financial Institutions
FIN355
Derivative Securities and Hedging Strategies

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

C. GENERAL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT STREAM
Any five of the 200- or 300-level Stream courses from at least three business streams
offered by Business Departments, subject to prerequisite constraints, excluding any
courses that are offered as General Education courses.

D. HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT STREAM
HRM200
HRM201
HRM202

Human Resource Planning and Staffing (R)
Performance and Compensation Management (R)
Training and Development (R)

Stream Elective Courses (6 credits to be taken)
HRM350
Industrial Relations in Hong Kong
HRM351
Management of Innovation and Change
HRM352
Leadership and Teamwork
HRM353
Quality and People
HRM358
Work and Organisation

(R) denotes required course(s).
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E. MARKETING STREAM
MKT201
MKT203

Buyer Behaviour (R)
Marketing Research (R)

Number of Credits
3
3

Stream Elective Courses (9 credits to be taken)
MKT221
Marketing in the Chinese Mainland
MKT231
Advertising and Integrated Marketing Communications
MKT241
International Business Management
MKT311
Salesmanship and Sales Management
MKT351
Retailing and Distribution Management
MKT355
Marketing Strategies

3
3
3
3
3
3

F. RISK AND INSURANCE MANAGEMENT STREAM
RIM200
RIM201
RIM202

Principles of Risk Management (R)
Principles of Insurance (R)
Fundamentals of Actuarial Science (R)

Stream Elective Courses (6 credits to be taken)
FIN300
Investment & Portfolio Management
RIM250
Personal Risk and Financial Planning
RIM350
Life and Health Insurance
RIM351
Property and Liability Insurance
RIM352
Reinsurance
RIM354
International Insurance and Financial Services Markets

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

SUPPORTING SPECIALISATION
In addition to the Stream courses, BBA students can make use of free elective
credits to take a Supporting Specialisation in a business area other than their stream
of study in order to enrich their business knowledge (for example, Accounting Stream
students can take a Supporting Specialisation in Finance, Human Resource Management,
Information Technology, Logistics and Decision Science, Marketing, or Risk and Insurance
Management). BBA students are not allowed to take a Business Minor programme, except
Minor in China Business Studies.
Each Supporting Specialisation consists of 12 credits or four Business courses
and no double counting of courses to fulfil the supporting specialisation requirement is
allowed. As the University requires that at least half of the 12-credit free electives should
be taken outside students’ study programme, business students who take a Supporting
Specialisation will need to take an additional 6 credits (or 2 courses) of free electives. As
a result, business students who take a Supporting Specialisation will normally graduate
with 96 credits.

(R) denotes required course(s).
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Students are required to submit their application for Supporting Specialisation to the
Business Programmes Office by the end of the add/drop period in the first term of their final
year of study. Applications received will be considered individually by Director of Business
Programmes and Head of Department concerned. A student, who upon graduation, has
obtained approval and successfully fulfilled the requirements specified in the curriculum
of the Supporting Specialisation, shall have the title of his/her Supporting Specialisation
indicated in his/her transcript.

A. SUPPORTING SPECIALISATION IN ACCOUNTING
Required Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
ACT200
Intermediate Accounting I
ACT201
Intermediate Accounting II
Elective Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
ACT202
Cost Accounting
ACT203
Taxation
ACT250
Accounting and Regulatory Environment of the Chinese Mainland
ACT355
Accounting Information Systems
ACT366
International Accounting
ACT367
Financial Statement Analysis

B. SUPPORTING SPECIALISATION IN FINANCE
Required Course (1 course, 3 credits)
FIN200
Corporate Finance or
FIN201
Hong Kong Monetary and Financial Systems or
FIN300
Investment and Portfolio Management
Elective Courses (3 courses, 9 credits)
Either
Nine credits from any 200- or 300-level Finance courses (FIN-coded)
or
Six credits from any 200- or 300-level Finance courses (FIN-coded) plus one of
the following relevant courses:
RIM200
RIM201
RIM250

Principles of Risk Management
Principles of Insurance
Personal Risk and Financial Planning

C. SUPPORTING SPECIALISATION IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Required Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
HRM200
Human Resource Planning and Staffing
HRM202
Training and Development
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Elective Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
HRM201
Performance and Compensation Management
HRM350
Industrial Relations in Hong Kong
HRM351
Management of Innovation and Change
HRM353
Quality and People
HRM358
Work and Organisation

D. SUPPORTING SPECIALISATION IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Required Course (1 course, 3 credits)
BUS110
Introduction to Information Literacy
Elective Courses (3 courses, 9 credits)
CDS205
Introduction to Programming
CDS209
Digital Video Editing and Movie Making
CDS215
Internet Technology
CDS251
Digital Imaging & Photography
CDS252
Wireless Technology
CDS253
Electronic Documents and Publishing
ISM353
Electronic Commerce

E. SUPPORTING SPECIALISATION IN LOGISTICS AND DECISION SCIENCE
Required Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
CDS250
Electronic Business: Supply Chain Applications
MGT200
Essentials of Logistics and Supply Chain Management
Elective Courses (2 courses, 6 credits)
BUS212
Project Management
CDS350
E-Procurement & E-Customer Relationship Management
CDS352
Inventory Management
CDS353
Logistics and Transportation

F. SUPPORTING SPECIALISATION IN MARKETING
Required Course (1 course, 3 credits)
MKT201
Buyer Behaviour
Elective Courses (3 courses, 9 credits)
Any 200- or 300-level Marketing courses (MKT-coded) except MKT213 but only a
maximum of one course can be chosen from the following:
MKT241
MKT354
MKT397

International Business Management
Business and Economic Development in Greater China
Special Topics in International Business
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G. SUPPORTING SPECIALISATION IN RISK AND INSURANCE MANAGEMENT
Required Course (1 course, 3 credits)
RIM201
Principles of Insurance
Elective Courses (3 courses, 9 credits)
Any 200- or 300-level Risk and Insurance Management courses (RIM-coded).

List of all Courses offered by Business Departments
If BBA students take any of the following courses as Free Electives, the course(s) will be
counted as Free Electives inside the BBA Programme, except those starred (*) courses.
If students take any of the starred (*) courses below, which are also offered as General
Education course, they will be counted as Free Electives outside the BBA programme.

ACT110
ACT111*
ACT200
ACT201
ACT202
ACT203
ACT250
ACT300
ACT301
ACT350
ACT351
ACT352
ACT353
ACT354
ACT355
ACT366
ACT367
ACT399
BUS101
BUS102
BUS103
BUS104
BUS105
BUS107
BUS108
BUS110
BUS201
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Number of Credits
3
Understanding and of Analysing Company Reports
The Legal System of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) 3
3
Intermediate Accounting I
3
Intermediate Accounting II
3
Cost Accounting
3
Taxation
3
Accounting and Regulatory Environment of the
Chinese Mainland
Company Law
3
Auditing
3
Advanced Auditing
3
Advanced Taxation
3
Accounting Theory
3
Advanced Management Accounting
3
Advanced Accounting
3
Accounting Information Systems
3
International Accounting
3
Financial Statement Analysis
3
Special Topics in Accounting
3
Introduction to Business
3
Statistics for Business
3
Financial Accounting
3
Managerial Accounting
3
Microeconomics for Business
3
Legal Aspects of Business
3
3
Global Business Environment
3
Introduction to Information Literacy
3
Financial Management
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BUS202
BUS205
BUS206
BUS207
BUS211
巳US212
BUS301
BUS330
BUS331
巳US332
巳US399
CDS111*
CDS112*
CDS119*
CDS205
CDS209
CDS215
CDS250
CDS251
CDS252
CDS253
CDS350
CDS352
CDS353
FIN200
FIN201
FIN250
FIN251
FIN300
FIN351
FIN352
FIN353
FIN355
FIN399
GEC325*
GEC326*
HRM200
HRM201
HRM202
HRM203
HRM250
HRM350
HRM351
HRM352
HRM353
HRM355
HRM356

Number of Credits
Organisational Behaviour
3
Marketing Management
3
Information Systems Management
3
Management Science
3
Operations Management
3
Project Management
3
Strategic Management
3
Research Methodology
3
Business Project
3
Business Practicum
3
Special Topics in Management
3
Statistics in Modern Society
3
Mathematical Literacy in Today’s World
3
Colours Science and Digital Applications
3
Introduction to Programming
3
Digital Video Editing and Movie Making
3
Internet Technology
3
Electronic Business: Supply Chain Applications
3
Digital Imaging and Photography
3
Wireless Technology
3
Electronic Documents and Publishing
3
E-Procurement & E-Customer Relationship Management 3
Inventory Management
3
Logistics and Transportation
3
Corporate Finance
3
Hong Kong Monetary and Financial Systems
3
Introduction to Financial Econometrics
3
Practical Personal Investment
3
Investment and Portfolio Management
3
Advanced Financial Theory
3
International Financial Management
3
Management of Financial Institutions
3
Derivative Securities and Hedging Strategies
3
Special Topics in Finance
3
Why People Pay Taxes
3
Managing Personal Finance
3
Human Resource Planning and Staffing
3
Performance and Compensation Management
3
Training and Development
3
Introduction to Human Resource Management
3
Enhancing Employability and Career Development
3
Industrial Relations in Hong Kong
3
Management of Innovation and Change
3
Leadership and Teamwork
3
Quality and People
3
Current Issues in Organisations
3
Japanese Management
3
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Number of Credits
HRM358
HRM399
ISM353
MGT200
MGT251
MGT252*
MGT253*
MGT254
MGT350
MKT201
MKT203
MKT211
MKT213*
MKT214
MKT221
MKT231
MKT241
MKT311
MKT321
MKT351
MKT353
MKT354
MKT355
MKT397
MKT399
RIM200
RIM201
RIM202
RIM250
RIM350
RIM351
RIM352
RIM354
RIM399

Work and Organisation
Special Topics in Human Resource Management
Electronic Commerce
Essentials of Logistics & Supply Chain Management
Effective Management
Traditional Chinese Thought and Management
Corporate Social Responsibility
Getting to Yes Through Negotiation
Procurement, Storage and Distribution
Buyer Behaviour
Marketing Research
Business to Business Marketing
Entrepreneurship
Marketing for Financial Services
Marketing in the Chinese Mainland
Advertising and Integrated Marketing Communications
International Business Management
Salesmanship and Sales Management
International Marketing Management
Retailing and Distribution Management
Services Marketing
Business and Economic Development in Greater China
Marketing Strategies
Special Topics in International Business
Special Topics in Marketing
Principles of Risk Management
Principles of Insurance
Fundamentals of Actuarial Science
Personal Risk and Financial Planning
Life and Health Insurance
Property and Liability Insurance
Reinsurance
International Insurance and Financial Services Markets
Seminars in Risk and Insurance Management

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Free Electives
Students may select courses in any disciplines to obtain the total number of credits
required for graduation, subject to timetable, course load and study scheme constraints.
Among these free elective credits, at least six should be obtained from courses outside
their own study programmes. Such a requirement may be waived for BBA - Accounting
Stream students, in view of the need of satisfying the professional licence exemption
requirements. Such students may thus use all four free electives to take ACT-coded
courses. If, however, Accounting Stream students do not choose this option, then they
must take at least 6 non-business credits courses as free electives.
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BUS102
BUS103
BUS104
BUS105
BUS107
BUS108
BUS207

Foundation Core
Statistics for Business
Financial Accounting
Managerial Accounting
Microeconomics for Business
Legal Aspects of Business
Global Business Environment
Management Science

English for Communication I

LCC101

Practical Chinese I

General Education Courses (9 credits)

Free Electives (12 credits)
All courses carry 3 credits except otherwise stated.
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LCE101
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STREAM REQUIRED AND ELECTIVE COURSES
(15 credits to be taken)
Intermediate Accounting I
Intermediate AccouTTFg II
Cost Accounting 一
Taxation
Auditing

FIN200
FIN201
FIN300

(9 credits to be taken)
Corporate Finance
Honq Konq Monetary and Financial Systems
Investment and Portfolio Management

(B) Finance

(D) Human
Resource
Management

(6 credits to be taken)
Taxation
Financial Statement Analysis
Introduction to Financial Econometrics
1 ntemational Financial Management
Management of Financial Institutions
Derivative Securities and Hedging Strategies

HRM350
HRM351
HRM352
HRM353
HRM358

(6 credits to be taken)
Industrial Relations in Hong Kong
Management of Innovation and Change
Leadership and Teamwork
Quality and People
Work and Organisation

MKT221
MKT231
MKT241
MKT311
MKT351
MKT355

(9 credits to be taken)
Marketing in the Chinese Mainland
Advertisinq and Inteqrated Marketinq Communications
International Business Manaqement
Salesmanship and Sales Manaaement
Retailing and Distribution Management
Marketinq Strategies

FIN300
RIM250
RIM350
RIM351
RIM352
RIM354

(6 credits to be taken)
Investment and Portfolio Manaqement
Personal Risk and Financial Planning
Life and Health Insurance
Property and Liability Insurance
Reinsurance
International Insurance and Financial Services Markets

(15 credits to be taken)
Any five of the 200- or 300-level courses from at
least three business streams offered by Business
Departments excluding any courses that are also
offered as General Education courses

HRM200
HRM201
HRM202

(9 credits to be taken)
Human Resource Planning and Staffing
Performance and Compensation Management
Training and Development

MKT201
MKT203

(6 credits to be taken)
Buyer Behaviour
Marketing Research

RIM200
RIM201
RIM202

(9 credits to be taken)
Principles of Risk Manaqement
Principles of Insurance
Fundamentals of Actuarial Science

(E) Marketing

(F) Risk and
Insurance
Management

ACT203
ACT367
FIN250
FIN352
FIN353
FIN355
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ACT20Q
ACT201
ACT202
ACT203
ACT301

(A) Accounting

(C) General
Business
Management

ELECTIVE COURSES

REQUIRED COURSES

STREAMS
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社會科學(榮譽)學士
Introduction
The Bachelor of Social Sciences (Honours) is an inter-disciplinary degree programme
incorporating the four major cognate disciplines of social sciences (viz. economics, politics,
psychology and sociology) to study local, regional and global affairs from a China-cumHong Kong Special Administrative Region (SAR) perspective. As such, the Bachelor of
Social Sciences (Honours) Programme constitutes an integral part of the University’s
mission to become an internationally recognised liberal arts university “with Hong Kong
characterisWcs”.
The inter-disciplinary structure of the programme of studies is uniquely designed
to cope with the increasing complexity of public and economic affairs in the 21st century.
The primary aim of the programme is to provide students with a broad and coherent
intellectual base for assessing various political, economic and social issues and problems,
especially those related to public and social policy.

Aims
The integrated social science programme has the following aims:
1.

To develop and nurture intellectuals and professionals who
• possess life-long learning abilities,
• can meet challenges in a fast-changing world, and
• can work at all levels of public and private organisations.

2.

To cultivate among our students a strong sense of
• professional ethics,
• moral values,
• social awareness, and
• global citizenship.

3.

To nurture in our students
•a positive attitude to life,
• open attitude to new ideas,
• strong self-management skills, and
• the courage to face challenges, adversities and opportunities.

4.

To produce graduates who can
• take an active and effective role in both the local and the global community, and
• contribute to the welfare of others.
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Learning Outcomes
The programme is structured with the following learning outcomes (in the three
spheres of knowledge, skills and values) in mind:

Knowlege
Successful graduates will be able to recall and understand:
• general and specific knowledge in the disciplines of behavioural science, economics,
political science, sociology and social policy (e.g. theories, perspectives, methods
and issues), and
• how social issues and phenomena in local and global societies can be viewed from
a variety of perspectives.

Skills
Successful students will be able to apply technical and other specific skills (e.g.
numerical, linguistic, information technology, research, presentation and writing
skills) to:
• analyse social issues and phenomenon,
• evaluate an argument or policy in relation to specific behavioural, economic, political
and social issues, and
• express and defend their own positions and arguments in relation to behavioural,
economic, political and social issues.

Values
Successful students will acknowledge and identify with the values and virtues
pertaining to a liberal arts education, including:
• openness to new ideas and perspectives,
• critical and analytical thinking,
• integrity and tolerance in personal conduct, and
• social awareness.

Programme Entrance Requirements
The entrance requirements for the Bachelor of Social Sciences (Honours) Programme
are the same as the General Entrance Requirements. Applicants must have obtained:
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1.

Grade E or above in two subjects in the Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination (AL);
or Grade E or above in one subject in the Hong Kong Advanced Level Examination,
and in two Advanced Supplementary (AS) subjects other than “Use of English” and
“Chinese Language and Culture”； and

2.

Grade E or above in AS “Use of English”； and

3.

Grade E or above in AS “Chinese Language and Culture”.
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Programme Graduation Requirements
Students are required to have passed courses specified under the Programme
Structure totalling at least 90 credits.

Assessment
Assessment varies according to the nature of the courses, but normally consists
of a combination of examinations, class work, written assignments, field work, research
exercises, tests and tutorial performance. Course assessment will be in accordance with
the stipulations specified under the Regulations Governing Undergraduate Studies stated
in Part XII of this Calendar.

Streams of Study
Under the BSocSc (Hons) Programme structure, there are five streams of study:

1)

BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCE IN MODERN SOCIETY (BSMS)
This stream aims to provide students with a comprehensive and holistic study of
human behaviour. Courses in the stream emphasise principally the psychosocial
aspects of human activity in modern society, including individual development,
health behaviour, community mental health, social interaction, consumer behaviour,
economic behaviour and political psychology in the behaviour of nations. Graduates
of the stream can prepare either for continuing study in the behavioural sciences
(e.g. Psychology, Sociology) or for work in a wide range of professions that involve
human relations and related managerial and administrative occupations.
In line with the philosophy of the BSocSc Programme, the behavioural science
stream’s core curriculum offers a framework for students to pursue interdisciplinary
study of human behaviour, drawing on approaches derived from sociology, economics,
political science, and statistics to uncover the effects of human actions on relationships
and decision-making. Stream elective courses follow up assessments of health and
safety factors and risk analyses as well as many other areas of behaviour, human
relations and social policy. The stream will be particularly relevant in helping to
understand the behavioural underpinnings of reactions to globalization, creative
solutions to the changing world, and traumatic events such as SARS in 2003, the
Asian tsunami of December 2004, the Sichuan earthquake in 2008, and the recent
anxiety concerning the H1N1 influenza pandemic. It will also facilitate comprehension
of political and economic behaviour. The stream will introduce positive psychology
approaches that aim to study, and contribute to, human strengths and virtues, such
as preventive stress management in the workplace.
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Learning Outcomes
Knowledge
Successful graduates will be able to recall and understand:
• the focuses of psychological processes and phenomena in various realms of human
development (e.g. cross-cultural, environmental, organisational, positive, social,
pathological, etc.),
• how personal issues and behavioural phenomena can be viewed from a variety of
cognitive and affective perspectives, and
• integrated knowledge in health psychology, medical sociology, behavioural
economics and political science.

SkHls
Successful students will:
• be able to apply effective communication skills in interpersonal relationships in
family and work settings, and
• possess skills associated with the development of a competent applied psychologist
(e.g. psychometrics, research design, statistical methods, scientific writing, reflective
techniques).

Values
Successful students will embody values and virtues pertaining to psychologists’ code
of ethics, including:
• human strengths such as resilience, persistence, optimism, and hope, and
• the 5 ethical principles: beneficence, fidelity and responsibility, integrity, justice and
respect for people’s rights and dignity.

2)

CHINA AND ASIAN PACIFIC AFFAIRS (CAPA)
This stream couples an Asian Pacific geographical focus with an awareness of the
global perspective, reflecting the region’s growing integration into an emergent new
world order, and also demonstrating the strength of Hong Kong’s links with the region.
Offered through a cross-disciplinary combination of courses in politics, economics,
and sociology, the stream covers not only the varied patterns of economic growth and
development across the region but also the changes in social, political and security
inter-relationships brought about by social change, democratisation, regionalisation,
globalisation and the end of the Cold War. Special attention is given to China and
its changing economic and political roles in the region and the wider international
environment, but other countries of importance to Hong Kong are also studied.
This stream provides students not only with an understanding of regional change
and continuity but also with the tools to analyse the dynamics of the region which is
so vital to Hong Kong and China.
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Learning Outcomes
Knowledge
Successful students will have a good knowledge and understanding of:
• the key characteristics of the political, economic and social systems of China and
other countries in the Asia-Pacific region,
• the various perspectives and theoretical approaches in the study of general and
particular political, economic and social issues in the region, and
• current issues in political and economic relations in the region.

SkHls
Students will be able to:
• analyse the inter-relationships between the countries and peoples of the Asia-Pacific
region and between the region and the wider world,
• apply their knowledge of China and the Asia-Pacific region to problem-solving in
the real world, and
• apply research and analytical skills to develop an intelligent discussion of political
and economic issues.

Values
CAPA graduates are distinctive in their:
• Asian consciousness in their understanding of individual and social issues, and
• regional awareness which can enhance their actions as individuals, professionals
and members of the global community.

3)

CONTEMPORARY ECONOMIC AND PUBLIC POLICY (CEPP)
This stream equips students with the knowledge and tools to understand and address
main policy issues in contemporary society, particularly those confronting Hong Kong,
and to analyse the implications of policy options.The objective of this stream is to
train students who are capable of understanding the policy issues that touch their
lives and who can come up with sensible responses to real-life problems in both
the private and public sectors. Students will be taught relevant methodologies and
analyses that can be applied to many issues that are emerging through the economic
restructuring process, such as unemployment and income inequality, education
and training, health care reform, and monetary and social security issues. Policy
responses such as financial market reform, increasing integration with the Chinese
Mainland and the surrounding economies, and fiscal policy will all be studied. The
CEPP stream is designed to provide a good balance of solid economics training as
well as interdisciplinary education which will enhance students’ ability to adapt to the
changing environments they will face after graduation.
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Learning Outcomes
Knowledge
Successful students will have a knowledge of:
• the nature and context of policy making and the meaning of public interest,
• the goals of public policy and the trade-off between different policy goals,
• the policy options that are relevant to contemporary societies, and
• the interaction between values, politics, and policy choices.

Skills
Successful students will be able to:
• understand and compare policy options in different key policy areas such as
competition policy, social security, and health policy,
• master the techniques of policy evaluation,
• work out policy options with specific policy goals in mind,
• apply basic statistical techniques in studying consequences of policies, and
• engage meaningfully and contribute their ideas in policy debates.

Values
Graduates from this stream are expected to be:
• concerned citizens with a strong desire to improve the quality of public policy,
• global citizens with strong humanitarian values,
• open minded but critical thinkers, and
• ready to test alternative ideas against empirical findings.

4) CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL ISSUES AND POLICY (CSIP)
The main concern is with key contemporary social issues and the policy approaches
that have been or might be developed in response to and in anticipation of social and
other changes in the coming decades such as population ageing. It has a particular
focus on Hong Kong and a wider focus on Asia-Pacific region of which Hong Kong
is an integral and leading part. In line with the learning philosophy of the programme,
the stream has an important objective of producing flexible students who are able
to understand, analyse and contribute to the social and policy contexts of change in
modern-day Hong Kong and the region. The stream incorporates key interdisciplinary
concepts and approaches in its cross-cutting analysis of contemporary social
issues, especially as these are emerging and affecting the SAR and the Asia-Pacific
region.

Learning Outcomes
Knowledge
Successful students will be able to recall and understand:
• key contemporary social issues, policy approaches, and their importance in Hong
Kong and the Asia-Pacific region, and
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• major theories and perspectives of social change and public policy analysis.

Skills
Students will have the ability to:
• communicate clearly and effectively both verbally and in writing,
• work independently as well as in groups,
• design and conduct basic social research, and
• critically summarise, analyse and discuss social policy-related materials with clarity
and confidence.

Values
We expect CSIP graduates to embody and embrace:
• the value of social scientific thinking and its methods,
•an open-mind, critical thinking, compassion and tolerance, and
• life-long and self-motivation.

5)

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (IS)
This stream combines international politics and economics to provide an
interdisciplinary approach to examine the challenges which a fast-changing
international system poses for Hong Kong as much as for other states, organisations
and individuals.
As the world community is drawn closer by deepening socio-economic, environmental
and political-security interdependence and intensifying flows of capital, technology,
information and people, Hong Kong is finding itself faced by an increasing range of
“international” issues which impinge on the domestic agenda. The IS Stream aims
to provide students with the analytical tools to come to grips with critical issues that
are both heatedly debated and affect the lives of people in Hong Kong and around
the world. This stream helps to foster an understanding of global trends which is in
demand by outward-looking companies and organisations based in Hong Kong.

Learning Outcomes
Knowledge
Successful students from the IS stream will be able to:
• identify the key characteristics of contemporary international political and economic
systems,
• understand how global events and trends can impact on Hong Kong and its citizens,
and
• comprehend and recall major theoretical perspectives in the study of international
relations.
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Skills
Graduates from the IS stream will be able to:
• analyse and evaluate the inter-connections that states and non-state actors have
with global and regional organisations,
• apply political and economic concepts to interpreting developments in global affairs,
and
• assess and interpret current international events and issues intelligently.

Values
IS graduates are distinctive in their:
• global vision with regards to individuals, communities and societies in the
international community,
• identification with global citizenship, and
• asking questions and finding answers to current global issues.

Programme Structure
The following description specifies the programme curriculum for students who
pursue the programme on a full-time three-year basis. Flexibility is allowed for completing
the programme within a longer or shorter period in accordance with the stipulations in the
Regulations Governing Undergraduate Studies published in Part XII of this Calendar.

FIRST YEAR
BEH103
ECO101
POL101
SOC101
SSC116
LCC101
LCC102
LCE101
LCE102

Introduction to Behavioural Science (R)
Introduction to Economics (R)Note1
Introduction to Political Science (R)
Introduction to Sociology (R)Note2
Introduction to Research Methods inSocial Sciences (R)
Practical Chinese I (R)
Practical Chinese II (R)
English for Communication I (R)
English for Communication II (R)
*General Education Course

Number of Credits
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
30

(Notes: (1) students who have obtained a grade D or above in anAL economics examination
can choose to take ECO101 Introduction to Economics or ECO201 Intermediate
Microeconomics or ECO202 Intermediate Macroeconomics; (2) students who have
passed AL Sociology with grade D or above are required to substitute SOC201 Classical
Sociological Theory for SOC101 Introduction to Sociology. No credits will be awarded to
the introduction courses not taken.)

(R) denotes required course(s).
For details, please see the General Education Section.
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SECOND YEAR
ECO209#
The Hong Kong Economy or
POL214#
Government and Politics of Hong Kong or
SOC212
Hong Kong Society
Stream Required Courses (R)
★General Education Course

Number of Credits
3

9
_______ 3_
15

THIRD YEAR
SSC319

Senior Thesis/2 BSocSc Electives at 200- or 300- level
*General Education Course

6
_______ 3_
9~

SECOND AND THIRD YEARS
Stream Electives
2 BSocSc Electives

18
________6_
24

ANY YEAR
Free Electives

_______ 12
Minimum credits for Honours Degree:
90

(Note: Students are not allowed to take any stream required courses or any discipline
concentration required courses in their first year of study as their free electives.)

Discipline Concentration
Students may opt for a Discipline Concentration (DC). The optional Discipline
Concentration, i.e. Economics, Political Science, Psychology or Sociology, requires 12
credits, including completion of 6 credits of DC required courses, and 6 credits of DC
electives or a DC specific Senior Thesis (i.e. students can take 2 DC elective courses OR
complete a DC specific Senior Thesis in their final year). In other words, students who
opt for a DC can make use of the credits for BSocSc electives/Senior Thesis to fulfil the
DC requirements.

1.

Economics
ECO201
Intermediate Microeconomics
ECO202
Intermediate Macroeconomics
and
any other 2 elective courses in the economics discipline at the 200- or 300-level or
a DC specific Senior Thesis.
(Students are required to take and pass ECO101 Introduction to Economics, which
is one of the foundation courses, to fulfil the requirements of the DC. Students
who have taken ECO201 Intermediate Microeconomics or ECO202 Intermediate
Macroeconomics as a substitute for ECO101 will be required to undertake another
ECO course to make up for the number of credits required for the fulfillment of the
DC.)___________________________________________________________________________

(R) denotes required course(s).
The course taken to fulfill the programme required course requirement cannot be double-counted as a
stream elective course.
For details, please see the General Education Section.
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2.

Political Science
POL210
Comparative Politics
POL217
Modern Political Ideologies
and
any other 2 elective courses in the political science discipline at 200- or 300-level or
a DC specific Senior Thesis.
(Students are required to take and pass POL101 Introduction to Political Science,
which is one of the foundation courses, to fulfil the requirements of the DC.)

3.

Psychology
SSC217 Statistics for Social Science
and
BEH201 Human Development and Psychology of Adulthood or
BEH205 Social Psychology
and
any other 2 elective courses in the behavioural science discipline at 200-or 300-level
or a DC specific Senior Thesis.
(If students take BEH201/BEH205 as a BSMS stream required course, students should
take 3 elective courses in the behavioural science discipline at 200- or 300-level or a
DC specific Senior Thesis plus one behavioural science elective at 200- or 300-level.
Students are required to take and pass BEH103 Introduction to Behavioural Science,
which is one of the foundation courses, to fulfil the requirements of the DC.)

4.

Sociology
SOC201
Classical Sociological Theory
SOC202
Contemporary Sociological Theory
and
any 2 elective courses chosen from other courses in the sociology discipline at 200- or
300-level and the following BEH courses, or a DC specific Senior Thesis.
BEH203
Exploring Psychology in Western and Chinese Cultures
BEH205
Social Psychology
BEH325
Industrial and OrganisationalPsychology
巳EH332
Environmental Psychology
(Students are required to take and pass SOC101 Introduction to Sociology, which
is one of the foundation courses, to fulfil the requirements of the DC. Students who
have taken SOC201 Classical Sociological Theory as a substitute for SOC101 will
be required to undertake another SOC course to make up for the number of credits
required for the fulfillment of the DC.)

(Note: Elective courses to satisfy discipline concentration requirements should not be taken
as stream required courses, stream elective courses or free elective courses.)
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Senior Thesis
The Senior Thesis is an optional year-long independent research project, conducted
in a student’s third year, comprising 6 credits. The Senior Thesis provides students with
a different kind of learning experience, enabling them to work on a one-to-one basis with
staff specialised in their chosen research areas. Hence, the project allows students to
undertake a piece of personalised research that includes selection of topic, plan and design
of the research, execution of the research design, data collection, and a comprehensive
write-up of its findings.
Students who opt not to do the Senior Thesis will take two elective courses at 200-or
300-level in the BSocSc Programme.
(Prerequisite: SSC217 Statistics for Social Science or ECO203 Fundamental Econometric
Methods. Exemption may be granted by the Programme Director in consultation with
supervisors.)

Stream Courses
A.

BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCE IN MODERN SOCIETY (BSMS)
Stream Required Courses (3 in all)
Course Titles
BEH201

Number of Credits

Human Development and Psychology of Adulthood (R)

3

Two out of the following three courses
巳EH205
Social Psychology
ECO216
Behavioural Economics
POL213
Political Psychology and Behaviour

6

Sub-total of credits

9

These courses provide students with a systematic analysis of various dimensions
of human behaviours. Specifically, these courses provide the background to
understanding the decision processes and communication strategies within and
between organisms in their economic, political and social environments.

(R) denotes required course(s).
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Stream Elective Courses
(Choose 6 in all, but at least 1 in each category)
Course Titles

Number of Credits

Category A (Society and Behaviour)
BEH202
Psychology Applied to Occupational Safety and Health
BEH203
Exploring Psychology in Western and Chinese Cultures
BEH206
Abnormal Psychology
BEH207
Health Psychology
BEH301
Positive Psychology and Positive Living
BEH325
Industrial and Organisational Psychology
BEH332
Environmental Psychology
SOC203
Social Gerontology
SOC204
Society and Social Change
SOC319
Family, Gender and Society
SOC333
Health, Illness and Behaviour
SOC334
Science, Technology and Society
SSC217
Statistics for Social Science
SSC218
Environment and Society in Hong Kong
SSC219
Methods and Practice of Social Survey

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Category B (Economics and Political Behaviour)
巳US202
Organisational Behaviour
ECO311
Economics of the Family
ECO315
Labour Market and Education Policy
ECO317
Economics of Law and Public Order
ECO320
Game Theory and Strategic Behaviour
POL208
Public Policy: Values and Processes
POL214# Government and Politics of Hong Kong
POL303
Global Environmental Politics

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

MKT201

3

Buyer Behaviour

Sub-total of credits

18

Students must take at least one elective from each of the two categories. Category
A courses focus on the relationship between Society and Behaviour while Category
B is concerned with the aspects of Economics and Political Behaviour.

#

The course taken to fulfill the programme required course requirement cannot be double-counted as a
stream elective course.
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B. CHINA AND ASIAN PACIFIC AFFAIRS (CAPA)
Stream Required Courses (3 in all)
Course Titles
POL202
SSC201
SSC202

Number of Credits

Asia Pacific Today (R)
Trade and International Relations of Asia Pacific (R)
Politics and Economics of Contemporary China (R)

Sub-total of credits

3
3
3
9

These courses set the “pitch” for the stream, as they (a) feature the Asia Pacific as
a coherent sub-system to be examined in both global and regional perspectives,
(b) place China at the centre of the Asia Pacific, and (c) provide the theoretical
underpinning to the study of this region, which is so important to Hong Kong.
Stream Elective Courses
(Choose 6 in all, but at least 1 in each category)
Course Titles
Category A
ECO209#
ECO211
ECO212
ECO213
ECO321
POL201
POL214#
POL215
POL304
POL305
POL317
SSC217

(Greater China)
The Hong Kong Economy
Chinese Economy
Regional Development in China
China, Hong Kong, and the World Economy
FDI and Multinationals in China
Government and Politics of Contemporary China
Government and Politics of Hong Kong
Taiwan: Society and Politics
Chinese Politics in the Reform Era
China in World Politics
One Country, Two Systems:
Central-Hong Kong SAR Relationships
Statistics for Social Science

Category B (Thematic Focus)
Economic Development
ECO218
ECO305
International Trade
ECO306
International Finance
Financial Economics
ECO323
International Politics
POL203
Global Governance
POL205
American Foreign Policy
POL216
APEC and Regional Co-operation
POL307

Number of Credits

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

(R) denotes required course(s).
The course taken to fulfill the programme required course requirement cannot be double-counted as a
stream elective course.
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POL308
POL319
POL320
SOC320
SSC316

Selected Issues in Asian Pacific Governance
International Politics of Northeast Asia
International Politics of Southeast Asia
Population Dynamics and Policy
Social Change and Politics in Japan

3
3
3
3
3

Sub-total of credits

18

These electives provide a choice between depth and breadth, as reflected in the
two categories of elective courses. Category A courses focus on China and Greater
China issues, while Category B courses provide political and economic background in
both regional and international contexts. A certain balance between the two, however, is
to be achieved; hence at least one course is to be taken from each category.

C.

CONTEMPORARY ECONOMIC AND PUBLIC POLICY (CEPP)
Stream Required Courses (3 in all)
Course Titles

Number of Credits

ECO208
ECO217

Principles of Public Policy or
Money and Banking

3

ECO205
POL208

Economics of Taxation and Transfer (R)
Public Policy: Values and Processes (R)

3
3

Sub-total of credits

9

These courses provide training in the methodology of public policy analysis and an
awareness of the constraints that policy makers face. In particular, these courses
provide an introduction to the use of economics in public policy analysis and acquaint
students with the budgeting techniques, which policy makers frequently use. Students
are introduced to the importance of values in public policies, and shown the extent
to which politics is involved in these policy making processes where policy decisions
are often the result of negotiations and compromises.
Stream Elective Courses
(Choose 6 in all, but at least 1 in each category)
Course Titles
Category A
ECO305
ECO311
ECO312
ECO313

(Applied Courses)
International Trade
Economics of the Family
Health Policy
Housing, Transportation, and Regional Development

(R) denotes required course(s).
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ECO314
ECO315
ECO316
ECO317
SOC320
SOC327
SSC217

Environmental Economics
Labour Market and Education Policy
Industrial Economics and Competition Policy
Economics of Law and Public Order
Population Dynamics and Policy
Social Welfare and Social Problems in Hong Kong
Statistics for Social Science

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Category B (Policy-making Milieu)
ECO204
Public Expenditure and Cost Benefit Analysis
ECO208
Principles of Public Policy
ECO209# The Hong Kong Economy
ECO217
Money and Banking
ECO306
International Finance
POL214# Government and Politics of Hong Kong
POL301
Policy-making, Collective Action and Public Choice
SOC318
Economic Change and Social Stratification
SOC323
Organisations and Bureaucracy
SOC324
Work and Occupation
SOC328
Ageing, Modernisation and Adaptation
SOC334
Science, Technology and Society

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Sub-total of credits

18

Category A courses represent applications of the methodology of policy analysis to
different policy areas. These courses deal with real world policy issues and provide
much of the substance of the CEPP Stream. Through a study of these courses,
students gain exposure to the applications of various analytical tools in key policy
areas. The elective courses listed under Category B allow students to understand
the social background or milieu of public policy making in the context of Hong Kong.
Through a study of some of these courses, students will appreciate the constraints
that policy makers face, and understand better the nature of the issues of public
concern, which the policies are supposed to address.

D.

CONTEMPORARY SOCIAL ISSUES AND POLICY (CSIP)
Stream Required Courses (3 in all)
Course Titles
POL208
SOC203
SOC204

Public Policy: Values and Processes (R)
Social Gerontology (R)
Society and Social Change (R)

Sub-total of credits

Number of Credits
3
3
3
9

(R) denotes required course(s).
# The course taken to fulfill the programme required course requirement cannot be double-counted as a
stream elective course.
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These courses provide the essential foundation for students in CSIP to appreciate the
nature of social change, its links with demographic ageing and changing population
structures in general but particularly in Hong Kong and the region. The Society and
Social Change course focuses on the complexities, causes, processes and impacts
of social change. Social Gerontology explores the nature of demographic ageing, and
considers its broad social, policy, economic, health, psychological and family impacts.
The public policy course introduces the political, economic and broader contexts in
which policy makers operate, reach decisions, implement and evaluate policy.
Stream Elective Courses
(Choose 6 in all, but at least 1 in each category)
Course Titles
Category A (Social Issues)
BEH207
Health Psychology
ECO209# The Hong Kong Economy
SOC319
Family, Gender and Society
SOC320
Population Dynamics and Policy
SOC321
Social Justice
SOC328
Ageing, Modernisation and Adaptation
SOC330
Crime and Delinquency
SOC333
Health, Illness and Behaviour
SSC217
Statistics for Social Science
SSC316
Social Change and Politics in Japan

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Category B (The Policy Context)
ECO208
Principles of Public Policy
ECO311
Economics of the Family
ECO312
Health Policy
ECO313
Housing, Transportation, and Regional Development
ECO314
Environmental Economics
ECO315
Labour Market and Education Policy
ECO317
Economics of Law and Public Order
POL214# Government and Politics of Hong Kong
POL301
Policy-making, Collective Action and PublicChoice

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

SOC323
SOC324

Organisations and Bureaucracy or
Work and Occupation

3

SOC327
SOC334

Social Welfare and Social Problems in Hong Kong
Science, Technology and Society

3
3

SSC218

Environment and Society in Hong Kong

3

Sub-total of credits
#

18

The course taken to fulfill the programme required course requirement cannot be double-counted as a
stream elective course.
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Students must take at least one elective course from each of the two categories.
Category A courses focus on specific social issues in the world, the region and the
Hong Kong SAR. Category B is concerned with the broader social, political and
economic contexts within which social issues emerge and policies are formulated
to deal with changes and development. Some courses enable students to follow indepth social issues relating to population change, family and gender developments,
and health and epidemiological aspects of demographic ageing. Others enable them
to follow systematically contemporary social issues and policy in Hong Kong and
the region including those related to crime and delinquency, social justice, social
welfare, impact of technology on society, the changing picture with regard to work
and occupation, and the economic contexts underlying many contemporary social
issues.

E.

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (IS)
Stream Required Courses (3 in all)
Course Titles

Number of Credits

ECO207
POL205

International Political Economy or
Global Governance

3

ECO214
POL203

Globalisation and Economic Integration (R)
International Politics (R)

3
3

Sub-total of credits

9

These courses provide the necessary background to the various dimensions of
international economic and political relations, and thus prepare students for the
more specialised, in-depth courses in the stream. They aim to instill in students a
realistic sense of the wide range of issues engaging the attention of the community
of nations.
Stream Elective Courses
(Choose 6 in all, but at least 1 in each category)
Course Titles
Category A
POL204
POL205
POL216
POL218
POL303
POL307
POL308

(International Politics)
International Law
Global Governance
American Foreign Policy
War and Peace
Global Environmental Politics
APEC and Regional Co-operation
Selected Issues in Asian Pacific Governance

Number of Credits

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

(R) denotes required course(s).
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POL309
POL318
POL319
POL320
SSC201

Current Issues in International Politics
Selected Issues in Environmental Studies
International Politics of Northeast Asia
International Politics of Southeast Asia
Trade and International Relations of Asia Pacific

3
3
3
3
3

SSC217

Statistics for Social Science

3

Category B (International Economics)
ECO207
International Political Economy
ECO211
Chinese Economy
ECO213
China, Hong Kong, and the World Economy
ECO215
Comparative Studies of International Financial Centres
ECO218
Economic Development
ECO305
International Trade
ECO306
International Finance
ECO320
Game Theory and Strategic Behaviour
ECO321
FDI and Multinationals in China
ECO323
Financial Economics

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Sub-total of credits

18

These electives allow students to choose between the two main foci into which the
courses are organised, while maintaining a competence in both areas. Category A
courses are concerned with international politics, while Category B courses deal with
international economic issues. The intent of the electives is to impart in students an
awareness of not only the major issues and problems encountered in a world that is
becoming increasingly interdependent, but also the available solutions.
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List of Courses
A.

BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCE COURSES
BEH103
BEH104
BEH110
BEH201
BEH202
BEH203
巳EH205
BEH206
BEH207
BEH301
BEH325
BEH332

B.

Introduction to Behavioural Science
Creativity and Individual Difference: Theories and Applications
Stress Management, Health and Life Balance
Human Development and Psychology of Adulthood
Psychology Applied to Occupational Safety and Health
Exploring Psychology in Western and Chinese Cultures
Social Psychology
Abnormal Psychology
Health Psychology
Positive Psychology and Positive Living
Industrial and Organisational Psychology
Environmental Psychology

ECONOMICS COURSES
ECO101
ECO108
ECO110
ECO201
ECO202
ECO203
ECO204
ECO205
ECO207
ECO208
ECO209
ECO210
ECO211
ECO212
ECO213
ECO214
ECO215
ECO216
ECO217
ECO218
ECO305
ECO306
ECO311
ECO312
ECO313
ECO314
ECO315
ECO316
ECO317
ECO320
ECO321
ECO323

Introduction to Economics
Economics of Culture and Creativity
Comparative Economic and Social Systems
Intermediate Microeconomics
Intermediate Macroeconomics
Fundamental Econometric Methods
Public Expenditure and Cost Benefit Analysis
Economics of Taxation and Transfer
International Political Economy
Principles of Public Policy
The Hong Kong Economy
History of Economic Thought
Chinese Economy
Regional Development in China
China, Hong Kong, and the World Economy
Globalisation and Economic Integration
Comparative Studies of International Financial Centres
Behavioural Economics
Money and Banking
Economic Development
International Trade
International Finance
Economics of the Family
Health Policy
Housing, Transportation, and Regional Development
Environmental Economics
Labour Market and Education Policy
Industrial Economics and Competition Policy
Economics of Law and Public Order
Game Theory and Strategic Behaviour
FDI and Multinationals in China
Financial Economics
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POLITICAL SCIENCE COURSES
POL101
POL201
POL202
POL203
POL204
POL205
POL208
POL210
POL213
POL214
POL215
POL216
POL217
POL218
POL301
POL303
POL304
POL305
POL307
POL308
POL309
POL317
POL318
POL319
POL320

D.

SOCIOLOGY COURSES
SOC101
SOC108
SOC201
SOC202
SOC203
SOC204
SOC212
SOC318
SOC319
SOC320
SOC321
SOC323
SOC324
SOC326
SOC327
SOC328
SOC330
SOC333
SOC334
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Introduction to Political Science
Government and Politics of Contemporary China
Asia Pacific Today
International Politics
International Law
Global Governance
Public Policy: Values and Processes
Comparative Politics
Political Psychology and Behaviour
Government and Politics of Hong Kong
Taiwan: Society and Politics
American Foreign Policy
Modern Political Ideologies
War and Peace
Policy-making, Collective Action and Public Choice
Global Environmental Politics
Chinese Politics in the Reform Era
China in World Politics
APEC and Regional Co-operation
Selected Issues in Asian Pacific Governance
Current Issues in International Politics
One Country, Two Systems: Central-Hong Kong SAR Relationships
Selected Issues in Environmental Studies
International Politics of Northeast Asia
International Politics of Southeast Asia

Introduction to Sociology
Reading Great Social Thinkers
Classical Sociological Theory
Contemporary Sociological Theory
Social Gerontology
Society and Social Change
Hong Kong Society
Economic Change and Social Stratification
Family, Gender and Society
Population Dynamics and Policy
Social Justice
Organisations and Bureaucracy
Work and Occupation
Mass Communications and Public Opinion
Social Welfare and Social Problems in Hong Kong
Ageing, Modernisation and Adaptation
Crime and Delinquency
Health, Illness and Behaviour
Science, Technology and Society

Bachelor of Social Sciences (Honours)

SOCIAL SCIENCES COURSES
SSC113
SSC114
SSC115
SSC116
SSC143
SSC201
SSC202
SSC217
SSC218
SSC219
SSC301
SSC316
SSC319

Linear Algebra
Calculus
Understanding Social and Economic Indicators
Introduction to Research Methods for Social Sciences
Rethinking Global Issues
Trade and International Relations of Asia Pacific
Politics and Economics of Contemporary China
Statistics for Social Science
Environment and Society in Hong Kong
Methods and Practice of Social Survey
Understanding Sport
Social Change and Politics in Japan
Senior Thesis

Free Electives
Students may select courses in any disciplines to obtain the total number of credits
required for graduation, subject to timetable, course load and study scheme constraints.
Among these free elective credits, at least six should be obtained from courses outside
their own study programmes.
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Minor Programmes
In addition to a Major Programme, a student may register for one Minor Programme.
The following Minor Programmes are offered: Accounting, Behavioural Science, Business,
China Business Studies, China’s Regional Development, Chinese Studies, Chinese Writing,
Creativity, Cultural Studies, Economics, English, Environmental Studies, Finance, Financial
Services Marketing, Global Studies, History, Hong Kong Studies, Human Resource
Management, Information Technology, Logistics and Decision Science, Marketing, Media
Culture and Marketing, Philosophy, Political Science, Public Policy, Risk and Insurance
Management, Sociology, Translation, and Visual Studies.
The registration for a Minor Programme should be done by the end of the add/drop
period in the first term of the final year of study.
A student may use the credits assigned for free electives in the curriculum of his/her
registered programme of study to take courses leading to a Minor Programme. With a view
to limiting the extent of double counting of courses, a student can be exempted from taking
a maximum of one course of 3 credits in fulfilling his/her Minor Programme requirements,
on the basis of completion of the course⑻ offered by the University.
A student who, upon graduation, has successfully fulfilled the requirements specified
in the curriculum of the Minor Programme for which he/she has registered will have the
title of his/her Minor Programme indicated in his/her transcripts.

Minor in Accounting
The Business Programmes Office coordinates the offering of the Minor in Accounting.
This Minor programme is open to Non-巳巳A students only.
Students are required to complete at least 15 credits in total. In addition to taking
the required courses listed below, students must select either three elective courses or
two electives plus one relevant course listed below.
Required Courses
BUS103
Financial Accounting
BUS104
Managerial Accounting
Elective Courses
ACT200
Intermediate Accounting I
ACT201
Intermediate Accounting II
ACT202
Cost Accounting
ACT203
Taxation
ACT250
ACT355
ACT366
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Accounting and Regulatory Environment of the Chinese Mainland
Accounting Information Systems
International Accounting
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Relevant Courses
BUS105
PHI205/GEB205

Microeconomics for Business
Business Ethics

Students who have completed ECO101 Introduction to Economics/ECO201
Intermediate Microeconomics/ECO202 Intermediate Macroeconomics will be exempted
from taking BUS105 Microeconomics for Business in fulfilling the Minor requirements.
Notes:

(i)

All BSocSc students take ECO101 Introduction to Economics/ECO201
Intermediate Micoeconomics/ECO202 Intermediate Macroeconomics as a
required course on their programme. They can therefore obtain the Minor
by taking the two required accounting courses and two electives with their
12 free elective credits.

(ii)

BA students can obtain the Minor by taking the two required accounting
courses and two electives with their 12 free elective credits and additionally
taking PHI205/GEB205 Business Ethics.

Minor in Behavioural Science
As society becomes more complex and interactions among citizens multiply and take
on multi facets, the study of human behaviour has become an important science in the
new century. The Minor in Behavioural Science Programme aims to provide students with
a broad foundation in studying individuals, groups, organisations and societal behaviours.
Students will have the opportunities to investigate their own identities, behaviours of others,
interpersonal relationships, and gain insight into social categories and relationships. The
programme is designed for students interested in the knowledge of human behaviour and
groups of human behaviour in complex organisations.
The BSocSc Programme Office coordinates the offering of the Minor in Behavioural
Science.
Students whose Major is in any programme other than BSocSc may qualify for a
Minor in Behavioural Science. Students are required to complete five courses (15 credits)
as detailed below:
Required Course
BEH103
BEH203/GEC302

Introduction to Behavioural Science or
Exploring Psychology in Western and Chinese Cultures

Elective Courses (Choose any 4, at least 1 from each category)
Category A
BEH205
Social Psychology
BEH207
Health Psychology
BEH325
Industrial and Organisational Psychology
BEH332
Environmental Psychology
ECO320
Game Theory and Strategic Behaviour
POL213
Political Psychology and Behaviour
SOC333
Health, Illness and Behaviour
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Category B
BUS202
HRM351
MKT201

Organisational Behaviour
Management of Innovation and Change
Buyer Behaviour

Minor in Business
The Business Programmes Office coordinates the offering of the Minor in Business.
Students whose Major is in any programme other than 巳巳A (Hons) Programme
may qualify for a Minor in Business. Students are required to take one required course
(3 credits) and four elective courses (12 credits) as detailed below:
Required Course
BUS101
Introduction to Business
Elective Courses
At least 3 out of the following courses:
BUS103
Financial Accounting
BUS202
Organisational Behaviour
BUS205
Marketing Management
BUS206
Information Systems Management
plus any other course(s) offered by Business Departments as long as the prerequisites are
met, or equivalent course(s) approved by the Director of Business Programmes excluding
any courses that are also offered as General Education courses.

Minor in China Business Studies
The Business Programmes Office coordinates the offering of the Minor in China
Business Studies. This Minor programme is open to all undergraduate students.
Students who wish to pursue the Minor are required to complete five courses (15
credits) to fulfil the requirements of this Minor.
Required Course (3 credits)
Choose ONE of the following courses:
BUS108
Global Business Environment
BUS205
Marketing Management
ECO101
Introduction to Economics
Elective Courses (12 credits)
Choose minimum TWO of the following courses:
ACT250
Accounting and Regulatory Environment of the Chinese Mainland
MKT221 Marketing in the Chinese Mainland
MKT241 International Business Management
MKT321 International Marketing Management
MKT354
Business and Economic Devel叩ment in Greater China
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Choose minimum ONE of the following courses:
ECO211
Chinese Economy
ECO212
Regional Development in China
ECO213
China, Hong Kong, and the World Economy
ECO321
FDI and Multinationals in China
POL201
Government and Politics of Contemporary China

Minor in China’s Regional Development
The BSocSc Programme Office coordinates the offering of the Minor in China’s
Regional Development.
China’s fast emergence as an important economic power has been to a great extent
driven by rapid and drastic developments of urban/regional clusters (the Pearl River Delta
Area, the Yangzi River Delta Area, the Great Northwest, and the Beijing-Tianjin-Northeast
Region, etc.). Given the fast integration of Hong Kong economy with the Chinese Mainland,
and potential/real competition/cooperation between Hong Kong and some cities on the
Chinese Mainland, a good knowledge and understanding of regional economic, political,
and social developments will prepare our students better for the job market and to face
the new challenges that are confronting Hong Kong. This Minor exposes students to the
basic methodology of analysing urban/regional development as well as various aspects
of regional developments in China.
Students whose Major is in any programme other than BSocSc (Hons) may qualify
for a Minor in China’s Regional Development. Students are required to take one required
course (3 credits) and four elective courses (12 credits) as detailed below:
Required Course
ECO101
Introduction to Economics
Notes:
(i) Students who have passed BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and BUS108
Global Business Environment courses will be exempted from ECO101 Introduction to
Economics. They can therefore obtain the Minor by taking four elective courses from
Category A and B, with at least 2 courses from Category A and 1 course from Category
B, and one of which must be ECO-coded.
(ii) Students who have obtained a grade D or above in A-Level economics examination
can choose to take ECO101 Introduction to Economics or ECO201 Intermediate
Microeconomics or ECO202 Intermediate Macroeconomics.
Elective Courses (Choose 4, at least 2 from Category A and 1 from Category B)
Category A (highlighting the spatial and locational dimensions of economic development)
ECO212
Regional Development in China
ECO213 China, Hong Kong, and the World Economy
ECO313
Housing, Transportation, and Regional Development
HST353# Social and Economic History of South China
HST360# Historical Geography of China
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MKT221
Marketing in the Chinese Mainland
MKT354
Business and Economic Development in Greater China
# Students can take one of the two courses only.
Category 巳(providing a background to China’s overall development)
ECO211
Chinese Economy
ECO218
Economic Development
ECO321
FDI and Multinationals in China
POL317
One Country, Two Systems: Central-Hong Kong SAR Relationships
SSC202
Politics and Economics of Contemporary China

Minor in Chinese Studies 副修中文
The Department of Chinese offers the Minor in Chinese Studies.
Students whose Major is in any programme other than 巳A (Hons) Chinese may
qualify for a Minor in Chinese Studies after successful completion of at least 15 credits
as detailed below:
Required Courses 必修科(6 credits)
CH1105
Modern Chinese Literature 中國現代文學
CHI113
Classical Chinese Literary History 古典文學史
Electives 選修科(9 credits)
3 other courses with course letter code of “CHI” listed under the BA (Hons) Chinese
Programme curriculum.

三科其他中文課程中以“CHI”作課程編號之科目。

Minor in Chinese Writing 副修中文寫作
The Department of Chinese offers the Minor in Chinese Writing.
Students whose Major is in any programme other than BA (Hons) Chinese may
qualify for a Minor in Chinese Writing after successful completion of at least 15 credits as
detailed below:
Required Course 必修科(3 credits)
CH1114
Modes of Chinese Writing 各類文體習作
Required Electives 必修選修科credits)
At least 2 out of the following courses:
CHI219
Creative Writing in Chinese 中文文學創作
CHI237
News Writing 新聞寫作
CHI238
Media Writing 傳媒寫作
CHI303
Media Writing Workshop in Chinese 中文傳媒寫作坊
CHI331
Chinese Documentary Writing: Public Relations and Advertising

中文文書寫作：公關與廣吿
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Electives 選修科(6 credits)
2 other courses with course letter code of “CHI” listed under the BA (Hons) Chinese
Programme curriculum.

兩科其他列於中文課程中以“CHI”作課程編號之科目。

Minor in Creativity
It is generally acknowledged that skills in the contemporary knowledge-based
economy, regardless of the discipline in which they originate, become outdated rapidly. The
new economy demands lifelong learning, adaptability, flexibility and the ability to develop
new approaches in every field. Thus it is imperative for each educational institution to enable
students to adapt quickly to changed circumstances by training and encouraging them to
utilise their knowledge, talents and potentials in creative, flexible and innovative ways.
The Minor in Creativity reflects these aims and goals. It targets courses specifically
for their potential in developing creative approaches to a wide, interdisciplinary range of
problems. Students who place a particular emphasis on this form of training will obtain a
recognisable minor for their focus on this important aspect of their liberal arts education.
The Department of Cultural Studies coordinates the offering of the Minor in
Creativity.
All undergraduate students who wish to pursue a Minor in Creativity are required to
complete five courses (15 credits) as detailed below:
Required Course
CRE101

Media - Culture - Creativity

Elective Courses (Choose any 4)
CHI219
Creative Writing in Chinese
Media Writing
CHI238
CRE161
Creativity Workshop
Film and Cinema Studies
CUS309/GEC309
CUS333
Culture, Pleasure and Feeling
ENG274
Literature and Adaptation
Appreciating Art
PHI269/GEB269
TRA208
Translation for the Media (E-C & C-E)

Minor in Cultural Studies
The Department of Cultural Studies offers the Minor in Cultural Studies.
Students whose Major is in any programme other than BA (Hons) Cultural Studies
may qualify for a Minor in Cultural Studies after successful completion of at least 15 credits
(five courses) from the Cultural Studies Programme. These must be made up of 6 credits of
any CUS-coded 100-level courses, and 9 credits of any CUS-coded 200-level and 300-level
courses (other than CUS320 and CUS321 Directed Research Project A and B).
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Minor in Economics
The BSocSc Programme Office coordinates the offering of the Minor in Economics.
Students whose Major is in any programme other than BSocSc (Hons) may qualify
for a Minor in Economics after successful completion of at least 15 credits (five courses)
as detailed below:
ECO101
Introduction to Economics, and
any other 4 elective courses in the economics discipline
Notes:
(i)
Students who have passed BUS105 Microeconomics for Business and BUS108
Global Business Environment courses will be exempted from ECO101 Introduction to
Economics. They can therefore obtain the Minor by taking four ECO-coded courses
with their 12 free elective credits.
(ii)
Students who have obtained a grade D or above in A-Level economics examination
can choose to take ECO101 Introduction to Economics or ECO201 Intermediate
Microeconomics or ECO202 Intermediate Macroeconomics.

Minor in English
The Department of English offers the Minor in English.
Students whose Major is in any programme other than BA (Hons) Contemporary
English Studies may qualify for a Minor in English after successful completion of at least
15 credits. Students with a declared Minor in English are permitted to participate in the
Study Abroad Programme (without financial subsidy). The credits earned will be counted
towards their Minor.
Required Courses (6 credits)
1) ENG101
Introduction to Language or
ENG103
Introduction to English Grammar
2)

ENG106
ENG107

Literary Analysis I or
Literary Analysis II

Elective Courses (9 credits)
Three electives chosen from the courses offered by the Department of English.

Minor in Environmental Studies
Rapidly degrading ecological conditions in Hong Kong, the Chinese Mainland, and
beyond require the attention and understanding of citizens, businesses and policy makers.
The Environmental Studies Minor is designed to give students grounding in the human
dimensions of environmental change, thus enabling them to make informed decisions about
their personal behaviour and public policies related to the environment.
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Environmental Studies at Lingnan University is the study of the social dimensions
of the natural environment, including environmental policy, environmental politics,
environmental economics, environmental ethics and environmental values.
All undergraduate students are welcome to pursue the Minor in Environmental
Studies. Those who complete the Minor will have a valuable credential, helping them
to become valuable assets to the businesses and/or organisations for which they work
following graduation.
The BSocSc Programme Office coordinates the Environmental Studies Minor.
Elective Courses (Choose any 5)
BEH332
Environmental Psychology
ECO204#
Public Expenditure and Cost Benefit Analysis
ECO208#
Principles of Public Policy
ECO314
Environmental Economics
HST261
World Environmental History
PHI204
Science, Technology and Human Values
PHI267
Environmental Ethics
POL303
Global Environmental Politics
POL318
Selected Issues in Environmental Studies
SSC218/GEC318
Environment and Society in Hong Kong
# Students can take one of the two courses only.

Minor in Finance
The Business Programmes Office coordinates the offering of the Minor in Finance.
This Minor programme is open to Non-BBA students only.
Students are required to complete at least 15 credits in total. In addition to taking the
required courses listed below, students must select either three electives or two electives
plus one relevant course listed below.
Required Courses
BUS103
Financial Accounting
BUS201
Financial Management
Elective Courses
Either
Nine credits from any 200- or 300-level Finance courses (FIN-coded)
or
Six credits from any 200- or 300-level Finance courses (FIN-coded) plus one of the
following relevant courses:
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Relevant Courses
ECO203
ECO217
ECO306
PHI205/GEB205
RIM200
RIM201
RIM250

Fundamental Econometric Methods
Money and Banking
International Finance
Business Ethics
Principles of Risk Management
Principles of Insurance
Personal Risk and Financial Planning

Notes:
Students who have passed:
1)
ECO203
Fundamental Econometric Methods, or
2)
ECO217
Money and Banking or
3)
ECO306
International Finance
are not permitted to take the following respective corresponding Finance course to fulfil
the Minor programme requirements:
1) FIN250
Introduction to Financial Econometrics, or
2) FIN201
Hong Kong Monetary and Financial Systems or
3) FIN352
International Financial Management

Minor in Financial Services Marketing
The Business Programmes Office coordinates the offering of the Minor in Financial
Services Marketing. This Minor programme is open to Non-BBA students only.
Students who wish to pursue the Minor are required to complete five courses (15
credits) to fulfil the requirements of this Minor.
Required Course (3 credits)
MKT214
Marketing for Financial Services

Elective Courses (12 credits)
Choose any 7WO of the following courses:
BUS108
Global Business Environment (or ECO101 Introduction to Economics or
ECO215 Comparative Studies of International Financial Centres)
MKT201
Buyer Behaviour
MKT211
Business to Business Marketing
MKT311
Salesmanship and Sales Management
And choose
巳US201
RIM201
RIM250
FIN251

any TWO of the following courses:
Financial Management
Principles of Insurance
Personal Risk and Financial Planning
Practical Personal Investment

Notes:
(i) As MKT214 Marketing for Financial Services is designed at a level similar to BUS205
Marketing Management, students who have passed MKT214 will be exempted from
the prerequisite requirement of MKT201, MKT211 and MKT311.
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(ii) Students are recommended to take at least one RIM course from the Finance and
Insurance courses.

Minor in Global Studies
In the present context of accelerating global interdependence, a knowledge and
understanding of social, economic, political and cultural issues as seen from a global
perspective is relevant for students. It encourages students to think about global issues
from a broad, inter-disciplinary perspective and addresses the needs not just of the
business community but also of Hong Kong as a whole as it develops its role as “Asia’s
World City”.
The BSocSc Programme Office coordinates the offering of the Minor in Global
Studies.
All undergraduate students who wish to pursue a Minor in Global Studies are required
to complete five courses (15 credits). They consist of one required course, one course from
each of the two categories below, and two other courses selected from the two categories
at students’ discretion.
Required Course
GLS101
Introduction to Global Studies
Elective Courses (Choose any 4, at least 1 from each category*)
Category A (in History, Culture and Literature aspects)
Global Culture and Citizenship
CUS206/GE 巳 206
Culture, Value and Belief
CUS214
Cross-cultural Studies of Literature
ENG375/GEC375
Comparative World Civilisations since 1500
HST112#
HST192/GEC301# The Making of the Modern World
World Environmental History
HST261
SSC301/GEC321
Understanding Sport
林 Students can take one of the two courses only.
Category B (in Business, Economics and Politics aspects)
BUS108
Global Business Environment
ECO207 International Political Economy
ECO214 Globalisation and Economic Integration
MKT241
International Business Management
POL303
Global Environmental Politics
POL319
International Politics of the Northeast Asia
* If one of the elective courses is double-counted to fulfil other requirements, students
shall still take a course from the same category.
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Minor in History
The Department of History offers the Minor in History.
Students whose Major is in any programme other than 巳A (Hons) History may qualify
for a Minor in History after successful completion of at least 15 credits (5 courses) in the
History Programme. Students should take at least one course in each of the following
four categories.
Category 1: Comparative Civilisations
HST111

Comparative World Civilisations to 1500

HST112*

Comparative World Civilisations since 1500

HST192*

The Making of the Modern World

HST194

‘Clashes of Civilisations’ in Modern History: Value
Confrontations between Asia and the West

HST261

World Environmental History

HST265

History of Modern Islamic Societies

HST268

Cities Across Civilisations

HST269

A Cultural History of Water

HST311

Cultural Interchange between China and the World

HST355
History of Sino-American Relations
* Student cannot receive credit from both HST192 and HST112
Category 2: Hong Kong and Chinese History
HST115

Introduction to Chinese History

HST202

History of the Ming and Qing Dynasties

HST203

History of China in the Twentieth Century

HST208

History of Hong Kong from 1941

HST209

Introduction to Public History

HST251

History of Hong Kong before 1841

HST252

History of Hong Kong from 1841 to 1941

HST352

History of Religions in China

HST353

Social and Economic History of South China

HST354

History of Science and Technology in China

HST359

History of Women and Children in China

HST360

Historical Geography of China

HST361

Critical Themes in Pre-Modern Chinese History

Category 3: Non-China Asian History
HST151

History of Modern East Asia

HST258

Introduction to Japanese History

HST259

Introduction to Korean History

HST260

Introduction to Southeast Asian History
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Category 4: Western History
HST113

Introduction to the History of the USA

HST114

Introduction to European History

HST255

History of the United States to 1865

HST256

History of the United States since 1865

HST266

Europe and Europeans in Historical Perspective

HST356

History of Nineteenth Century Europe

HST357

History of Twentieth Century Europe

HST362

Early Modern England, 1455-1707

HST363

History of Modern Germany

HST364

History of Britain since 1688

Minor in Hong Kong Studies
The programme will provide a balanced training to cover different areas of knowledge
about Hong Kong. The Department of History coordinates the offering of the Minor in Hong
Kong Studies.
All undergraduate students who wish to pursue a Minor in Hong Kong Studies are
required to complete five courses (15 credits) as detailed below:
Required Course (Choose 1)
HST191/GEC323
Hong Kong’s Heritage
HST208
History of Hong Kong from 1941
HST252
History of Hong Kong from 1841 to 1941
Elective Courses (Choose 4 courses, at least 1 course from each of the 2 groups listed
below. History Major students may not select “HST” courses from the Arts and Humanities
group.)
Arts and Humanities
CHI241
CUS109
CUS314/GEC314
CUS317/GEC317
HST191/GEC323
HST208
HST251
HST252
TRA218

Hong Kong Literature
Cultural Formation in Hong Kong
Hong Kong Popular Culture
Narrating Hong Kong
Hong Kong’s Heritage
History of Hong Kong from 1941
History of Hong Kong before 1841
History of Hong Kong from 1841 to 1941
Translation in the Hong Kong Context

business and Social Sciences
ECO209 The Hong Kong Economy
ECO213 China, Hong Kong, and the World Economy
FIN201
Hong Kong Monetary and Financial Systems
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HRM350
HRM355
POL214
POL317
SOC327

Industrial Relations in Hong Kong
Current Issues in Organisations
Government and Politics of Hong Kong
One Country, Two Systems: Central-Hong Kong SAR Relationships
Social Welfare and Social Problems in Hong Kong

Minor in Human Resource Management
The Business Programmes Office coordinates the offering of the Minor in Human
Resource Management. This Minor programme is open to Non-BBA students only.
Students are required to complete five courses (15 credits). In addition to taking the
two required HRM courses, they can either select any three of the elective courses or two
elective courses (excluding BUS202 Organisational Behaviour) plus one of the relevant
courses listed below.
Required Courses
HRM200
Human Resource Planning and Staffing
HRM202
Training and Development
Elective Courses
BUS202
Organisational Behaviour
HRM201
Performance and Compensation Management
HRM350
Industrial Relations in Hong Kong
HRM351
Management of Innovation and Change
HRM353
Quality and People
HRM358
Work and Organisation
Relevant Courses
BEH103
BEH203/GEC302
BEH205
BEH325
PHI107/GEA107
PHI108
PHI205/GEB205
SOC101

Introduction to Behavioural Science
Exploring Psychology in Western and Chinese Cultures
Social Psychology
Industrial and Organisational Psychology
Understanding Knowledge
Scientific Thinking
Business Ethics
Introduction to Sociology

Minor in Information Technology
The Business Programmes Office coordinates the offering of the Minor in Information
Technology. This Minor programme is open to Non-BBA students only.
Students are required to complete at least 15 credits in total. In addition to taking the
required course listed below, students must select either four electives or three electives
plus one relevant course listed below.
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Required Course
BUS110
Introduction to Information Literacy
Elective Courses
巳US206
Information Systems Management
CDS205
Introduction to Programming
CDS209
Digital Video Editing and Movie Making
CDS215
Internet Technology
CDS251
Digital Imaging & Photography
CDS252
Wireless Technology
CDS253
Electronic Documents and Publishing
ISM353
Electronic Commerce
Relevant Courses
CDS111/GED111
CDS112/GED112
PHI105/GEA105
PHI205/GEB205
SSC107
SSC113
SSC114
SSC116
SSC217

Statistics in Modern Society
Mathematical Literacy in Today’s World
Introduction to Logic
Business Ethics
Research Methods in Social Science
Linear Algebra
Calculus
Introduction to Research Methods in Social Sciences
Statistics for Social Science

Minor in Logistics and Decision Science
The Business Programmes Office coordinates the offering of the Minor in Logistics
and Decision Science. This Minor programme is open to Non-BBA students only.
Students are required to complete at least 15 credits in total. In addition to taking the
required courses listed below, students must select either three electives or two electives
plus one relevant course listed below.
Required Courses
CDS250
Electronic Business: Supply Chain Applications
MGT200
Essentials of Logistics and Supply Chain Management
Elective Courses
BUS207
Management Science
BUS211
Operations Management
BUS212
Project Management
CDS350
E-Procurement & E-Customer Relationship Management
CDS352
Inventory Management
CDS353
Logistics and Transportation
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Relevant Courses
CDS111/GED111
CDS112/GED112
PHI105/GEA105
PHI205/GEB205
SSC107
SSC113
SSC114
SSC116
SSC217

Statistics in Modern Society
Mathematical Literacy in Today’s World
Introduction to Logic
Business Ethics
Research Methods in Social Science
Linear Algebra
Calculus
Introduction to Research Methods in Social Sciences
Statistics for Social Science

Minor in Marketing
The Business Programmes Office coordinates the offering of the Minor in Marketing.
This Minor programme is open to Non-BBA students only.
Students are required to complete five courses (15 credits) to fulfil the requirements
of this Minor.
Required Course
BUS205
Marketing Management
Elective Courses
Any 4 courses at 200- or 300-level with the “MKT” letter code excluding any courses
that are also offered as General Education courses.
A student who has successfully completed either SSC107 Research Methods in
Social Science or PHI205/GEB205 Business Ethics can be exempted from taking one
elective course of 3 credits.

Minor in Media Culture and Marketing
Despite the apparent difference between cultural studies (in particular, of media
culture) and business studies (in particular, marketing), it is increasingly acknowledged
that these two disciplines share a common approach; both rely heavily on elements of
performative practice (such as drama) and on visual and linguistic metaphors in different
media (such as photos) to convey their messages to their students and the general public.
Both cultural studies practitioners and the business community increasingly share many
of the same languages, modes of thinking and media of dissemination. For instance, the
notion of “media culture” is becoming not only a keyword for cultural studies but also for
marketing practices, particularly advertising.
Since the 1980s, business training and social sciences, on the one hand, have taken
a noticeably cultural turn. On the other hand, arts subjects in general, and cultural studies
in particular, have increasingly emphasised their practical dimensions, especially their
relevance and applicability in the business world. Asa result, while business organisations
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and marketing training are more frequently drawing sustenance from the performing
arts and mass media as a means of facilitating creativity and understanding, students of
Cultural Studies are becoming increasingly sensitised to the importance of the business
(particularly marketing) aspects of their intellectual practices.
In such a context, it is advisable to encourage students who are interested in marketing
and/or cultural studies to learn both disciplines’ perspectives. The Minor Programme is
precisely based on this premise and will provide students with a basic training on both
subjects.
The Department of Cultural Studies coordinates the offering of this Minor programme.
All undergraduate students (except BBA Marketing Stream students) who wish to
pursue a Minor in Media Culture and Marketing are required to complete five courses (15
credits) as detailed below:
Required Courses (6 credits)
BUS205
Marketing Management
CUS102
Commodity Culture and Everyday Life
Elective Courses (Choose any 3, at least 1 from each category*)
Category A (Media Culture and Cultural Economy)
CRE101
Media - Culture - Creativity
Media Ethics
CUS220/GEB220
CUS309/GEC309
Film and Cinema Studies
CUS310
Media, Culture and Society
Topics in Cinema and Media Studies
CUS331
Morality and Markets
PHI209/GEB209
Category 巳(Marketing Communication)
MKT201
Buyer Behaviour
MKT203
Marketing Research
MKT231
Advertising and Integrated Marketing Communications
*lf one of the elective courses is double-counted to fulfil other requirements, students shall
still take a course from the same category.

Minor in Philosophy
The Department of Philosophy offers the Minor in Philosophy.
Students whose Major is in any programme other than BA (Hons) Philosophy may
qualify for a Minor in Philosophy after successful completion of at least 15 credits (five
courses) of courses with course letter code of “PHI”.
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Minor in Political Science
The BSocSc Programme Office coordinates the offering of the Minor in Political
Science.
Students whose Major is in any programme other than BSocSc (Hons) may qualify
for a Minor in Political Science after successful completion of at least 15 credits (five
courses) as detailed below:
POL101
Introduction to Political Science, and
any other 4 elective courses in the political science discipline
Note: Students who have passed CUS213 Culture, Power and Government are not
allowed to take POL101 Introduction to Political Science if they wish to enrol in the Political
Science Minor Programme. They are required to take another Political Science elective
course as a substitute.

Minor in Public Policy
The BSocSc Programme Office coordinates the offering of the Minor in Public
Policy.
Students whose Major is in any programme other than BSocSc (Hons) may qualify
for a Minor in Public Policy after successful completion of at least 15 credits (five courses)
as detailed below:
Required Course (Choose 1)
ECO205
Economics of Taxation and Transfer
ECO208
Principles of Public Policy
Elective Courses (Choose any 4, at least 1 from each category)
Category A
ECO312
Health Policy
ECO313
Housing, Transportation, and Regional Development
ECO314
Environmental Economics
ECO315
Labour Market and Education Policy
ECO316
Industrial Economics and Competition Policy
ECO317
Economics of Law and Public Order
Category B
POL208
Public Policy: Values and Processes
POL301
Policy-making, Collective Action and Public Choice
SOC321
Social Justice
SOC327
Social Welfare and Social Problems in Hong Kong
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Minor in Risk and Insurance Management
The Business Programmes Office coordinates the offering of the Minor in Risk and
Insurance Management. This Minor programme is open to Non-BBA students only.
Students are required to complete at least 15 credits in total. In addition to taking the
required course listed below, students must select either four electives or three electives
plus one relevant course listed below.
Required Course
RIM201
Principles of Insurance
Elective Courses
Either
Twelve credits from any 200- or 300-level Risk and Insurance Management courses
(RIM-coded)
or
Nine credits from any 200- or 300-level Risk and Insurance Management courses (RIMcoded) plus one of the following relevant courses:
Relevant Courses
ECO201
ECO204
PHI205/GEB205
SSC217

Intermediate Microeconomics
Public Expenditure and Cost Benefit Analysis
Business Ethics
Statistics for Social Science

Minor in Sociology
The BSocSc Programme Office coordinates the offering of the Minor in Sociology.
Students whose Major is in any programme other than BSocSc (Hons) may qualify
for a Minor in Sociology after successful completion of at least 15 credits (five courses)
as detailed below:
Required Course (3 credits)
SOC101
Introduction to Sociology
Elective Courses (4 courses, 12 credits)
Any 4 electives chosen from courses in the sociology discipline and the following
BEH courses:
BEH103
Introduction to Behavioural Science
BEH203
Exploring Psychology in Western and Chinese Cultures
BEH205
Social Psychology
BEH325
Industrial and Organisational Psychology
巳EH332
Environmental Psychology
Note: Students who have passed CUS106 The Making of Modern Culture are not
allowed to take SOC101 Introduction to Sociology if they wish to enrol in the Sociology
Minor Programme. They are required to take another Sociology elective course as a
substitute.
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Minor in Translation
The Department of Translation offers the Minor in Translation.
Students whose Major is in any programme other than BA (Hons) Translation may
qualify for a Minor in Translation. The minimum number of required credits for a Minor in
Translation is 15.
Required Course (3 credits)
TRA103
Introduction to Translation (C-E) or
TRA104
Introduction to Translation (E-C)
Elective Courses (12 credits)
Students can choose any courses with the “TRA” letter code listed under the BA
(Hons) Translation Programme except Translation Project. Students may also choose
one of the following courses:
ENG203
Discourse Analysis
ENG375 Cross-cultural Studies of Literature

Minor in Visual Studies
The Department of Visual Studies offers the Minor in Visual Studies.
Students whose Major is in any programme other than BA (Hons) Visual Studies may
qualify for a Minor in Visual Studies after successful completion of at least five courses (15
credits) from the Visual Studies programme.
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CHINESE LANGUAGE EDUCATION AND ASSESSMENT
CENTRE(CLEAC)
Practical Chinese Courses
All undergraduate students are required to take Practical Chinese I (LCC101) and II
(LCC102) offered by the CLEAC, except otherwise approved by the Programme Director/
Head of academic unit concerned. The only exception is Translation Major students who
need to take only Practical Chinese I (LCC101).
For language enhancement, students can take Advanced Practical Chinese courses
LCC201 and LCC202 after they have taken Practical Chinese I and II, except for students
who major in Translation. Students majoring in Translation must take Practical Chinese I as
a compulsory Chinese language enhancement course. After their completion of this course,
they are free to take LCC102, LCC201 or LCC202 as an elective.

Course for Chinese Exit Test
The course Enhancing Putonghua Proficiency Skills (LCC303) is designed to help equip
students with the necessary skills and techniques to take Putonghua Proficiency Test (National
level). Lasting 2 hours a week for 7 weeks, the course also aims at helping students develop
a better understanding of their Putonghua proficiency and ability. In the progress of preparing
for the test, they can get direct language diagnosis and suggestions for improvement.

Specialised Practical Chinese Courses
CLEAC offers courses which are geared towards the needs of particular students.
LCC111, LCC112, LCC113 and LCC114 are intended for international students who need
a basic understanding of Chinese. LCC121 provides basic instruction in Cantonese for
non-Cantonese speakers from the Mainland. LCC123 is the basic Cantonese course for
international students. LCC302 provides advanced training in Putonghua for students who
are keen to enhance their oral expressive ability. These specialised courses are taught in
small groups to satisfy the needs of various students with different requirements.

List of Courses
In the 2009-10 academic year, the CLEAC offers the following courses:
LCC101
LCC102
LCC111
LCC112
LCC113
LCC114
LCC121
LCC123
LCC201
LCC202
LCC302
LCC303

Practical Chinese I (3 credits)
Practical Chinese II (3 credits)
Chinese Language as a Second Language I (3 credits)
Chinese Language as a Second Language II (3 credits)
Chinese Language as a Second Language III (3 credits)
Chinese Language as a Second Language IV (3 credits)
Cantonese (Instructional Language: Chinese) (non-credit bearing)
Cantonese for International Students (Beginner Level) (non-credit bearing)
Advanced Practical Chinese: Putonghua Pronunciation and the Writing of
Government Documents (3 credits)
Advanced Practical Chinese: Vocabulary, Grammar and Business Writing (3
credits)
Putonghua Advanced Communication Skills (non-credit bearing)
Enhancing Putonghua Proficiency Skills (1 credit; 7 weeks)
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE EDUCATION AND ASSESSMENT
CENTRE (ELEAC)
The mission of the English Language Education and Assessment Centre (ELEAC)
is to enhance the English language and thinking skills of students, and to prepare them
to effectively communicate in English for success in their academic and vocational life in
a multilingual world through classroom instruction, communicative small group activities,
self-access learning and independent learning opportunities.
ELEAC’s English language courses are designed for students of English as a second
language.
The Multimedia and Language Learning Centre (MLLC) located in the Library is
a language resource centre which provides students with opportunities for autonomous
language learning. It contains a range of language-learning materials. Language
enhancement activities are coordinated by ELEAC staff.
ELEAC offers core and free elective courses which aim to
1. improve students’ general English proficiency;
2. equip students with skills necessary to study in the medium of English, focusing
particularly on the types of skills necessary for a liberal arts education;
3. provide students with a basis for the effective development of employment-related
skills; and
4. help students to acquire independent English-learning strategies.

Common First Year English Courses
The ELEAC offers two common courses, English for Communication I & II (LCE101
and LCE102), to first year students on degree programmes in Chinese, Cultural Studies,
History, Philosophy, Visual Studies, Business Administration, and Social Sciences.

Free Electives
LCE101 and LCE102 are pre-requisites to all ELEAC English free elective courses.
Students may take these free elective courses in their second and third years after
completion of LCE101 and LCE102.
In the 2009-10 academic year, the ELEAC offers the following free electives to
undergraduate students:
LCE202
LCE301
LCE302
LCE303
LCE304*
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Public Speaking and Presentation Skills (3 credits)
Thinking Through English (3 credits)
English Skills for Employment (3 credits)
Enhancing English Proficiency Skills (1 credit; 7 weeks)
English Through Language Arts (3 credits)
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LCE305
LCE306*
LCE307

Academic Writing in English (3 credits)
Advanced Integrated English Language Skills (3 credits)
News and Views (3 credits)

* Students in English and Translation Major (who are not required to take LCE101
and LCE102) are eligible to take the above free elective courses in their second and third
years except LCE304 and LCE306.

Third Language Courses
To meet the demands of students for third languages, ELEAC offers both credit
bearing and non-credit bearing courses in French, Japanese and Spanish. These courses
are term courses and are offered at two levels: Beginners and Post-Beginners. For
enrolment in Post-Beginners courses, students are required to have already taken the
relevant Beginners course or 42 hours of study in an equivalent Beginners course of the
language concerned or obtained approval of the instructor.

1.

Selection Criteria
Priority is given according to the seniority of students, with final year students being
given first priority. In addition, students are not encouraged to take these courses if
their Cumulative G.P.A. is below 2.20 and their term credit load is 18 or above.

2.

Record of Achievement
Credit bearing courses will be assessed according to the grading system of
undergraduate courses, i.e. grades A-F. For non-credit bearing third language
courses, the grade of M (Merit), S (Satisfactory) or U (Unsatisfactory) will be listed
in students’ assessment records and transcripts.

3.

2009-10 Course Details
The following third language courses are offered in the 2009-10 academic year:
i)

Credit bearing courses
Beginner level:
FRE102 French I
JAP102 Japanese I
SPA102 Spanish I
Post-beginner level:
FRE202 French II
JAP202 Japanese II
SPA202 Spanish II
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ii)

Non-credit bearing courses
Beginner level:
FRE101 French (Beginner Level)
JAP101 Japanese (Beginner Level)
SPA101 Spanish (Beginner Level)
Post-beginner level:
FRE201 French (Post-beginner Level)
JAP201 Japanese (Post-beginner Level)
SPA201 Spanish (Post-beginner Level)

Language Enhancement Programmes and Activities
ELEAC provides help for students preparing for the International English Language
Testing System (IELTS) examination in the form of a one-credit course: LCE303 Enhancing
English Proficiency Skills.
Additional help and encouragement for language enhancement are coordinated by
ELEAC staff at the Multimedia and Language Learning Centre.
Consultations
Students are encouraged to set up their own learning programmes. Consultations are
available to provide guidance and to suggest materials and learning targets.
Discussion Groups
Discussion groups aim to develop oral fluency and improve students’ confidence when
speaking English so that they may be better prepared to cope with the demands placed
on them in their university careers and future professions.
Workshops
Workshops/seminars will be held regularly on different topics, and students are encouraged
to participate actively. Topics may be of general interest or related to students5 immediate
needs such as job application skills, CV writing and academic writing.
Writing Tutorial Service (WTS)
Guidance is available for students to help them enhance their English language writing
skills. This tutorial service aims to encourage students to identify their individual weaknesses
when writing English and find ways to improve them.
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PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION AND EXEMPTION
The University maintains close ties with a number of well-known professional bodies
in Hong Kong and overseas. In recognition of the standard of our courses, some have
granted exemptions from parts of their professional examinations to our graduates.

BBA (Hons) Programme
With regard to the BBA (Hons) Programme, negotiations are on-going for professional
recognition and exemption. At present, graduates of the BBA (Hons) Programme are
eligible for associate membership of the Hong Kong Management Association and entry to
the Professional Diploma in Marketing programme of the Chartered Institute of Marketing
(UK). Graduates of the Marketing Stream within the programme are eligible for entry to
the Professional Postgraduate Diploma in Marketing programme of the Chartered Institute
of Marketing (UK), and maximum exemption from the qualifying examination for Certified
Professional Marketer (Asia Pacific) of the Asia Pacific Marketing Federation. The BBA
(Hons) Accounting Stream is unconditionally accredited by the Hong Kong Institute of
Certified Public Accountants (HKICPA). Graduates are eligible to register as a student
member of the Qualification Programme (QP) of HKICPA. Our graduates are also granted
maximum exemptions from examination subjects by the Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants (ACCA), and are eligible to register as Associate members of CPA Australia
and enrol in the CPA Programme. Graduates of the Human Resource Management Stream
are eligible for associate membership from the Hong Kong Institute of Human Resource
Management. Graduates of the Risk and Insurance Management Stream are eligible for
two subject exemptions from the Certificate of Insurance Practice Stage of the Chartered
Insurance Institute, and may apply to the Australian & New Zealand Institute of Insurance
& Finance for associate status. Additionally, the Institute of Financial Planners of Hong
Kong has granted subject exemptions for the following BBA courses: ACT203 Taxation,
FIN300 Investment and Portfolio Management, and RIM201 Principles of Insurance.

Postgraduate Diploma in Accountancy Programme
The Postgraduate Diploma in Accountancy programme has been accredited as an
approved Conversion Programme under the Qualification Programme (QP) of the Hong
Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants (HKICPA). Graduates of this programme
are eligible for direct entry into the Institute’s QP, provided that they hold a recognised first
degree. In addition, the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) will also
grant the following exemptions of fundamental level examination papers to graduates of
the programme.
-

Paper 1
Paper 5
Paper 6
Paper 7
Paper 8
Paper 9

to 4 upon completion of this programme
on the basis of Cost and Management Accounting
on the basis of Hong Kong Taxation and Tax Planning
on the basis of Financial Accounting and Reporting
on the basis of Auditing
on the basis of Managerial Finance
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LANGUAGE POLICY
1.

General
The guiding principle underpinning a Language Policy at Lingnan University is the
provision of a high quality bilingual (Chinese/English) manpower for Hong Kong. The
community at large, and the business community in particular, requires a bilingual
workforce if Hong Kong is to maintain its edge over other Southeast Asian regions as
the focal point of international trade. The institution shares the currently popular view
that there is an urgent need to enhance language proficiency in both Chinese and
English in Hong Kong generally and in educational institutions in particular. It further
believes that the maintenance of high levels of language proficiency will remain an
on-going preoccupation.

2.

Medium of Instruction
English and Chinese are the two official languages of Hong Kong. In line with the
mission of the University to become a distinctive liberal arts university of international
repute, the University has adopted a policy of internationalisation of its student body.
In view of the need for Hong Kong to remain cosmopolitan and for our students to
be prepared to engage in an increasingly globalised society, it is essential that the
University provides a cross-cultural learning environment that promotes international
exposure and understanding. The University recognises the importance of English
as an international language which is a lingua franca.
In this light, apart from language courses, courses in the Chinese and Translation
Departments, and some courses specially approved to be taught in Chinese, all
courses are normally taught in English, which may be supplemented with Cantonese/
Putonghua as appropriate.

3.

Entry Levels
Lingnan University requires students to have at least Grade E in both Use of English
and Chinese Language and Culture at the Advanced Supplementary (AS) level or
equivalent.
The University is committed to enforcing this entrance requirement policy on language
proficiency.
In the case of non-JUPAS entrants where candidates may have very different
educational backgrounds, the University reserves the right to exercise its freedom and
judgement in offering a study place. However, to protect the legitimate interests of the
community and the integrity of high level language proficiency, all such candidates
are required to show evidence of linguistic proficiency commensurate with tertiary
level study.
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4.

Exit Levels
Final year students are encouraged to take language tests on a voluntary basis in
order to establish their levels of proficiency in English, Putonghua, and written Chinese
at exit from the University.
These tests are general proficiency tests aimed to ensure that graduates are
competent to fulfil the language needs of the workplace.
For English, students can take the International English Language Testing System
(IELTS) jointly managed by Cambridge ESOL, British Council and IDP Education
Australia: IELTS Australia.
For Putonghua, students can take the Putonghua Proficiency Test as Lingnan
University Oral Chinese Exit Test, designed by China’s State Language Commission
(SLC) and administered in Lingnan. For the Written Chinese Exit Test, students can
take the University’s own test, designed in a collaborative research effort with the
SLC. The results of the Exit Tests are printed in separate certificates, which are
designed to provide employers with a useful reference as an extra qualification for
job applications.
Further information about language exit tests can be obtained from the Chinese
Language Education and Assessment Centre (CLEAC) and the English Language
Education and Assessment Centre (ELEAC).

5.

The Place of English and Chinese in the Curriculum
To ensure that students meet the language targets established in the University’s
curriculum and exit tests, the provision of English language courses is guaranteed in
all degree programmes and students are required to take English courses to enhance
their language proficiency.
There is also the issue of the importance of language across the curriculum. The
University accepts that studying an academic discipline in a language not one’s
own (i.e. English) puts added strain on the learning process. Academic departments
should nominate one staff member to liaise closely with the CLEAC and ELEAC in
an effort to sensitise teaching staff to problem areas and to consider strategies for
remediation.
It is suggested that non-language departments should introduce some elements of
language assessment in final year projects so as to instill in students the requirement
of effective and accurate communication in the workplace.
It is noted that the spoken Chinese in Hong Kong is the Cantonese dialect but that the
written form follows the grammatical rules of Putonghua. Accordingly, the University
emphasises the importance of teaching Chinese writing skills so as to enable students
to cope with Chinese documents.
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The University also recognises the increasing need for graduates with an adequate
command of Putonghua to serve in the business and government arenas, and notes
the Hong Kong Government’s intention to broaden the provision of Putonghua in the
school curriculum. The exit test in spoken Putonghua is set at a standard equivalent to
the third paper (oral test) of the SAR Language Proficiency Assessment for Teachers
(Putonghua).

6.

Language Enhancement Initiatives
In a determined effort to improve language proficiency in English and Chinese, all
UGC-funded institutions receive substantial extra funds. In line with the wishes of
the UGC, the University supplements these funds with its own resources.
The University employs these funds to provide extra classroom teaching in general
English and written Chinese for Year 1 students. In addition, the Multimedia and
Language Learning Centre (which incorporates other language learning initiatives)
is staffed and resourced through language enhancement funds and encourages in
students self-responsibility for language improvement in English and Chinese as well
as in other languages.
The University constantly seeks other ways to use these funds to the best
advantage.

7.

Language Choice in University Meetings
In line with current conventions in Hong Kong tertiary education, the language in
which University meetings are conducted will remain in English. However, there are
occasions when the use of Chinese may be preferred, especially in connection with
student participation, and the University accepts in principle the use of Chinese as a
working language. This is subject to appropriate notification of intent to use Chinese
and the availability of appropriate translation services for non-Chinese speakers.
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INTEGRATED LEARNING PROGRAMME
Launched since 2001, the Integrated Learning Programme (ILP) is administered by
the Student Services Centre. It aims at enriching students’ learning experiences, enabling
students to interact with others more effectively, inspiring their creative thinking as well as
expanding their cultural horizons. With a rich array of programmes, the ILP covers five
domains: civic education, intellectual development, physical education, social and emotional
development, and aesthetic development.
Civic Education: Various field trips and talks are organised to enhance students’
understanding of society and sense of social responsibility. A series of talks on social
services is specially designed to encourage students’ participation in voluntary services.
Intellectual Development: Students are encouraged to develop their intellectual
ability, and acquire skills related to learning and effective management of university life
through workshops of selected themes.
Physical Education: Students are encouraged to develop life-long interest in sports,
healthy lifestyle and physical well-being through various courses and sports activities.
Social and Emotional Development:
Workshops are organised to enhance
students’ social skills and self-understanding. Workshops on attitude and skills for
office-bearers of student societies are also arranged to cultivate students’ leadership and
organisation skills.
Aesthetic Development: Students are encouraged to experience and appreciate
different forms of arts, and develop their creative thinking and presentation skills through
a variety of artistic and cultural exposure.
Undergraduate students are normally required to complete 75 ILP units as a
graduation requirement during their years of study at the University. The ILP commences
with the New Student Orientation (NSO), which carries 15 ILP units, for new students. To
achieve a balanced development, students should obtain at least 6 ILP units in each of
the five domains, and the remaining 30 ILP units in any of the five domains. Details of the
requirements are available at the ILP website: http://www.LN.edu.hk/ssc/ilp/.
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STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAMMES
Students are encouraged to participate in Student Exchange Programmes through
the International Exchange Programme (IEP) and the Mainland Exchange Programme
(MEP)to widen their horizons and to acquire the necessary global-mindedness during their
university education. Over the years, Lingnan has established 70 exchange partnerships
with higher education institutions across continents, offering more than 350 exchange
opportunities each academic year. Students Exchange Programmes are an integral part
of liberal arts education and also an important journey for students’ personal development,
soul-searching and path-finding.

International Exchange Programme
For the IEP, the University has entered into agreements with 57 universities/colleges
in Australia, Austria, Canada, Denmark, France, Japan, Korea, Mexico, the Netherlands,
the Philippines, Switzerland, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, the United
Kingdom and the United States of America as follows:
Aalborg University (Aalborg, Denmark)
ACUCA (Association of Christian Universities and Colleges in Asia)
Asian University (Chon Buri, Thailand)
Augustana College (Rock Island, Illinois, USA)
巳ahcesehir University (Istanbul, Turkey)
Bard College (Annandale-on-Hudson, New York, USA)
Belmont University (Nashville, Tennessee, USA)
Beloit College (Beloit, Wisconsin, USA)
Butler University (Indianapolis, Indiana, USA)
California State University (Los Angeles, California, USA)
Carleton College (Northfield, Minnesota, USA)
Carroll College (Waukesha, Wisconsin, USA)
Centenary College of Louisiana (Shreveport, Louisiana, USA)
Charles Darwin University (Northern Territory, Australia)
Christian University of Thailand (Muang Nakhonpathom, Thailand)
Ewha Womans University (Seoul, Korea)
Fontys University of Applied Sciences (Venlo, Netherlands)
Franklin & Marshall College (Lancaster, Pennsylvania, USA)
Higher Colleges of Technology (Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates)
Hobart & William Smith Colleges (Geneva, New York, USA)
Hochschule Kufstein University of Applied Sciences (Kufstein, Austria)
ISC Paris School of Management (Paris, France)
J. F. Oberlin University (Tokyo, Japan)
Jeju National University (Jeju, Korea)
Keele University (Keele, Staffordshire, UK)
Keimyung University (Daegu, Korea)
Kyungsung University (Busan, Korea)
Lafayette College (Easton, Pennsylvania, USA)
Macquarie University (Sydney, Australia)
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Middlesex University (London, UK)
Mills College (Oakland, California, USA)
Monterrey Institute of Technology (Monterrey, Mexico)
Mount Royal College (Calgary, Alberta, Canada)
Pace University (Pleasantville, New York, USA)
Payap University (Chiang Mai, Thailand)
Pitzer College (Claremont, California, USA)
Roger Williams University (Bristol, Rhode Island, USA)
St Mary’s College of Maryland (St. Mary’s City, Maryland, USA)
Toulouse Business School (Toulouse, France)
Trinity University (San Antonio, Texas, USA)
Tunghai University (Taichung, Taiwan)
University of Aberdeen, King’s College (Aberdeen, Scotland, UK)
University of Asia and the Pacific (Manila, Philippines)
University of Copenhagen (Copenhagen, Denmark)
University of Glamorgan (Pontypridd, Wales, UK)
University of Guelph (Guelph, Ontario, Canada)
University of Konstanz (Konstanz, Germany)
University of Mary Washington (Fredericksburg, Virginia, USA)
University of Sunderland (Sunderland, UK)
University of the Incarnate Word (San Antonio, Texas, USA)
University of Ulster (Northern Ireland, UK)
University of West Florida (Pensacola, Florida, USA)
U.S. UMAP (University Mobility in Asia and the Pacific)
Washington College (Chestertown, Maryland, USA)
Washington & Jefferson College (Washington, Pennsylvania, USA)
West Virginia University (Morgantown, West Virginia, USA)
Whittier University (Whittier, California, USA)
Yeungnam University (Gyeongsan, Korea)
Zurich University of Applied Sciences (Winterthur, Switzerland)

Mainland Exchange Programme
For the MEP, agreements have been concluded with the following 13 universities
in Beijing, Chengdu, Guangzhou, Hangzhou, Jinan, Kunming, Shanghai, Shenyang,
Urumqi, and Wuhan:
Tsinghua University (Beijing) - For English and Translation students only
Renmin University of China (Beijing)
Beijing Union University (Beijing)
Northeastern University (Shenyang, Liaoning)
Xinjiang University (Urumqi, Xinjiang)
Donghua University (Shanghai)
Zhejiang University (Hangzhou, Zhejiang)
Huazhong University of Science and Technology (Wuhan, Hubei)
Shandong University (Jinan, Shandong)
Sun Yat-sen University (Guangzhou, Guangdong)
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South China University of Technology (Guangzhou, Guangdong)
Southwestern University of Finance and Economics (Chengdu, Sichuan)
Yunnan Nationalities University (Kunming, Yunnan)

Students who have been selected to joint the exchange programmes would be
given necessary briefing and/or training in order to facilitate them to get the most from
their once-in-a-lifetime experience. “Unforgettable” and “invaluable” are the two most
common words students chose to describe their exchange and they did enjoy acting as
the “Lingnan ambassadors”，introducing Lingnan and Hong Kong to their counterparts
in the host institutions. On the other hand, the campus also becomes more international
thanks to the incoming exchange students from Mainland China and abroad who stay at
Lingnan for one term or an academic year.

All undergraduate students who will be in the second/third year of study in the
next academic year may apply to join an exchange programme. Courses taken in the
host institutions may qualify for credit transfer, subject to approval of the University.
Students joining the exchange programmes are expected to finance their studies
but partial financial assistance may be available. More information on the IEP and the
MEP can be found at http://www.LN.edu.hk/omip.
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Support Services and Facilities

THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES CENTRE
The Information Technology Services Centre (ITSC) provides computing, networking,
Internet access, audio-visual/multi-media facilities and general information technology (IT)
services for all the University. This includes desktop computer support for all staff and
students on campus, plus administrative systems support for student records, finance,
human resources, payroll and alumni.

Customer Support
When encountering any IT or AV problem, students or staff can consult ITSC staff or
student helpers on duty at the Integrated IT Learning & Self-Study Centre’ in room MB412
or the Information Commons in the Library or phone the ITSC hotline on 2616-7995. ITSC
is responsible for the operation, maintenance and management of all campus-wide desktop
computers, as well as audio-visual & multi-media systems for all teaching venues, computer
laboratories and tutorial rooms. In addition, ITSC organises information literacy training
and orientation programmes for staff and students, and provides IT support services and
system maintenance on campus.

Student IT Facilities
The new Integrated IT Learning & Self-Study Centre’ (綜合資訊科技學習及自修中心)
provides 24x7 access for students all year round, with over 80 computers, a large 40-seat
24-hour study room, plus three small discussion rooms. These rooms are bookable by
students to facilitate dedicated discussions with fellow students. The Centre is equipped
with the latest model PC and iMAC computers, audio visual facilities and Octopus printers,
all networked via a high speed Gigabit Ethernet network. Access to the Centre is controlled
by the new student smart ID card.
Computer laboratories are located in the Main Building, the New Academic Block
(NAB) and other academic buildings, with more than 500 personal computers, all Internetenabled. Audio-visual and computer equipment is available in all lecture theatres, lecture
rooms, classrooms, language laboratories, computer laboratories and tutorial rooms to
facilitate teaching and learning. Laptop computers, LCD projectors, visualisers and wireless
microphones, can all be borrowed by staff and students from ITSC.
The NAB building, accommodating the Community College, is fully equipped with
two teaching computer laboratories, two general computer laboratories and two language
laboratories. There is a high speed network giving better support for high bandwidth
applications, such as video and multi-media software applications. The building is also
fully covered by the Wireless Local Area Network.
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Voice and Data Networks
The University Campus Network is a high speed, fault tolerant network providing
campus-wide IT services for the web, email, Internet, intranet, as well as research, academic
and administrative applications. Students and staff may access the Internet or intranet on
campus, via wireless connection, directly from the hostels or from home via broadband. To
further improve the performance of Internet access, the Hong Kong Academic & Research
Network (HARNET), which provides Internet access for the eight government funded higher
education institutions, has been upgraded from 700 to 840 Mbps.
An extensive WiFi infrastructure provides mobile wireless access for many types
of portable devices, covering all areas of the main campus. In addition, collaboration
between the University and public WiFi providers allows students and staff to have free
access to the Internet from hotspots provided by eduroam, PCCW and Y5zone across
Hong Kong. A WiFi collaboration project among the eight UGC-funded universities has
further extended the scope of the WiFi services among the eight universities. There is a
video conferencing centre located in the Library to facilitate inter-university communication
and the enhancement of teaching and learning.
The University Telephone System is a high availability voice over IP (VoIP) system
that provides value-added features, such as caller ID display, corporate directory and call
park. It is also integrated with a personal e-Fax system, while a softphone system will
also be made available to all hostel students later in 2009.
The Hostel Network has a 100 Mbps switched network and is also equipped with
Wireless LAN access. This infrastructure allows hostel residents to enjoy high speed web
surfing. The University has also added a dedicated 20 Mb Internet link for the hostels to
meet growing Internet demand.

Information Security
Improvements in Information Security have been progressively rolled out across the
campus, including virus protection in the student hostels, new network firewalls, plus the
installation of personal firewalls on all desktop campus computers and the enhancement in
user training and Information Security awareness. A comprehensive Information Security
audit has led to improved systems and higher level security across all IT services. Hostel
users are also provided with free anti-virus software.

Administrative Applications
ITSC has implemented an extensive Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP) system
based on Sungard Higher Education Banner. Banner provides support for University
administrative tasks such as student admission, student advising, student registration and
enrolment, grade processing, examination and graduation, hostel management, class/
exam/room scheduling and timetabling, finance management, staff personal records, payroll
and Alumni. Purchase orders and staff leave applications can all be handled interactively
online. All staff and students can also access personal and academic information through
single sign-on to the University’s Luminis intranet portal, anywhere and at anytime.
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Web Services
ITSC plays an important role in supporting the development of web services across
the University. This includes Lingnan University’s new tri-lingual homepage, the Luminis
intranet portal, Banner self-services, WebCT courseware delivery, e-Portfolio and general
web services. The Library, ITSC and email services are now fully integrated into the
portal.

Looking Ahead
ITSC is working closely with other teams in the University, to support the new 3+3+4
academic reform, scheduled to go live in 2012. New systems of e-Portfolio and DegreeWorks (online advising and degree audit facilities) are being developed to shift many
services onto the web in the future. Several new AA&I network infrastructure projects are
also scheduled to be rolled out over 2009-11, plus ITSC is closely involved in the planning
and design of the new Fu Tai building, including the installation of voice & data networks,
PC labs and AV equipment.
ITSC is pursuing other new developments in the areas of the Internet, high speed
and wireless networks, server consolidation/virtualisation, AV/multi-media technologies,
calendars, user education and Information Security enhancement. Immersive education,
tele-presence and desktop virtualisation are some of the new areas that ITSC also plans
to explore in the future.
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LIBRARY
The Fong Sum Wood Library is centrally positioned in the Main Building occupying
four floors, and housing over 444,000 volumes and the University Archives and Art Gallery.
The Library subscribes to over 2,920 print and approximately 46,000 on-line serials.
Through Hong Kong Academic Library Link (HKALL), a consortium of university libraries
in Hong Kong, Lingnan University students and faculty can directly borrow any of the 8
million volumes in its combined database. The Library also provides access to over 100,000
additional full-text resources via NetLibrary, the ALCS Humanities E-Book Project, Apabi
E-Books in Chinese, and other platforms.
The Library provides seating for 490 users. It is fully automated and provides
networked and wireless access to the campus network and the Internet. Its catalogue and
most of its 188 databases are available on or off-campus. The Library’s Video-on-Demand
service covers local television programmes, lectures, seminars, university assemblies and
orientation programmes and is available via the Internet. Lingnan University Library and
the Shanghai Library also collaborate on providing the China Information Centre. The
Centre performs as a central hub of China information and provides reference services and
document delivery to eligible users. For the Lingnan community, the Library has manifested
itself as a local cultural centre on campus, offering boundless opportunities for cultural
enrichment and knowledge discovery.
The Library is also home to the Chiang Chen Information Commons, and its integrated
helpdesk staffed by professionals from the Library and the Information Technology Service
Centre. Inside the Information Commons, there are individual and collaborative workrooms,
and a cafe where students can relax, work on group projects, enjoy soft drinks, watch
current news on television, or use their mobile telephones.
The Lee Hak Kan Multimedia and Language Learning Centre (MLLC) is located on
2/F, North Wing of the Library. It houses more than 42,000 items of multimedia resources
with the aim of encouraging students to improve their language proficiency through
independent study.
Seminars and library instruction programmes are conducted regularly to help students
become information literate and learn to perform topical research. Library staff are always
ready to assist readers in their use of the library and in research.
Undergraduate students (UGC-funded Programmes) may apply for a Reader’s Card
for access to The Chinese University of Hong Kong Library System, City University of Hong
Kong Library, The Hong Kong Institute of Education Library, The Hong Kong Polytechnic
University Library and The University of Hong Kong Libraries. Undergraduate access is
also available to Hong Kong Baptist University Library and The Hong Kong University
of Science and Technology Library. Postgraduate students, academic and equivalent
administrative staff may apply for a JULAC (Joint University Librarians Advisory Committee)
Library card, which will enable them to use all libraries of the University Grants Committee
funded institutions.
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STUDENT SERVICES CENTRE
The Student Services Centre aims to identify and cater for students’ needs in
support of their academic pursuit. An integrated student development programme which
encompasses learning skills, social skills, life skills, leadership skills, athletic skills, civic
education, health education and career preparation activities is provided to facilitate the
whole-person development of students. We provide a residential environment on campus
conducive to the social and intellectual development of students; and promote the active
participation of students in student organisations and university affairs through formal
representation on committees.

1.

New Student Orientation

At the beginning of each academic year, all new students are required to attend an
on-campus orientation programme organised by the University. With a view to helping
students adjust to university life and equipping them with necessary information and skills
to be effective learners, the programme includes a rich array of activities including an
official welcome by senior management of the University and Students’ Union; high table
talks; talks on social and academic adjustments and university studies; cultural, sports
and religious activities; inductions by student services related units; as well as meetings
with academic staff.

2.

Integrated Learning Programme

The Integrated Learning Programme (ILP) aims at enriching students’ learning
experiences, enabling them to interact with others more effectively, inspiring their creative
thinking as well as expanding their cultural horizons. The ILP offers a diverse range of
programmes under five broad domains: civic education, intellectual development, physical
education, social and emotional development, and aesthetic development.

3.

University Assembly

University Assembly as an integral part of liberal arts education aims at broadening
the horizons of students. Through exposure to different speakers of diverse backgrounds,
students will widen their intellectual, social and cultural perspectives. Prominent speakers
are invited to give talks on topical issues of concern and interest to students.

4.

Mentoring Schemes

The Centre administers three mentoring schemes to cater for the developmental
needs of different students. A Peer Mentoring Programme enables every Year One student
(mentee) to be guided by a senior student (peer mentor). The mentees can benefit from the
experiences of their mentors in various aspects of university life and mentors can enhance
their sense of responsibility by caring for others. The Centre also collaborates with Friends
Unlimited to organise the Lingnan University and Friends Unlimited Mentoring Programme,
which facilitates Year Two students to be mentored by professional executives of Friends
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Unlimited. To prepare students for their future careers, the Student Services Centre
organises the Lingnanian Career Mentoring Programme (LCMP) in which outstanding
alumni from different career fields are invited to serve as mentors of final year students.
Through the LCMP, students can understand more about the real work world as well as
the current job market, and grasp essential job hunting skills.

5.

Student Hostels

Student residence is an essential feature of liberal arts education, so the University
deems it important to provide all students with the experience of living and learning
together during their studies at Lingnan. This residential experience will enhance their
sense of community and commitment to service. All UGC-funded undergraduate students
are required to live in student hostels on campus during their first year and the majority of
students may live in student hostels for two academic years.

6.

Community Services

In an effort to realise the University’s motto of “Education for Service”，the Centre
coordinates with the government and voluntary agencies to provide voluntary service
experiences for students. The voluntary service will enhance students’ sense of social
responsibility, personal growth and problem-solving ability. Lingnan Off-campus Volunteer
Experience (LOVE) and Project X are two of many well-known community service
projects.

7.

Student Activities

In order to cultivate team spirit among students and enrich campus life, the Centre
encourages student activities by providing subsidies and offering advice. A series of training
for office-bearers of student societies to enhance their leadership qualities are provided.

8.

Sports Activities

Opportunities are provided for students to develop life-long interests in sports and
recreation activities, and to enhance the development of better sports skills, health habits
and physical well-being as a whole. In addition to the physical education courses under
the Integrated Learning Programme, the Centre and student bodies will jointly organise
sports activities such as Aquatic Meet, Sports Day, President’s Cup and Jackie Chan
Challenge Cup. All undergraduate students are required to attend the Sports Day at least
once during their course of study.

9.

Sports and Cultural Teams

Students are encouraged to join the University sports teams and cultural teams to
develop better sports skills and sense of belonging to the University, and represent the
University in various competitions. A series of training and coaching are provided to team
members for developing their interests and potential.
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10. Student Development Award Programmes
Students are encouraged to join student development award programmes organised
by external organisations. Applications can be made through the Centre. These
programmes may include overseas visits, meeting with prominent figures of various sectors,
seminars, training workshops, group projects and presentation and sharing sessions. The
award programmes comprise a rich array of education elements ranging from problem
solving, leadership and communication skills to social services and appreciation of cultural
diversity.

11- Student Amenities
A wide range of student amenities are offered to students in order to facilitate social
interaction, and personal and group activities, thus enhancing the quality of campus life.
The Amenities Building provides offices and rooms for meetings and activities of the
Students’ Union, programme-based societies, student societies and clubs, and various
interest groups of the students.

12. Career Services
The Centre assists students to make informed career choices commensurate with
their talents, interests and aptitude in career development and preparation for employment
after graduation. Career talks, exhibitions and recruitment activities are held during the
year to provide the latest job market information to students. Reference materials are also
available for students’ reference in the Main Library and the Centre. Information on full
time, part-time and summer job vacancies is disseminated through the Job Information
Platform, electronic news, portal news group and the Joint Institution Job Information System
(JIJIS). Various internship programmes to overseas and Chinese Mainland are organised.
The Centre also works in partnership with academic departments, professional bodies,
employers and alumni to provide job-search skills training to students. Workshops on job
hunting skills, mock interview sessions and mock written tests are held to enhance students'
competitiveness in job hunting. Career seminars are also conducted to facilitate students
understanding the real work world and current employers’ expectations on graduates.

13. Financial Assistance and Scholarships
Full-time local students who are in financial need may apply for Government student
financial assistance under the Means-tested and Non-means Tested Loan Scheme as well
as University student financial assistance.
Scholarships are donated by various memorial funds, organisations, firms,
professional bodies and individuals. Normally, scholarships are granted to academically
outstanding students on recommendations from academic departments, but some are
open for application. There are more than two hundred scholarship awards and various
types of financial aids available for students.
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14. Awards Presentation Ceremony
To appreciate the generosity of donors and to recognise the academic excellence
of students, the University presents scholarship awards to outstanding students at the
annual Awards Presentation Ceremony. The Ceremony is attended by donors and their
guests, representatives from the Tuen Mun community, University staff, awardees and
their parents, the press and the students.
Students should attend at least one awards presentation ceremony during their
duration of study at the University.

15. Counselling Service
Our service aims to enhance students’ personal development for rewarding university
experiences; promote skills and attitudes for a smooth transition and adaptation to university
life; and assist students to overcome challenges that may interfere their academic success.
Psychological counselling, developmental programmes, and psychological assessment
are the key features of our services. While the counselling service focuses on addressing
students’ concerns on personal, social, and career issues, the psychological assessment
service intends to enhance students’ understanding of their personal attributes, study skills
and learning styles, and career preferences. Regarding developmental programmes, our
counsellors will launch programmes that concentrate on the enhancement of students’
intellectual, social, and emotional developments. Our service also includes the provision
of training for various units on campus including hostel staff and peer mentors. Besides,
as proactive service providers, our counsellors will offer special orientation programmes to
non-local students and postgraduate students to assist them to have a better adjustment
to a new learning and cultural environment; and contact newly admitted students with
special needs to ensure that they have equal access as other students to the services
on campus.

16. Student Health
The University provides a student medical scheme to all full-time students by engaging
a medical group with about 60 out-patient clinics throughout Hong Kong. Full-time students
are entitled to general practitioner’s consultation and medication, simple X-ray and simple
laboratory tests at a nominal fee per visit to the designated clinics. Besides, students are
entitled to dental treatment at a nominal fee per visit to the designated dentists.

17. Catering
A Student Canteen, a Cafe and a Chinese Restaurant provide a variety of services
to meet the catering needs of staff and students and to facilitate social interaction. The
Catering Committee, which is composed of staff and student representatives, is responsible
for maintaining and improving the quality of food and services. Hygiene inspections are
held regularly.
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18. Certificate of Awards and Participation
Students are encouraged to take active part in various extra-curricular activities at
the University for whole-person development. Complementing the academic transcript, the
Certificate of Awards and Participation (CAP) records non-academic awards, participation
in the New Student Orientation (NSO), Integrated Learning Programme (ILP), University
Assembly, University committee service and executive committee work for student bodies.
As a graduation requirement, students have to complete 75 ILP units. Students are also
required to attend the Sports Day and the Awards Presentation Ceremony at least once
during their course of study at the University. Attendance at these events will be shown
on the CAP as appropriate. Students may make use of this CAP to build up their portfolio
which will be a good reference for their future employers.

19, Others
Surveys on the needs of students and evaluation of various student services are
carried out throughout the academic year. The Centre also offers other services to
students such as the processing of MTR student travel scheme personalized Octopus
card and so on.
The Centre is most willing to receive any opinions and to offer assistance and
advice whenever possible.

STUDENTS’ UNION
The Lingnan University Students’ Union, registered with the Societies Registration
Office, is the only organisation which represents the entire full-time student population of
the University. The Students’ Union considers all full-time students as its members and
requires them to pay an annual subscription of HK$133 per academic year, with an entry
fee of HK$97 payable by new members.
The Union aims to represent the students of the University in a spirit of unity
and autonomy; to promote and safeguard the general welfare and the cultural,
intellectual and ethical interests of its members; to cultivate a sense of responsibility
and social consciousness amongst the members; and to provide a recognised channel
of communication with University authorities in order to foster and promote mutual
understanding and co-operation for the common good.
According to its Constitution, the highest authority of the Union is vested in the General
Meeting and the General Polling. The Representative Council has the power to supervise
Union affairs, to formulate policy, to set and implement regulations, and to exercise control
over finances. Day-to-day affairs are administered by the Executive Council elected by the
students in the Annual Election.
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The Union organises a wide variety of activities, including sports, communal,
recreational, academic and cultural functions. The Lingnan Folk Press Bureau publishes
student magazines and newsletters. “Lingnan Folk” and “Campus Glow” are the official
publications of the Students’ Union. In addition, the Union provides photocopying service
and sells stationery at reasonable prices.
Affiliated to the Students’ Union are many student clubs and societies. Some of
them are related to particular academic departments while others are related to religions,
sports or hobbies.

TEACHING AND LEARNING CENTRE
The Teaching and Learning Centre (TLC) works with a mandate to assist instructors
and to enhance teaching and learning at Lingnan. Its mission is to advance the cause
of University teaching by working with academic units and academic staff members to
cultivate an institutional climate in which teaching is highly valued for its contribution to
excellence in student learning.
To accomplish its mission, the TLC organises a number of teaching enhancement
programmes, assists in the implementation of some teaching development projects and
provides consultation services to enhance teaching and learning.

1.

Teaching Enhancement Programmes
(a) Introduction to Teaching at Lingnan
(b) Teaching Development Seminars and Workshops
(c) Lunchtime “Food for Thought” seminar series on Teaching and Learning
(d) Tutor Workshops
(e) Outcome based Education

2.

Teaching Development Projects
(a) Teaching Excellence Awards Scheme (TEAS)
(b) Teaching Portfolio
(c) Course Teaching and Learning Evaluations (CTLE)
(d) Integrating Technology and Teaching
(e) Educational/lnstitutional Research Projects

3.

Consultation Services to Enhance Teaching and Learning
Services provided include using class interviews in instructional development, using
video for teaching improvement, peer observation of teaching, analysis of student
ratings, course design and assessment, teaching strategies and pedagogies,
teaching portfolios, integrating technology in instruction, and collaborative research
on teaching and learning.
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The Centre is also currently hosting several teaching development grants projects, viz.:
1. Liberal Arts Education, Lifelong Learning and Engaging the World (LLE) Project;
2. Information Technology Fluency Projects; and
3. A Longitudinal Study on the Course and Teaching Evaluations Project.

OFFICE OF SERVICE-LEARNING
Service-learning is a concept that imparts practical meaning to Lingnan University’s
long-standing motto, 'Education for Service'. It is a pedagogy that is manifested first and
foremost in providing tangible assistance or services to others, while involving a reflective
element for the students. It requires a close integration of community service with the
academic curriculum in a way that benefits the agency which receives the service and
enhances the academic experience of the students. Learning through serving others also
facilitates students’ lifelong commitment to SERVICE, RESEARCH and LEADERSHIP.
To be considered service-learning, there must be an intentional development of
the curriculum which incorporates service as one component of a course. In Lingnan,
we have begun implanting the service-learning component across the curriculum since
2004-05. Set up in May 2006, the Office of Service-Learning (OSL) seeks to provide a
vital link between the University and the community so that students can find fulfillment in
their academic pursuit as well as in serving those in need.
The specific objectives of the Service-Learning and Research Scheme (SLRS)
under OSL are to:
-enrich students’ learning of academic subjects;
-develop in students leadership skills as they learn to work collaboratively with people
in the community;
-promote intercultural and international understanding;
-foster in students personal growth, maturity, the examination of values and beliefs,
and civic responsibility, all within the context of a community and its needs;
-provide help to service agencies and to communities, addressing needs that would
otherwise remain unmet;
-set academic institutions in a balanced relationship with the community that supports
them and in which they are located; and
-advance our understanding of societies, cultures, and world issues by testing
scholarship against immediate practical experience and theory within a cultural
context.
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OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND STAFF DEVELOPMENT
The Office of Research and Staff Development (ORSD) serves as a focal point for
supporting and coordinating research as well as staff development activities. The Office is
responsible for providing secretarial services to the Research and Postgraduate Studies
Committee in the approval of research, conference, training and development grants
as well as paid study leave. The Office also assists the President with the processing
of funding applications for academic exchanges with the PRC and the less developed
economies of Asia.
Areas of work include:
(1)

promoting a spirit and an atmosphere at the University conducive to research and
staff development;

(2)

assisting with the implementation of research and staff development policies
determined by the Senate and the University Administrative and Planning
Committee;

(3)

administering and reviewing internal applications for research grants, study grants,
conference grants and paid study leave to be considered by the Research and
Postgraduate Studies Committee;

(4)

managing allocated grants to ensure that all funding and budgetary procedures are
properly followed;

(5)

liaising with the University Grants Committee, the Research Grants Council and other
outside bodies regarding application for and administration of external funds; and

(6)

evaluating funding applications for academic exchanges with higher institutions in the
PRC and the less developed economics of Asia for consideration by the President
and administering approved exchanges.

CHAPLAIN’S OFFICE
The Chaplain’s Office aims at preserving and promoting the Christian heritage and
tradition of Lingnan University, as well as the University’s education mission of “whole-person
development”. The Chaplain’s Office provides pastoral care and Christian counselling for
the University community. The Office serves as a partner in providing opportunities for the
University community to grow and develop in Christian faith.
The Chaplain’s Office is currently supported by a small team comprising a Chaplain
and a Chaplain Assistant, both financed by the Chinese YMCA. The Christian Activities
Committee, a sub-committee under the Council, is responsible for advising the Council
on policies of preserving the Christian tradition of the University as well as raising funds
for the promotion of Christian faith and related activities.
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CAMPUS FACILITIES
Teaching Facilities
Teaching facilities are distributed among the 5 academic blocks and the Main
Building. These facilities include lecture theatres, lecture rooms, audio-visual rooms, tutorial
rooms, computer laboratories and language laboratories. They are shared by all academic
departments. Some of the computer laboratories are open for student self-access.

Sports Facilities
The University has an indoor sports complex with a wide range of sporting facilities
on the main campus. These include the gymnasium, measuring about 42m x 30m, which
is a large hall capable of holding two volleyball courts. Floor line markings for other types
of games allow for flexibility of use. These games include badminton, basketball and
handball. In addition to the gymnasium, there are two squash courts, a table-tennis room,
a multi-purpose room and a fitness room. Changing facilities with showers and lockers are
provided. As part of the complex, we also have a swimming pool and a tennis court. The
outdoor pool, measuring 50m x 21m (8 lanes), is an Olympic standard pool with spectator
seating provided on one side.
In addition to the above facilities, the University has a Multi-purpose Sports Ground
situated across the road from the main campus. The facilities available include a 65m
x 100m artificial turf soccer field (FIFA recommended), a six-lane athletic track (IAAF
standard), a 500-seat spectator stand, IAAF standard field facilities for shot-put, discus,
long and triple jump. There are also two tennis courts and a beach volleyball court (FIVB
standard). The Sports Ground also houses a student activities centre which has three
multi-purpose rooms and changing facilities with showers and lockers.

Amenities Building
Besides some provisions for staff amenities, the Amenities Building can be broadly
classified into the following areas - the Students’ Union Offices, the student activities areas,
the University Canteen, and the Chinese Restaurant.
The Students’ Union Offices provide the accommodation necessary for the functioning
of the Union. These include the general office, the executive and representative council
offices, the president’s office and meeting rooms. There are also offices shared by various
societies and clubs.
The student activities areas include the student fellowship room, the dark room, the
artwork room, the AV room, the reading rooms, the multi-purpose rooms, the music rooms,
the common rooms and the photocopying rooms.
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The University Canteen, which is located on the ground floor, has a seating capacity
of about 500, while the Chinese Restaurant, located on the first floor, has a seating capacity
of about 300. A coffee bar with open air seating for around 50 customers is located on
the ground floor.

Auditorium
The Chan Tak Tai Auditorium, with a seating capacity of 1,031, is a first-class venue
for the holding of various functions, ceremonies and performances organised by the
University and various student organisations.

Exhibition Gallery
The Leung Fong Oi Wan Art Gallery is located on levels 2 and 3 of the Main Building
with a total area of about 450m2. The gallery is suitable for various kinds of exhibitions and
functions, including exhibiting various types of artwork.

Integrated I.T. Learning & Self-study Centre
A new Integrated I.T. Learning & Self-study Centre at 4/F of Main Building has
been opened for students in early April 2009. It provides 81 computer working stations, a
study room with over 40 studying tables, 3 small discussion rooms for 4 to 6 persons well
equipped with visual and audio facilities, and a lounge for over 12 people. The Centre
provides 24-hours service for students during the term periods.

Student Hostels
The University has six student hostels providing residential places to 1,500 students
in air-conditioned rooms shared by two students each. Each room has two LAN ports
connected to the University’s network system. Each floor of the hostels has a lounge area,
a pantry and shared lavatory/shower facilities. Other facilities available in each hostel
include common rooms, a reading room, a TV room and a laundry. Each hostel has its
own warden, senior tutor and tutors looking after the welfare of its residents.
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Research Institutes, Centres and Programmes

The University has established a number of Research Institutes/Centres and
Programmes to stimulate academic research that will enrich the faculty and enhance
the research productivity of the University. In this capacity, the Institutes/Centres and
Programmes initiate innovative research projects, provide support to academic staff
members in their research interests, and pursue research activities within the University
and through external alliances that enhance high quality theoretical and applied research
consistent with the mission and objectives of the University.

MANAGEMENT BOARD OF RESEARCH INSTITUTES
The Management Board of Research Institutes serves as the governing body and is
responsible for setting policies pertaining to all Research Institutes/Centres/Programmes
in the University. Its terms of reference and membership are as follows:
Terms of Reference
i) To ensure the alignment of the directions of the research units with that of the
University.
ii) To consider annual budgets proposed by various research units for approval by
the University Administrative and Planning Committee.
iii) To receive annual reports from various research units.
iv) To consider and approve the appointment of Honorary Fellows/Centre Fellows.
Membership
Chairman

: Vice-President

Members

: Chair of the Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences
Directors/Associate Directors/Co-ordinators (if any) of all
Research Institutes/Centres/Programmes
Academic Deans
: Registrar or his/her representative

Secretary

An Advisory Board has been set up for each Research Institute/Centre/Programme
to make relevant contributions to the development of the Institute/Centre/Programme
concerned.
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HONG KONG INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS STUDIES

香港商學研究所
(Director:TJOSVOLD Dean William (謝霍堅)，BA (Princeton); MA, PhD (Minnesota))
The Hong Kong Institute of Business Studies (HKIBS) was established in September
1996 by amalgamating the former Centre for International Business Studies and the Centre
for Entrepreneurial Studies. The Institute has a mandate to promote research culture and
support research efforts of academic staff in the Business Programmes.
At present, the Institute has five research clusters to encourage collaborative research
among colleagues. Each cluster is a broad area which envelops a number of related
research projects. Clusters are on-going and receive continuous support from HKIBS.
The five research clusters are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

China Business Studies
Marketing Management in Asia
Finance in Asia
Organisation Studies
Taxation Research

Other activities of the Institute include publication of working papers, organising
seminars, colloquiums, conferences, joint research projects with other institutions and
executive development programmes.

INSTITUTE OF HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

人文及社會科學研究所
(Chair: LEUNG Ping-kwan (梁秉鈞)，BA (Baptist); MA, PhD (UC San Diego))
The Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences (IHSS) at Lingnan University was
established in September 2001 with the aim of promoting inter- and multi-disciplinary
research, academic discourse, and international dialogue across the various disciplines
in the arts and social sciences. The IHSS encompasses a number of research centres:
the Asia-Pacific Institute of Ageing Studies (APIAS), the Centre for Asian Pacific Studies
(CAPS), the Centre for Public Policy Studies (CPPS)，and the Environmental Studies
Programme (ESP) in the social science areas; and the Centre for Humanities Research
(CHR) and the Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development (KFCRD) Programme in
the humanities areas.
The IHSS is dedicated to promoting local and international research activities that
encompass the interests of different disciplines in the arts and social sciences. The
activities and projects of IHSS are of three major kinds: first, projects that cut across the
boundaries between the humanities and social sciences; second, theme conferences and
seminars that facilitate the exchange and cross-fertilisation of ideas and insights from
various disciplines; and, thirdly, academic undertakings that may, in time, contribute to the
formulation of a major or minor interdisciplinary programme, consistent with the philosophy
of liberal arts education.
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The establishment of the IHSS helps to further enhance the status of Lingnan
University as a liberal arts institution as well as encouraging synergy between research
and teaching, and among the research units under its auspices.

Asia-Pacific Institute of Ageing Studies
亞太老年學研究中心
(Director: CHAN Cheung-ming, Alfred (陳章明)，BA (East London); MSc (Edinburgh);
CertPsy (Lond.); PhD (Surrey); CQSW; RMN; MHKAG; RSW (HK); BBS, JP)
The Asia-Pacific Institute of Ageing Studies (APIAS) was established as a University
wide institute in 1998 and has been operating as one of the research centres in the Institute
of Humanities and Social Sciences (IHSS) since September 2001. The mission of APIAS
is to facilitate and develop research in gerontology and issues related to population ageing
in Hong Kong and the Asia-Pacific region.
APIAS cooperates extensively with Hong Kong government departments and non
government organisations. It continues to act as the leading centre for the Ageing Research
Network of the Asian Development Research Forum which provides a comprehensive
data bank and a skill transfer for professions, researchers and social practitioners, and
promotes synergy in cross-country studies in the Asia Pacific region. APIAS’s international
collaborations include the Asian Development Research Forum (ADRF), United Nations
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (UNESCAP), and the World
Health Organisation (WHO).
APIAS also works closely with Lingnan University’s academic departments in
research, with staff and fellows involved in assisting undergraduate teaching and
postgraduate research supervision. In this way, APIAS aims to support students and to
enhance teaching excellence in Lingnan University.

Centre for Asian Pacific Studies
亞洲太平洋研究中心
(Acting Director: BRIDGES Brian John Edward (畢傑志)，BA, PhD (Wales))
The Centre for Asian Pacific Studies (CAPS), which draws on the University’s experts
in social sciences and related disciplines, was established in 1986. Since then CAPS has
developed a wide-ranging network of research contacts in the Asian Pacific region.
The major objectives of CAPS are:
1.
2.
3.
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to support and enhance the University’s research productivity, especially in
interdisciplinary studies relating to the Asian Pacific region;
to focus research on practical policy issues which are important to government,
business, and the public; and
to build and develop research networks for scholars and institutions in the region
and beyond.
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CAPS regularly organises lectures and seminars, often co-organised with other
academic departments of the University. Eminent scholars from overseas and from local
institutions are invited to share their ideas on the current issues of relevance to the Asian
Pacific region. This provides Lingnan staff and students with opportunities to exchange
ideas with specialists on Asian Pacific studies.

Centre for Humanities Research

人文學科研究中心
(Director: LEUNG Ping-kwan (梁秉鈞)，BA (Baptist); MA, PhD (UC San Diego))
The Centre provides a broad-based and inclusive environment that supports high
quality research across a wide range of areas with a primary research focus on Hong Kong
literature, cinema and culture, as well as the traffic between modern Chinese literature
and literatures of other cultures. It also actively encourages new academic links and forms
of exchange capable of shaping projects that might not have arisen between scholars
working in isolation.
Along with seminars and conferences, the Centre organises special forums, series
of talks on topics of public or interdisciplinary interest, support for visiting scholars and
speakers, and a prestigious annual or biannual symposium.
The Centre provides an organisational base for fostering new research projects at
Lingnan; for expanding the involvement of colleagues across the range of departments in
the existing research-related projects; and for forming links, when possible and desirable,
with other research centres elsewhere. This will involve an active publishing programme
responsive to the full range of Lingnan Humanities research (occasional papers,
monographs, and conference publications); developing collaborative projects with other
research centres and organisations in publications, conferences, joint grant applications,
visiting scholar exchanges; and maintaining support for the existing ‘flagship’journal Journal
of Modern Literature in Chinese (JMLC).
The Centre allows us to reflect on the Humanities research values and activities that
are in the process of development. The Centre supports individuals with their chosen
research projects in the usual way, and at the same time focuses on developing an
interdisciplinary context of research discussion and on fostering the development of new
interdisciplinary projects at Lingnan.
To promote interdisciplinary activities means multiplying the frameworks in which the
significance can be perceived and understood in a wider spectrum. Such an intellectual
focus on interdisciplinarity would help to maximise the value to the University of the
Centre’s practical activities in networking both inside Lingnan and beyond. It could
also encourage reflection on the context and conditions of our research in a liberal arts
university in Hong Kong.
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Centre for Public Policy Studies
公共政策研究中心
(Director: HO Lok-sang (何澡生)，BSocSc (HKU); MA, PhD (Toronto))
The Centre for Public Policy Studies (CPPS) was established in 1994 to provide
coordination and support for public policy research and exchange of ideas pertinent to the
Hong Kong context. Research fellows of the Centre have conducted research and published
widely in many areas of public policy, including housing, labour, health, public finance, social
security, industrial policy, and financial markets. Their expertise is widely recognised and
provides a solid basis for both commissioned and self-initiated policy research.
The CPPS strives to serve Hong Kong by offering sound policy advice and analyses,
by acting as a policy critic, and by educating the public about the implications of alternative
policy options. In carrying out its mission, staff and fellows of the Centre are constantly
engaged in policy-related research and activities aimed at disseminating the results of such
research through scholarly and professional publications, seminars, talks and forums.
Research activities of the CPPS cover a broad area. However, each year the
Centre would select some priority research areas for more focused study. For example,
currently the Centre is focusing its studies on competition policy, health care financing, and
manpower needs in the financial industry. The Centre just set up a website on the “world
currency unit’’，an indexed unit of account that will prove useful to the financial industry. The
Centre organises conferences and/or workshops each year, as well as a seminar series.
It publishes working papers which are available on line. Over the past few years the work
of the Centre has been published by leading publishers in the form of edited volumes.
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Environmental Studies Programme

環境研究部
(Acting Director: SEADE Jesus (施雅德)，BPhil, DPhil (Oxon))
The Environmental Studies Programme (ESP) was established in January 2008 to
act as a focal point for research on environmental issues, drawing on Lingnan University’s
unique attributes as a centre for excellence in the social sciences and liberal arts.
The importance of environmental issues for Hong Kong and China, as well as the
region and the world, cannot be overstated. Indeed, environmental issues will grow in
importance as time passes. As a scholarly institution with crosscutting and interdisciplinary
expertise in the study of society, Lingnan University is especially well suited to be a leader
in exploring aspects of environmental changes currently being overlooked in Hong Kong.
The ESP is designed to leverage expertise and interest in niches across the university,
especially given that the community and the government want much more attention given
to environment and pollution. The ESP’s activities not only bolster research and teaching
at Lingnan, but also serve the community.
The ESP currently encourages three main areas of research:
(1) Global Environmental Politics and Foreign Policy. This area stresses research
related to international and global environmental politics, international
environmental organisations and regimes, the climate change negotiations,
international environmental justice, and environmental foreign policies of China
and other nation-states.
(2) Human Dimensions of Environmental Change. This area includes research on
Hong Kong and Chinese environmental policy, environmental economics, business
and the environment, corporate environmental citizenship, environmental history,
environment and health, population growth, environment and culture, and other
social science and humanities research related to environmental change.
(3) Environmental Values. This area encompasses research addressing environmental
ethics, philosophy and psychology, notably work focusing on Hong Kong and the
Chinese Mainland, as well as issues such as human-animal relationships, religion
and the environment, and other research related to individual and collective
perceptions and beliefs regarding the environment.
In addition to acting as a focus for, and driver of, environmental research at
Lingnan, the ESP is a resource for students and teachers, including (but by no means
restricted to) those involved in the many environment-related courses at the university,
particularly those that are part of the minor programme in Environmental Studies.
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Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development Programme

群芳文化研究及發展部
(Co-ordinator: MORRIS Meaghan 曰izabeth (墨美姬)，BA (Sydney); MLett (Paris); PhD (UTS))
As a Programme within the Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences, the mission
of the Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development Programme (KFCRD) is to develop
international cultural research networks based at Lingnan University and to link these
to training and development projects involving cultural industry and community groups,
policy-makers, managers, teachers and students in Hong Kong.
The liberal arts mission of "preparation for life” today means educating students
for creativity and innovation in their professional as well as personal lives, and therefore
staying in touch with community and industry needs. Using a collaboration-based model
of "applied Humanities research”，the KFCRD mobilises international research expertise
to address cultural development issues vital to Hong Kong, and to identify effective ways
of investing locally in cultural and heritage education to meet the needs of the wider Hong
Kong community in the 21st century.
The goals of the KFCRD are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

to generate new knowledge of the international and local dimensions of cultural life
around the East Asian region from the unique position of the HKSAR;
to undertake collaborative cultural research projects of regional and global importance
and foster new partnerships;
to bring creative cultural research to bear on the needs of business, cultural policy
makers, teachers and community groups in Hong Kong; and
to develop new approaches to undergraduate and community education as well as
postgraduate research training.
In 2008-11, KFCRD activities are focused on two research clusters:

1.

Cultural Education and Policy (including Liberal Studies Education; Cultural Policy;
Cultural Criticism and Public Values; Culture and Pedagogy)

2.

Creativity and Media Culture (including Youth and Media Cultures; Creativity and
Heritage; Media and New Knowledge; Creativity and Cultural Enterprises)

Interacting with these are two Special Projects:
1 • Peace Women Across the Globe
2. Intangible Cultural Heritage
KFCRD annually sponsors the Fong Yim Fun Distinguished Chinese Cultural Stud
ies Lecture.
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HONG KONG AND SOUTH CHINA HISTORICAL RESEARCH
PROGRAMME

香港與華南歷史研究部
(Co-ordinator: LAU Chi-pang (劉智鵬)，巳A，MPhil (HKU); PhD (Washington))
Asa programme attached to the Department of History, the mission of the Hong Kong
and South China Historical Research Programme is to develop a research network among
historians and institutions on the study of Hong Kong and South China. The programme
also aims at establishing Lingnan University as a hub of Hong Kong and South China
historical research.
Guided by its liberal arts ethos, Lingnan University strives to educate students to
act responsibly in the changing circumstances of Hong Kong, the region, and the world.
To accomplish this mission, students need to heighten their historical consciousness
to cultivate substantial ability in reasoning, analysing, organising and communicating
effectively. The study of the history of Hong Kong and South China is essential to the
development of these abilities.
The goals of the programme are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

to promote historical research on Hong Kong and South China;
to carry out collaborative research projects and foster new partnerships;
to undertake historical research to meet the needs of the Hong Kong community
in the 21st century;
to develop new approaches to undergraduate education as well as postgraduate
research training; and
to assist in training students in historical research.

HONG KONG APEC STUDY CENTRE
香港亞太經濟合作研究中心
(Director: SEADE Jesus (施雅德)，BPhil, DPhil (Oxon))
Lingnan University has a long-standing interest in Asian Pacific Studies. Its Centre
for Asian Pacific Studies (CAPS) is the oldest research institute in the University, dating
back to 1986. With special funding from the Hong Kong SAR Government designated for
APEC studies, following a rotation system among Hong Kong’s UGC-funded universities,
the University has established the Hong Kong APEC Study Centre, which works in
tandem with the CAPS and collaboration with the relevant academic departments in the
University, seeking to build on our track record in research on Asian Pacific countries to
achieve much more. In the past the research effort has been mainly focused on China
and the “tiger economies” and a broadening of the agenda is currently underway toward
regional cooperation, economic integration and the impacts of environmental change on
the region.
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The HK APEC Study Centre, led by Professor J. Seade and in close cooperation with
the Department of Economics, has launched an active programme of work on economic
integration in Asia-Pacific, including research, continuous short visits by leading scholars
to deliver lectures and exchange views with colleagues at Lingnan, and the organisation
of two international conferences, on finance and on trade in the region, co-organised
with Columbia University in the US (both conferences) and the HKIMR (the finance
conference). Concurrently, the Department of Political Science has taken charge of APECrelated environmental issues. Several faculty members and research staff from the two
departments are involved in these efforts which are being supported to have a staying
power, so that after government funding lapses the work of the Centre continues.

PUBLIC GOVERNANCE PROGRAMME

公共管治研究部
(Acting Director: NG Kwai-wah, Anthony (吳桂華)，HighDip, HonDip (Lingnan); BSc (London))
The Public Governance Programme is an independent research institute established
in July 2003 by expanding the scope of activities of the former Research and Survey
Programme, which was established in April 1996.
With the political transformation ignited by the implementation of “one country, two
systems” and “Hong Kong people governing Hong Kong", and the subsequent emergence of
a brand-new political landscape, Hong Kong has entered into a new chapter of governance.
The introduction of elections and the related requirements of political accountability
demand political leaders to behave in a responsible and responsive way. The people of
Hong Kong are induced to acquire a new set of expectations, norms and values by the
newly installed but yet to be consolidated democratic polity, which has yet to reach its
optimal functioning. The good governance of Hong Kong therefore requires a seamless
integration of an appropriate institutional framework and design, responsive and responsible
political leaders, and civic-minded citizens. The Public Governance Programme has been
established with the aim of enhancing the good governance of Hong Kong by organising
various research, training and related activities.
Besides continuing to provide quality and independent survey research services
to the Hong Kong community through its Survey Research Unit, other activities of the
Programme include: to conduct researches on electoral systems and voting behaviour,
party competition and executive-legislature dynamics, decision-making and institutional
design, and political communication; to conduct training courses on political leadership,
electioneering and good governance for interested individuals and organisations; to provide
political and election consultancy to interested parties; and to organise conferences and
seminars on Hong Kong and comparative governance, and related topics.
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The Community College at Lingnan University

THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE AT LINGNAN UNIVERSITY
The Community College at Lingnan University (the College) was established in January
2003. The College, with its own governance structure, operates as a separate academic
entity alongside the University. Because of its distinctively unique learning experience with
a strong emphasis on campus engagement under Lingnan’s liberal arts philosophy, the
College provides ‘University Campus Life with a Difference’ for students to immerse in a
quality learning environment that facilitates their whole person development.
In the 2009-10 academic year, the following programmes are offered:
Pre-Associate Degree Programme
Associate of Arts (Chinese Media Writing)
Associate of Arts (Chinese)
Associate of Arts (Cultural Studies and Communication)
Associate of Arts (Philosophy)
Associate of Arts (Translation)
Associate of Business Studies (Accounting)
Associate of Business Studies (Business Management)
Associate of Business Studies (Financial Services)
Associate of Business Studies (Human Resource Management)
Associate of Business Studies (Marketing)
Associate of Business Studies (Tourism Management)
Associate of Social Sciences (Applied Economics)
Associate of Social Sciences (Applied Youth Studies)
Associate of Social Sciences (Behavioural Science)
Associate of Social Sciences (General Studies)
Associate of Social Sciences (Public Administration)
Higher Diploma in Tourism and Hotel Operations
Higher Diploma in Computer Studies
Higher Diploma in Psychology of Education
Higher Diploma in Banking and Securities
Higher Diploma in Business Administration
Higher Diploma in Computer Studies (PC System and Network Administration)
Higher Diploma in Fitness Training and Management
Higher Diploma in Marketing and Advertising
Higher Diploma in Purchasing and Logistics
Supported with teaching by outstanding faculty, a balanced curriculum, and an
enriched campus life, the students of the College are fully prepared to continue studying
at the undergraduate level or to join the workforce after graduation.
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LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF FURTHER EDUCATION (LIFE)
The Lingnan Institute of Further Education (LIFE) was formally established in
July 2001. It serves as a unit of continuing education within Lingnan University with the
aim to spearhead and coordinate development in the areas of continuing and lifelong
education.
LIFE, as an integral part of Lingnan University, is committed to serving the
Northwestern New Territories, as well as the wider Hong Kong community, by providing
highly selective courses and programmes that are relevant and responsive to the needs
for continuing education and lifelong learning.
LIFE programmes are of the following types:

Master Degree Programmes
University of Wales Master of Business Administration
University of Adelaide Master of Business Administration

Top-up Degree Programmes
University of Wales Bachelor of Arts (Hons) Business Studies
Middlesex University Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Business Administration
Jinan University Bachelor of Management (Accounting, Marketing and Tourism
Management)*
Jinan University Bachelor of Economics (Finance)*
(Usually in collaboration with external partners such as overseas institutions)
* Subject to Approval

Full Time Programmes
Diploma in Business Studies
Diploma in Creative Multi-media Design
Diploma in Logistics Management
Diploma in Travel and Tourism
Diploma in Youth Work
Diploma in Business Information Systems
Diploma in Health Care Administration
Diploma in Accounting
Diploma in Computer Game Design
Diploma in Fitness Training and Sports Management
Diploma in Disciplinary Forces
Diploma in Marketing and Management
Diploma in Applied Psychology
Diploma in JAVA and Internet Programming
Diploma in PC System and Networking
Project Yi Jin (26 programmes)
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Part Time Programmes
Professional Diploma in Business Management (Business and Marketing)
Professional Diploma in Business Management (Business and Management)
Professional Diploma in Business Management (Business and Tourism Management)
Professional Diploma in Business Management (Business and Hospitality Management)
Professional Diploma in Logistics Management
Professional Diploma in Personal Financial Planning
Diploma in Fashion Merchandising
Diploma in Club House and Recreation Management
Diploma in Management Studies
Diploma in Business Management
Diploma in English for Business Communication
Certificate in Putonghua
Certificate in Workplace English
Certificate in Speaking Skills for Business
Certificate in Writing Skills for Business
Foundation Certificate in Workplace English
Preparatory Course for Language Proficiency Assessment (Putonghua)
Preparatory Courses for Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Level 1 & 2 Exam
(These programmes may involve collaboration with professional bodies.)
Short courses for general interest and personal development.
The relatively new and recent development of LIFE has provided the momentum for
the Institute to respond actively to the increasing demands for personal, professional and
career advancement; and to continuously expand its range of programmes and courses
for adults to seek better qualifications and acquire sophisticated skills.
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ACADEMIC REGULATIONS FOR
POSTGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAMMES
Regulations Governing Research Postgraduate Studies
1.

Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee
The Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee of the Senate of the University
(hereinafter “the Committee”)shall administer and manage all aspects of the progress
of all candidatures as required in these Regulations.

2.

General Conditions

2.1

The degree of Master of Philosophy (MPhil) or Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) will be
awarded by the University when a candidate has successfully completed an approved
programme of supervised research, has presented a written thesis satisfying the
requirements specified for that award, has successfully defended this thesis in the
presence of the examiners, and has satisfied other requirements as stipulated by
the University authorities.

2.2

Normally the research work will be based in the University, but exceptionally the
Committee may consider and, if satisfied, approve alternative arrangements.

3.

Admission of Students

3.1

An applicant for admission to candidature for the degree of MPhil should normally:

3.2

(a)

hold a relevant bachelor’s degree with first or second class honours or at an
equivalent standard awarded by a tertiary education institution recognised for
this purpose by the University; or

(b)

have obtained an equivalent qualification; or

(c)

have provided satisfactory evidence of academic and professional attainment.

An applicant for admission to candidature for the degree of PhD should normally:
(a)
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hold a master’s degree awarded by a tertiary education institution recognised
for this purpose by the University; or
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(b)

hold a relevant bachelor’s degree with first or second class honours or at an
equivalent standard, and have registered in a programme of study for a master’s
degree at a recognised tertiary education institution for at least one year and
have evidence of research achievement; or

(c)

have obtained an equivalent qualification of (a) or (b) above; or

(d)

have provided satisfactory evidence of academic and professional attainment.

3.3

In addition to the above, an applicant must demonstrate a sufficient command of the
language (Chinese or English) in which the programme of supervised research is to
be conducted and the results presented.

3.4

The details of the applicant, the area of study and topic of the applicant’s programme,
the proposed objectives of the investigation, its relationship to previous work in
the same field, and the methods of approach must in all cases be outlined in the
application. These will be presented on a standard proforma provided by the Research
and Postgraduate Studies Committee.

3.5

The admission of a student to the University is based on academic suitability and
potential fora programme. There should be no discrimination on the grounds of sex,
age, race, religion, ethnic origin or physical disability.

3.6

Physically handicapped applicants are assessed in accordance with the same
admission criteria. It is the intention of the University to provide aid and support to
students with disabilities as far as possible. Applicants are therefore invited to contact
the Registry for information concerning existing facilities for disabled persons at the
University. Newly admitted students are also encouraged to inform the University
of their needs so that timely assistance may be provided.

4.

Registration

4.1

An applicant who is successful shall be allowed to register provisionally for the degree
of MPhil/PhD as either:
(a)

a full-time candidate, or

(b)

a part-time candidate.

He/She is required to register in person with the Registry on a specified date and is
considered to have been admitted on the date of his/her first registration. Thereafter,
he/she should present himself/herself for registration on a specified date before the
beginning of the first term.
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4.2

The Supervisor will inform the Committee whether the thesis will be written in Chinese
or English. At the same time, the Supervisor will be required to state that suitable
examiners are available.

4.3

For applicants to be admitted into full-time or part-time candidature they must satisfy
the Supervisor of their ability to complete the work in the prescribed period.

4.4

A candidate shall be attached to a Department of the University.

4.5

Arrangements for registration and re-registration shall be prescribed by the
Registrar.

4.6

A student who wishes to continue his/her study at the University but fails to pay the
prescribed fees after a lapse of ten days or fails to register before the last day for
registration without prior approval of the Registrar is considered as having withdrawn
from studies at the University.

4.7

A student who for special reasons seeks permission for deferment of his/her
registration may apply in writing to the Registrar at least one week before the specified
date for registration. A fee for late registration will be charged and the student is
required to register by the deferred registration date.

4.8

A student who wishes to change from full-time to part-time or vice versa may apply
in writing providing justifications. Such application should be endorsed by his/
her Supervisor, recommended by the Research and Postgraduate Studies Panel
concerned and approved by the Committee. If approved, the period of study of the
student will be shortened or extended on a pro rata basis.

4.9

A full-time student of the University is not allowed to pursue simultaneously
any programme at another tertiary institution without the prior permission of the
Committee. A student in breach of this regulation is subject to having his/her studies
at the University discontinued.

4.10 A full-time student is normally not allowed to take up any full-time employment, paid
or unpaid, during his/her period of study.

5. Period of Study
5.1
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The normal duration expected for the completion of an approved programme of
research leading to the degree of MPhil or PhD is as follows:
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Degree
MPhil
PhD

Study Mode
Full-time
Part-time
Full-time
Part-time

Normal
2 years
3 years
3 years
4 years
5 years
6 years

Period

(with a relevant master’s degree)
(without a relevant master’s degree)
(with a relevant master’s degree)
(without a relevant master’s degree)

5.2

Everyone associated with research degrees should endeavour to see that students
complete their degrees within these time frames.

5.3

Subject to the discretion of the Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee, the
minimum period of research is as follows:
Degree
MPhil
PhD

5.4

Study Mode
Full-time
Part-time
Full-time
Part-time

Minimum Period
18 months
30 months
30 months
42 months

Exceptionally, the period of registered research may be extended to a maximum
period as specified below:
Degree
MPhil
PhD

Study Mode
Full-time
Part-time
Full-time
Part-time

Maximum Period
36 months
48 months
60 months (with a relevant master’s degree)
72 months (without a relevant master’s degree)
84 months (with a relevant master’s degree)
96 months (without a relevant master’s degree)

5.5

Request for extension beyond the normal period of research has to be made by the
student, endorsed by his/her Supervisor and the Head of Department concerned,
and approved by the Committee.

5.6

Where application is made for permission to extend the period within which the
candidate may submit for examination, brief details of the candidate’s progress shall
be presented, together with reasons for the delay in completing the programme and
the expected date of completion.

5.7

Where the Committee agrees to the extension, it may set a limit to the period of
research.

5.8

Students who continue study beyond the normal period of study shall pay one-fourth
of the full amount of tuition fee for the term concerned.
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5.9

If a candidate has undertaken part of a research programme as a registered candidate
for a research degree in a university or such other recognised institution of higher
education, it may be possible for this effort to be given some credit, providing it is
relevant to the University programme. In the event that some of this research has
been published, the Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee will decide what
can be used in the University programme.

5.10 In such cases (5.9 above), an application should be made by the candidate, explaining
what work has been done and explaining its relevance to the University programme.
The maximum credit to be given to such work, in the event such application has been
approved, shall not exceed 50% of the normal period of research.

6.

Provisional Registration

6.1

A candidate is regarded as provisionally registered for the degree of MPhil/PhD during
the initial period of studies.

6.2

Within the initial 6 to 12 months for full-time candidates and 9 to 18 months for part-time
candidates, a candidate must prepare an outline paper for presentation at a topicdefence seminar and submit a report on research progress to his/her Supervisor.

6.3

The Supervisor will submit to the Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee an
assessment report on the candidate together with the progress report. The Committee
will then determine that

7.
7.1
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(a)

the candidature be confirmed; or

(b)

the candidate shall continue to be provisionally registered for a further, and final,
period of 6 months; or

(c)

the candidate shall transfer from PhD to MPhil candidature, or transfer from
MPhil to PhD candidature, provided that the requirements concerning transfer
of candidature set out in Regulation 7 below are met; or

(d)

termination of candidature be recommended for approval of the Senate.

Transfer of Candidature
A student may transfer from the candidature of PhD to MPhil provided that such a
transfer takes place before the commencement of his/her third year of study (for a
full-time student) or his/her fourth year of study (fora part-time student). The student
shall submit an application in writing, together with a research proposal for MPhil
study, at least 3 months (summer vacation period not to be included) prior to the
intended date of transfer.
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7.2

A student may transfer from the candidature of MPhil to PhD when he/she has
completed at least half of the normal period of MPhil study and provided that the
student meets the admission requirements of PhD and that such transfer takes place
at least 6 months (fora full-time student) or 9 months (fora part-time student) before
the expiry of the normal period of study. The student shall submit an application in
writing, together with a research proposal for PhD study, at least 3 months (summer
vacation period not to be included) prior to the intended effective date of the
transfer.

7.3

An application for transfer of candidature should be endorsed by the Supervisor
of the student, deliberated and recommended by the Research and Postgraduate
Studies Panel concerned and approved by the Research and Postgraduate Studies
Committee.

7.4

A transfer student shall date the period of study from the date of commencement of
his/her study of the original programme.

7.5

A student whose PhD candidature has been confirmed and is approved to transfer
from the candidature of PhD to MPhil is not required to go through the procedures
for confirmation of MPhil candidature after the transfer.

7.6

A student approved to transfer from the candidature of MPhil to PhD shall go through
the procedures for confirmation of PhD candidature after the transfer.

8.

Fees

8.1

A student shall be required to pay such fees as may be determined by the University
from time to time.

8.2

Tuition fees are payable in two equal instalments before the start of the first and
second terms.

9-

Leave of Absence

9.1

A candidate who wishes to be absent from his/her studies for three weeks or more
must apply in writing to the Committee through his/her Supervisor for leave of absence,
if possible, one month before the intended commencement date of leave.

9.2

Leave of absence may be granted for a maximum period of 12 months.

9.3

Any periods of leave of absence taken shall not be included as part of the period of
study.
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9.4

Students approved to take leave of absence during part of a term period shall pay the
full amount of tuition fee for the term. In the case of a student being given approval
to take leave of absence for the whole term, no tuition fee needs to be paid for the
term concerned.

10. Withdrawal
10.1 A student who wishes to leave the University before graduation must seek official
withdrawal from the University. The student should complete and submit an
application form obtainable from the Registry.
10.2 Approval will be granted by the Registrar only after proper clearance by relevant
units.
10.3 A student who has been absent without leave for a period exceeding thirty calendar
days in the aggregate in any term will be considered as having unofficially withdrawn
from studies at the University.

11. Termination of Candidature
11.1 The Senate may, on the recommendation of the Committee, terminate a candidature
at any time on the grounds of the candidate’s unsatisfactory performance or failure to
comply with these Regulations. A student with candidature terminated on academic
ground is normally not allowed to be admitted to any programme of the University.
11.2 The student whose studies is discontinued may appeal in writing against the decision
within 10 days of being informed of the decision, enclosing all the necessary
supporting documents. The Discontinuation Appeals Panel will consider the case.
It is empowered by the Senate to decide on the case. The decision of the Panel will
be final.

12. Supervision and Progress
12.1 At the time of admission, the Research and Postgraduate Studies Panel of the
programme concerned in consultation with the Head of the relevant Department
shall make a recommendation to the Committee for the appointment of a full-time
member of the academic staff as the Supervisor of the candidate.
12.2 At least one Co-supervisor in addition to a Chief Supervisor should be appointed for
a PhD student. The Chief Supervisor or Co-supervisor of a PhD student should be
a full-time academic staff member who possesses a relevant PhD degree and (a)
holds an Associate Professor rank or above, or (b) holds an Assistant Professor rank
but with a record of active research in the relevant field.
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12.3 It is preferable to appoint at least one Co-supervisor in addition to a Chief Supervisor
for an MPhil student. The Supervisor of an MPhil student should be a full-time
academic staff member holding an Assistant Professor or equivalent rank or above,
and in addition should either
(a)

have held a relevant PhD degree or equivalent for at least one year, or

(b) have held a relevant master’s degree by research (e.g. MPhil) for at least three
years, and have
(i)
successfully supervised or co-supervised an MPhil thesis or equivalent,
or
(ii) successfully supervised an MPhil thesis or equivalent at another institution.
12.4 A full-time academic staff member who does not meet the above conditions (12.2 or
12.3) may
(a) in exceptional circumstances, be recommended by the Research and
Postgraduate Studies Panel of the programme concerned in consultation with
the Head of the Department, for appointment by the Research and Postgraduate
Studies Committee, with consideration being based mainly on experience in
research; or
(b)

only act as a Co-supervisor of an MPhil student together with another Supervisor
who satisfies the above conditions or has been exceptionally approved.

12.5 In exceptional circumstances, a visiting/honorary staff member who meets other
appointment criteria can be appointed the Supervisor, whereas an emeritus professor
can be appointed the Co-supervisor.
12.6 Supervisors will closely guide their candidates in the early phases of their research
and thereafter will be responsible for helping them to work independently.
12.7 A further role of the Supervisor is to keep the Research and Postgraduate Studies
Committee aware of the progress made by the candidate, and of any significant
modifications to the programme, and to make recommendations relating to
confirmation of candidature, transfer of candidature and the examination of the
candidate.
12.8 All students are required to submit via his/her Supervisor a progress report on an
annual basis (unless a progress report for confirmation of candidature has been
submitted within the last three months). The Supervisor shall submit to the Committee,
together with the annual progress report, an assessment report on his/her student.
For non-final year students, his/her Supervisor shall make recommendation as to
whether the student shall be permitted to proceed and, where appropriate, requested
to transfer from PhD to MPhil or recommended to transfer from MPhil to PhD. The
Supervisor shall make the recommendation on transfer of candidature, if any, as
early as practicable so that the transfer may take effect before the latest date allowed
under the provisions in Regulation 7.
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12.9

All students are also required to present their research findings in a seminar a few
months prior to the date of oral examination (as referred to under Regulation 17.1).
Additional presentation seminars may be arranged in between the two mandatory
ones, i.e. the topic-defence seminar during the initial period and the seminar on
research findings before oral examination.

12.10 Where the Supervisor is absent from the University for a period of six weeks or
more, the Committee shall, on the advice of the Research and Postgraduate Studies
Panel concerned, make alternative supervisory arrangements for the period of
absence.

13.

Change of Circumstances
A candidate shall be required to report to the Supervisor and the Registrar any
material alteration in his/her circumstances which may affect the candidature.
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14.

Residence Requirements

14.1

The University deems it important for each student to interact with his/her supervisor(s)
and with peer students. A student, full-time or part-time, is therefore required to
participate in seminars and other academic activities of the University. Supervisors
shall encourage and advise students to participate in seminars and academic activities
relevant to their studies and report students’ participation to the Committee.

14.2

Full-time students are expected to be on campus during term time except for
approved field trips/study conducted outside Hong Kong and approved leave of
absence.

14.3

Part-time students are required to participate in seminars or other academic activities
of the University on campus at least once a term.

15.

Presentation of Thesis

15.1

A candidate who wishes to be examined for the degree of MPhil/PhD shall, by
agreement with the Supervisor, give notice to the Committee of his/her intention
to present a thesis at least three months in advance of the intended date of
presentation. The candidate shall at the same time indicate the title of the thesis,
and submit an abstract of 200-500 words on its content for an MPhil thesis or not
more than 500 English words or 800 Chinese characters for a PhD thesis. The
notice shall be accompanied by the prescribed fee.

15.2

A candidate may present a thesis only after the expiry of the minimum duration of
the prescribed period of research.
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15.3

Where a candidate has not presented a thesis by the expiry of the maximum
duration of the period of research, the Committee may, on the recommendation of
the Supervisor, permit the candidate to present a thesis at a later date, stipulating
the final date after which presentation will not be permitted. This period shall not
exceed 12 months.

15.4

Having given proper notice, the candidate shall subsequently present to the Registrar
through his/her Supervisor four copies of a thesis embodying the results of the
research undertaken, subject to the following expectations:
(a)

An MPhil thesis shall represent a worthwhile contribution to the knowledge
or understanding of the field of learning within which the subject of the thesis
falls, while a PhD thesis shall represent a substantial original contribution to
the knowledge or understanding of the field of learning within which the subject
of the thesis falls.

(b)

The thesis shall contain an abstract summarising the content of the thesis.

(c)

The thesis shall not incorporate work published by the candidate prior to his/
her registration unless this has been approved by the Committee.

(d) The thesis shall be the candidate’s own account of his/her research and shall
be accompanied by a declaration to this effect signed by the candidate.
(e) The thesis must include a statement of the candidate’s objectives and must
acknowledge published or other sources of material which have been drawn
upon in the preparation of the thesis and any assistance received.
(f)

The text of an MPhil thesis shall usually not exceed 40,000 English words or
60,000 Chinese characters while the text of a PhD thesis shall usually not
exceed 100,000 English words or 150,000 Chinese characters (excluding
tabulated data, diagrams and appendices). Any major deviation from this
guideline will require the approval of the Research and Postgraduate Studies
Committee based on a recommendation from the Supervisor.

(g) The presentation of the thesis shall conform to the Regulations Governing the
Format of Theses.
15.5

Two hard copies and one electronic copy of the approved thesis shall become the
property of the University.

15.6

The copyright of the thesis is vested in the candidate.
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15.7 Both hard and electronic copies of the thesis will be made freely available in the
University and the Digital Library, and the library of the attached Department, unless
an application for restriction (provided in Sections 15.8 and 15.9) is approved.
15.8 Where a candidate or the attached Department wishes the thesis to remain
confidential or to be on restricted access for a period of time after completion of the
work, application for approval must be made to the Committee at the time of giving
notice of intention to present the thesis. In cases where the need for confidentiality or
restricted access emerges at a subsequent stage, special application for the thesis
to remain confidential or to be on restricted access after submission must be made
immediately. The period approved shall not normally exceed two years.
15.9 Where the Committee has granted approval to the application, the thesis shall be
held on restricted access for a time not exceeding the approved period.

16. Appointment of Examiners
16.1 After a candidate has given notice of intention to present a thesis, a Panel of Examiners
shall be appointed. The Panel shall comprise:
(a) A Chairman of the Panel who should be a member of staff of the University
preferably at the Associate Professor level or above. The Chairman shall be
responsible for conducting the examination of the candidate and shall have no
vote in the decision of the examiners.
(b)

Three other examiners: two internal and one external. The Supervisor or Cosupervisor of the candidate shall be ipso facto one of the internal examiners.
They should be at the Assistant Professor level or above, preferably at the
Associate Professor level or above for PhD theses. Each of them shall have a
vote in the decision of the examiners.

16.2 In exceptional circumstances, an emeritus professor or a visiting/honorary staff
member who meets other appointment criteria can be appointed an internal
examiner.
16.3 The S叩ervisor of the candidate shall in consultation with the Head of the candidate’s
Department make a recommendation to the Committee for the appointment of the
Chairman and the internal examiners.
16.4 The Supervisor of the candidate shall in consultation with the Head of the candidate’s
Department nominate the external examiner for endorsement of the Committee and
appointment of the Senate.
16.5 Examiners should have expertise relevant to the research work. Examiners other
than the Supervisor must have no supervisory relationship with the candidate.
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16.6 An external member should be in a position to be impartial.
16.7 The candidate Supervisor or Co-supervisor(s), if not appointed as an examiner, will
be invited to be present throughout the oral examination.
16.8 No person who is registered for a higher degree may act as an examiner.

17. Examinations
17.1 A candidate for the degree of MPhil/PhD shall undergo an oral examination of his/
her thesis by the Panel of Examiners. All examinations shall normally take place in
Hong Kong.
17.2 The Supervisor will be required to write a report on the performance of the candidate
during his/her research studies, which may include a recommendation report for
consideration by the Panel of Examiners. This report will be considered by the Panel
of Examiners in conjunction with the thesis.
17.3 The Panel of Examiners will decide on the time and location of the examination,
which will normally occur within three months of the receipt of the thesis from the
Supervisor.
17.4 The focus of the oral examination will be on:
(a) the candidate’s knowledge and understanding of the thesis thereby assuring
the Examiners that the thesis is the candidate’s own work;
(b)

the clarity and competence of the research investigations, results and
conclusions; and

(c)

the contribution of the research to the field of knowledge.

17.5 Additional forms of examination to the oral may be employed if the Panel of Examiners
believes that special circumstances can justify this arrangement. In these cases the
candidate must be given adequate notice to be able to prepare for the new form of
examination.
17.6 In the event that one of the internal examiners cannot attend the examination,
telephone conference shall be arranged where possible, or else an alternative
examiner can be appointed by the Committee, in order to avoid any great delay in
the process.
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17.7 In case the external examiner is from overseas, telephone conference shall be
arranged where possible, or else a local academic from outside the University shall
be appointed as his/her representative.

18, Report of the Panel of Examiners
18.1 Having completed its examination of the thesis and the candidate, the Panel of
Examiners shall report to the Committee. The reports shall be confidential to the
Committee and to the Senate.
18.2 The Panel of Examiners shall confer after the examination and agree on making one
of the following recommendations:
(a)

that the degree of MPhil/PhD be awarded; or

(b)

that the degree of MPhil/PhD be awarded subject to the candidate making minor
amendments to the thesis to the satisfaction of the Chairman of the Panel by a
specified date, normally within 3 months; or

(c)

that the degree of MPhil/PhD be awarded subject to the candidate making major
amendments to the thesis to the satisfaction of the Panel by a specified date,
normally within 6 months, and that the candidate maybe requested by the Panel
to defend the revised thesis, if necessary; or

(d)

that the degree of MPhil/PhD not be awarded but that the candidate be permitted
to present a revised thesis and to present himself/herself for examination again
within 12 months; or

(e)

for PhD examination only, that the degree of MPhil be awarded subject to the
candidate making minor amendments to the thesis to the satisfaction of the
Chairman of the Panel, as the thesis is below the standard expected of a PhD
thesis but is considered to have fulfilled the standard required for an MPhil
degree; or

(f)

that the degree of MPhil/PhD not be awarded and the candidature be
terminated.

The Panel is not required to recommend a grade for the thesis but has the option to
indicate whether it is an outstanding thesis.
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18.3 For recommendations (b) to (f) above, the Chairman of the Panel of Examiners will
be required to write a report detailing the specific deficiencies and where appropriate
specify the conditions that must be met before a resubmission could be made. This
report will be sent to the candidate and the Supervisor, who will have the responsibility
for informing the Committee what action will be taken.
18.4 In the event that there is no consensus among examiners on the recommendation
to be made, the Chairman shall additionally report on the case for the decision of
the Committee. In his/her report, the Chairman shall be impartial and summarise the
results.
18.5 Each examiner shall submit within one week after the examination an individually
completed thesis assessment report, giving comments on the thesis and suggestions
for revising the thesis.
18.6 After considering the reports of the Panel of Examiners, the Committee shall make
a recommendation to the Senate.
18.7 Where the Senate accepts a recommendation made under the terms of Regulation
18.2(b)-(e)，the Supervisor shall be responsible for confirming that the amendments
required by the Panel have been made.

19. Re-examination
19.1 Where the Senate accepts a recommendation made under the terms of Regulation
18.2(d), the candidate shall be permitted to present one resubmission only. It must
take place within 12 months of the date of the first recommendation of the Panel of
Examiners. If further work needs to be done within the following term period, the
student shall be required to register and pay tuition fees for the term concerned.
19.2 The arrangements and rules for the re-examination shall be as if the candidate were
being examined for the first time, unless the Senate, on the original recommendation
of the Committee, has excused the candidate from a further oral examination.
19.3 The Panel of Examiners for the re-examination shall be the same as for the first
examination, unless otherwise determined by the Committee.
19.4 A candidate who has failed to satisfy the Panel of Examiners in a re-examination
shall not be permitted to present himself/herself for re-examination on a further
occasion.
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20.

Appeals

20.1

Appeals against a recommendation of a Panel of Examiners shall be made in
writing to the Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee within 10 days.

20.2

Appeals against a recommendation of the Committee shall be made in writing to the
Senate within 10 days of the announcement of the recommendation concerned.

20.3

Senate will be the final stage of appeal within the University.

21.

Academic Dress for Graduates

21.1

Gown

21.1.1

PhD graduates - A maroon robe with a 7.5 cm width of gold velvet facing outlined
on both sides edged with bright gold cord braid. Bell-shaped sleeves with three
stripes of gold velvet edged with bright gold cord braid.

21.1.2 MPhil graduates - A black robe with a 7.5 cm width of red velvet facing outlined
on both sides edged with bright silver cord braid. Bell-shaped sleeves with two
stripes of red velvet edged with bright silver cord braid.
21.2

Hood

21.2.1

PhD graduates - A maroon hood of 110 cm long with red and grey silk lining
throughout, edged with a 7.5 cm width of velvet in gold and trimmed with red
silk.

21.2.2 MPhil graduates - A black hood of 110 cm long with red and grey silk lining
throughout, edged with a 7.5 cm width of velvet in red and trimmed with red silk.
21.3

Cap

21.3.1

PhD graduates - A round black velvet bonnet with a gold tassel.

21.3.2 MPhil graduates - A black cap of mortar-board pattern with a silver tassel.
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22.

Testimonials

22.1

A student who wishes to have a letter certifying his/her student status or attendance
records may apply to the Registry for such a testimonial.

22.2

A student who wishes to have a personal recommendation or reference letter
should approach a teacher who knows him/her well, usually his/her Supervisor.
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23.

Transcripts

23.1

A student who wishes to apply for transfer or admission to another educational
institution or for employment may apply to the Registry for an official transcript.

23.2

An official transcript shows the relevant particulars of a student, title of his/her
programme, grades obtained, postgraduate studentships, academic awards and
disciplinary actions taken, if any.

23.3

An official transcript will be sent direct by the Registry to the institution or prospective
employer upon the student’s request and payment of the prescribed fees and
postage.

23.4

An official transcript is not issued to a student as a personal copy or to any private
individual.

23.5

Official transcripts shall not be issued to students who have not completed a term
of study.

23.6

A student who has pursued the programme for less than six months or has unofficially
withdrawn from the University or has unpaid accounts or obligations due to the
University will not be issued any transcript or testimonial.

24.

Academic Awards

24.1

By virtue of the Lingnan University Ordinance, Lingnan University is empowered to
confer Degrees upon the approval of the University Senate on students who have
fulfilled the requirements of an approved programme of study.

24.2

Degrees are conferred at the annual Congregation.

24.3

The certification of an academic award is in both Chinese and English and shows the
full name of the recipient, the title of the award and the title of the study programme
concerned.

24.4

The certificate of award bears the signatures of the Chairman of the Council, the
President and the Registrar of the University, and the University seal.

24.5

The University may withhold the conferment of an academic award to a student
who has unpaid accounts or unreturned materials on loan due to the University, or
who has not met any other obligations due to the University.

25.

Exceptions
Any departures from these Regulations shall be considered as exceptions and
must be approved by the Senate.
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Regulations Governing the Format of Theses
1.

Applicability
These regulations shall apply to theses, dissertations and published work submitted for
Master’s and Doctorate degrees and should be read in conjunction with the regulations
governing those degrees. Hereinafter, the term “thesis” shall be understood to include
a thesis, a dissertation, and published work submitted for the degrees of Master and
Doctor of Philosophy.
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2.

Number of Copies

2.1

For examination purposes, a candidate is required to submit four copies of a
thesis.

2.2

After the examination and making any necessary amendments to the thesis, a
candidate is required to submit two hard copies and one electronic copy of the
approved thesis. One of the hard copies will be lodged in the University Library, and
one in the library of the candidate’s Department. No award shall be made to the
candidate until these arrangements have been completed.

2.3

The following regulations shall apply to each copy of a thesis submitted.

3.

Form

3.1

The thesis shall be presented in a permanent and legible form either in original
typescript, plain paper photocopy, or a comparably permanent process.

3.2

International A4 size (21 cm x 30 cm) opaque paper of good quality shall be used for
each copy of the thesis. Exceptionally, paper other than international A4 size may be
used when the nature of the thesis requires it.

3.3

The thesis, whether presented in Chinese or English, shall be arranged in such a
way that it opens out to the left. In any case, the words shall be typed across the
page from left to right and on one side of the page only.

3.4

If the thesis is presented in English, the lower-case x-height of letters (i.e. the actual
height of a lower-case “x” of the particular font used as it appears on the page) shall
not be significantly larger or smaller than 2 mm. If the thesis is presented in Chinese,
the size of the characters shall be between 3 and 4 mm.

3.5

Double or one-and-a-half spacing shall be used, except for the abstract, indented
quotations, footnotes and bibliography where single spacing shall be used.
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3.6

The margin at the binding edge shall be 40 mm and other margins shall be 25mm.
This shall also apply to material presented under the provisions of Regulations
3.15 and 3.16. Exceptionally, margins of a different width may be used when the
nature of the thesis requires it.

3.7

The thesis shall, unless otherwise specified by the Research and Postgraduate
Studies Committee, consist of the following ordered elements.

3.7.1

The Preliminaries, or Front Matter
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Title Page
Abstract
Declaration of Originality
Approval Sheet
Copyright Page (optional)
Table of Contents
List of Tables (if any)
List of Figures (if any)
List of Plates (if any)

⑴ List of Symbols (if any)
(k) List of Abbreviations (if any)
(l) Preface (optional)
(m) Acknowledgements (optional)
3.7.2

The Text, or Body

3.7.3

Reference Materials, or Back Matter
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Appendices (if any)
Glossary (if any)
Endnotes (if any)
Bibliography or List of Works Cited
Index (optional)

3.8

All the elements listed in Regulation 3.7 are counted as pages of the thesis, with
the exception of the abstract, the declaration of originality, the approval sheet, and
the copyright page. Pages shall be numbered through the thesis at the bottom
centre of the page. All pages of the preliminaries shall be given lower case Roman
numerals, with the exception of the title page, abstract, declaration of originality,
approval sheet and copyright page, which shall be unnumbered. All other pages
of the text and reference materials shall be given Arabic numerals.

3.9

The title page is the first page of the thesis and shall give the following
information:
(a) if the thesis is presented in English, the title of the thesis in BLOCK capitals
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(b) the full name of the candidate (if the thesis is presented in English, the surname
shall be in BLOCK capitals, followed by the Chinese given names and then the
English Christian name, if any)
(c) the degree for which the thesis is submitted
(d) the name “Lingnan University”
(e) the year of submission
3.10

The abstract, which should be 200 - 500 words in length for an MPhil thesis and
not more than 500 English words or 800 Chinese characters for a PhD thesis, shall
include a statement of the problem or issue, a brief description of the research
method and design, major findings and their significance, and the conclusions. It
shall show the title of the thesis, the full name of the candidate, and the degree
for which the thesis is submitted. The text of the abstract shall be single-spaced
throughout.

3.11

The declaration of originality page shall contain a statement made and signed by
the candidate to the effect that the thesis is the candidate’s own account of his/her
research.

3.12

The approval sheet gives information on the composition of the Panel of Examiners
and the approval of the Chairman of the Research and Postgraduate Studies
Committee on behalf of the Senate.

3.13

For writing other parts of the thesis, the candidate is strongly advised to make
reference to appropriate works* acceptable to the Research and Postgraduate
Studies Committee.

3.14

Wherever practicable, tables, diagrams, maps, illustrations, computer printouts,
photographs, and published papers shall be placed at a point accompanying
the corresponding text, and placed so that they can be read from the outside
inwards.

3.15

Folded diagrams or charts included in the text shall be arranged so as to open out
to the right.

3.16

Photographic prints shall be on single weight paper or permanently mounted on
cartridge paper for binding and shall be securely fixed in the thesis.

* Recommended works include:
1. Campbell, W.G., S.V. Ballou and C. Slade, Form and Style: Theses, Reports, Term Papers, latest edition,
Boston, Houghton Mifflin Company.
2. Turabian, Kate L., A Manual for Writers of Term Papers, Theses, and Dissertations, latest edition,The
University of Chicago Press.
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3.17

Illustrative material which cannot be conveniently bound in the text, such as maps
and slides, shall be packaged in such a way that it can be bound with the thesis. If
the amount of such material is substantial, it shall be gathered into a supplementary
volume and packaged in a rigid container similar in format to the bound thesis. All
loose material shall be marked with the candidate’s name and degree for which
the work is submitted so that it can be readily linked with the thesis.

4.

Binding

4.1

Each copy of the thesis submitted shall be bound in one volume, unless otherwise
required as in Regulation 3.17.

4.2

Each copy of the thesis submitted for examination purposes shall be in a temporary
“perfect” binding. On the front cover, the title of the thesis, the full name of the
candidate, the degree for which the work is submitted, the name “Lingnan
University”，and the year of submission shall appear and be arranged in the same
manner as that for a permanent bound copy as described in Regulation 4.4. The
words “Temporary Binding for Examination Purposes" shall be lettered at the top
of the front cover.

4.3

Each copy of the thesis of a successful candidate shall be bound in boards covered
in grey material. The binding shall be of a fixed kind with leaves permanently and
appropriately secured.

4.4

The outside front cover shall bear in gold lettering all in BLOCK capitals (if the
thesis is presented in English) the title of the thesis, the full name of the candidate,
the degree for which the thesis is submitted, the name “Lingnan University”，and
the year of submission.

4.5

The spine shall bear in gold lettering:
(a) 20 mm from the bottom and across - LINGNAN UNIVERSITY
(b) 80 mm from the bottom and across - the degree and year of submission, e.g.
MPHIL/PHD 20XX; and
(c) evenly spaced between the statement of the degree and the top of the spine
and across - the title of the thesis, which can be written in more than one line
or abbreviated, followed by the name of the candidate.

4.6

Where lettering runs down the spine, it shall be printed in such a direction that it is
upright when the thesis is lying flat with the front cover uppermost.

4.7

The candidate shall have his/her thesis bound by outside binderies at his/her own
expense.
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5.

Exemption
Where a candidate would meet with serious difficulty in complying with any of the
provisions of these regulations, he/she may apply to the Research and Postgraduate
Studies Committee for exemption from a particular regulation(s).

6.

Further Advice
A candidate who requires further advice on the interpretation of these regulations
should consult the Registrar.
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Regulations Governing Taught Master’s Degree Programmes
1.

Rules and Regulations

1.1

Students are required to comply with all the rules and regulations stipulated by the
University.

1.2

The University may from time to time make new rules and regulations or make
amendments to existing rules and regulations. The Registrar will promulgate new
rules and regulations and amendments to them by notices. Updated regulations
should be regarded as the final authority.

1.3

The Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee of the Senate of the University
(hereinafter “the Committee”)shall administer and manage all aspects of the progress
of all students as required in these Regulations.

1.4

Exemptions from the regulations, which may be made in exceptional cases or under
special circumstances, are subject to approval by the Senate.

2.

The Academic Year
The University academic year starts at the beginning of September and ends at the
end of August in the following calendar year. The academic year consists of two
terms, each covering approximately 15 weeks of academic activities; and where
necessary there may be a summer term. The actual term beginning and ending
dates may however vary among programmes.

3.

Admission of Students

3.1

An applicant for admission to the Postgraduate Diploma/Master’s Degree shall
normally
(a) hold a relevant bachelor’s degree with first or second class honours or at an
equivalent standard awarded by a tertiary education institution recognised for
this purpose by the University; or
(b) have obtained an equivalent qualification; or
(c)

have provided satisfactory evidence of academic and professional attainment.

3.2

Applicants must have fulfilled the programme entrance requirement(s) stipulated for
individual study programmes.

3.3

The admission of a student to the University is based on academic suitability and
potential for a programme. There should be no discrimination on the grounds of sex,
age, race, religion, ethnic origin or physical disability.

3.4

Physically handicapped applicants are assessed in accordance with the same
admission criteria. It is the intention of the University to provide aid and support to
student with disabilities as far as possible. Applicants are therefore invited to contact
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the Registry for information concerning existing facilities for disabled persons at the
University. Newly admitted students are also encouraged to inform the University
of their needs so that timely assistance may be provided.
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4.

Student Classification

4.1

A student is designated as a Year 1, Year 2, Year 3, Year 4 or Year 5 student respectively
in his/her first, second, third, fourth or fifth year of study at the University.

4.2

A student is respectively classified as a full-time or part-time student if he/she pursues
a full-time or part-time postgraduate programme.

5.

Registration

5.1

An applicant who has been offered admission to an approved programme of study
is required to register with the Registry on a specified date and is considered to
have been admitted to such programme on the date of his/her first registration.
Thereafter, the student should register on the specified date before the beginning of
each subsequent term until he/she graduates.

5.2

Registration includes payment of the fees due and enrolment and selection of
courses/sections. An applicant who fails to pay the prescribed fees or register on
the relevant specified dates is considered as having forgone his/her place offered
by the University. A student who wishes to continue his/her studies at the University
but fails to pay the prescribed fees after a lapse of ten days or fails to register before
the last day for registration is considered as having withdrawn from studies at the
University.

5.3

An applicant or a student is deemed to have been registered only after he/she has
completed the registration procedure for the term concerned.

5.4

A student is required to pay the prescribed amount of tuition fee and all other relevant
fees. Part-time students are not eligible for scholarships or financial aid of the
University.

5.5

A student who for special reasons seeks permission for deferment of his/her
registration may apply in writing to the Registrar at least one week before the specified
date for registration. A fee for late registration will be charged.

5.6

Students must follow registration procedures and any special instructions issued by
the Registrar. They should familiarise themselves with the University regulations and
the curricular structure of their programmes. They should pay particular attention
to course and credit requirements, prerequisites for courses, and graduation
requirements.

5.7

Each student is responsible for the accuracy of information he/she gives on the
course enrolment form, which is the official record of course enrolment. Credits will
not be granted for any course in which a student has not formally enrolled.
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5.8

Upon first registration, each student is issued with a Student Identity Card free of
charge. The student should take good care of the card. A fee will be charged for
each replacement card.

5.9

A full-time student of the University is not allowed to pursue simultaneously any
programme at another tertiary institution. A student in breach of this regulation is
subject to having his/her studies at the University discontinued.

5.10 A full-time student should not take up any full-time employment, paid or unpaid, during
the term.

6.

Period of Study

6.1

The normal study period for a programme will be specified in its programme
curriculum.

6.2

A student is required to fulfil all the requirements for graduation within five years
or otherwise specified by individual programmes, including any periods of leave of
absence.

6.3

A student who for non-academic reasons intends to extend his/her period of study
beyond the prescribed maximum number of years stipulated in Regulation 6.2 above
is required to obtain prior permission from the Senate.

7.

Course Requirements

7.1

A student is required to complete before graduation 24 or more credits of courses
as stipulated in the curriculum concerned.

7.2

A course is normally of 3 credits and should include approximately 40 hours of class
contact or equivalent work.

7.3

A student should take courses in the order specified in the curriculum concerned
unless a written application for doing otherwise has been approved by the Programme
Director/Head of the Academic Unit concerned.

7.4

If there is a prerequisite for a course, a student must meet it before taking the course
concerned.

7.5

If there is a co-requisite for a course, a student must take both courses in the same
term.

7.6

If a course has another course as an exclusion under the situation when the two
courses overlap significantly in content, a student is allowed to enrol only in one of
the two courses during his/her period of study, unless he/she fails any one. Should
the course be a required course in his/her programme, he/she is not allowed to enrol
in the other course except otherwise approved as a substitute of the required course
as prescribed by Regulation 12.6.

7.7

In exceptional circumstances, requirements specified in Regulations 7.4-7.6 above
may be waived at the discretion of the Programme Director/Head of the Academic
Unit concerned.
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8.

Change of Personal Particulars

8.1

A student should retain the full name(s) entered on his/her Hong Kong Identity Card
or Passport. Under special circumstances, however, a student may obtain from the
Registry an application form for changing personal particulars, complete and return
it to the Registry, together with the following documents:
(a) written consent from the applicant’s parent or guardian, if the applicant is under
the age of 21, and
(b) a copy of the applicant’s Hong Kong Identity Card or passport, carrying the new
name intended to be registered with the University, and
(c) a copy of the applicant’s statutory declaration and/or birth certificate.

8.2

A student should inform the Registry immediately of any change of address or other
particulars.

9.

Credit Transfer and Course Exemption

9.1

A student who has passed public, professional, or other examinations recognised
by the University or has successfully completed a similar course at an appropriate
level offered by another tertiary institution may apply for credit transfer/course
exemption.

9.2

Credit Transfer
The student will be exempted from taking the corresponding course offered by the
University and granted with equivalent credits, if the application is approved.

9.3

Course Exemption
The student will be exempted from taking the corresponding course offered by the
University, if the application is approved. However, credits are not granted, and the
student has to take another course (may be a specified course or any other course)
to make up for the total number of credits required for graduation.
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9.4

No grade will be given but all exempted courses and the number of credits transferred
will be shown in the student’s transcript.

9.5

Normally, a student may not be granted credit transfer/course exemption for more
than 30% of the required number of credits for the academic award.

9.6

The student is required to obtain from the Registry an application form for credit
transfer/course exemption, complete and submit the application to the Head of the
Academic Unit offering the course before the beginning of a term. All such applications
must be accompanied by original supporting documents and their photocopies.
The Registry will return the original supporting documents to the applicant after
inspection.
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9.7

The application should be approved by the Head of the Academic Unit concerned, who
should forward it to the Registry within two weeks after the beginning of a term.

9.8

A student should not enrol in a course for which he/she has been granted exemption
(with or without credits). If the student has enrolled in a course and is subsequently
granted exemption (with or without credits), he/she is not required to apply to drop
the exempted course.

10. Adding and Dropping Courses and Changing Courses/Sections
10.1 A student who wishes to add or drop a course or change a course or section of a
course after registration must complete a prescribed form obtainable from the Registry.
The deadline is two weeks after the beginning of the term concerned.
10.2 The student is required to obtain the endorsement of the teachers involved and the
approval of the Programme Director/Head of the Academic Unit concerned.
10.3 If the application is approved, the student must return the form with the signatures
of endorsement and approval to the Registry by the specified deadline. Only under
very special circumstances may a student apply in writing to both the Programme
Director/Head of his/her Academic Unit and the Registrar for permission to add or
drop a course after the stipulated deadline, but no student is allowed to drop a course
after a lapse of one-third of the term.
10.4 A transaction fee will be charged for each entry to be altered if the application is
approved. If the change is initiated by a teacher, no fee will be charged.
10.5 A student who adds a course or changes a course or section of a course without
going through the prescribed procedure will not be given a grade or credits for the
course.
10.6 A student who drops a course without going through the prescribed procedure will
be given an “F” grade for the course.

11. Class Attendance and Leave of Absence
11.1 A student should attend required lectures, tutorials and other class activities, tests
and examinations and complete the work assigned by the teachers of the courses
in which the student has enrolled.
11.2 Students are expected to attend classes and other class activities punctually and
regularly, to the satisfaction of the lecturers of courses. Each course may have specific
requirements for student attendance. Appropriate sanctions, where necessary, would
be approved by the Board of Examiners* concerned.
*

For the programmes/courses offered by the Departments of Chinese, Cultural Studies, English,
History, Philosophy, Translation and Visual Studies, all examination matters will be dealt with by the
Department Board or the Programme and Curriculum Committee concerned, and External Examiners
shall be invited to attend relevant meetings. For the courses offered by the Chinese Language
Education and Assessment Centre (CLEAC) and English Language Education and Assessment
Centre (ELEAC), examination matters will be handled by the Staff Committees of the Centres and
External Examiners shall be invited to attend relevant meetings.
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11.3 A student who wishes to obtain leave of absence of more than three weeks should
obtain prior permission from the programme concerned on the basis of a written
application, stating the reasons for seeking leave of absence.
11.4 Leave of absence may be granted for a maximum period of 12 months. Any periods
of leave of absence taken shall be included as part of the period of study.
11.5 In case of illness or other serious emergencies, a student who has been granted
leave of absence may apply to the Programme Director/Head of the Academic Unit
concerned for permission to carry out make-up work for assignments, tests and
examinations. Such applications are subject to approval by the Programme Director/
Head of the Academic Unit in consultation with the teachers concerned.
11.6 A student whose accumulated leave of absence exceeds one-third of the term should
not be assessed and awarded credits for the courses enrolled in the term.
11.7 A student may be required to take leave of absence if the condition of the student’s
health will constitute a definite hazard to the University community. Such a student
should seek appropriate treatment. After the prescribed period of absence and before
the student applies to resume classes, he/she should obtain a certificate signed by
a registered medical doctor, stating that the student no longer constitutes a hazard
to the University community.

12. Course Assessment
12.1 A student is assessed for every course in which he/she has enrolled in the form
of any one or any combination of the following: class work, written assignment,
laboratory work, field work, research papers, projects, tests, written examinations,
oral examinations and any other method(s) of academic assessment. They may be
required to submit a thesis/project report covering an element of research or creative
work as defined by the respective programme requirements.
12.2 A student is required to complete all the course work and take all the prescribed tests
and examinations.
12.3 A student who fails to attend a test or an examination without a good reason will not
be given marks for that test or examination and no supplementary assessment will
be given.
12.4 A student who is unable to sit for an examination but has medical or other compelling
reasons acceptable to the Academic Unit responsible for the course concerned may
apply in writing with documentary evidence to the Academic Unit concerned for a
supplementary assessment. The application should be made at the earliest possible
moment and no later than one week after the examination concerned was held.
12.5 Reassessment of a failed course is not allowed, except under extenuating
circumstances.
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12.6

A student must retake a failed required course or take a substitute course approved
in writing by the Academic Unit concerned.

12.7

A student may retake a required course passed with grade C+ or below or take a
substitute course approved in writing by the Academic Unit concerned.

12.8

A student who has failed an elective course or passed the elective course with grade
C+ or below may retake it or substitute it with another elective in a subsequent term.
Students are required to register the substitution with the relevant programme office
prior to commencement of the term.

12.9

A student may retake a course only twice. Course grades for all attempts, inclusive
of any course substitute as stipulated in Regulations 12.6 to 12.8 above, will appear
on the student’s transcript, but only the final grade and weighted points obtained will
be taken in the calculation of the student’s G.P.As, and only the credits for the final
attempt will be counted towards fulfillment of graduation requirements.

12.10 A student may retake only two courses passed with grade C+ or below.
12.11 For retaking a course, a student shall attend classes, complete assignments, take
tests and attend the final examination, if any, as other students. In case a student
shall retake a course in a different mode, such shall be considered and approved by
the Research and Postgraduate Studies Committee on an exceptional basis.
12.12 A student shall be charged additional tuition fees for retaking a course, in an amount
to be determined by the Academic Unit concerned.
12.13 A student is not allowed to retake any credit bearing or non-credit bearing courses
which he/she has previously taken and passed with B- or above.

13.

Grading System

13.1 Letter grades are used to indicate a student’s academic performance in a course.
13.2

Grades are awarded according to the following system:

Sub-divisions

Grade

Standard

A

Excellent

巳

Good

C

Pass

c+
c
c-

F
ABS

Failure
Absent

F

A
AB+
B
巳-

Grade Points
4.00
3.67
3.33
3.00
2.67
2.33
2.00
1.67
0
0
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I
M
VS
S
U
PASS/FAIL

Incomplete
Merit
Very Satisfactory
Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory

no
no
no
no
no

grade
grade
grade
grade
grade

0*
point
point
point
point
point

given
given
given
given
given

*Not included in the calculation of grade point average.
13.3 Grades F indicates failure. A student who receives the grade in the first term of a year
course is not normally allowed to continue with that course in the second term.
13.4 Grade I is a temporary grade which indicates that the course work or examination
has not been completed for reasons acceptable to both the teacher and the Board
of Examiners concerned. The assessment should be completed within four weeks
after official release of the preliminary assessment results, and the grade I will be
converted to a final grade which includes all assessment marks; otherwise, the grade
I will be converted to grade F. The final grade will be used in the calculation of grade
point averages.
13.5 A student who is absent from the term final examination will normally receive “ABS”.
If the student has a good reason which is acceptable to both the teacher and the
Programme Director/Head of Academic Unit concerned, the student may be given
a supplementary assessment. The ABS will be converted to the appropriate grade
on completion of the assessment. If the student is not given any supplementary
assessment, then a zero mark will be given to the final examination, and an appropriate
final mark/grade will be arrived at taking into account all assessment marks.
13.6 A Pass or Fail grade may only be given as specified in the approved syllabus of the
course concerned.

14. Grade Point Average (G.P.A.)
14.1 Term G.P.A.
This is a figure ranging from 0 to 4.00 (A = 4.00) used to indicate the performance
of a student in the term concerned.
Term G.P.A.
Total weighted points for all courses enrolled in during the term concerned

Total number of credits enrolled in during the term concerned
where weighted points = grade points x the number of credits of the course
concerned.
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14.2 Cumulative G.P.A.
This is a figure ranging from 0 to 4.00 (A = 4.00) used to indicate the overall
performance of a student in all the terms up to date.
Cumulative G.P.A.
Total weighted points for all courses enrolled in
Total number of credits enrolled in for all terms
14.3 Courses enrolled, whether passed or failed, will be taken in the calculation of Term
or Cumulative G.P.A., but for courses which have been retaken, only the grade
and weighted points obtained in the final attempt will be included in the G.P.A.
calculation.
14.4 Courses which are exempted are not included in the calculation of Term or Cumulative
G.P.A.

15. Withdrawal
15.1 A student who wishes to leave the University before graduation must seek official
withdrawal from the University. The student should complete and submit an
application form obtainable from the Registry.
15.2 Approval will be granted by the Registrar only after proper clearance by relevant
units.
15.3 A student who leaves the University without prior approval by the Registrar will be
considered as having unofficially withdrawn from the University effective on the last
day of the teaching term concerned.
15.4 An unofficially withdrawn student will not be issued any official documents of the
University and will not be re-admitted.

16. Student Progression
16.1 A student should be subject to an annual academic review after studying on a
programme for a year.
16.2 A student will not be permitted to progress if his/her Cumulative G.P.A. is below 2.33
at the annual academic review.
16.3 A student whose Cumulative G.P.A. is below 2.33 in the term(s) before the annual
academic review should be issued a warning concerning the need to improve his/
her academic performance.
16.4 Individual programmes may set higher and additional requirements governing
students’ progression.
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17. Discontinuation of Studies
17.1 The Senate may, on the recommendation of the Committee, discontinue the studies
of a student at anytime on the grounds of the candidate’s unsatisfactory performance
or failure to comply with these Regulations.
17.2 The studies of a student will normally be discontinued if,
a)

he/she obtains a Cumulative G.P.A. below 2.33 at the annual academic review;
or

b)

he/she fails to fulfill progression requirements specified in Regulation 16 or those
specified for his/her programme; or

c)

he/she fails to fulfill all requirements for graduation within the maximum study
period.

17.3 A student with studies discontinued on academic grounds is normally not allowed to
be admitted to any programme of the University.
17.4 Students’ academic standing referred to in Regulation 17.2 is subject to the approval
of the Senate upon the recommendation of the Committee.
17.5 Notwithstanding Regulation 17.4, a student whose studies had been discontinued
may appeal through the Registrar against the decision. Details are stipulated in
Section 9 of the Regulations Governing University Examinations.

18. Graduation Requirements
18.1 A student will be evaluated for graduation at the conclusion of the term in which he/
she may satisfy all the conditions for an award. If a student is not allowed to graduate,
he/she will be re-evaluated for graduation at the end of subsequent terms.
18.2 The student should have fulfilled all graduation requirements stipulated in the
curriculum of his/her programme. The University reserves the right to make
amendments to academic programmes from time to time as approved by the
Senate.
18.3 The cumulative grade point average that a student should have obtained for graduation
will be specified by individual programmes and shall not be below 2.67.
18.4 A student is required to graduate as soon as he/she satisfies all the conditions for
an award.
18.5 A student may graduate upon completion of all requirements at the end of any term
in an academic year, although the conferment of awards is held annually.
18.6 A student’s eligibility for graduation is subject to Senate approval.
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19. Intermediate Awards
19.1 Some programmes are designed to enable students to gain intermediate awards,
if they fail or do not wish to complete the requirements of the final award of the
programme. The requirements for the intermediate awards will be specified by
individual programmes.
19.2 Acceptance of an intermediate award implies an intention not to complete the final
award. Where students seek readmission to complete the award, readmission cannot
be guaranteed. Where students are readmitted and go on to complete the award,
their transcripts will indicate that the intermediate award has been superseded.

20. Award Classification
20.1 Distinction will be awarded when a student achieves a Cumulative G.P.A. of 3.50
or above, and has fulfilled the requirements for graduation of a master’s degree
programme.
20.2 There is no classification for an intermediate award.

21. Special Cases
Where a student is unable, through illness or other extenuating circumstances, to
complete some or all of the course requirements and/or examinations in the final term,
or does not have the likelihood of completing the degree requirements, the Board
of Examiners may make an overall judgement based on his/her performance in the
courses completed and recommend the student for a degree with no classification.
The acceptance of such an award by a student will render him/her ineligible to present
himself/herself for any subsequent consideration for the same degree.

22. Academic Dress for Graduates
22.1 Gown
A black robe with a 7.5 cm width of red velvet facing outlined on both sides edged with
bright silver cord braid. Bell-shaped sleeves with two stripes of grey velvet edged with
bright silver cord braid.
22.2 Hood
A black hood of 110 cm long with red and grey silk lining throughout, edged with a 7.5
cm width of velvet in red and trimmed with red silk for master’s degree graduates. No
hood for graduates of intermediate awards.
22.3 Cap
A black cap of mortar-board pattern with a silver tassel.
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23. Testimonials
23.1 A student who wishes to have a letter certifying his/her student status or attendance
records may apply to the Registry for such a testimonial.
23.2 A student who wishes to have a personal recommendation or reference letter should
approach a teacher who knows him/her well.

24. Transcripts
24.1 A student who wishes to apply for transfer or admission to another educational
institution or for employment may apply to the Registry for an official transcript.
24.2 An official transcript shows the relevant particulars of a student, title of his/her
programme, all courses taken and retaken regardless of passed or failed, grades
obtained, grade point averages, academic scholarships, academic awards and
disciplinary actions taken, if any.
24.3 An official transcript will be sent direct by the Registry to the institution or prospective
employer upon the student’s request and payment of the prescribed fees and
postage.
24.4 An official transcript is not issued to a student as a personal copy or to any private
individual.
24.5 Official transcripts shall not be issued to students who have not completed a term of
study.
24.6 A student who has pursued the programme for less than six months or has unofficially
withdrawn from the University or has unpaid accounts or obligations due to the
University will not be issued any transcript or testimonial.

25. Academic Awards
25.1 By virtue of the Lingnan University Ordinance, Lingnan University is empowered to
confer Diplomas/Degrees upon the approval of the University Senate on students who
have fulfilled the requirements of an approved programme of studies.
25.2 Diplomas/Degrees are conferred at the annual Congregation.
25.3 The certification of an academic award is in both Chinese and English and shows the
full name of the recipient, the title of the award and the title of the study programme
concerned.
25.4 The certificate of award bears the signatures of the Chairman of the Council, the
President and the Registrar of the University, and the University seal.
25.5 The University may withhold the conferment of an academic award to a student who
has unpaid accounts or unreturned materials on loan due to the University, or who
has not met any other obligations due to the University.
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ACADEMIC REGULATIONS FOR UNDERGRADUATE
PROGRAMMES
Regulations Governing Undergraduate Studies
1.

Rules and Regulations

1.1

Students are required to comply with all the rules and regulations stipulated by
the University.

1.2

The University may from time to time make new rules and regulations or make
amendments to existing rules and regulations. The Registrar will promulgate new
rules and regulations and amendments to them by notices. Updated regulations
should be regarded as the final authority.

1.3

Exemptions from the regulations, which may be made in exceptional cases or
under special circumstances, are subject to approval by the Senate.

2.

The Academic Year
The University academic year starts at the beginning of September and ends at
the end of August in the following calendar year. The academic year consists
of two terms, each covering approximately 15 weeks of academic activities, and
where appropriate there may be an intensive summer term usually of a shorter
duration.

3.

Admission of Students

3.1

The admission of a student to the University is based on suitability and other
factors which individual Departments/Programmes consider relevant to the study
programme concerned. There should be no discrimination on the grounds of sex,
age, race, religion, ethnic origin or physical disability.

3.2

The Senate will determine the entrance requirements and equivalent qualifications
for individual programmes and admission procedures. Within University policy
guidelines, Departments/Programmes should have autonomy in admitting their
students as long as they fulfil the relevant entrance requirements.

3.3

Physically handicapped applicants are assessed in accordance with the same
admission criteria. It is the intention of the University to provide aid and support
to students with disabilities as far as possible. Applicants are therefore invited
to contact the Registry for information concerning existing facilities for disabled
persons at the University. Newly admitted students are also encouraged to inform
the University of their needs so that timely assistance may be provided.

4.

Student Classification

4.1

Each student will be designated as a Year 1, Year 2, Year 3 or Year 4 student
based on the number of credits obtained including those granted through credit
transfer.
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4.2

A student (except for a transfer student) who has obtained 30 credits, 60 credits
or 90 credits or above will be designated respectively as a Year 2, Year 3 or Year
4 student in the following term.

4.3

A transfer student who is granted 21 credits or above by credit transfer will be
designated as a Year 2 student upon admission. The transfer student will be
designated respectively as a Year 3 or a Year 4 student in the following term when
he/she has obtained 54 credits or 87 credits or above.

4.4

To qualify for full-time status, a student is required to take at least 12 credits in
any one term. A part-time student will take no more than 11 credits in a term.

4.5

Unless otherwise approved, a student must register as a full-time student when
first admitted by the University.

5.

Registration

5.1

An applicant who has been offered admission to an approved programme of study
is required to register with the Registry on a specified date and is considered to
have been admitted to such programme on the date of his/her first registration.
Thereafter, the student should register on the specified date before the beginning
of each subsequent term until he/she graduates.

5.2

Registration includes payment of the fees due and enrolment of courses/sections.
An applicant who fails to pay the prescribed fees or register on the relevant
specified dates is considered as having forgone his/her place offered by the
University. A student who wishes to continue his/her study at the University but
fails to pay the prescribed fees after a lapse of ten days or fails to register before
the last day for registration is considered as having withdrawn from studies at the
University.

5.3

An applicant or a student is deemed to have been registered only after he/she
has completed the registration procedure for the term concerned.

5.4

A student who wishes to change from full-time to part-time or vice versa is required
to notify the Registry of the change and number of credits he/she intends to enrol
in the next term by a date specified by the Registry.

5.5

A student is required to pay the prescribed amount of tuition fee and all other
relevant fees.

5.6

A student who for special reasons seeks permission for deferment of his/her
registration may apply in writing to the Registrar at least one week before the
specified date for registration. A fee for late registration will be charged but no
student is allowed to register after the last day for registration stipulated in the
University Calendar.

5.7

Students must follow registration procedures and any special instructions issued by
the Registrar. They should familiarise themselves with the University regulations
and the curricular structure of their programmes. They must pay particular attention
to course and credit requirements, prerequisites for courses, normal study loads,
and graduation requirements.
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5.8

Before the specified registration session, each student is required to consult his/
her academic adviser on his/her programme of studies.

5.9

Credits will not be granted for any course in which a student has not formally
enrolled. Any information entered into the student record system through a
student’s login account is recognised as input by the student. A student shall
keep confidential use of his/her student account and password.

5.10

Upon first registration, each student is issued with a Student Identity Card free
of charge. A fee will be charged for each replacement card. The student should
take good care of the card and present it to staff for inspection as and when
necessary.

5.11

A full-time student of the University is not allowed to pursue simultaneously any
programme at any tertiary institution. A student in breach of this regulation is
subject to having his/her studies at the University discontinued. In case a student
wishes to take a course offered by another tertiary institution, prior approval by
the Programme Director/Head of Department of his/her Major Programme should
be obtained.

5.12

A full-time student should not take up any full-time employment, paid or unpaid,
during the term.

6.

Course Requirements

6.1

A student is required to register for a Major Programme and in addition may register
for one Minor Programme. The registration fora Minor Programme should be done
by the end of the add/drop period in the first term of his/her final year of study.
The requirements for a Major Programme and a Minor Programme are specified
in the curriculum concerned. A Minor Programme requires students to take at
least 15 but not more than 30 credits of courses. A student may use the credits
assigned for free electives in the curriculum of his/her registered programme of
studies to take courses leading to a Minor Programme.

6.2

A student is required to complete before graduation the University-wide required
courses including General Education, English and Chinese languages, as
specified in the curriculum of his/her Major Programme. In addition, a student is
required to fulfil the requirements of the Integrated Learning Programme before
graduation.

6.3

A student should take courses specified in the curriculum concerned unless written
approval of an alternative curriculum has been granted by the Programme Director/
Head of the Academic Unit concerned/Director of General Education and Core
Curriculum.

6.4

If there is a prerequisite for a course, a student must meet it before taking the
course concerned.

6.5

If there is a co-requisite for a course, a student must take both courses in the
same term.
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6.6

If a course has another course as an exclusion under the situation when the two
courses overlap significantly in content, a student is allowed to enrol only in one
of the two courses during his/her period of study, unless he/she fails any one.
Should the course be a required course in his/her Major or Minor Programme,
he/she is not allowed to enrol in the other course except otherwise approved as
a substitute for the required course as prescribed by Regulation 16.6.

6.7

A student must take his/her own responsibility in ensuring that he/she meets the
requirements specified in Regulations 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 unless such are waived at
the discretion of the Programme Director/Head of the Academic Unit concerned
under exceptional circumstances. The student alone will be responsible for any
consequences if he/she chooses to take a course contravening the requirements
specified in Regulations 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 without special approval.

7.

Change of Personal Particulars

7.1

A student should retain the full name(s) entered on his/her Hong Kong Identity
Card or Passport. Under special circumstances, however, a student may obtain
from the Registry an application form for changing personal particulars, complete
and return it to the Registry, together with the following documents:
(a)

written consent from the applicant’s parent or guardian, if the applicant is
under the age of 21;

(b)

a copy of the applicant’s Hong Kong Identity Card or Passport, carrying
the new name intended to be registered with the University; and

(c)

a copy of the applicant’s statutory declaration and/or birth certificate.

7.2

A student should inform the Registry immediately of any change of address or
other particulars.

8.

Normal Study Load#

8.1

A student is required to take 90 or more credits of courses as stipulated in the
student’s programme curriculum before graduation.

8.2

The normal study load of a full-time student in a term should be in the range of
15 to 18 credits and the maximum study load in an academic year should be 33
credits. Nevertheless, Programme Director/Head of Department concerned can
grant instant approval to students to exceed the maximum study limit by 1 credit.
In exceptional circumstances, approval can be granted by the Academic Dean
concerned for a student to take an extra course of 3 credits in excess of the
maximum study load in an academic year upon recommendation of the Programme
Director/Head of Department concerned. A part-time student will take no more
than 11 credits in a term.

林 Regulation 8.3 governing additional study load is not applicable to 2006 new Year 1 intake and all
new students from 2007.
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8.4

A final year student who is noton academic probation may take a maximum study
load of 39 credits in the academic year concerned, 18 credits in the first term and
21 credits in the second term, subject to the approval of the Programme Director/
Head of Department concerned in consultation with his/her academic adviser.
Exceptions to the maximum study load in the first term can, however, be granted
by the Programme Director/Head of Department on a case-by-case basis with
a view to facilitating the student concerned to graduate not beyond the required
normal study period.

8.5

A student can take optional summer term courses, and the maximum study load in
a summer term is two courses or six credits. Credits of courses taken in summer
term(s), if any, are counted in the maximum study load for the academic year or
in the next academic year as appropriate.

9.

Credit Transfer and Course Exemption

9.1

A student who has passed public, professional, or other examinations recognised
by the University or has successfully completed a course at an appropriate level
offered by the University or another tertiary institution may apply for credit transfer/
course exemption.

9.2

Credit Transfer

9.2.1

In case there is a similar course being offered by the University, the student may
be exempted from taking the course and granted with equivalent credits, if the
application is approved.

9.2.2

In case there is no similar course being offered by the University, the student
may be exempted from taking a free-elective course, or in some cases a General
Education course if deemed appropriate, and granted with equivalent credits, if
the application is approved.

9.2.3

A minimum grade C- is required for credit transfer of courses taken in associate
degree programmes to undergraduate degree programmes.

9.3

Course Exemption
In case there is a similar course being offered by the University, the student may
be exempted from taking the course, if the application is approved. However,
credits are not granted, and the student has to take another course (may be a
specified course or any other course) to make up for the total number of credits
required for graduation.

9.4

No grade will be given (with exceptions specified in Regulations 9.11 and 11.5)
but all exempted or recognised courses and the number of credits transferred will
be shown in the student’s transcript.
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9.5

Normally, a student may not be granted credit transfer/course exemption for
more than 50% of the required number of credits for the academic award or the
Minor Programme. The limit does not include credit transfer or course exemption
associated with approved student exchange programmes.

9.6

A student is required to obtain from the Registry an application form for credit
transfer/course exemption, complete and submit the application before the
beginning of a term. For year courses, applications should be submitted before
the beginning of the first term. All such applications must be accompanied by
original supporting documents and their photocopies. The Registry will return
the original supporting documents to the applicant after inspection.

9.7

The application should be submitted to the Head of the Academic Unit offering
the similar course or to the Programme Director/Head of Department of his/her
Major Programme when no similar course is identified. In case the Programme
Director/Head of Academic Unit considers that the course/examination taken may
be considered a General Education course, he/she should refer the application
to the Director of General Education and Core Curriculum.

9.8

The application should be approved by the Programme Director/Head of Academic
Unit concerned/Director of General Education and Core Curriculum, who should
forward it to the Registry within two weeks after the beginning of a term.

9.9

For an application in relation to a University-wide required course, as prescribed
in Regulation 6.2, the Programme Director/Head of Academic Unit concerned/
Director of General Education and Core Curriculum should consider the application
in accordance with the common standard of exemption criteria approved by the
Senate, if any.

9.10

A student should not enrol in a course for which he/she has been granted
exemption (with or without credits). If the student has enrolled in a course and is
subsequently granted exemption (with or without credits), he/she is not required
to apply to drop the exempted course.

9.11

For a student who has participated in an approved student exchange programme
of the University, credits of recognised courses obtained from the partner institution
will normally be transferred to his/her undergraduate degree programme at the
University as approved by the Programme Director/Head of Department of his/
her Major Programme. The actual grades of recognised courses obtained in the
partner institution will be shown in the transcript of the student, but will not be
counted in the calculation of grade point averages.

9.12

Fora student who has pursued an associate degree or an undergraduate degree
programme offered by the University, credits of recognised courses studied under
the programme as approved by the Programme Director/Head of Department
of his/her Major Programme will be transferred to the undergraduate degree
programme, subject to Regulations 9.2.3 and 9.5. For a student who has pursued
an associate degree or an undergraduate degree programme not offered by the
University, Regulations 9.1 to 9.10 will apply.
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10.

Adding and Dropping Courses and Changing Courses /
Sections I Tutorials

10.1

A student who wishes to add or drop a course, or change a section or tutorial
group of a course after registration must complete the relevant procedure as
prescribed by the Registry. The add/drop period shall start four days before
class commencement and end six calendar days after the beginning of the term
concerned.

10.2

Only under very special circumstances may a student apply in writing to both the
Programme Director/Head of his/her Department and the Registrar for permission
to add or drop a course after the stipulated deadline, but no student is allowed to
drop a course after a lapse of one-third of the term.

10.3

A student who adds a course or changes a course or section of a course without
going through the prescribed procedure will not be given a grade or credits for
the course.

10.4

A student who drops a course without going through the prescribed procedure
will be given an “F” grade for the course.

11.

Change of Major Programme

11.1

A Year 1 student is normally not allowed to change from one programme to
another.

11.2

A student who wishes for special reasons to transfer from one Major Programme
to another may consult his/her academic adviser. To apply for programme transfer,
the student must complete a prescribed form obtainable from the Registry.

11.3

The approval of the Programme Director/Head of Department of the original Major
Programme and the programme the student intends to join should be obtained.

11.4

No student is allowed to join a Major Programme without fulfilling its entrance
requirements.

11.5

All courses taken under the original Major Programme, regardless of passed
or failed, should be kept in the academic records of the student. Both grades
and credits of these courses will be transferred automatically to the new Major
Programme. The course credits earned will be counted towards fulfilment of
curriculum and graduation requirements of the new Major Programme, where
appropriate. All courses will be counted towards the calculation of G.P.As.

11.6

Normally not more than 67% of the required number of credits for the award of
the degree can be granted by credit transfer.

11.7

The periods of studies in both original and new Major Programmes will be counted
within the maximum study period specified in Regulation 13.2.
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11.8

A student may be advised to transfer to another programme if the Programme
Director/Head of Department of the student’s current programme, in considering
his/her aptitude and suitability, deems it more appropriate to transfer the student
to another programme.

12.

Class Attendance and Leave of Absence

12.1

A student should attend all lectures, tutorials and other class activities, tests and
examinations and complete the work assigned by the teachers of the courses in
which the student has enrolled.

12.2

Students are expected to attend classes and other class activities punctually
and regularly, to the satisfaction of the teachers of courses. Each course may
have specific requirements for student attendance. Appropriate sanctions, where
necessary, would be approved by the Board of Examiners* concerned.

12.3

A student who is unable to attend classes should inform the teacher concerned
in writing at the earliest opportunity.

12.4

In the case of absence for more than two days owing to illness, a certificate from
a registered medical doctor is required.

12.5

A student who wishes to obtain leave of absence of more than a week for non
medical reasons should obtain prior permission from the Programme Director/
Head of the student’s Department on the basis of a written application, stating
the reasons for seeking leave of absence. If the application is approved, the
Programme Director/Head of the Department should send to the Registrar a copy
of the application letter together with his/her written approval.

12.6

In case of illness or other serious emergencies, a student who has been
granted leave of absence may apply to the Programme Director(s)/Head(s) of
the Academic Unit(s) concerned for permission to carry out make-up work for
assignments, tests and examinations. Such applications are subject to approval
by the Programme Directors/Heads of the Academic Units in consultation with
the teachers concerned.

12.7

A student who has been absent without leave for a period exceeding thirty
calendar days in the aggregate in any term will be considered as having unofficially
withdrawn from studies at the University.

12.8

A student whose accumulated leave of absence exceeds one-third of the term
should not be assessed and awarded credits for the courses enrolled in the
term.

★For the programmes/courses offered by the Departments of Chinese, Cultural Studies, English,
History, Philosophy, Translation and Visual Studies, all examination matters will be dealt with by the
Department Board concerned and External Examiners shall be invited to attend relevant meetings.
For the courses offered by the Chinese Language Education and Assessment Centre (CLEAC), and
English Language Education and Assessment Centre (ELEAC), examination matters will be handled
by the Staff Committees of the Centres and External Examiners shall be invited to attend relevant
meetings.
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12.9

Notwithstanding the provisions in Regulations 12.6,12.7 and 12.8, the Senate may
in special circumstances exercise its discretion not to invoke these regulations
or any part thereof in respect of a particular case.

12.10

A student may be required to take leave of absence if the condition of the student’s
health will constitute a definite hazard to the University community. Such a student
should seek appropriate treatment. After the prescribed period of absence and
before the student applies to resume classes, he/she should obtain a certificate
signed by a registered medical doctor, stating that the student no longer constitutes
a hazard to the University community.

13.

Period of Study

13.1

A student is required to register for and attend classes for at least three terms
before graduation. Summer terms and any periods of suspension of studies are
not included in the minimum period of study.

13.2

A student on a 90-credit curriculum is required to fulfil all the requirements for
graduation within twelve terms (ten terms for a student admitted to Year 2) from
his/her first registration while a student on a 120-credit curriculum is required to
fulfil all the requirements for graduation within fourteen terms from his/her first
registration. Summer terms are not included in the maximum period of study.
Any periods of leave of absence and suspension of studies are included in the
maximum period of study. A student may register as a full-time or part-time student,
or a combination within the maximum study period.

13.3

A student who for non-academic reasons intends to extend his/her period of
study beyond the prescribed maximum number of terms is required to obtain prior
permission from the Senate.

14.

Suspension of Studies and Withdrawal

14.1

Suspension

14.1.1

A student who, because of health or financial problems or for other valid reasons,
wishes to suspend his/her studies until the end of the term for which the student
is enrolled or the end of the following term, may apply to the Registrar.

14.1.2

The student should obtain an application form from the Registry, complete and
submit it together with the relevant supporting documents to the Registry.

14.1.3

The Registrar will consult the Programme Director/Head of the Department
concerned to decide whether or not to approve the application.

14.1.4

The period of suspension should normally not exceed two terms. If the applicant
fails to return to the University to resume studies at the end of the permitted period
of suspension, the student will be considered as having unofficially withdrawn from
the University effective on the first day after the end of the suspension period.
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14.2

Withdrawal

14.2.1

A student who wishes to leave the University before graduation must seek official
withdrawal from the University.

14.2.2

The student should complete and submit an application form obtainable from the
Registry.

14.2.3

Approval will be granted by the Registrar only after proper clearance by relevant
units.

14.2.4

A student who leaves the University without going through the proper procedures
will be considered as having unofficially withdrawn from the University effective
on the last day of the teaching term concerned.

14.2.5

An unofficially withdrawn student will not be issued any official documents of the
University and will not be re-admitted.

15l

Reduced Study Load for the President and Vice-Presidents
of the Students' Union

15.1

A newly elected President or Vice-President of the Students’ Union may, if he/
she feels that his/her studies will suffer through the pressure of his/her Union
duties, may apply in writing to the Programme Director/Head of the Department
concerned for permission to take a part-time study load for not more than two
terms, while maintaining a full-time status. Such an application should normally
be made within two weeks after the election results are announced.

15.2

The Programme and Curriculum Committee/Department Board concerned
may, after considering the application, make a recommendation to the Senate
thereon.

15.3

Granting such permission will not cause any change to the full-time status of the
student nor prejudice the student’s eligibility for any academic awards or financial
assistance in the student’s academic career.

15.4

No student will be granted this privilege more than once.

15.5

The successful applicant is required to take a minimum of 6 credits of courses
in each term during his/her term of office as President or Vice-President of the
Students’ Union and pay all prescribed fees in full.

16.

Course Assessment

16.1

A student is assessed for every course in which he/she has enrolled in the form
of any one or any combination of the following: class work, written assignment,
laboratory work, field work, research papers, projects, tests, written examinations,
oral examinations and any other method(s) of academic assessment.
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16.2

A student is required to complete all the course work and take all the prescribed
tests and examinations.

16.3

A student who fails to attend a test or an examination without a good reason will
not be given marks for that test or examination and no supplementary assessment
will be given.

16.4

A student who is unable to sit for an examination but has medical or other
compelling reasons acceptable to the Academic Unit responsible for the course
concerned may apply in writing with documentary evidence to the Academic Unit
concerned for a supplementary assessment. The application should be made at
the earliest possible moment and no later than one week after the examination
concerned was held. Further details are stipulated in Section 7 of the Regulations
Governing University Examinations.

16.5

Reassessment of a failed course is not allowed, except under extenuating
circumstances.

16.6

A student who has failed in a required course must retake it or take a substitute
course approved in writing by the Academic Unit concerned.

16.7

A student who has failed an elective course may retake it or take an alternative
elective in a subsequent term.

16.8

A student may retake a failed course only twice.

16.9

A student is not allowed to retake any credit bearing or non-credit bearing course
which he/she has previously taken and passed.

17.

Academic Credits

17.1

The credit is a unit for measuring the amount of time in a particular course during
which a student undertakes learning activities in the University, including lectures,
tutorials and other forms of learning, together with the average amount of time
he/she is expected to spend on his/her own.

17.2

In the course description, the credits assigned to a course will be indicated in
parentheses. A student will be given the appropriate number of credits for a course
in which he/she has enrolled and passed.

17.3

The grades of all courses taken and retaken, regardless of passed or failed, will
be shown in academic reports and transcripts.

18.

Grading System

18.1

Letter grades are used to indicate a student’s academic performance in a
course.
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18.2

Grades are awarded according to the following system:
Sub-divisions

Grade

Standard

A

Excellent

A
A-

巳

Good

巳+
巳
巳-

C

Fair

c+
c
c-

D

Pass

F
ABS
I
M

Failure
Absent
Incomplete
Merit
Very Satisfactory
Satisfactory
Unsatisfactory

D+
D
F

vs
s
u
PASS/FAIL

Grade Points

no
no
no
no
no

grade
grade
grade
grade
grade

4.00
3.67
3.33
3.00
2.67
2.33
2.00
1.67
1.33
1.00
0
0
0*
point given*
point given*
point given*
point given*
point given*

*Not included in the calculation of grade point average.
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18.3

Grade F indicates failure. A student who receives this grade in the first term of
a year course is not normally allowed to continue with that course in the second
term.

18.4

Grade I is a temporary grade which indicates that the course work or examination
has not been completed for reasons acceptable to both the teacher and the Board
of Examiners concerned. The assessment should be completed within four weeks
after official release of the preliminary assessment results, and the grade I will be
converted to a final grade which includes all assessment marks; otherwise, the
grade I will be converted to grade F. The final grade will be used in the calculation
of grade point averages.

18.5

A student who is absent from the term final examination will normally receive “ABS”.
If the student has a good reason which is acceptable to both the teacher and the
Programme Director/Head of Academic Unit concerned, the student may be given
a supplementary assessment. The ABS will be converted to an appropriate grade
on completion of the assessment. If the student is not given any supplementary
assessment, then a zero mark will be given to the final examination, and an
appropriate final mark/grade will be arrived at taking into account all assessment
marks.

18.6

A Pass or Fail grade may only be given as specified in the approved syllabus of
the course concerned.
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19.
19.1

Grade Point Average (G.P.A.)
Term G.P.A.
This is a figure ranging from 0 to 4.00 (A = 4.00) used to indicate the performance
of a student in the term concerned.

Term G.P.A.
Total weighted points for all courses taken in the term concerned

Total number of credits enrolled in for the term concerned
where weighted points = grade points x the number of credits of the course
concerned.
19.2

Year G.P.A.
This is a figure ranging from 0 to 4.00 (A = 4.00) used to indicate the performance
of a student in the academic year concerned.
Year G.P.A.
Total weighted points for all courses taken in the year concerned
Total number of credits enrolled in for the year concerned

19.3

Cumulative G.P.A.
This is a figure ranging from 0 to 4.00 (A = 4.00) used to indicate the overall
performance of a student in all the terms up to date.
Cumulative G.P.A.

Total weighted points for all courses taken
Total number of credits enrolled in for all terms

19.4

Courses enrolled (including those in a summer term), regardless of passed or
failed, will be included in the calculation of Term, Year or Cumulative G.P.A.

19.5

Courses which are exempted are not included in the calculation of Term, Year or
Cumulative G.P.A.
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20.

Academic Standing

20.1

Academic Probation

20.1.1

A student will be put on academic probation in the following term(s) if his/her
Cumulative G.P.A. is below 1.67.

20.1.2

A student on academic probation cannot take more than 12 credits of courses
per term except otherwise approved.

20.1.3

With the consent of his/her academic adviser and the Programme Director/Head
of the Department concerned, a student on academic probation with Cumulative
G.P.A. above 1.0 can take up to 15 credits of courses in the term. The student
cannot take more than 15 credits of courses without exceptional approval of the
Academic Dean concerned.

20.1.4

If a student on academic probation has a Cumulative G.P.A. of 1.0 or below,
approval normally will not be granted for taking more than 12 credits of courses.
Exceptions will require the approval of the Programme Director/Head of the
Department and the Academic Dean concerned.

20.1.5

The performance of a student on probation will be reviewed at the end of the
term when he/she has taken cumulatively 12 or more credits of courses since
he/she has been put on probation. At the time of review, if the student obtains
a Cumulative G.P.A. of 1.67 or above, probation will be lifted. Otherwise his/her
studies will be discontinued as prescribed by Regulation 20.2.1 (c).

20.1.6

A student on academic probation will still be assessed on a term basis and subject
to other conditions of discontinuation of studies prescribed by Regulation 20.2.

20.1.7

Generally the evaluation of students’ examination results to determine their
academic standing will not apply to the summer term with the following
exceptions.
(a) The performance of a student who is on academic probation will be reviewed
at the end of the summer term if he/she has taken cumulatively 12 or more
credits since he/she has been put on probation. At the time of review, if the
student obtains a Cumulative G.P.A. of 1.67 or above, probation will be lifted.
Otherwise his/her studies will be discontinued as prescribed by Regulation
20.2.1 (c).
(b) If a student fails thrice a required course after the summer term, his/her studies
will be discontinued in accordance with Regulation 20.2.1(d).

20.2

Discontinuation of Studies

20.2.1

The studies of a student will normally be discontinued if,
(a) his/her term grade point average is below 1.00 for any two terms; or
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(b) he/she fails in more than half of the credits of all the courses he/she takes in
a term for any two terms; or
(c) he/she fails to have his/her academic probation lifted at the end of the term
when he/she has taken cumulatively 12 or more credits since he/she has
been put on probation, regardless of any intervening leave of absence or
suspension of studies; or
(d) he/she fails thrice a required course* specified in his/her Major Programme
(for a student who changes his/her Major Programme, the failure under the
original Major Programme is also counted); or
(e) he/she fails to fulfil the requirement(s) for progression as stipulated in his/her
Major Programme, if any; or
(f) he/she fails to fulfil all the requirements for graduation within the maximum
period of study as stipulated in Regulation 13.2.
20.2.2

A student whose studies had been discontinued on academic ground is normally not
allowed to be re-admitted to the University. Exceptions can, however, be granted
on a case-by-case basis for admission to non-UGC-funded programmes.

20.2.3

Students’ academic standing referred to in Regulation 20.2.1 is subject to the
approval of the Senate upon the recommendation of the Board of Examiners
concerned.

20.2.4

Notwithstanding Regulation 20.2.3, a student whose studies had been discontinued
may appeal through the Registrar against the decision. Details are stipulated in
Section 9 of the Regulations Governing University Examinations.

21.

Academic Honours

21.1

Dean’s List-A student who obtains 24 credits or more in an academic year (with
12 credits or more in any one term in the academic year), scores a Year G.P.A.
of 3.30 - 3.69, and has no F (Failure), Fail, U (Unsatisfactory) or I (Incomplete)
grades in any courses enrolled in for the academic year concerned will be placed
on the Dean’s List.

21.2

President’s List - A student who obtains 24 credits or more in an academic year
(with 12 credits or more in any one term in the academic year), scores a Year
G.P.A. of 3.70 or above, and has no F (Failure), Fail, U (Unsatisfactory) or I
(Incomplete) grades in any courses enrolled in for the academic year concerned
will be placed on the President’s List.

21.3

In case a student has an I (Incomplete) grade in a course which is converted into
an appropriate grade, his/her Term G.P.A. and Year G.P.A. will be calculated again.

A "required course” here refers to a course specified in the Major Programme of a student which
the student is required to take and pass. This does not include any "required option/electives” and
General Education courses.
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The student will be awarded the Dean’s List/Presidenfs List when the new Year
G.P.A. meets the minimum G.P.A. required and the student fulfils other criteria.
21.4
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President’s Award - The graduate who scores the highest Cumulative G.P.A. (or
the graduates who score the same highest Cumulative G.P.A.) among graduates
of both UGC-funded and non-UGC-funded undergraduate degree programmes
will be bestowed the President’s Award(s) at the Congregation.

22.

Graduation Requirements

22.1

A student should have attended at least three terms at the University. Summer
terms and any periods of suspension of studies are not included.

22.2

A student will be evaluated for graduation at the conclusion of the term in which
he/she may satisfy all the requirements of the Major Programme concerned. If a
student is not allowed to graduate, he/she will be re-evaluated for graduation at
the end of subsequent terms.

22.3

A student should have completed 90 or more credits of courses and fulfilled all
other graduation requirements as stipulated in the curriculum of his/her Major
Programme. A student should also fulfil the requirements of the Integrated
Learning Programme. The University reserves the right to make amendments
to academic programmes from time to time as approved by the Senate.

22.4

A student should have obtained a Cumulative G.P.A. of at least 1.67.

22.5

A student who has fulfilled the requirements of a Minor Programme for which he/
she has registered will graduate with the Minor.

22.6

A student is required to graduate as soon as he/she satisfies all the conditions
for graduation. He/she may be allowed to take more credits than he/she
needs to graduate, but only in the term he/she becomes eligible for the award
concerned.

22.7

A student may graduate upon completion of all requirements at the end of any
term in an academic year, although the conferment of awards is held annually.

22.8

A student’s eligibility for graduation is subject to Senate approval.

23.

Degree Classification

23.1

An honours degree programme student who has fulfilled the requirements for
graduation will be awarded a bachelor’s degree with one of the classifications set
out in Regulation 23.2. These are given according to the students5 Cumulative
G.P.A. on all courses and University distribution guidelines.

23.2

There is a minimum Cumulative G.P.A. for each class below which a student will
not be given the classification concerned, as follows:
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Honours Degree
Classification

Minimum Cumulative
G.P.A.

(1) First Class Honours
(2) Upper Second Class Honours
(3) Lower Second Class Honours
(4) Third Class Honours
(5) Pass

3.50
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.67

The attainment of the minimum Cumulative G.P.A. does not mean automatic
conversion to the corresponding class of honours.

24.

Special Cases
Where a student is unable, through illness or other extenuating circumstances, to
complete some or all of the course requirements and/or examinations in the final
term, or does not have the likelihood of completing the degree requirements, the
Board of Examiners may make an overall judgment based on his/her performance
in the courses completed and recommend the student for a degree with no
classification. The acceptance of such an award by a student will render him/
her ineligible to present himself/herself for any subsequent consideration for the
same bachelor’s degree.

25.

Academic Dress for Graduates

25.1

Gown
A black robe of a simple traditional shape.

25.2

Hood
A black hood of 90 cm long with red and grey silk lining throughout, and with an
edge lining of the discipline colour as follows:
Degree
Bachelor of Arts (BA)
Bachelor of Business Administration (巳巳A)
Bachelor of Social Sciences (BSocSc)

25.3

Colour
Yellow
Blue
Green

Cap
A black cap of mortar-board pattern with a black tassel.
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26.
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Testimonials, Transcripts and Academic Awards

26.1

Testimonials

26.1.1

A student who wishes to have a letter certifying his/her student status or attendance
records may apply to the Registry for such a testimonial.

26.1.2

A student who wishes to have a personal recommendation or reference letter
should approach a teacher who knows him/her well.

26.2

Transcripts

26.2.1

A student who wishes to apply for transfer or admission to another educational
institution or for employment may apply to the Registry for an official transcript.

26.2.2

An official transcript shows the relevant particulars of a student, title of Major
Programme, title of Minor Programme, title of Discipline Concentration/Supporting
Specialisation, all courses taken, grades obtained, grade point averages, academic
scholarships, academic awards, academic honours and disciplinary actions taken,
if any.

26.2.3

An official transcript will be sent directly by the Registry to the institution or
prospective employer upon the student’s request and payment of the prescribed
fees and postage.

26.2.4

An official transcript is not issued to a student as a personal copy or to any private
individual.

26.2.5

A student who has unofficially withdrawn from the University or has unpaid
accounts or obligations due to the University will not be issued any transcript or
testimonial.

26.3

Academic Awards

26.3.1

By virtue of the Lingnan University Ordinance, Lingnan University is empowered
to confer Degrees upon the approval of the University Senate on students who
have fulfilled the requirements of an approved programme of studies.

26.3.2

Degrees are conferred at the annual Congregation.

26.3.3

The certification of an academic award is in both Chinese and English and shows
the full name of the recipient, the title of the award with the classification where
appropriate, and the title of the Major Programme concerned. The title of the
Minor Programme/Discipline Concentration/Supporting Specialisation, if any, is
not shown.
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26.3.4

The certification of award bears the signatures of the Chairman of the Council,
the President and the Registrar of the University, and the University seal.

26.3.5

The University may withhold the conferment of an academic award to a student
who has unpaid accounts or unreturned materials on loan due to the University,
or who has not met any other obligations due to the University.

27.

Course Coding System

27.1

Each course is identified by a unique course code which is composed of a letter
code and a number code. The course code normally indicates the area of study,
the intellectual demand placed on students and the recommended sequence of
study. A sub-code in the form of a small letter may be added to the number code
where necessary to denote the topic the course covers.

27.2

Notwithstanding the above, when a course is listed under the General Education
Programme, it will also be assigned a General Education course code.

27.3

Letter Code

27.3.1

This is the first part of the course code consisting of three characters which
normally represents the study area of the course concerned. The following letter
codes denote their corresponding areas of study:
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Letter Code

Subject Area

ACT
BEH
BUS
CDS
CHI
CPT
CRE
CUS
ECO
ENG
ENT
FIN
FRE
GEA
GE巳
GEC
GED
GLS
HRM
HST
INL
ISM
IT巳
JAP
LCC
LCE
MGT
MKT
MUS
PED
PHI
POL
RIM
SCI
SLP
SOC
SPA
SSC
TRA
VIS

Accounting
Behavioural Science
General Business
Computing and Decision Sciences
Chinese
Computing Studies
Creativity
Cultural Studies
Economics
English
Entrepreneurship
Finance
French
General Education - Category A
General Education - Category B
General Education - Category C
General Education - Category D
Global Studies
Human Resource Management
History
Integrated Learning
Information Systems
International Business
Japanese
Language and Communication - Chinese
Language and Communication - English
Management
Marketing
Music
Physical Education
Philosophy
Political Science
Risk and Insurance Management
Sciences
Service-Learning Programme
Sociology
Spanish
Social Sciences
Translation
Visual Studies
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27.3.2

Subject to the approval of the Senate, a course code may consist of two
three-character letter codes to indicate the teaching department(s) and/or the
programme(s) of the course.

27.4

Number Code
This is the second part of the course code which consists of three digits.

27.4.1

The first digit of the number code indicates the level for which the course is
intended. Level 0 and 1 (i.e. 000-level and 100-level) courses are usually of an
introductory or foundation nature and are normally to be taken in the first year
of study for bachelor’s degree programmes. Level 2 (i.e. 200-level) courses are
usually intermediate level courses and are normally to be taken in the second/
third year of a three-year full-time programme. Level 3 (i.e. 300-level) courses
usually involve more advanced study skills and are normally taken in the third
year.

27.4.2

Nonetheless, the first digit in the General Education course code denotes the
Category of the course, viz. 100 for Category A and Category D, 200 for Category
巳 and 300 for Category C.

27.4.3

The second and third digits are serial numbers assigned to the course.
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Regulations Governing Admission to Undergraduate Studies
1.

Normal Entrance Requirements

1.1

Applicants must have fulfilled the following General Entrance Requirements
and the Programme Entrance Requirements stipulated for individual study
programmes.

1.2

General Entrance Requirements*
Applicants must have obtained:
(a) Grade E or above in two Advanced Level (AL) subjects in the Hong Kong
Advanced Level Examination (HKALE); or
Grade E or above in one AL subject, and in two Advanced Supplementary (AS)
Level subjects other than Use of English and Chinese Language and Culture
in the HKALE; and
(b) Grade E or above in AS Use of English; and
(c) Grade E or above in AS Chinese Language and Culture.

2.

Other Acceptable Qualifications

2.1

Persons who do not possess the qualifications as stated in Section 1 but fit in
one of the following categories may apply for admission.

2.2

Equivalent Qualifications
(a) a degree, an associate degree or a diploma awarded by a recognised post
secondary institution;
(b) an International Baccalaureate Diploma;
(c) satisfactory completion of the first year in a four-year undergraduate
curriculum or the first year of an associate degree programme of a recognised
institution;
(d) satisfactory completion of two years of full-time study in a post-Form Five
institution, e.g. a technical institute; or
(e) other equivalent qualifications which the University will consider on a caseby-case basis.

*1.
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2.

For applicants who have not attempted the AS level examination in Chinese Language and
Culture, the University will accept a Grade D or above in the HKCEE in a language other than
Chinese or English or in the alternative Chinese language qualifications of IGCSE/GCSE/GCE
O-Level as an alternative to the Chinese language requirement, provided that they have obtained
a Grade E or above in an AS level subject other than Use of English and in addition to those in
1.2(a) in the General Entrance Requirements.
Passes in AL and AS subjects can be obtained at one or more sittings.
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2.3

Non-local Applicants

2.3.1

Non-local students are persons entering Hong Kong for the purpose of education
with a student visa/entry permit issued by the Director of Immigration.

2.3.2

Non-local applicants who have attained, at a recognised post-secondary institution
outside Hong Kong, an equivalent qualification as stipulated in Regulation 2.2,
can apply for admission.

2.3.3

Non-local applicants may be required to gain a minimum of Grade C in English in
the GCE O-Level or GCSE Examination or an equivalent public examination; or
a minimum TOEFL score of 213 in the computer-based test, or 550 in the paperbased test, or 79 in the internet-based test; or an IELTS overall band score of 5.5
or above.

2.3.4

Non-local applicants will be considered on an individual basis, subject to the
availability of places.

2.4

Mature Applicants

2.4.1

Mature applicants are those who are aged 23 or above on 1st September in the
year when admission is sought. They may seek admission provided that
(a) (i) they are able to show either by publication or by other acceptable evidence
that they have achieved sufficient competence in their chosen field of study
to justify admission, or
(ii) they have shown exceptional ability in appropriate academic or professional
fields;
(b) they have at least three years of relevant working experience; and
(c) they can produce evidence of at least three years of continuous residence in
Hong Kong.

2.4.2

Mature applicants will be considered separately and each case is considered on
its own merits.

3.

Applications

3.1

Applications through J UPAS
School and non-school applicants who seek admission to degree programmes
on the strength of their HKALE results may apply through JUPAS. They will be
regarded as “JUPAS applicants”. A person who applies for admission through
JUPAS is not allowed to submit a separate application to the University directly.
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3.2

Direct Applications to the University
Persons who have fulfilled the University entrance requirements and seek
admission to degree programmes may apply directly to the University. They will be
regarded as “non-JUPAS” applicants. Applicants may indicate on the application
forms up to three different programmes in order of preference as long as they
fulfil the entrance requirements for these programmes. However, only one offer
will be made to each applicant selected for admission. Change of programme
after submitting the application is not permitted.
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4.

Criteria for Selection

4.1

As there are insufficient places for all qualified applicants, admission to the
University is on a competitive basis.

4.2

Applications will be considered in the order of preference of the programmes
indicated by the applicants, taking into consideration all information provided,
such as public examination results (including the relevancy of the subjects to
the programmes concerned), academic/professional qualifications, working
experience, suitability and potential, personal qualities and other factors which
individual academic units consider relevant to the programmes concerned.

4.3

Admission criteria for different programmes vary and applicants will be either
admitted directly or invited for interview, to determine eligibility for admission.

4.4

For some programmes, applicants may also be required to take an oral and/or
written test.

5.

Credit Transfer and Course Exemption

5.1

An applicant who has passed public, professional, or other examinations
recognised by the University or has successfully completed a course at an
appropriate level offered by the University or another tertiary institution may apply
for credit transfer/course exemption.

5.2

Credit Transfer

5.2.1

In case there is a similar course being offered by the University, the student may
be exempted from taking the course and granted with equivalent credits, if the
application is approved.

5.2.2

In case there is no similar course being offered by the University, the student
may be exempted from taking a free-elective course, or in some cases a General
Education course if deemed appropriate, and granted with equivalent credits, if
the application is approved.
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5.2.3

A minimum grade C- is required for credit transfer of courses taken in associate
degree programmes to undergraduate degree programmes.

5.3

Course Exemption
In case there is a similar course being offered by the University, the student may
be exempted from taking the course, if the application is approved. However,
credits are not granted, and the student has to take another course (may be a
specified course or any other course) to make up for the total number of credits
required for graduation.

5.4

No grade will be given but all exempted courses or recognised courses and the
number of credits transferred will be shown in the student’s transcript.

5.5

Application for credit transfer/course exemption should be made upon submission
of application for admission, which will be processed following procedures
stipulated in the academic regulations for credit transfer and course exemption.
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REGULATIONS GOVERNING VISITING AND
AUDITING STUDENTS
In addition to accepting students into programmes leading to academic awards, the University
admits visiting students and auditing students to study courses at the University.
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1.

Visiting Students

1.1

An applicant whose educational standard is considered adequate by the academic
unit(s) concerned may be considered for admission as a visiting student to study
at the University for a specified period.

1.2

A visiting student may be admitted through a University approved student exchange
programme or through direct applications on individual merits.

1.3

Visiting students are not eligible for a formal academic award but can apply
for a certification of their registration status and/or a certification of academic
performance.

1.4

A visiting student may take either a full-time or a part-time study load in any
term.

1.5

Students on exchange programmes usually pay tuition fees to their parent
institutions. Other visiting students are required to pay the prescribed amount of
tuition fee and all other relevant fees.

1.6

A visiting student must sit for the examination of the courses taken, and will receive
grades and credits after completing the requirements of the courses concerned.
The status of a visiting student will be indicated in all documents issued by the
University.

1.7

Visiting students are not eligible for scholarships or financial aid.

2.

Auditing Students

2.1

An applicant whose educational standard is considered adequate by the academic
unit(s) concerned may be considered for admission as an auditing student for a
specified period.

2.2

Application for admission as an auditing student should be made to the Registrar,
supported by documents required by the Registrar, such as public examination
results, school transcripts and reference letters.

2.3

Auditing students are not eligible for a formal award or for a certificate from the
University.
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2.4

An auditing student is not normally allowed to take more than 11 credits per
term.

2.5

An auditing student is required to pay the prescribed amount of tuition fee and all
other relevant fees.

2.6

An auditing student is not allowed to sit for any examinations and will not be given
any grade or other academic recognition for the courses taken. The status of an
auditing student will be indicated in all documents issued by the University.

2.7

Auditing students are not eligible for scholarships or financial aid.
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REGULATIONS GOVERNING UNIVERSITY EXAMINATIONS
1.

Regulations
All examinations should be conducted in accordance with these regulations.

2.

Committees
The Undergraduate Examinations Board and the Research and Postgraduate
Studies Committee constituted under the Senate are responsible for overseeing
the conduct of examinations and reviewing assessment results of undergraduate
students and postgraduate students respectively.

3.

Boards of Examiners

3.1.

A Board of Examiners should be formed for each taught postgraduate or bachelor’s
degree programme.*

3.2

Composition
BBA (Hons) and 巳SocSc (Hons)
Chairman : Programme Director or his/her delegated representative
Members : All staff concerned with the setting and marking of any part of the
examinations in the host Departments
One representative from each of the other two degree programmes#
All External Examiners
Secretary : Each Board should appoint its own secretary
Taught Postgraduate Programmes
Chairman : Programme Director or his/her delegated representative
Members : Academic Dean concerned
Head(s) of Department(s) offering the programme
All staff concerned with the setting and marking of any part of the
examinations
All External Examiners, if any
Secretary : Each Board should appoint its own secretary

林
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For the programmes/courses offered by the Departments of Chinese, Cultural Studies, English,
History, Philosophy, Translation and Visual Studies, all examination matters will be dealt with by
the Department Board concerned and External Examiners shall be invited to attend the relevant
meetings. For the courses offered by the Chinese Language Education & Assessment Centre
(CLEAC) and English Language Education & Assessment Centre (ELEAC), examination matters
will be handled by the Staff Committees of the Centres and External Examiners shall be invited
to attend the relevant meetings.
For the Board of Examiners of BBA (Hons) Programme, there should be one representative
from the BA (Hons) Programmes and one from the 巳SocSc (Hons) Programme. For the Board
of Examiners of BSocSc (Hons) Programme, there should be one representative from the BA
(Hons) Programmes and one from the BBA (Hons) Programme.
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All staff concerned with the teaching of a course should make themselves available
in case they wish, or are required, to give evidence in particular cases, and to
submit written reports upon request.
3.3

Duties
(a) To maintain the academic standards of the programme at a level appropriate
to the type of award.
(b) To approve examination question papers after considering the views and
recommendations of External Examiners.
(c) To maintain general supervision of the system of continuous assessment,
where it applies.
(d) To maintain the proper conduct of examinations.
(e) To determine students’ examination results, after considering the views and
recommendations of External Examiners, if any.
(f) To assess the progress of students and to report its decisions, including its
recommendations for award classification, to the Undergraduate Examinations
Board (undergraduate programmes) or the Research and Postgraduate Studies
Committee (postgraduate programmes).
(g) To consider appeals referred to it by the Registrar.

4.

Persons Involved in Examinations

4.1

Programme Director/Head of Academic Unit
The Programme Director/Head of Academic Unit is responsible for all matters
relating to examinations within the academic unit(s) concerned.

4.2

Examiner
An Examiner is the member of academic staff who sets an examination paper
and prepares the solutions and marking scheme. If more than one person is
involved in the setting of one examination paper, the examiner should be one
of their number designated by the Programme Director/Head of Academic Unit
concerned.

4.3

External Examiner
An External Examiner is not on the staff of the University, but is appointed by the
Senate. The duties of External Examiners are defined in the Policy on External
Examiners of Undergraduate and Taught Postgraduate Programmes.
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4.4

Subject Teacher
At the commencement of a course the subject teacher must ensure that all
students understand the total assessment procedures for the course. He/She
should also keep appropriate records and ensure that each student completes
all assignments.

4.5

Invigilator
An invigilator is a member of academic staff designated by the Registrar to be
responsible for supervising the conduct of an examination. When there are 40
or more students taking an examination in an examination room, a minimum of
two invigilators will be appointed to be on duty at any time in each examination
room. One of the invigilators will be designated as the Chief Invigilator.

4.6

Floating Invigilator
When there are less than 40 students taking an examination, a floating invigilator,
in addition to the Chief Invigilator, will be appointed to be responsible for two or
three rooms which are in close proximity.

4.7

Registrar
The Registrar is responsible to the Undergraduate Examinations Board/Research
and Postgraduate Studies Committee and the Senate for the proper conduct of
examinations, and keeps all records of student examination results.

4.8

Students
Students are required to take all scheduled tests and examinations. They should
observe the regulations governing the conduct of examinations.

5.

Dishonest Practice in Course Work

5.1

If a student attempts to gain an advantage in the assessment of his/her work by
collusion, falsification of data, plagiarism, or any other form of dishonest practice,
it will be regarded as a case of cheating.

5.2

Cheating in course work may take any one of the following forms:
(a) Collusion - where a student misrepresents a piece of unauthorised group
work as his/her own work.
(b) Falsification of Data - where the presentation of data in reports, projects or
research papers, which is purported to be based on experimental or research
work conducted by the student, has actually been invented by the student,
copied or obtained by unfair means.
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(c) Plagiarism - the presentation of another person’s work without proper
acknowledgement of the source, whether protected by copyright or not, as
the student’s own work.
(d) Any other form of dishonest practice in course work.
5.3

Any staff member who has reason to believe that a student has cheated should
inform the Chairman of the Board of Examiners concerned and provide him/her
with all the relevant facts of the case.

5.4

The Board of Examiners will consider whether there is a case of cheating.

5.5

A student considered to have cheated in course work should be given a zero
mark for that particular piece of work. The case may be brought to the Student
Disciplinary Committee if the Programme Director/Head of Academic Unit
concerned deems it necessary to do so.

6.

Method of Examination
The method of examination will be as defined in the course scheme.

1.

Supplementary Assessments

7.1

A student who is unable to attend or to complete any scheduled examinations
due to unavoidable circumstances, such as illness, family bereavement, accident,
etc., or has reasons which satisfy the Board of Examiners and is able to produce
documentary support may be given supplementary assessment(s).

7.2

Due attention should be given to the proportion of the continuous assessment and
final examination of the course, and the continuous assessment performance of
the student. If the student has performed badly in continuous assessment which
accounts for a significant proportion of the total marks of the course, allowing
him/her to take a supplementary assessment may not be of any use in helping
the student pass the course.

7.3

Supplementary assessments should be held as soon as possible and not later
than 3 weeks after the end of the examination period. Exceptions could be
granted by the Chairman of the Undergraduate Examinations Board/Research
and Postgraduate Studies Committee.

7.4

(a) A supplementary assessment should be graded as an ordinary assessment
and there is no restriction on the grade to be given.
(b) Previous continuous assessment marks should stand and should be used
again in the calculation of the overall marks.

7.5

All applications for supplementary assessments should be made to the Registrar
by the subject teacher on behalf of the students.

7.6

Applications should be made on prescribed forms obtainable from the Registry.
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8.

Release of Assessment Results

8.1

The Registrar will release preliminary assessment results upon the completion
of grades processing. But the results are subject to final approval.

8.2

Students may be shown examination scripts in the presence of the teacher
concerned, but the scripts remain the property of the University.

8.3

Finalised assessment results, after being confirmed by the Senate, are to be
disclosed only by the Registrar.

8.4

Preliminary and finalised assessment results are disseminated via the web for
students5 easy access.

9.

Appeals

9.1

Discontinuation of Studies

9.1.1

A student whose studies are discontinued at the University due to unsatisfactory
academic performance or progression may appeal in writing through the Registrar
against the decision, enclosing all the necessary supporting documents. The
Discontinuation Appeals Panel will consider the case. It is empowered by the
Senate to decide on the case. The decision of the Panel will be final.

9.1.2

No fees will be charged to students who lodge such appeals.

9.1.3

Appeals must be made within one week after the announcement of the resolution
of Undergraduate Examinations Board (for undergraduate programmes)/Research
and Postgraduate Studies Committee (for taught postgraduate programmes).

9.1.4

Results of appeals will be determined within 40 days from the day when the
application is lodged.

9.2

Review of Grades and Reassessment

9.2.1

A student may appeal through the Registrar for a review of grades. The Registrar
will refer the appeal to the Programme Director/Head of Academic Unit concerned,
who will inform the subject teacher. The Programme Director/Head of Academic
Unit will return the result of the review to the Registrar, who will inform the
student.

9.2.2

A student may appeal through the Registrar for a reassessment. The Registrar
will refer the appeal to the Programme Director/Head of Academic Unit concerned.
The Programme Director/Head of Academic Unit will return the result of the
reassessment to the Registrar, who will inform the student.

9.2.3

An appeal for review or reassessment requires a deposit, which will be refunded
only if the appeal results in a change to the grade.
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9.2.4

Appeals must be made within 5 working days from the release of preliminary
examination results，

9.2.5

Results of appeals will be determined within 7 working days from the day when
the application is lodged.

10.

Conduct of Examinations

10.1

Students must familiarise themselves with these regulations before attending
examinations.

10.2

Responsibility to Attend Examinations

10.2.1

Students are responsible for checking the dates, times and places for their
examinations from the examination timetables, and for presenting themselves
for examination at the designated place and time.

10.2.2

Examination timetables are normally published by the Registrar two weeks before
the commencement of each examination period.

10.2.3

Where all or part of an examination is by means other than a formally invigilated
written examination, the Programme Director/Head of Academic Unit responsible
for the course concerned should publish details of the necessary arrangements.
It is the students’ responsibility to acquaint themselves with such details.

10.3

Iden tifica tion

10.3.1

Students must bring to each examination their Student Identity Cards and place
them on the top right hand corner of the desk for inspection by invigilators during
the examination.

10.3.2

A student will be liable to disciplinary action, which may include expulsion from
the University, if he/she impersonates another student or allows himself/herself
to be impersonated by another student at an examination.

10.4

Seating Arrangement
Seating arrangement is posted at the entrance of the examination room. Students
must sit in the seats allocated, unless otherwise directed by an invigilator.

10.5

Entry to Examination Room

10.5.1

Students should not enter the examination room until an invigilator tells them to
do so, normally 10 minutes before the commencement of the examination.

10.5.2

Upon entering the examination room, a student is subject to the authority of the
invigilator(s) and must act according to the instructions given.

10.5.3

Students should take up their seats according to the seating arrangement and
should not leave their seats without the permission of an invigilator.
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10.5.4

Students should place on their desks only the stationery and approved equipment
which are required for the examination. They should leave their other personal
belongings in other places specified by the invigilator(s).

10.6

Use of Materials and Equipment

10.6.1

Students should provide themselves with the necessary writing and drawing
tools.

10.6.2

All questions at a written examination must be answered on answer books,
supplementary sheets and other materials provided by the University for the
purpose.

10.6.3

Students must not remove from the examination room any materials provided by
the University for use in examinations.

10.6.4

Students at any examinations must not have in their possession or make use of
any paper, books, notes, dictionaries, instruments, aids or other materials, unless
expressly approved in the instructions of the examination paper concerned.

10.6.5

Details of any such materials and aids which may be permitted in the examination
will be notified to students in advance by the examiners.

10.6.6

Where electronic calculators are permitted for use in an examination, they should
be hand-held, self-powered, silent in operation, and non-programmable unless
expressly allowed. They should not in any case possess any word-display or
graphical functions. Students are not allowed to use any external media associated
with an electronic calculator, such as instruction booklets, magnetic cards or
memory modules. Students should ensure that their calculators are in working
order and have sufficient power supply.

10.6.7

All approved materials and aids are subject to inspection by the invigilator(s).

10.7

Distribution of Question Papers and Answer Books

10.7.1

The invigilator(s) may distribute question papers and answer books according to
the seating arrangement before the commencement of the examination.

10.7.2

Students should not turn the papers over and start working until the invigilator/
chief invigilator tells them to do so.

10.7.3

Invigilator(s) should give each student only one answer book, except under special
circumstances. Students should be provided with supplementary answer sheets
if one answer book is insufficient.

10.8

Commencement of Examination

10.8.1
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The invigilator/chief invigilator should write on the whiteboard for the students’
information the course code, course title, section number (if any), and the starting
and finishing times of the examination.
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10.8.2

The invigilator/chief invigilator should tell the students to start at the time specified
in the examination timetable.

10.8.3

Fifteen minutes after the start of the examination, the invigilator(s) should mark
the attendance register to record those who are present. The invigilator(s) should
check the Student I.D. cards to ensure that the photograph resembles the student
and that the same name has been written on the answer book.

10.8.4

A student who does not possess a Student I.D. card may be permitted at the
discretion of the invigilator/chief invigilator to sit for the examination, provided
that he/she can present his/her Hong Kong Identity Card and his/her name is
on the attendance register, but the matter should be recorded in the Invigilator’s
Report.

10.8.5

The attendance register should be updated to include any latecomers.

10.9

Late Arrival

10.9.1

Students who arrive late may not normally be admitted to the examination room
after an examination has been in progress for more than 30 minutes.

10.9.2

Under exceptional or extenuating circumstances, a student may be admitted
at the discretion of the invigilator/chief invigilator later than 30 minutes after
the commencement of an examination, provided that no student has left the
examination room.

10.9.3

No extra time should be given to latecomers.

10.10

Leaving the Examination Room During an Examination

10.10.1 Except in cases of illness or for a valid cause, a student is not permitted to leave
the examination room during the first 30 minutes after the commencement of an
examination and during the final 15 minutes of an examination.
10.10.2 A student who wishes to leave the examination room and who does not wish to
return must first seek the permission of an invigilator, who will collect the student’s
script. A student whose script has been collected is not permitted to continue with
the examination. When leaving the examination room, the student must take care
not to disturb other students.
10.10.3 Except for a valid cause, a student is not permitted to leave the examination
room temporarily; however, if a student who needs to leave the examination
room temporarily for any good reason but who intends to return to complete the
examination must first seek the permission of an invigilator. An invigilator or a
deputed person will accompany the student at all times during his/her absence
from the examination room. The student should not be given compensatory time
for the period he/she is absent from the examination room.
10.10.4 A student who leaves the examination room without the permission of an
invigilator will not be re-admitted to the examination room and his/her script will
be immediately collected by the invigilator.
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10.11

Conduct of Students

10.11.1 Students must comply with all instructions given by an invigilator.
10.11.2 Students must observe silence within the examination room except when needing
to communicate with an invigilator, and must not cause any unnecessary distraction
to other students (for example, by leaving mobile phones and pagers on during
examinations). An invigilator may order a student to discontinue the examination
and leave the examination room if the student, having been warned, persists in
causing disturbance to other students.
10.11.3 Students must not smoke, eat or drink in the examination room.
10.11.4 Students must not start writing until given permission to do so by an invigilator.
10.11.5 During an examination, a student must not communicate in any way with another
student, must not give or receive any information, material or aid in any form to or
from another student, nor make use of any material or aid not approved for that
examination.
10.11.6 A student who performs any one of the following during an examination is
considered to be cheating:
(a) possessing or using any unapproved material;
(b) communicating with another student;
(c) copying from another student or allowing another student to copy;
(d) obtaining an unseen written examination paper before the examination;
(e) impersonation of or by another person;
(f) using mobile phones or pagers; and
(g) any other form of dishonest practice.
10.11.7 Any student who is suspected of cheating will be so informed on the spot by
the invigilator, who will remove any unapproved materials found. The student
will be allowed to finish the examination but should be warned that he/she may
be disqualified from that examination and that disciplinary action may be taken
against him/her. Immediately after the examination session, the invigilator/chief
invigilator should send to the Registrar a full report of the circumstances, together
with the answer book and any evidence of cheating which might have been found.
The Registrar will discuss the case with the Director of Student Services and the
Academic Unit concerned.
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10.12

Reminder to Students
When there are only 15 minutes of examination time remaining, the invigilator/
chief inviqilator should make an announcement to remind students of the time
left.

10.13

End of Examination

10.13.1 At the finishing time of an examination, the invigilator/chief invigilator will make
an announcement and instruct students to stop writing.
10.13.2 Students must ensure that all loose pages are securely fastened to the answer
book and that their names and/or student numbers are written on the answer
book and all supplementary sheets.
10.13.3 In case a student has not written his/her name on the answer book after the
invigilator/chief invigilator has instructed candidates to stop writing, he/she should
ask the permission of an invigilator to do so.
10.13.4 Students must remain seated in silence until the invigilator(s) has (have) collected
all the answer books and asked them to leave.
10.13.5 It is the responsibility of the student to ensure that all work which is to be considered
by the examiner is handed in. No work which is removed by the student from the
examination room will be considered by the examiner.
10.13.6 The invigilator/chief invigilator should complete an Invigilator’s Report on the
Conduct of the Examination and return it to the Registrar immediately after the
examination session concerned.
10.14

Emergencies

10.14.1 When Typhoon Warning Signal Pre-No. 8 or above/Black Rainstorm Warning
is issued or still in force within two hours before the commencement of an
examination, or upon announcement by the University through broadcasting,
the examination concerned will be postponed to the day right after the end of the
examination period. A re-schedule of the examination affected will be announced
through Registry notice.
10.14.2 Examinations will be conducted as scheduled when any of the above-mentioned
signals/warning is lowered two hours before the commencement of examinations.
However all evening examinations will be postponed to the day right after the
end of the examination period if any of the above-mentioned signals/warning is
still in force at 4:00 p.m. as staff are not required to report for work under such
circumstances. A table summarising the arrangements is given below:
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When Typhoon Warning Signal PreNo. 8 or above / Black Rainstorm
Warning is Lowered

Arrangement

At or before 7:30 a.m.

All examinations will proceed as
scheduled.

Between 7:30 a.m. and 12:00 noon

Examinations in the afternoon and
evening sessions will proceed as
scheduled.

Between 12:00 noon and 4:00 p.m.

Examinations in the evening session
will proceed as scheduled.

An examination already in progress will continue unless the Chief Invigilator is
advised by the Registrar that it should be terminated.

10.14.3 In the event of a fire, Typhoon Signal No. 8 or above being issued, or other
emergencies, students should remain calm, and follow instructions given by
the invigilators, the security guards, or officers of the Government emergency
services.

10.15

Complaints
Any complaint about the conduct of an examination should be made in writing to
the Registrar no later than five working days after the examination concerned.

[Note:
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The Regulations are applicable to undergraduate and taught postgraduate
programmes of the University. The Community College at Lingnan University
has a separate set of regulations governing College examinations.]

Regulations Governing Discipline of Students

REGULATIONS GOVERNING DISCIPLINE OF STUDENTS
1.

Rules and Regulations

1.1

The following rules and regulations are applicable to students of undergraduate and
postgraduate programmes offered by the University.

1.2

The University may from time to time make new rules and regulations or make
amendments to existing rules and regulations. The Registrar will promulgate new rules
and regulations and amendments to them by notices. Updated regulations should be
regarded as the final authority.

1.3

Exemptions from the regulations, which may be made in exceptional cases or under
special circumstances, are subject to approval by the Senate.

2.

Disciplinary Action

2.1

When a matter deemed a potential contravention is brought to the attention of a
member of the university community (faculty, staff or students), that member may
report the matter to the Head of the Department or Unit concerned, or to the Director
of Student Services. In cases of violation of hostel rules, the first line of reporting
will be to the relevant warden. Except in cases involving a violation of the laws of
Hong Kong (when it must be reported), it shall be at the discretion of the Department
or Unit Head to whom the item was reported, in consultation with the Director of
Student Services, as to whether the matter will be referred to the Student Disciplinary
Committee. In the event the Head of Department/Unit (including wardens) feels the
matter does not warrant referral to the Student Disciplinary Committee, it is at the
discretion of the Head whether to impose penalties as stipulated in Regulation 2.8
below.

2.2

When the Student Disciplinary Committee receives written notification of a matter
from a Head (as per Regulation 2.1), the Committee will decide whether the case
should be pursued. If the Committee decides to further investigate the matter, it will
follow the basic principles and procedures set out below. If the Committee decides
not to investigate the case further, the matter will be dropped.

2.3

The Student Disciplinary Committee may, as a result of its inquiry or investigation,
take disciplinary action against a student who violates any rules or regulations of the
University or commits any misconduct, including, but not restricted to:
(a) collusion, falsification of data, and plagiarism in written assignments;
(b)

dishonesty in connection with test(s) or examination(s), or violation of any rules
or regulations governing the conduct of examinations;

(c) falsification or misuse of University document(s) or record(s);
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(d) wilful misrepresentation(s) or false statement(s) made in any application or
document(s) submitted to the University or to other organisation(s) via the
University;
(e) a statement, oral or written, that attacks a person’s reputation without
justification;
(f) the unlawful use of force on another person; or an attempt to inflict bodily
injury upon another person by using unlawful force;
(g) failure to comply with any regulations or orders by authorised person(s) or
bodies prohibiting any conduct which disrupts teaching, study, research or
administration of the University;
(h) damage to or defacement of any property of the University;
(i) fraud, theft, or misuse of University funds or property of any kind;
(j) any conduct which is detrimental to the reputation and well-being of the
University;
(k) an offence for which the student was convicted by a court of law in Hong Kong
or outside of Hong Kong and the student poses a threat to the safety or health
of the University community.
2.4

Disciplinary action taken by the Student Disciplinary Committee may take the form
of any of the following penalties in accordance with the nature and seriousness
of the offence:
(a) a reprimand;
(b) a written or verbal apology by the student;
(c) suspension from part or all of the rights and privileges and/or the use of part
or all of the facilities of the University for a specified period of time;
(d) compensation for any damage to property or premises caused in the
University;
(e) a demerit. A total of three demerits may result in the termination of studies at
the University;
(f) a fine (not exceeding one thousand Hong Kong dollars);
(g) University service;
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(h) suspension from the University for a specified period of time; or
(i) termination of studies at the University.
2.5

Penalties (f) to (i) may be imposed only with the approval of the Senate. In case
of penalty (i), the Student Disciplinary Committee shall make recommendation
on whether the student concerned can be re-admitted to the same or another
programme of the University.

2.6

A student, on being informed of a decision to take disciplinary action against him/
her, may within seven days appeal to the President, setting out the reasons in
writing. The President, at his/her discretion, may refer the case to the Student
Disciplinary Appeals Committee. The decision of the Student Disciplinary Appeals
Committee will be final.

2.7

Penalties imposed on a student may be entered into the transcript of his/her
academic records.

2.8

A minor penalty, i.e. a reprimand, an apology or suspension from part or all of the
rights and privileges and/or the use of part or all of the facilities of the University for
a period of not more than a week, may be imposed by the Head of the Department/
Unit (including wardens) concerned after consultation with the Director of Student
Services or his/her representative, or vice versa.

3.

Procedures

3.1

Student Disciplinary Committee
(a) All proceedings in the Student Disciplinary Committee will take place in closed
sessions.
(b) The hearing of proceedings in the Student Disciplinary Committee shall be
conducted in an informal manner. The rules of procedure and evidence
of a court of law shall not apply to proceedings in the Student Disciplinary
Committee which may receive any evidence which it considers relevant.
(c) In the course of its investigation, the Student Disciplinary Committee may
call any witness and require the production of any document, record or other
thing, which is relevant in any proceedings.
(d) The Student Disciplinary Committee shall inquire into any matter which it may
consider relevant to the hearing, whether or not it has been raised by any
person concerned in the proceedings.
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(e) If the student concerned is called to testify, he/she may invite a fellow student
or staff member to accompany him/her. However, as the Student Disciplinary
Committee is not a court of law and its proceedings are not formal, legal
proceedings, there is no right to be accompanied by a lawyer.
(f) When voting takes place, all decisions of the Student Disciplinary Committee
will be by a simple majority vote.
3.2

Student Disciplinary Appeals Committee
(a) The student concerned shall set out the reasons for the appeal in writing.
(b) All proceedings in the Student Disciplinary Appeals Committee will take place
in closed sessions.
(c) The Student Disciplinary Appeals Committee is not a court of law and therefore
the student concerned has no right to be represented by a lawyer.
(d) In considering the appeal, the Student Disciplinary Appeals Committee may
re-hear the case, call any witness and require the production of any document,
record or other thing, which is relevant to the determination of the appeal. If
the student concerned is called to testify, he/she may invite a fellow student
or staff member to accompany him/her.
(e) The Student Disciplinary Appeals Committee may determine the appeal on the
basis of documentation submitted by the Student Disciplinary Committee.
(f) The decision of the Student Disciplinary Appeals Committee shall be final.
Terms of Reference
Upon the student’s request, and with the President’s consent, to review any
decision(s) on disciplinary action to be taken against a student, as stipulated by
the Student Disciplinary Committee.
The review may include one or both of the following:
(a) Review of procedures used by the Student Disciplinary Committee, and/or
(b) Review of the merits of the case and the decision of the Student Disciplinary
Committee.
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Membership*
Chairman
Members

Secretary
Observer

:

Vice-President
One representative from among Chair Professors, who is not
already a member of the Student Disciplinary Committee,
appointed by the Chairman
One member of the Senate from each of the Faculty of Arts,
Faculty of Business and Faculty of Social Sciences; only one
of whom will be selected by the Chairman to serve on any
case, the case coming from a Faculty of which he/she is not
a member. The representative cannot already be a member
on the Student Disciplinary Committee.
Director of Administration and Registry Services
One student observer nominated by the Students’ Union by name,
not by position.

[Note: The Regulations are applicable to undergraduate and postgraduate students of the
University. The Community College at Lingnan University has a separate set of
regulations governing discipline of its students.]

If any member has played a significant role in earlier stages of the case under consideration,
that member will be excused from the Student Disciplinary Appeals Committee and will not
participate in the Committee’s action on that particular case.
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1.

Admission to the Library

1.1

All Lingnan University students and staff are eligible users. For admission, students
should obtain a Student Identity Card from the Registry. Staff Identity Cards are
issued by the Human Resources Office.

1.2

Graduates of Lingnan University, staff’s spouses and children aged 15 and above are
eligible to apply for readers’ cards at the Library circulation counter. Graduates may
also apply for borrowers’ cards by paying an annual fee of HK$200 plus a deposit of
HK$500 refundable upon termination of borrowing rights.

1.3

JULAC library card holders can register with the Library for borrowing books. Students
of other UGC-funded universities can access the Library based on mutual agreements
reached by JULAC.

1.4

Staff of government departments, quasi-government bodies, and non-profit
organisations can apply for readers’ cards with the recommendations from their
department heads or senior executives.

1.5

The Librarian may approve other persons to use the Library for a specified period or
purpose.

2.

Conduct of Library Users

2.1

All Library users should abide by the Library regulations and follow any other
instructions from Library staff on the use of the Library.

2.2

The Librarian or deputy may temporarily exclude any person who has infringed any
of the Library regulations or who has interfered with the comfort of other users and
the work of the Library staff.

2.3

Umbrellas, food, drink or anything which in the opinion of the Library staff may interfere
with the proper use and management of the Library are permitted in designated areas
of the Library only.

2.4

Users must not wear rain-coats or any clothing likely to soil Library property.

2.5

Smoking is strictly prohibited in the Library. Any users found smoking in the Library
will be sent to appropriate University disciplinary bodies.

2.6

No games are allowed in the Library.

2.7

Library users are required to sit in the seats provided. Tables and chairs should not
be moved from their original positions.
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2.8

Reservation of seats in the Library is not permitted. Items including Library books left
unattended on Library tables exceeding twenty minutes may be removed by Library
staff.

2.9

The Library is not responsible for the safe keeping of any belongings left in the
Library.

2.10 Silence must be maintained in the Library. Use of mobile phones or pagers will lead
to disciplinary actions.
2.11 All Library materials must be kept clean and in good condition. Any users found
mutilating or defacing Library materials will be sent to appropriate University
disciplinary bodies.
2.12 When doing photocopies in the Library, users must observe the laws regarding
copyright. Users are warned that they are fully responsible for any legal consequences
that may arise concerning copyright.
2.13 When necessary, the Library may make special arrangements concerning the use
of particular areas of the Library.

3.

Borrowing Regulations
Holders of readers’ cards may use materials in the Library. Holders of Lingnan
University identity cards, graduate borrowers’ cards and JULAC library cards may
borrow materials from the Library in accordance with the following conditions.

3.1

Identification
University identity cards or Library cards must be presented when borrowing books.
They are not transferable. Loss of cards or change of address must be reported to
the appropriate University authorities without delay.

3.2

Loan Categories
Borrower Type
Type A:
Undergraduate students (UGC-funded),
Associate Degree & Self-financed
Degree students
Type B:
Staff & Postgraduate students (UGC-funded)

Quota

Loan Period

25 books

30 days

70 books

60 days
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Type C:
JULAC Library Card holders
Type D:
Lingnan University graduates &
External Borrower Card holders

10 books

60 days

10 books

30 days

Loan quota and period for programmes not listed above will be announced
separately.
3.3

Borrowing Procedure
Library materials are electronically protected. No Library materials may be removed
from the Library without completing the proper borrowing procedure at the circulation
counter or media service counter. Any violation will lead to disciplinary actions.

3.4

Renewals
Both staff and students can renew or self-renew books on loan from the Library three
times, provided that no hold request has been made for the same item by other users,
or the item is not overdue.

3.5

Recall
Books charged out by Borrower Types A, B & C are subject to recall 14 days after
they have been charged out.

3.6

Reserve Books
Books may be put on reserve with restricted loan periods as requested by the
academic staff.

3.7

Fines
Borrowers are responsible for returning their loans on or before the due date/time. An
overdue fine will be charged at the following rates for all categories of borrowers:
Books
Reserve-2 Days
Reserve-7 Days
Reserve-3 Hours
AV materials (hourly type)
AV materials (daily type)
Bound Journals
Unbound Journals
Computers & Equipment
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$2.00 per day
$5.00 per day
$5.00 per day
$1.00 per hour
$1.00 per hour
$2.00 per day
$2.00 per day
$1.00 per hour
$50.00 per day
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3.8

Loss and Damage
Borrowers are requested to check books before they borrow. Missing or torn pages
should be reported immediately. Borrowers will be held responsible for any loss,
mutilation, damage or disfigurement of their loans. The cost of replacement with an
additional processing fee (HK$100) plus any accumulated fine will be charged.

3.9

Departure from the University
Staff members and students are responsible for returning all loans and settling any
outstanding fines before departing upon cessation of employment, withdrawal or
graduation from the University.
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CODE OF STUDENT CONDUCT
In addition to the Rules and Regulations of the University, all students are expected
to observe the following code of conduct:
1.

Students should not eat or drink in lecture theatres, classrooms, laboratories,
examination venues and any other areas so designated by the University.

2.

Smoking is strictly prohibited in all indoor and open areas within the campus.

3.

Gambling or betting in any form is prohibited in the University.

4.

Use of mobile phones or pagers is not allowed in lecture theatres, classrooms and
laboratories.

Students are reminded that cases of non-observance of any of the above will be
referred to the Student Disciplinary Committee.
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Fees

FEES
All fees are prescribed by the Council and are subject to yearly review. The University
reserves the right to revise its fees from time to time. Fees paid are not refundable unless
otherwise stated.

Application Fees
A fee is charged for each application for admission to the following programmes.

Programme

Normal
Application
HK$

Late
Application
HK$

100

N/A

150
300

300
N/A

150
150

N/A
300

250
200
200
150
350
250
250

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Undergraduate Degree Programmes
(A) Online Admission Application Fees (per application)
(巳)Paper-form Admission Application Fees
(i) Local applicants
(ii) Non-local applicants
Research Postgraduate Degree Programmes
(A) Online Admission Application Fees (per application)
(巳)Paper-form Admission Application Fees
Taught Postgraduate Degree Programmes
Executive Master of Business Administration
Master of Arts in Chinese
Master of Cultural Studies
Master of Arts in Practical Philosophy
Master of Science in International Banking and Finance
Master of Accountancy
Postgraduate Diploma in Accountancy

Tuition Fees
The tuition fees for 2009-10 as shown below are normally payable before the start
of the first and second terms.

Programme

Full-time
Student
HK$
(Per annum)

UGC-funded Undergraduate Degree Programmes
Local Students
42,100
Non-local Students
70,000
Self-financed Undergraduate Degree
80,000
Programmes
Research Postgraduate Degree
42,100
Programmes (See note 2)
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Part-time/
Non-fuil-time
Student
HK$
(Per annum)

No. of
Instalments

(See note 1)
(See note 1)
(See note 1)

2
2
2

28,067

2

Fees

Taught Postgraduate Degree Programmes (See note 3)
N/A
Executive Master of Business
80,000
Administration
Master of Arts in Chinese
N/A
9,000 for 3 credits
Master of Cultural Studies
N/A
28,000
Master of Arts in Practical
N/A
24,000
Philosophy
Master of Science in International
95,000
N/A
Banking and Finance
Master of Accountancy
N/A
47,000
Postgraduate Diploma in
N/A
43,000
Accountancy

2
N/A
2
2
2
1
1

Notes:
1.

Non-full-time students of undergraduate studies (visiting students, auditing students
and students taking a part-time load) shall pay tuition fees as follows:
Number of Credits Enrolled
Per Term

Tuition Fee

1-9

Per credit: 1/10 of the tuition fee paid by a
full-time student
________________10-18
same as that payable by a full-time student
Non-full-time students shall also pay all other relevant fees.
2.

Research postgraduate students who continue their studies beyond the normal
study period shall pay one-fourth of the full amount of the tuition fee for the term
concerned.

3.

The tuition fee for auditing or visiting students for taught postgraduate programmes
will be set and announced by the programmes concerned.

Refund of Tuition Fees
1.
a.

For New Students (only applicable to the first term of an acadmic year)
For UGC-funded undergraduate degree programmes
Tuition fees, including any down payment, are not refundable after payment with the
following exceptions:
(i)

If the student is admitted to another UGC-funded university under the JUPAS
system because of successful appeal in obtaining an upgrade of his/her HKALE
results; or

(ii)

If the student has accepted a conditional offer but fails to fulfil the entrance
requirements.

Under (i) or (ii) above, the student is entitled to a refund of 100% of the down payment
of the tuition fee paid.
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b.

For research postgraduate programmes
Tuition fees are usually not refundable after payment with the following exceptions:
(i)

Refund of 100% tuition fee paid if the admittee fails to obtain the qualification(s)
for admission, if any.
(ii) Refund of 75% of tuition fee paid if the applicant decides not to register as a
student on or before the registration date.
(iii) Refund of 50% of tuition fee paid if the student completes withdrawal procedures
after the registration date but before the start of the second week of the term.
2.

For Current Students
Partial refund of up to 50% of the tuition fees paid for that term only under exceptional
circumstances with recommendation by the Registrar and approval of the President.
Such exceptional circumstances will include:
(i)
(ii)

Withdrawal of studies due to long-term illness resulting in inability to continue
studies. Doctor’s recommendation will be required.
Withdrawal of studies due to change in family circumstances causing financial
hardship resulting in the student having to enter the work force full-time to earn
income. Documentary evidence will be required.

Normally the amount of the partial refund will be based on the time of withdrawal,
e.g. refund of 50% within six or seven weeks after the commencement of a term and no
refund in the second half of the term.

Over-due Tuition Payment
Students must pay their tuition fees on the specified due dates. There will be a
penalty for late payment.
A penalty of HK$500 will be charged if payment is not made by the due date. If the
tuition fee and the penalty are not paid within ten days from the due date, the student is
considered to be unofficially withdrawn and must secure approval for re-admission. In some
special cases payments may be delayed without penalty upon prior recommendation from
the Director of Student Services and approval from the Comptroller.

Deposit
A deposit of HK$600 is payable by all students on first registration and is refundable
only when a student has completed at least one academic year and withdraws officially
from the University. A deduction will be made by the University for outstanding debts
not previously settled. An application for refund of the deposit must be made within one
year after a student leaves the University. Otherwise, according to the practice of the
University, the full amount of the deposit or the balance left is forfeited and transferred to
the University accounts.
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For students who graduate, the deposit or the balance left is not refunded but is
transferred to pay part or all of the graduation fee.
Where there is an unpaid account due to the University after netting off the deposit,
students should fully settle the amount before graduation.

Graduation Fee
A graduation fee of HK$600 is payable upon approval for graduation. In accordance
with the practice of the University, the full amount or the balance of the deposit paid on first
registration is used to pay this graduation fee. Where the balance is insufficient to pay the
entire HK$600, a student must pay the difference before the degree is awarded.

Late Registration Fee
A fee of HK$110 is charged if a student fails to register by the deadline specified by
the Registrar.

Transcript Fee
A fee of HK$50 is payable for each copy of the transcript requested by a student or
graduate. Students or graduates who apply for admission to other institutions may request
the University to send their transcripts to the institutions concerned. The cost of postage
is charged to the students.
The University would provide one copy of the transcript free of charge to every
student upon graduation.

Examination Fee for Research Postgraduate Programmes
An examination fee of HK$2,000 should be paid when a candidate wishes to present
his/her thesis and be examined for the degree of MPhil/PhD.

Appeal for Review of Grades
An appeal for a review of grades requires a deposit of HK$40, which is refunded only
if the review results in a change to the grade.

Appeal for Reassessment
An appeal for reassessment requires a deposit of HK$140, which is refunded only
if the reassessment results in a change to the grade.
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Make-up of Official Withdrawal Fee
Students who leave the University without prior approval by the Registrar are listed
as unofficial withdrawals effective on the tenth day after the deadline for payment of tuition
fees due to the University. Transcripts, testimonials, etc., will not be given to students who
have unofficially withdrawn from the University.
The following fees are charged for make-up of official withdrawal after leaving the
University:
Unofficially withdrawn for less than one year......................... HK$90
Unofficially withdrawn for more than one year....................... HK$165

Student Identity Card Replacement Fee
All new students are issued free of charge a Student Identity Card. If a student
loses the card, the loss should be reported immediately. A replacement card is issued on
payment of HK$50.

Certification of Fee Payment
An administrative fee of HK$25 is charged if a student requires the University to
provide evidence of fee payments, e.g. tuition fee, hostel fee, etc.

Fee for the Re-issue of the Tuition Fee Pay-in-slip
A fee of HK$30 is charged if a student loses his/her tuition fee pay-in-slip and requests
the re-issue of a new one.

Late Payment of Miscellaneous Fees
A fee of HK$30 plus a 5% surcharge on the unpaid balance is charged if a student
does not pay his/her miscellaneous fees on or before the specified deadline.
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE, SCHOLARSHIPS AND OTHER
AWARDS
Full-time local students who are in financial need may apply for Government student
financial assistance under the Means-tested Scheme and the Non-means Tested Loan
Scheme. Full-time UGC-funded students who are financially needy may also apply for
University student financial assistance. Part-time local students may apply for Government
student financial assistance under the Non-means Tested Loan Scheme. Scholarships
will be awarded to students of outstanding academic performance. There are also awards
to sponsor student activities/projects.
Full-time postgraduate research students of the University are eligible to apply for
postgraduate studentships (PGSs). For details on PGSs, please refer to the section on
Postgraduate Study Programmes.

Financial Assistance
1.

Government Student Financial Assistance
Local students who have the right of abode in Hong Kong or have resided or have
had their home in Hong Kong continuously for three complete years prior to the
commencement of their studies are eligible for the Government student financial
assistance. This does not cover students staying in Hong Kong holding student visas.
The assistance is offered through two schemes:
(1)

Means-tested Scheme
Means-tested awards are offered to full-time local students normally in the form
of grants and/or loans. The grant is to cover tuition fees, academic expenses
and compulsory union fees; the loan is to cover living expenses. Grants need
not be repaid. Loans are to be repaid at an interest rate of 2.5% per annum,
which will accrue from the date of repayment within a specified period after
graduation or upon leaving the University.

(2)

Non-means Tested Loan Scheme
Non-means Tested Loan Scheme is offered to full-time and part-time local
students. It offers loans up to the maximum amount of tuition fees payable to
UGC-funded students who fail to obtain assistance or who have not applied for
assistance under the means-tested scheme. For self-financed students, loans
are used to meet tuition fee, academic expenses and basic living expenses. It
also allows students who receive financial assistance under the means-tested
scheme to top up the amount of grant and loan to its maximum level, subject
to the non-means tested loan maximum not being exceeded. Students are
expected to repay the loans at a full-cost recovery interest rate within a specified
period after graduation or upon leaving the University.
Applications from current students are normally processed in April of the
preceding academic year and those from new students in September at the
beginning of the academic year.
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Application forms and guidance notes can be downloaded from the Government
Student Financial Assistance Agency’s homepage:
(Chinese version: http://www.sfaa.gov.hk/tc/public/index.htm#tsfs
English version: http:www.sfaa.gov.hk/eng/r)ublic/index.htm#tsfs )

2.

University Student Financial Assistance
This scheme is funded by private bursaries, interest-free loans and emergency fund.
In 2008-09, the total amount was HK$1,153,784. Applications should be made
through the Student Services Centre.

BURSARIES
(1)

Apple Grant

蘋果助學金
The Apple Daily Charitable Foundation donates bursaries totalling
HK$45,000.
(2)

BOCHK Charitable Foundation - Lingnan University Bursaries

中銀香港慈善基金一嶺南大學助學金
BOCHK Charitable Foundation donates six bursaries of HK$5,000 each to
students in Accounting, Finance, Human Resource Management, Risk and
Insurance Management and Marketing.
(3)

Dr. A. Chan Student Hostel Bursaries

陳林麗冰女士助宿金
Dr. Alison Chan donates ten bursaries of HK$5,000 each to hostel residents.
(4)

Hong Kong Housing Society Bursaries

香港房屋協會助學金
Hong Kong Housing Society donates two bursaries of HK$5,000 each.
(5)

Hong Kong Wong Clan Association Bursary

香港黃族宗親會助學金
Hong Kong Wong Clan Association donates a bursary of HK$3,000 from the
interest income of an endowment fund of HK$100,000.
(6)

Hsin Chong ■ K. N. Godfrey Yeh Education Fund Bursaries

新昌-葉庚年教育基金助學金
The Incorporated Trustees of Hsin Chong - K. N. Godfrey Yeh Education Fund
donates 18 bursaries of HK$6,600 each.
(7)

Kowloon Chamber of Commerce Bursaries

九龍總商會助學金
Kowloon Chamber of Commerce donates two bursaries of HK$5,000 each to
students in Chinese and Business Programmes.
(8)

Lai lu Kau Memorial Scholarship

黎耀球紀念獎學金
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(9)

Li Po Chun Charitable Trust Fund Undergraduate Scholarships

李寶樁慈善信託基金獎學金
Li Po Chun Charitable Trust Fund donates three undergraduate scholarships
of HK$20,900 each.
(10) Lingnan Club Bursaries

嶺南會所助學金
Lingnan Club donates two bursaries of HK$5,000 each.
(11) Lingnan University Alumni Association (HK) Bursary

'嶺南大學香港同學會助學金

Lingnan University Alumni Association donates a bursary of HK$4,000.
(12) Lingnan University 2004 Class Bursaries
嶺南大學2004蕊社助學金
Lingnan University 2004 Class donates four bursaries of HK$4,671 each per annum.
(13) Miss Leung Pui Han Swrsa/y

梁佩嫻女士獎學金
Miss Leung Pui Han Scholarship Fund donates one bursary of HK$20,000 to
a student with good academic performance.
(14) Mrs. Catherine Chan Student Hostel Bursaries

'陳偉彰夫人助宿金

Mr. Glenn W. Chan donates twelve bursaries of HK$5,000 each to hostel
residents.
(15) Mrs. Eugenia Leung Bursaries

1

梁蔡玉錚女士助學金

In memory of his late wife Mrs. Eugenia Leung, Mr. Michael K. H. Leung donates
to hostel residents twenty bursaries of HK$5,000 each per annum for a period
of four years with effect from 2008-09 to 2011-12.
(16) Providence Foundation Combined Scholarships and Bursaries

悟宿基金會助學金
Providence Foundation establishes a fund to support students. In 2008-09, three
combined scholarships and bursaries totalling HK$27,000 were awarded.
(17) Rev. Samuel & Mrs. Dorothy Choo Scholarship

'

朱錦池牧師伉儷獎學金

A bursary of HK$2,000 is awarded from the endowment fund established by
Rev. Samuel & Mrs. Dorothy Choo.
(18) Rotary Club of Hong Kong Island East Bursary

1

香港東區扶輪社助學金

Rotary Club of Hong Kong Island East donates a bursary of HK$5,000 to a
student who is in financial hardship and who participates in extra-curricular
activities.
(19) Sam Chien Man Student Bursaries

岑展文助學金
Mr. Sam Chien Man donates ten bursaries of HK$5,000 each to needy students. 339
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(20) The Yuen Yuen Institute Student Hostel Bursaries

圓玄學院助宿金
The Yuen Yuen Institute donates twenty bursaries of HK$5,000 each to hostel
residents.
(21) Tsim Sha Tsui District Kai Fong Welfare Association Sarsazy

尖沙咀街坊福利會助學金
Tsim Sha Tsui District Kai Fong Welfare Association donates a bursary of
HK$5,000 per annum for a period of twenty years with effect from 2004-05.
(22) University Lodge Golden Jubilee Bursary

香港大學(共濟)分會金禧紀念助學金
The University Lodge of Hong Kong, No. 3666 E.C. donates a bursary of
HK$10,000 to a student with satisfactory academic performance.
(23) Wong Hoo Chuen Charitable Foundation Bursaries

黃浩川慈善基金助學金
Wong Hoo Chuen Charitable Foundation donates ten bursaries of HK$5,000
each per annum for a period of four years with effect from 2006-07 to 2009-10.
(24) Zheng Ge Ru Foundation Student Hostel Bursaries

鄭格如基金助宿金
Zheng Ge Ru Foundation donates twenty bursaries of HK$6,000 each to hostel
residents.
(25) Zonta Club of Kowloon Bursaries

九龍崇德社助學金
Zonta Club of Kowloon donates two bursaries of HK$5,000 each to students
who have financial need, satisfactory academic record and track record of
community service.
(26) Zonta Club of Victoria Bursary

維多利亞崇德社助學金
Zonta Club of Victoria donates a bursary of HK$6,500.

INTEREST-FREE LOANS
(1)

American Women's Association (H.K.) Student Loan Fund

美國婦女會學生貸款
American Women’s Association of Hong Kong establishes a loan scheme to
provide loans to female students in their second or final year of studies.

(2)

Lingnan University Tin Ka Ping Student Loan Scheme

嶺南大學田家炳助學貸款計劃
The Scheme was established with a donation of HK$840,000 from K. P. Tin
Foundation. It grants seven 3-year loans for commencing undergraduate
students and continuing loans to be renewed to the awardees of the 2008-09
academic year.
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(3)

Sing Tao Foundation Students’ Loan Fund

星島基金貸款助學金
Sing Tao Foundation donates a number of loans totalling HK$92,100.
(4)

Winsor Education Foundation Student Loan

南聯教育基金助學貸款
Winsor Education Foundation donates a number of loans totalling
HK$104,000.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAMME
Lingnan Foundation Outgoing Exchange Students Need-based Financial Aid
Scheme

嶺南基金會海外交流經濟援助計劃
Lingnan Foundation donates US$156,000 over three years from 2009-10 to provide
financial support for needy outgoing exchange students.

EMERGENCY FUND
Croucher Foundation Fund for Students with Emergency Need

裘搓基金會大學生緊急援助基金
The Croucher Foundation establishes an emergency fund for students facing sudden
financial difficulties.

Undergraduate Entrance Scholarships
(1)

Liu Lit Mo Overseas Student Scholarships

廖烈武海外學生獎學金
Dr. Liu Lit Mo, MBE, JP donates multiple scholarships of HK$110,000 each
per year on an annual renewable basis for overseas students who have good
academic standing and good track record in community services to pursue
undergraduate studies.
(2)

Huadu Scholarship

花都獎學金
Sir Gordon Wu Ying-sheung, GBS, KCMG, FICE donates a scholarship of
HK$70,000 on an annual renewable basis for one Mainland student each year
from Huadu city in Guangzhou with outstanding results in the Mainland public
matriculation examination to pursue undergraduate studies.
(3)

China Resources Scholarships

‘華潤獎學金

China Resources donates multiple scholarships of HK$120,000 each per year
on an annual renewable basis for Year 1 students with outstanding performance
in Mainland universities in remote or lower income regions or cities to complete
their undergraduate studies at the University.
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Recognition Scholarships
As many as 244 recognition scholarships and prizes administered by the
University and outside organisations totalling HK$2,551,966 were donated by various
organisations, memorial funds, professional bodies and individuals in the academic year
2008/09. Normally, scholarships are awarded to students on academic merit and the
recommendations of academic departments.

1.

Scholarships Administered by the University
(1)

AIA Foundation Scholarships

友邦慈善基金獎學金
AIA Foundation donates two scholarships to second-year students in any
departments and one scholarship to a second-year student in Risk and
Insurance Management. The value of each scholarship is HK$15,000.
Involvement in community service and financial hardship will be taken into
consideration.
(2)

Asian Capital Corporate Finance Scholarships

卓亞企業融資獎學金
Asian Capital (Corporate Finance) Limited donates two scholarships of HK$3,800
each to a Year-3 undergraduate student in Finance and a postgraduate student
in International Banking and Finance respectively.
(3)

Association of Chartered Certified Accountants Scholarships

特許公認會計師公會獎學金
The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (Hong Kong) donates two
scholarships which are a waiver of registration/examination fees of HK$3,000
each to one final-year student in Accounting and one Year-2 student in
Accounting respectively.
(4)

BDO McCabe Lo Limited Prize

德豪嘉信會計師事務所有限公司優異獎
巳DO McCabe Lo Limited donates a prize of HK$5,000 to a student in Accounting
who has achieved good academic performance in “Auditing”.

(5)

BOCHK Charitable Foundation - Lingnan University Scholarships

中銀香港慈善基金-嶺南大學獎學金
BOCHK Charitable Foundation donates seven scholarships of HK$10,000 each
to seven second-year students, two from Business Programmes, as well as
one from each of Accounting, Finance, Human Resource Management, Risk
and Insurance Management and Marketing respectively.
(6)

CCIF CPA Limited Scholarship

陳葉馮會計師事務所有限公司獎學金
CCIF CPA Limited donates a scholarship of HK$5,000 to a second-year
Accounting student in Enhancement Programme who intends to pursue a
career in audit field.
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(7)

Chinese Christian Universities Alumni Association Hong Kong
Scholarships

全國基督教大學同學會獎學金
Chinese Christian Universities Alumni Association Hong Kong donates three
scholarships of HK$5,000 each to three students, one from each of Arts
Programmes, Business Programmes and Social Sciences Programmes
respectively who have achieved outstanding academic results in general
education courses in the previous year.
(8)

CIMA Prizes

特許管理會計師公會獎
The Chartered Institute of Management Accountants donates three prizes
which are a waiver of registration and subscription fees of £140 each to
undergraduate BBA students who have achieved good academic results in
“Cost Accounting”.
(9)

CMA Canada Management Accounting Scholarship

公認管理會計師公會(香港分會)獎學金"

Certified Management Accountants Society of British Columbia, Hong Kong
Branch donates a scholarship of HK$2,000 to a student in Accounting who has
achieved good academic performance in “Management Accounting”.
(10)

(11)

CPA Australia CPA Programme Scholarships
澳洲會計師公會CPA Programme專業考試獎學金
CPAAustralia Ltd. - Hong Kong China Division donates one scholarship which
covers the CPA Programme enrolment fee for the first attempt of each segment
(six segments in total) to a final-year Accounting student.
CPA Australia Hong Kong China Division Excellence Award

澳洲會計師公會(香港分會)卓越表現獎
CPA Australia - Hong Kong China Division donates three prizes totalling
HK$8,000 to second-year students in Accounting.
(12)

Department of Accountancy Scholarships

會計學系獎學金
The Department of Accountancy of the University donates ten scholarships of
HK$2,000 each to students in Accounting.
(13)

Department of Accountancy Student Enhancement Programme
Scholarships

會計學系優才學生培訓計劃獎學金
The Department of Accountancy of the University donates eighteen scholarships
of HK$3,000 each and one scholarship of HK$2,000 to students in Accounting
who have been selected by the Department for the Enhancement Programme
for Targeted Accounting Employment.
(14) Department of Chinese Scholarship

中文系獎學金
The Department of Chinese of the University donates two scholarships of
HK$3,000 each to students in Chinese. Good service record, distinguished
contribution to the Department of Chinese, good interpersonal relationships and
outstanding performance in Chinese subjects will be taken into consideration. 343
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(15) Department of Management Scholarships

管理學學系獎學金
The Department of Management of the University donates six scholarships of
HK$5,000 each to Year-2 and Year-3 students respectively in Human Resource
Management.
(16) Department of Marketing and International Business Student Enhancement
Programme scholarships

市場及國際企業學系學生技能提升計劃獎學金
The Department of Marketing and International Business of the University
donates three scholarships of HK$3,000 each to students with outstanding
performance in the Department of Marketing and International Business for
the Student Enhancement Programme.
(17) Dr. J. K. Lee Memorial Scholarships

利榮康博士紀念獎學金
To commemorate the late Dr. J. K. Lee, Chairman of the former College Council
from 1983 to 1990, the Lingnan Education Organisation awards three gold
medals to three students, one from each of the Arts Programmes, Business
Programmes and Social Sciences Programmes respectively. They should have
achieved a cumulative GPA that falls within the top 5% in their programmes in
the last academic year.
(18) Emperor Foundation Scholarship

英皇集團獎學金
Emperor Group donates a scholarship of HK$10,000 to a final-year
undergraduate student in Marketing.
(19) Epson Foundation Scholarships

愛普生基金獎學金
Epson Foundation donates a scholarship of HK$10,000 to a student who has
achieved a good result in “Internet Technology”.
(20) Evelina Yip Scholarship

葉杏婷獎學金
Mr. K. C. Cheng donates a scholarship of HK$5,000 to a student in
Accounting.
(21) First Pacific Company Scholarships

第一太平有限公司獎學金
First Pacific Company Limited donates four scholarships of HK$10,000 each
per annum to four second-year students, one from each of Marketing, Finance,
China and Asian Pacific Affairs, as well as Contemporary Social Issues and
Policy respectively for a period of ten years with effect from 2004-05.
(22) Hang Seng Bank Scholarships

恒生銀行獎學金
Hang Seng Bank donates five scholarships of HK$18,000 each to five secondyear students, one from each of Chinese, Translation, Finance, Business
Programmes, and Social Sciences Programmes respectively.
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(23) Hang Seng Bank Scholarship for Mainland Undergraduate Student

恒生銀行內地學生香港獎學金
Hang Seng Bank donates a scholarship of HK$60,000 to an undergraduate
student from Mainland China.
(24) HKEJ Monthly 30th Anniversary Scholarships

'信報月刊三十週年獎學金

Hong Kong Economic Journal Monthly and the Lingnan University donate four
scholarships of HK$3,000 each to financially needy undergraduate students
who have achieved good academic performance.
(25) HKSAR Government Scholarship Fund

香港特別行政區政府獎學金
The HKSAR Government Scholarship Fund donates eight three-year
scholarships for commencing undergraduate students, five for local and three
for non-local, as well as continuing scholarships to be renewed to the first-year
awardees of the last academic year. Renewal of the scholarships in the second
year and third year of study is subject to satisfactory academic performance.
(26) Hong Kong Chiu Chow Chamber of Commerce Scholarships

香港潮州商會獎學金
Hong Kong Chiu Chow Chamber of Commerce donates ten scholarships of
HK$2,000 each.
(27) Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants Scholarships

'香港會計師公會獎學金

Hong Kong Institute of Certified Public Accountants donates three scholarships
of HK$6,000 each to a first-year Accounting student, a second-year Accounting
student and a first-year postgraduate Accounting student respectively.
(28) Hong Kong Institute of Human Resource Management Scholarship

香港人力資源管理學會獎學金
Hong Kong Institute of Human Resource Management donates a scholarship
of HK$6,000 to a final-year student in Human Resource Management. Half of
the scholarship shall be in the form of cash; the remaining half shall be in the
form of a token used exclusively for the Institute’s facilities and services.
(29) Hong Kong Wong Clan Association Prizes

'香港黃氏宗親會獎學金

Hong Kong Wong Clan Association donates three scholarships of HK$1,500
each to three students, one from each of Arts Programmes, Business
Programmes and Social Sciences Programmes respectively who have achieved
good academic performance in “Practical Chinese”.
(30) HSBC Hong Kong Scholarships/HSBC Mainland Scholarships for Hong
Kong Students/HSBC Scholarships for Mainland Students

酒豐香港獎學金/香港學生內地交流獎學金/滙豐內地學生香港獎學金
The Hongkong Bank Foundation donates a number of scholarships totaling
HK$56,064.
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(31) HSBC Overseas Scholarship Scheme

酒豐海外獎學金計劃
The Hongkong Bank Foundation offers one overseas scholarship award at a
maximum value of HK$289,706 to a first-year local student to spend a year to
study at an overseas university in 2009/10.
(32) Jean-Tech Chemicals Limited Scholarship

'

廣豐化工有限公司獎學金

Jean-Tech Chemicals Limited donates a scholarship of HK$5,000 to a student
in Accounting.
(33) K. S. Lo Foundation Scholarships

‘羅桂祥基金獎學金

K. S. Lo Foundation donates five scholarships of HK$10,000 each to five
students, two from Chinese as well as one from each of Contemporary English
Studies, Contemporary English and Education and Translation respectively.
(34) Kowloon Chamber of Commerce Scholarships

'九龍總商會獎學金

Kowloon Chamber of Commerce donates four scholarships of HK$2,500 each
to four students, one from each of Chinese, Human Resource Management,
Marketing and Finance respectively.
(35) Lee Hysan Foundation Scholarships

利希慎基金獎學金
Lee Hysan Foundation awards ten scholarships of HK$3,000 each from the
interest income of an endowment fund.
(36) Lingnan Mun Society Alumni Scholarships

嶺南敏社校友獎學金
Lingnan Mun Society donates one scholarship to an Accounting major student
and one scholarship to other business major student. Each scholarship values
at HK$5,000.
(37) Lingnan University Alumni Association (H.K.) Scholarships

嶺南大學香港同學會獎學金

’

Lingnan University Alumni Association donates eleven scholarships totaling
HK$30,000.
(38) Lingnan University 1947 Class Alumni Golden Jubilee Scholarships

嶺南大學一九四七超社離校五十週年金禧紀念獎學金
Lingnan University 1947 Class donates three scholarships of HK$1,500 each
to three students, one from each of Arts Programmes, Business Programmes
and Social Sciences Programmes respectively.
(39) Mabel Chan & Co. Certified Public Accountants Scholarship

陳美寶會計師事務所獎學金
Mabel Chan & Co. Certified Public Accountants donates a scholarship of
HK$5,000 to an Accounting student.
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(40) Madam Luk Kam Mui Memorial Scholarships

陸金妹女士紀念獎學金
In memory of the late Madam Luk Kam Mui, two scholarships of HK$10,000
each per annum are awarded to undergraduate students in Social Sciences
Programmes for a period of ten years with effect from 2004-05.
(41) Maria & Joseph Wong Memorial Scholarships

'

黃近陳富冰伉儷紀念獎學金

Ms. Wong Yuen Yee, Venus donates two scholarships of HK$2,500 each to
Accounting students.
(42) Mr. Chan Hak Tang Memorial Prize

''陳克騰先生紀念優異獎

In memory of the late Mr. Chan Hak Tang, Mr. Chan Hak Tang Memorial
Scholarship Fund donates a prize of HK$3,000 per annum to a student of
Business Programmes who has achieved outstanding academic result in the
“Marketing Management” for a period of ten years with effect from 2004-05.
(43) Mr. Chan Tak Tai Memorial Scholarships

陳德泰學長紀念獎學金
The San Francisco Lingnan Alumni Association donates three scholarships of
HK$3,000 each per annum to students of three different study programmes
for a period of nine consecutive years from 2009/10 to 2017/18.
(44) Mrs. Ho Yat Tung Scholarships

'何日東夫人獎學金

Mrs. Ho Yat Tung Scholarship Fund donates two scholarships of HK$8,500
each per annum to two students of Business Programmes for a period of ten
years with effect from 2004-05.
(45) Mrs. Jeanne d’Arc Chen Memorial Scholarships

?陳珍德女士紀念獎學金

Mrs. Jeanne d’Arc Chen Memorial Scholarship Fund awards three students,
one from each year of studies with the best academic performance in
General Education courses from the interest income of an endowment fund of
HK$140,291.
(46) Nexia Charles Mar Fan & Co. Scholarship

馬炎璋會計師行獎學金
Nexia Charles Mar Fan & Co. donates a scholarship of HK$5,000 to a financially
needy student in Accounting who has achieved good academic performance.
(47) PCP CPA Limited Scholarship

華德匡成會計師事務所有限公司獎學金
PCP CPA Limited donates two scholarship of HK$5,000 each to financially
needy second-year students in Accounting who have achieved good academic
performance.
(48) Peking Opera Promotion Prizes

振興京劇優異獎
Mr. Lee Woo Sing donates eight prizes of HK$1,000 each to students in Chinese
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(49) PLDT Scholarships
PLDT (HK) Limited donates two scholarships of HK$10,000 each per
annum to one undergraduate student who has achieved a good result in
“Project Management” as well as one second-year student in Contemporary
Economic and Public Policy respectively for a period of ten years with effect
from 2004-05.
(50) Prof. Albert Yee-hong Lew Memorial Scholarship

'

廖爾匡教授紀念獎學金

In memory of the late Prof. Albert Yee-hong Lew, a scholarship of HK$4,000
is awarded to a student in Accounting who is excellent in both English and
Chinese languages.
(51) Sales and Marketing Executives Club Scholarship

'

市場推銷研究社獎學金

Sales and Marketing Executives Club donates a scholarship of HK$8,000 to a
final-year student in Marketing.
(52) SHINEWING (HK) CPA Limited Scholarship

信永中和會計師事務所有限公司獎學金
SHINEWING (HK) CPA Limited donates a scholarship of HK$5,000 to a student
in Accounting.
(53) The Best Economics Students Scholarships

經濟學優秀學生獎學金
The Department of Economics of the University donates nine scholarships
totaling HK$60,000 to undergraduate students in Contemporary Economic and
Public Policy Stream and/or Economics Discipline Concentration.
(54) The Excellent Social Sciences Student Awards

社會科學優秀學生獎
The Bachelor of Social Sciences (Hons) Programme Office of the University
donates a scholarship of HK$4,000 to a Social Sciences student who has
achieved good academic results as well as good university and community
service records.
(55) The Hong Kong Federation of Insurers Scholarships

香港保險業聯會獎學金
The Hong Kong Federation of Insurers donates four scholarships of HK$20,000
each to two second-year undergraduate students and two third-year or above
undergraduate students in Risk and insurance Management respectively.
(56) The Hong Kong Institute of Chartered Secretaries Scholarship and Subject
Prize

香港特許秘書公會獎學金及科目獎
The Hong Kong Institute of Chartered Secretaries donates a scholarship of
HK$6,000 to a student in Business Programmes who has achieved good
academic performance and one prize of HK$3,000 to a student in Accounting
who has achieved good academic performance in “Company Law”.
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(57) The Hong Kong Jockey Club Scholarship Scheme

1

'香港賽馬會獎學金

The Hong Kong Jockey Club Charities Trust donates three 3-year scholarships
for commencing undergraduate students and six continuing scholarships to be
renewed to the first-year and the second-year awardees of the last academic
year. A scholarship in the range of HK$89,000 to HK$106,900 per annum
for each awardee will cover tuition, hostel, students’ union fees, as well as
academic and living expenses during the three years of study. Renewal of the
scholarship in the second year and third year of study is subject to satisfactory
academic performance.
(58) The Insurance Institute of Hong Kong Scholarship

'香港保險學會獎學金

The Insurance Institute of Hong Kong donates a scholarship of HK$5,000 to
an undergraduate student in Risk and Insurance Management.
(59) The Most Distinguished Student of the University Award

"

大學最傑出學生獎

The Lingnan Education Organization awards a scholarship of HK$10,000 to
the Most Distinguished Student of the University.
(60) The MSc in International Sank/ng and Finance Programme Scholarship

國際銀行與金融碩士課程獎學金
The Department of Economics of the University donates a scholarship of
HK$140,000 to a final-year student who graduated from Contemporary Economic
and Public Policy Stream and/or the Economics Discipline Concentration of
Lingnan University and who will pursue further study in the MSc. in International
Banking and Finance Programme of the University in 2009/10.
(61) The National Putonghua Proficiency Test Best Awards

國家級普通話水平測試優異獎
The Chinese Language Education and Assessment Centre of the University
donates five scholarships of HK$2,000 each to students who have achieved
good result in the “National Putonghua Proficiency Test” or who have
demonstrated great improvement.
(62) The Society of Chinese Accountants & Auditors Scholarship

‘’香港華人會計師公會獎學金

The Society of Chinese Accountants & Auditors donates a scholarship of
HK$5,000 to an undergraduate student in Accounting.
(63) The Taxation Institute of Hong Kong Prize

香港税務學會優異獎
The Taxation Institute of Hong Kong donates a prize of HK$4,500 to a student
in Accounting who has achieved good academic performance in “Taxation”.
(64) Tokio Marine Insurance Scholarship

東京海上保險獎學金
The Tokio Marine and Fire Insurance Co. (HK) Ltd. donates a scholarship
of HK$10,000 to an undergraduate student in Risk and Insurance
Management.
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(65) Tsim Sha Tsui District Kai Fong Welfare Association Scholarship

''尖沙咀街坊福利會獎學金

Tsim Sha Tsui District Kai Fong Welfare Association donates a scholarship of
HK$5,000 per annum for a period of twenty years with effect from 2004-05.
(66) 1ZZ C. Chau Memorial Scholarships

鄒華正紀念獎學金
The Board of Trustees of the W. C. Chau Memorial Trust Fund donates two
scholarships of HK$9,000 each to a second-year and a third-year student
respectively in Translation.
(67) Wing Lung Sank Scholarship

永隆銀行獎學金
Wing Lung Bank Co. Ltd. donates a scholarship of HK$5,000 to an undergraduate
student in Social Sciences from the interest income of its endowment fund.
(68) Wu Chiang Wai Fong Scholarships

'伍蔣惠芳獎學金

Wu Chiang Wai Fong Scholarship Fund awards ten scholarships of HK$3,000
each from the interest income of an endowment fund.
(69) Wu Ho Loo Ning Scholarship

伍何露寧獎學金
Wu Yee Sun Charitable Foundation donates a scholarship of HK$20,000 to a
postgraduate student in International Banking and Finance.
(70) Zonta Club of Kowloon Scholarship

九龍崇德社獎學金
Zonta Club of Kowloon donates a scholarship of HK$5,000 to a female student
who has achieved good academic performance and good track records in
community service.
(71) Zurich Scholarships

蘇黎世保險獎學金
Zurich Insurance Group (Hong Kong) donates a scholarship of HK$10,000 to
an undergraduate student in Risk and Insurance Management.

2.

Scholarships Administered by Outside Organisations
Students from the University are eligible to compete with students from other tertiary
institutions for recognition scholarships administered by outside organisations.
(1)

Hong Kong Association of University Women Annual Scholarships

大學婦女香港協會獎學金
(2)

Personnel Management Club Scholarships

人事管理研究社獎學金
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(3)

Sir Edward Youde Memorial Fellowships

尤德爵士紀念研究生獎學金
(4)

'

3.

Sir Edward Youde Memorial Scholarships

尤德爵士紀念獎學金

Scholarships for Student Exchange Scheme
(1)

The Li & Fung Scholarships

利豐獎學金
The Li & Fung (1906) Foundation Limited awards at least 8 scholarships each
year from the interest income of an endowment fund. Each scholarship in the
range of HK$10,000 to HK$30,000 per annum is offered to support full-time
students for exchange studies at non-local institutions for up to one year.
(2)

ZeShan Foundation Scholarships

'擇善獎學金

The ZeShan Foundation awards five scholarships of HK$10,000 each per
annum for full-time students with good academic achievement and who are
going to overseas universities on exchange for one term.
(3)

Dr. Lee Sau Wai, Pd” D，J.P. Alias Theodore Jon Leigh Scholarships

'李守慧博士獎學金

Dr. Lee Sau Wai, Pd., D, J.P. Alias Theodore Jon Leigh Scholarships of
HK$10,000 each are awarded for full-time students who participate in student
exchange programme with good academic achievement.
(4)

Lingnan University Class of 1947 Scholarships for Students Exchange

'嶺南大學1947超社六十周年誌慶交換生獎學金
Lingnan University Class of 1947 award scholarships of HK$10,000 each for
full-time students who participate in student exchange programme with good
academic achievement.

Other Awards
(1) Dr. and Mrs. James Tak Wu Awards for Outstanding Service

'伍沾德伉儷傑出服務獎

The awards have been established to recognise and reward staff members
and students of the University who have consistently demonstrated outstanding
service to the University and community. A cash award of HK$20,000 and a
trophy will be given to each staff awardee and a cash award of HK$5,000 and
a trophy will be given to the student awardee.
(2) Hang Seng Bank Community Service Scholarships

恆生銀行社會服務獎學金
In recognition of a student who has outstanding commitment and achievement
in community service, the Hang Seng Bank offers two scholarships to local
undergraduate students who contribute a minimum of 100 hours of recognized
voluntary services and with outstanding service performance on an annual basis.
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(3)

Outstanding Athlete Awards and the Best Sports Team Awards

傑出運動員獎及最佳運動團隊獎
Mr. Kwan Chi-sun donated a sum of HK$900,000 to the University to establish
a fund for the Outstanding Athlete Awards and the Best Sports Team Award.
A cash award of HK$3,000 each and a trophy will be given to a male and a
female athlete with good performance in competitions or notable contribution to
University teams. Each of the two selected outstanding sports teams with good
performance in the academic year will receive a cash award of HK$5,000 and
a trophy.

For Student Activities in General:
In 2008-09, the following three funds of a total amount of HK$282,546 were
available for applications from all UGC-funded full-time students so as to support
and promote various student projects and extra-curricular activities:
(4)

The Hongkong Bank Foundation

酒豐銀行慈善基金
Donated by the Hongkong Bank Foundation, the fund is available to support
exhibitions/workshops organised by student societies in respective fields of their
studies, competitions which will encourage student development, voluntary service
to the community, familiarisation programmes/visits to local organisations which
will enhance students’ understanding of Hong Kong, and student performance of
music and dance. The amount for 2008-09 was HK$6,402.
(5)

Lingnan Student Activities Fund

嶺南大學學生活動基金
The University has provided around HK$200,000 per year for subsidising
student activities.
(6) Hsin Chong - K.N. Godfrey Yeh Education Fund

新昌-葉庚年教育基金
The fund is to subsidize study/ research projects and exchange programme
undertaken by Lingnan students. The amount for 2008-09 was HK$13,050.

For Designated Student Activities:
(7)

Providence Foundation Outward Bound Training Award 2008-09

悟宿基金外展訓練獎
Sponsored by the Providence Foundation, a total of 12 awards, each of the
amount of HK$3,500, were granted to local undergraduate students who had
a strong track record of community service as well as extra-curricular activities
and demonstrated a high level of commitment to the training programme. The
12 awardees participated in a seven-day Outward Bound training provided by
Outward Bound Hong Kong in the academic year 2008-09.
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ACADEMIC UNITS
General Education and Core Curriculum Office*
Director of General Education and Core Curriculum:
LEE Keng-mun, William (李經文)，巳A, PhD (Toronto); MA (Windsor)
Honorary Professor:
LIE KEN JIE Soe-fa, Marcel (李素華)，BSc (Special) (HKU); PhD, DSc (St Andrews);
DSc (HKU); CChem; FRSChem
Adjunct Associate Professor:
巳UJA Maureen Elizabeth, BA (Illinois, Urbana-Champaign); MPhil (Columbia);
MA, PhD (North Carolina, Chapel Hill)

FACULTY OF ARTS
Department of Chinese
(Head: Prof XU Zidong 許子東)
Lee Wing Tat Chair Professor of Chinese Literature:
(To be appointed)
Chair Professor of Comparative Literature:
LEUNG Ping-kwan (梁秉鈞)，BA (Baptist); MA, PhD (UC San Diego)
Professors:
KWONG Yim-tze, Charles (鄺龔子)，BA, MPhil (HKU); MPhil (Oxon); MA, PhD (Yale)
LEE Hung-kai (李雄溪)，BA，MPhil, PhD (HKU)
XU Zidong (許子東)，MA (East China Normal); MA (UCLA); PhD (HKU)
Visiting Professor:
XIAXiaohong (夏嘵虹)，BA, MA (Peking)
Honorary Professors:
CHAN Ping-leung (陳炳良)，BA, MA, DipEd (HKU); MA (Yale); PhD (Ohio State)
LAU Shiu-ming, Joseph (劉紹銘)，BA (National Taiwan); PhD (Indiana)
MAYau-woon (馬幼垣)，BA (HKU); PhD (Yale)
Associate Professors:
HSU Tzu-pin (許子濱)，BA，MPhil (CUHK); PhD (HKU)
LAU Yin-ping, Grace (劉燕萍)，BA, MPhil, CertEd, PhD (HKU)
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SI TOU Sau-ieng (司徒秀英)，BA, MPhil, PhD (HKU)
WANG Chunhong (汪春湿)，BA, MA(Nankai); PhD (Fudan)
Assistant Professors:
CHAN Tak-kam (陳德錦)，Dip (HKBU, New Asia Inst.); MPhil (HKU); PhD (HKBU)
CHAN Wai-ying (陳惠英)，BA, MPhil, PhD (HKU)
CHIN Wan-kan (陳云根)，BA, MPhil (CUHK); PhD (Gottingen)
WONG Shuk-han, Mary (黃淑鐧)，Dip (HKBU); MA (Leicester); MA (East Anglia);
PhD (HKU)
Teaching Fellow:
LI Yuen-mei, Fanny (李婉薇)，BA, MPhil (CUHK); PhD (Peking)
Assistant Administrative Officer:
LAU Kai-chung (劉啟忠)，BA (LU)

Department of Cultural Studies
(Head: Prof CHAN Ching-kiu, Stephen 陳清僑)
Chair Professor of Cultural Studies:
MORRIS Meaghan Elizabeth (墨美姬)，BA (Sydney); MLett (Paris); PhD (UTS)
Professors:
CHAN Ching-kiu, Stephen (陳清僑)，BA, MPhil (HKU); PhD (UC San Diego)
ERNI John Nguyet (陳錦榮)，BA (Whitworth Coll.); MA (Oregon); LLM (HKU); PhD
(Illinois)
Associate Professors:
CHAN Shun-hing (陳順馨)，MDev’t Studies (Hague); MA, PhD (Peking)
HUI Po-keung (許寶強)，BSc, MPhil (CUHK); PhD (SUNY Binghamton)
LAW Wing-sang (羅永生)，BSocSc, MPhil (CUHK); PhD (UTS)
LI Siu-leung (李小良)，BA, MPhil (HKU); PhD (Massachusetts Amherst)

丫AU Ching (游靜)，BA (HKU); MA (New School Soc. Res.); PhD (London)
Assistant Professors:
LAU Kin-chi (劉健芝)，BA，MPhil, PhD (HKU)
LEUNG Yuk-ming, Lisa (梁旭明)，BSocSc (HKBU); DPhil (Sussex)
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Teaching Fellow:
IP lam-chong (葉蔭聰)，BSocSc, MPhil (CUHK); PhD (National Taiwan)
Senior Assistant Administrative Officer:
TSUI Wai-shuen, Josephine (徐惠游)，BBA (OUHK)
Programme Coordinator:
MAN Shan-shan (文珊珊)，BSocSc (CUHK); MSc (HKU)
Programme Executive:
YUEN Karen (袁嘉欣)，BA(HKBU); MA(CUHK)
Project Coordinator:
LAI Ka-ying (賴家瑩)，BA (LU)

Department of English
(Head: Prof FREADMAN Richard Basil)
Tong Tin Sun Chair Professor of English:
FREADMAN Richard Basil, BA (Brandeis); DPhil (Oxon)
Professors:
DING Ersu (丁爾蘇)，BA (Jiangsu Teachers’ Coll.); MA (Suzhou); PhD (Minnesota)
GOATLY Andrew Peter, BA (Jesus Coll., Oxford); MA (Inst, of Ed., London); PhD
(Univ. Coll., London)
Associate Professors:
BERRY Roger Stephen, BA (UC North Wales); MA (Leeds); PhD (Adam
Mickiewicz)
HO WONG Woon-yee, Judy (何黃婉儀)，BA, CertEd (HKU); MA (Sydney); NAATI
(III) (Aust.); PhD (New England)
INGHAM Michael Anthony, BA, MA (Oxon); PGCE (London); RSA CertTEFL (Bell
School Cambridge); PhD (HKU)
SHARP Alastair Ian, CertEd, BEd (Nottingham); CertTEFL (St. Mary’s, London);
MEd (Birmingham); MA (Wales); PhD (Reading)
YEUNG Ngor-to, Lorrita (楊諾道)，BA, MA (HKU); MA (Hawaii); PhD (Macquarie)
Visiting Assistant Professor:
HART Carol Anne, BA, GradDip, PhD (La Trobe)
Senior Teaching Fellow:
SEWELL Andrew John, BSocSc (Birmingham); RSA CertTEFL (Angloschool
London); MA (Leicester)
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Honorary Fellow:
HILL Justin Dominic, BA (Durham); Dip (Yuncheng Advanced Training Coll.); MA
(Lancaster)
Visiting Tutors:
HOPKINS Rebecca Elizabeth, BA (St Mary’s Coll. Maryland)
KELLUM Michael Leslie, BA (Beloit Coll.)
LIPINSKI Kyle Lauren, BA (Beloit Coll.)
MUMMERT Mark Allen, BA (Lafayette Coll.)
PERRY Nicholas Miller, BA (Pitzer Coll.)
VENTURA Castagna Condon, BA (Beloit Coll.)

Department of History
(Head: Prof DAVIS Richard Lee 戴仁柱)
Chair Professor of History:
DAVIS Richard Lee (戴仁柱)，BA，MA (SUNY Buffalo); MA, PhD (Princeton)
Associate Professor:
HAMPTON Mark Andrew (馬翰庭)，BA (Middle Tennessee State); MA, PhD
(Vanderbilt)
Assistant Professors:
CHOU Grace Ai-ling (周愛靈)，BA，MA (Colorado); PhD (Hawaii)
FICHTER James Robert (馮建明)，BA (Brown); MA, PhD (Harvard)
LAU Chi-pang (劉智鵬)，BA，MPhil (HKU); PhD (Washington)
POON Shuk-wah (潘淑華)，BA，MPhil (HKBU); PhD (HKUST)
Senior Teaching Fellow:
SMITH David Lloyd (史耐夫)，BA，MA (British Columbia); PhD (Birmingham)

Department of Philosophy
(Head: Prof SESARDIC Neven)
Chair Professor of Philosophy:
LIVINGSTON Paisley Nathan, BA (Stanford); PhD (Johns Hopkins)
Professor:
SESARDIC Neven, BA，PhD (Zagreb, Croatia)
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Associate Professors:
WONG Wai-ying (黃慧英)，BA，MPhil, PhD (CUHK); MA (York, UK)
ZHENG Yujian (鄭宇健)，BSc (Jiaotong, Shanghai); MA (Renmin); PhD (Bowling
Green)
Assistant Professors:
BAKER Derek Clayton, BA (UC Berkeley); PhD (Princeton)
LO Kit-hung (盧傑雄)，BA，MPhil, PhD (CUHK)
RICE James Andrew, BA (Wisconsin); BA, MA, LLM (Cambridge)
TROGDON Kelly Griffith, BA (North Carolina, Greensboro); MA (Florida); PhD
(Massachusetts, Amherst)
ZHANG Jiji (張寄冀)，BA (Beijing); MSc, PhD (Carnegie Mellon)
Adjunct Assistant Professor:
DE CLERCQ Rafael, MPhil, PhD (K. U. Leuven)
Fulbright Visiting Scholar:
STECKER Robert Andrew, BA (Colby Coll.); PhD (MIT)
Senior Teaching Fellows:
MATTHIAS Andreas (馬逸文)，MA (Gottingen); PhD (Humboldt)
TAM Ka-hung, Thomas (譚家雄)，BA(HKU); BA, MA, PhD (Paris)
Assistant Administrative Officers:
CHEUNG Lin-ying, Vinnie (張蓮英)
LAW Nga-chun (羅雅駿)，BA (LU)

Department of Translation
(Head: Prof SUN Yi-feng 孫藝風)
Wai Kee Kau Chair Professor of Translation:
(To be appointed)
Professors:
CHAN Tak-hung, Leo (陳德鴻)，BA(HKU); MA, PhD (Indiana)
CHANG Nam-fung (張南峰)，BA, MPhil (HKU); PhD (Warwick)
KWONG Yim-tze, Charles (顱龔子)，BA, MPhil (HKU); MPhil (Oxon); MA, PhD (Yale)
SUN Yi-feng (孫藝風)，BA (Nanjing); MLitt (Cantab); PhD (Leiden); FRSA
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Associate Professor:
LUNG Wai-chu, Rachel (龍惠珠)，HighDip (CPHK); PhD (Essex)
Assistant Professors:
RAINE Roberta Ann, BA (Skidmore Coll.); PhD (CityU)
TONG Man, Jasmine (唐文)，BA, PhD (PolyU)
WONG Wai-yi，Dorothy (黃偉儀)，HonDip, BA(HKBC); MPhil (HKBU); MEd (UWA);
PhD (HKU)
Senior Teaching Fellow:
LI Bo (李波)，BA (Shandong Normal); MA (Guangdong U. of Foreign Studies);
PhD (LU)
Teaching Fellow:
HUI Ting-yan, Isaac (許定欣)，BA，PhD (HKU)
Assistant Teaching Fellow:
LI Wenjing (李文靜)，BA (Henan); MA (Guangdong U. of Foreign Studies)

Department of Visual Studies
(Head: Prof HJORT Anne Mette)
Chair Professor of Visual Studies:
(To be appointed)
Professor:
HJORT Anne Mette, BA, MA (McGill); PhD (EHESS, Paris)
Honorary Associate Professor:
DAVIS Darrell William, BA (Calvin Coll.); MA, PhD (Wisconsin-Madison)
Assistant Professors:
ARCHER Carol, BA, DipEd (Sydney); AssocDip (ANU); MAhons (UWS); PhD (HKU)
DE CLERCQ Rafael, MPhil, PhD (K. U. Leuven)
LAW Suk-mun, Sophia (羅淑敏)，BA, MPhil, PhD (HKU)
Teaching Fellow:
SO Wai-yi, Zoie (蘇慧怡)，BA (CityU); MFA (Concordia)
Artists in Residence:
CHUI Wan-shun, Vincent (崔允信)，BA (Loyola Marymount)
TANG Ying-chi, Stella (鄧凝姿)，BA (London); MFA, DFA (RMIT)
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Chinese Language Education and Assessment Centre
Head:
LI Dong-hui (李東輝)，BA (Peking); MA (Toledo); MA, PhD (Wisconsin-Madison)
Senior Language Instructors:
CHANG Ching-mei, Irene (張靜梅)，BA (National Taiwan Normal); MA (PolyU);
DipEd (CUHK)
CHEN Hua-ling (陳化玲)，BA (Soochow); MA(HKBU)
HAN Dezhi (韓德志)，BA (Peking); MA(HKBU)
Language Instructors:
LI Fei (李斐)，BA，MA (Shaanxi Normal); PhD (Nanjing)
MA Maopeng (馬毛朋)，BA, MA (Shaanxi Normal); PhD (Nanjing)
WANG Lingling (王玲玲)，BA，MA (Shanxi); PhD (PolyU)
Assistant Language Instructor:
FUNG Pui-yi (馮佩兒)，BA，MPhil (LU)

English Language Education and Assessment Centre
Head:
SHIRLEY Christine Dawne, Dip (NZIM); CertTEFL, RSA DipTEFLA (Inti Hse,
Lisbon); MA (Waikato); BA (Auckland)
Assistant Professor:
GRAY Jeremy, BA (Portsmouth Poly); MA (Reading); EdD (Durham)
Senior Language Instructors:
LAI Sui-yee, Rachel (黎少儀)，HonDip (Lingnan); BA, MA (Macquarie)
LAW Lai-yi, Lilian (羅麗儀)，BEd, MA (London)
PANG Lai-king, Rebecca (彭麗琼)，BA (Lancaster); MA (York, UK)
Language Instructors:
AU Yuen-pui, Phyllis (區遠培)，BEd (Nottingham); MA (Birmingham)
HIRADHAR Preet Pankaj, BA, MA (South Gujarat); GNIIT (NIIT); CertTEFL (i-to-i，UK)
LeBANE Marc Craig, LLB (Wales); MEd (Southern Queensland)
MELLEN Bradley Dean, BA (Colorado); RSA CertTEFL (British Council); MA(HKU)
SMITH Wayne Robin, BA (Brock); MEd (OUHK)
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Third Languages Coordinator:
VEZY de BEAUFORT Lorraine Marie Odile, BA (Wolverhampton); RSACertTEFL
(Bell School Norwich); PgCert (East Anglia); MA (Leicester)

FACULTY OF BUSINESS
Business Programmes Office
Director of Business Programmes:
SNELL Robin Stanley (施樂民)，BA (Sheffield); MA, PhD (Lancaster)
Associate Directors of Business Programmes:
CHOW Kong-wing, Clement (芻P港永)，BSocSc (CUHK); MA (Queen’s); PhD
(Western Ontario)
YEUNG Wing-lok (楊永樂)，HighDip (HKPoly); PgCert (Northumbria); MSc (Salford);
PhD (CNAA); MBCS
Senior Administrative Officer:
LAM Yee-mei, Tammy (林綺薇)，BA (York); MA (CityU)
Programme Administrators:
CHAN Suk-fan, Teresa (陳淑芬)，巳ReISc (Pontifical Urbanian)
CHOW Sau-yee, Zoe (周修儀)，BBA(HKBU); MMgt (Renmin)
LEE Sau-yi, Gloria (李秀儀)，BA(OUHK)
Assistant Administrative Officers:
KWONG Lai-ming, Jomy (鄺麗明)

丫AU Pik-wah, Eva (丘碧華)，BBA (UniSA, Australia)

Department of Accountancy
(Head: Prof MO Lai-Ian, Phyllis 巫麗蘭)
J. K. Lee Chair Professor of Accountancy:
CHAN Koon-hung (陳冠雄)，BCom (CUHK); MAccSc (Illinois); PhD (Penn. State);
CMA(US); CPA (US); FCPA(HK)
Professor:
MO Lai-Ian, Phyllis (巫麗蘭)，BBA, PhD (CUHK); MBA (Birmingham); FCCA(UK);
CPA(HK)
Associate Professors:
LIN Zhen-pin, Kenny (林振聘)，BA (Jiangxi Fin. & Econ. Univ.); MSc (Strathclyde);
PhD (Glasgow Caledonian); CGA (Canada)
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LUI Man-ching, Gladie (呂文貞)，BSc (Brigham Young); MBA (Northeast Louisiana);
MAcct (Washington State); PhD (CUHK); CPA (US); CPA(HK)
SHAFER William Eugene, BBA, MSc (Sam Houston State); PhD (Houston); CMA
(US); CPA (US)
SHUM Chun-yau, Clement (岑振猷)，LLB (HKU); LLM (Queen Mary, London);
Barrister-at-Law of the High Court of the HKSAR
SIMMONS Richard Stanley, BA (Exeter); MSc, DIC, PhD (London); FCA (UK);
FCPA(HK); ATIHK
Assistant Professors:
CHENG Lai-sheung, Suwina (鄭麗嫦)，BBA, MBA (OUHK); MPhil (PolyU); PhD
(Bath); CPA (US)
LEE Grace Meina (李美娜)，BComm (Fu-Jen); MA (Missouri); PhD (Utah); CPA
(US); FCPA(HK)
LO Wai-yee, Agnes (羅慧儀)，BA (PolyU); PhD (LU); FCCA (UK); CPA (HK)
WONG Wai-yee, Pauline (黃慧儀)，BA，PhD (PolyU); MBA(HKUST); FCCA (UK);
CPA(HK); MHKSI (HK)
Senior Teaching Fellow:
LUO Kim-wan, Rebecca (魯劍韻)，BBA (CUHK); LLB (London); MBA (Toronto);
CPA (US); CPA(HK)
Teaching Fellow:
SHI Shanshan (史珊珊)，BA (Fudan); MSc (Bentley Coll.); CPA (US); CPA (HK)
Assistant Administrative Officer:
LEE Yat-sze, Ceci (李溢詩)，BA (PolyU)

Department of Computing and Decision Sciences
(Acting Head: Dr WONG Bo-kai, Frank 黃保佳)
Associate Professors:
LOO Wai-sing, Alfred (盧偉聲)，BSc, PgDip (CUHK); MSc (Poly U, New York);
CertEd (PolyU); PhD (Sunderland); MBCS; CITP; CEng; C.Math. MIMA;
Chartered Scientist (UK)
WONG Bo-kai, Frank (黃保佳)，BA (SUNY Buffalo); MBA, DBA (Mississippi State)
WONG Man-leung (黃文亮)，BSc, MPhil, PhD (CUHK); MIEEE; MACM
Adjunct Associate Professor:
KENNEDY David Miles (甘明德)，BSc, DipEd (UWA); PgDip, MSc (Curtin Univ. of
Tech.); PhD (Melbourne)
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Assistant Professors:
LENG Mingming (冷明明)，BEng (Shenyang Inst, of Tech.); MEng (Wuhan Univ.
of Tech.); PhD (McMaster)
YEUNG Wing-lok (楊永樂)，HighDip (HKPoly); PgCert (Northumbria); MSc (Salford);
PhD (CNAA); MBCS
Senior Teaching Fellow:
CHUNG Chi-wai (鍾志威)，BSc (Sunderland); MSc (Dundee); C.Math. MIMA
Teaching Fellow:
LAM Wing-lun, Alan (林穎綸)，BEng, MSc (Southampton)

Department of Finance and Insurance
(Head: Prof FIRTH Michael Arthur 傅明謙)
Hong Kong Economic Journal Chair Professor of Finance:
FIRTH Michael Arthur (傅明謙)，BS (Metro. State); MA, MBS (Colorado); MPhil
(Warwick); MSc, PhD (Bradford); FCA; FCPA; CTA; CFA; CIIA; MHKSI
Chair Professor of Finance:
CHAN 丫uk-shee (陳玉樹)，BBA(CUHK); MA, MBA, PhD (UC Berkeley); BBS; JP
Associate Professors:
HAU Tak-ming, Arthur (侯德明)，BBA (Simon Fraser); MSocSc (HKU); PhD (Johns
Hopkins); FLMI; FFSI;ARA
POON Pui-han, Winnie (潘佩撊)，DBA (Mississippi State); MHKSI
WONG Man-lai, Sonia (黃曼麗)，BSocSc, MPhil (CUHK); PhD (HKU)
YU Zi-you (俞自由)，MSc, PhD (Purdue)
Assistant Professor:
ZHANG Yuanyuan (張元元)，BA (Jilin); MSc, PhD (Lancaster)
Teaching Fellow:
LEE Kenneth Justin (李家正)，BSc (Western Ontario); MBA (Ottawa); MCMI; MCIM

Department of Management
(Head: Dr WONG Mei-ling, May 王美玲)
Henry Y. W. Fong Chair Professor of Management:
TJOSVOLD Dean William (謝霍堅)，BA (Princeton); MA, PhD (Minnesota)
Professor:
SNELL Robin Stanley (施樂民)，BA (Sheffield); MA, PhD (Lancaster)
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Associate Professors:
WONG Mei-ling, May (王美玲)，BA(HKU); MA(Hitotsubashi); PhD (City, London);
MIHRM
WONG Shiu-ho, Alfred (黃兆濠)，HighDip (HKPoly); MBA (East Asia); PhD (Sheffield
Hallam); MCIPS; MHKIPS
WONG Yui-tim (王鋭添)，BBA (CUHK); MSc (LSE, London); PhD (CUHK)
Assistant Professors:
CHEN Yifeng, Nancy (陳犬風)，BA (Shandong); PhD (LU)
ZHANG Yi (張毅)，BSc (Xinjiang); MSc (Univ. Coll. Galway); PhD (Univ. Coll.
Dublin)
Senior Teaching Fellows:
TANG Mo-lin, Moureen (滕慕蓮)，Dip (Lingnan); MBA (Wisconsin-Madison)
WAN Man-kei, Paulina (溫文姬)，PgDip (Poly of C. London); MBA (Birmingham)

Department of Marketing and International Business
(Head: Dr POON Shing-chung, Patrick 潘盛聰)
Shun Hing Chair Professor of Marketing:
CHAN Tsang-sing (陳增聲)，BBA, MBA (Wisconsin); DBA (Indiana)
Professors:
CUI Geng (崔耕)，BA (Peking); MPS (Cornell); PhD (Connecticut)
ZHOU Lianxi (周連喜)，BEng, MSc (Tianjin); PhD (Concordia)
Associate Professors:
CHOW Kong-wing, Clement (鄭港永)，BSocSc (CUHK); MA (Queen’s); PhD
(Western Ontario)
LI Ling-yee, Esther (李令儀)，Dip (HKBU); MBA (Wales); PhD (UWA)
LUI Hon-kwong (呂漢光)，BSc (Econ) (London); MSocSc, PhD (HKU); DipM
(Chartered Inst, of Marketing)
POON Shing-chung, Patrick (潘盛聰)，METM, PhD (Queensland)
Assistant Professors:
PENG Ling (彭玲)，BEng (Renmin); MEcon (Zhongshan); PhD (Alberta)
WAN Chun-ying, Lisa (尹振英)，BBA, MPhil, PhD (CUHK)
WHITLA Paul A., BA (Manchester Metropolitan); MBA (Manchester); PhD (PolyU)
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Senior Teaching Fellows:
LEUNG Lai-cheung, Leo (梁禮昌)，BA (HKU); MBA (CUHK); DBA (Newcastle,
Australia)
TONG Shing, Steve (唐成)，巳BA, MBA (CUHK)
Visiting Scholar:
HEIL Oliver P., BSc, MSc (Bonn); MSc, PhD (Pennsylvania)

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES
BSocSc (Hons) Programme Office
Programme Director:
WEI Xiangdong (魏向東)，BSc (Zhongshan); MSocSc, PhD (Birmingham)
Associate Programme Director:
CHAN Hau-nung, Annie (陳效能)，BSocSc, MPhil (HKU); MPhil, DPhil (Oxon)
Assistant Administrative Officer:
LEE Man-yi, Pamela (李敏怡)，BSocSc (LU)

Department of Economics
(Head: Prof MAYue 馬躍)
Sydney S. W. Leong Chair Professor of Economics:
SEADE Jesus (施雅德)，BPhil, DPhil (Oxon)
Distinguished Adjunct Professor:
DIXIT Avinash Kamalakar, BSc (Bombay); BA (Cambridge); PhD (MIT)
Professors:
FAN Cheng-ze, Simon (范承澤)，BSc, MSc (Xiamen); MA, PhD (Brown)
HO Lok-sang (何灤生)，BSocSc (HKU); MA, PhD (Toronto)
LIN Ping (林平)，BSc (Shandong); MA (Chinese Academy of Soc. Sc.); PhD
(Minnesota)
MA Yue (馬躍)，BSc (Xiamen); PhD (Manchester)
WEI Xiangdong (魏向東)，BSc (Zhongshan); MSocSc, PhD (Birmingham)
Associate Professors:
CHEUNG Kui-yin (張金巨賢)，LLB (National Chengchi); MA (Minnesota); PhD
(Washington)
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RAN Qiming (冉齊鳴)，BA (Xinjiang); MA (SUNY Buffalo); PhD (W. Virginia)
VOON Jan-piaw, Thomas (溫演鑣)，BAgrSc, PhD (La Trobe)
Assistant Professors:
JIANG Liangliang (姜覬靓)，BSc(Univ. of Shanghai for Sci. and Tech.); MA (Maine,
Orono), MA, PhD (Florida)
ZHANG Yifan (張軼凡)，BA，MA(Renmin); PhD (Pittsburgh)
ZOU Lin (芻隣)，BSocSc (CUHK); PhD (Texas A&M)
Senior Teaching Fellow:
LEI Kai-cheong (李繼祥)，BA (National Taiwan); MA, PhD (Pennsylvania)
Senior Assistant Administrative Officer:
YEUNG Shui-yin, Ada (楊瑞賢)

Department of Political Science
(Head: Prof BRIDGES Brian John Edward 畢傑志)
Chair Professor of Political Science:
(To be appointed)
Professor:
BRIDGES Brian John Edward (畢傑志)，BA，PhD (Wales)
Associate Professors:
CHUNG Chien-peng (鍾健平)，BA (Calgary); MA (Toronto); MA, PhD (Southern California)
LI Pang-kwong (李彭廣)，BA (National Chengchi); MA (York, UK); PhD (LSE, London)
WONG Yiu-chung (王耀宗)，BA，MPhil (CUHK); MA (SUNY Binghamton); PhD
(Queensland)
ZHANG Baohui (張泊匯)，BA (Foreign Service Inst.); PhD (Texas)
Assistant Professor:
CHAN Che-po (陳晳博)，BA (National Taiwan); MA (Iowa); PhD (UC Santa Barbara)
Teaching Fellow:
HO Ka-ki, Lawrence (何家骐)，BA，MPhil (HKU)
Visting Assistant Teaching Fellow:
WONG Wai-man, Natalie (王慧敏)，BA(HKBU); MA(CUHK)
Assistant Administrative Officer:
TSANG Suk-han, Ivy (曾淑嫻)，HighDip (HKTC)
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Department of Sociology and Social Policy
(Head: Prof SIU Oi-ling 蕭愛鈴)
Lam Woo & Co Ltd Chair Professor of Social Policy:
PHILLIPS David Rosser (傅大衛)，BScEcon, PhD (Wales)
Chair Professor of Social Gerontology:
CHAN Cheung-ming, Alfred (陳章明)，BA (East London); MSc (Edinburgh); CertPsy
(Lond.); PhD (Surrey); CQSW; RMN; MHKAG; RSW (HK); BBS; JP
Chair Professor of Social Theory:
BAEHR Peter, BSocSc, PhD (Leicester); CertEd (Manchester)
Professors;
LEE Keng-mun，William (李經文)，BA，PhD (Toronto); MA (Windsor)
SIU Oi-ling (蕭愛鈴)，BEd (Strathclyde); AdvDipEd, MPhil (HKU); PhD (Liverpool)
Associate Professor:
CHAN Hau-nung, Annie (陳效能)，BSocSc, MPhil (HKU); MPhil, DPhil (Oxon)
Assistant Professors:
CHENG Hing-cheung, Kevin (鄭慶章)，BSc (UNSW); MA(UWS); PhD (HKU)
CHEUNG Yue-lok, Francis (張宇樂)，巳A(HKBU); PgDip，MPhil, PhD (CUHK)
KWOK Hong-kin (享P康健)，BSocSc, MPhil, PhD (CUHK)
LAW Wing-kin, Kenneth (羅榮健)，BSocSc, MPhil, PhD (CUHK)
SIU Leung-sea, Lucia (蕭亮思)，BSc (CUHK); MSc, PhD (Edinburgh)
Adjunct Assistant Professor:
MA Hok-ka, Carol (馬學嘉)，BSocSc, PhD (LU)
Visiting Scholar:
CHAN Tsun-hung, Albert (陳俊雄)，BA，MEd (McGill); DSc (Belford)
Teaching Fellow:
KU Ho-kwan, Lisbeth (顧豪君)，BA，MPhil (CUHK); PgCert (HKU); MSc (Sussex)
Assistant Teaching Fellow:
CHAN Sin-yui, Sharon (陳鮮截)，BSocSc, MPhil (LU)
Senior Assistant Administrative Officer:
WONG Pui-lan, Grace (王佩蘭)，Dip (LU); BBA(UWS)
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ADMINISTRATIVE AND SERVICE UNITS
Office of the President
President:
CHAN Yuk-shee (陳玉樹)，巳BA(CUHK); MA, MBA, PhD (UC Berkeley); BBS; JP
Vice-President:
SEADE Jesus (施雅德)，BPhil, DPhil (Oxon)
Associate Vice-President (Academic Quality Assurance):
CHAN Tsang-sing (陳增聲)，BBA, MBA (Wisconsin); DBA (Indiana)
Associate Vice-President (Academic Affairs):
LEE Keng-mun, William (李經文)，巳A, PhD (Toronto); MA (Windsor)
Associate Vice-President and Comptroller:
SINGH Herdip (夏廸星)，Dip (Lingnan); MBA (East Asia)
Academic Dean, Faculty of Arts:
LIVINGSTON Paisley Nathan, BA (Stanford); PhD (Johns Hopkins)
Academic Dean, Faculty of Business:
CHAN Koon-hung (陳冠雄)，BCom (CUHK); MAccSc (Illinois); PhD (Penn. State);
CMA (US); CPA (US); FCPA (HK)
Academic Dean, Faculty of Social Sciences:
PHILLIPS David Rosser (傅大衛)，BScEcon, PhD (Wales)
Assistant to the President:
FOK CHEUNG Kwan-sin, Annie (霍張君先)，BBA (OUHK)

Office of the President (Council and Court Business)
Director of Administration and Registry Services/Secretary to the Council and the
Court:
TSANG TAI Mo-oi, Monica (曾戴慕愛)，BA (HKU)
Administrative Officer I:
MOK Suk-yee, Jennifer (莫淑儀)，BA (Lingnan); MPhil (LU)
Assistant Administrative Officer:
LO Shui-bing, Binny (盧瑞冰)，Dip (PolyU); BBus (RMIT)
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Office of the President (Institutional Advancement)
Director of Institutional Advancement:
MO Nam-kit (毛南傑)，BSocSc (CUHK); EMBA (CityU)
Institutional Development Officer I:
CHAN Shing-tak, Pedro (陳盛德)，BSocSc (Lingnan); MPhil (LU)
Assistant Institutional Development Officers:
CHONG Tze-ning，Emily (莊梓甯)，BSocSc (LU)
FUNG Wing-yin, Erica (馮詠賢)，BBA(CUHK)
LEUNG Wing-sum, Samantha (梁詠心)，BA (LU)
MAK Mui-fong, Fanny (麥梅芳)，BSocSc (LU)
TO Ka-yan, Yammy (陶嘉茵)，BBA(LU)

Human Resources Office
Director of Human Resources:
LAI Sau-wai, Wendy (黎秀慧)，BBA (CUHK)
Senior Human Resources Managers:
FAN On-ki, Angel (范安琪)，BSc (CUHK); MBA (Hull)
TAM Wing-yee, Joanna (譚詠儀)，BA(HKU); DipHRM (HKU); MIHRM
Assistant Human Resources Managers:
CHUNG Sui-man，Mandy (鍾瑞雯)，BA (HKBU);AA (CityU)
LAM Hoi-yan, Florence (林愷恩)，BComm (UWS)
Senior Assistant Human Resources Officers:
KUNG Wai-sun, Ita (龔懷新),BA, MA, PgDip (CUHK)
YIP Wai-ping，Erica (葉惠萍)，BA (PolyU); DipHRM (HKU SPACE); MSc
(Edinburgh)
Assistant Human Resources Officers:
MA Wing-man, Hazel (馬詠雯)，BA(PolyU)
NG Yuk-kai, Joseph (吳玉階)，BA (UCLA)
TSANG Lok-man, Sanna (曾樂敏)，BSocSc (HKU)
WONG Wai-yan (黃瑋茵)，BBA(HKBU)
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Office of the Comptroller
Associate Vice-President and Comptroller:
SINGH Herdip (夏廸星)，Dip (Lingnan); MBA (East Asia)
Associate Comptroller (Financial Accounting and Payroll):
LAM Sum-yuen (林森源)，FCCA; CPA; CGA
Associate Comptroller (Management Accounting & Systems):
LAM Sze-hung, William (林斯鴻)，HighDip (HKPoly); GradDip (Nepean, NSW);
MSc (Leicester); FCCA; FCPA; ACIS; ACS; CPA; ASA; FTIHK
Senior Accounting Officer (Budgeting and Systems):
KWAN Sin-mi, Emily (關倩媚)，FCCA; CPA
Senior Accounting Officer (Management Accounting):
LO Chuen-ho, Iris (羅轉好)，FCCA; CPA
Senior Business Officer:
LIU Yuen-man, Angela (廖苑曼)，PDip (HKPoly); MA (Kent); PgDip, MA (CityU);
Cert (Ryerson); MHKIPS
Senior Campus Development Officer:
HO Chun-man, Stephen (何俊文)，Dip (HKU); MSc (Bath)
Senior Facilities Management Officer:
CHAN Yiu-hong, Eddy (陳耀航)，BA (CPHK); PDip (HKU SPACE)
Accounting Officer (Management Accounting):
CHEUNG Siu-wah，Portia (張小華)，BSc (TSU); MA (CityU); AICPA (US); FCPA
Business Officer:
LAM Sze-shun, Linna (林思淳)，BSocSc (HKU); MAcc (Charles Sturt)
Assistant Accounting Officers:
CHEUNG Kit-ying, Kathy (張潔螢)，BComm (Calgary); MBA (Leicester)
CHEUNG Po-yee, Angela (張寳儀)，BComm (Canberra)
CHU Chi-chung (朱智聰)，BBA(LU); MSc (PolyU)
LAI Pui-leung, Debby (賴佩亮)，BSc (Ulster)
LAM Siu-bing, Winnie (林少冰)，BBA(CityU)
LEUNG Siu-chun, Daisy (梁少珍)，BBA(OUHK)
LI Pui-shan, Fion (李佩珊)，BComm (Macquarie)
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VONG Chi-fai, Norris (黃志輝)，BAcc (South Australia)
WONG Pui-ling, Wendy (黃佩玲)，BComm (Curtin Univ. of Tech.); CPA
WONG Wing-ki, Joey (王詠琪)，BEComm (OUHK)
Assistant Business Officer:
POON Yee-man, Michelle (潘綺文)，BA (Northumbria)
Assistant Facilities Management Officers:
FUNG Wing-sze, Samantha (馮穎詩)，BA (HKBU)
LEUNG Tat-yau, Marco (梁達友)，Dip (HKTC)
Senior Technician:
FAN Sui-man, Raymond (范穗民)，HighCert (HKPoly); BEng (PolyU)

Public Affairs Office
Director of Public Affairs:
HUNG Siu-hong, Helen (熊少康)，BA，MSc (HKU)
Public Affairs Manager:
NG Ho-yi，Veronica (吳可怡)，BA (HKBU); MSc (HKU); PgDip (HKU SPACE)
Assistant Public Affairs Managers:
CHU Hoi-yan, Serene (朱凱欣)，LLB，PCLL (HKU); MA (LU)
LO Man-wai, Polly (盧敏蕙)，BA (HKU); MSc (Napier)
Assistant Public Affairs Officer:
LAM Ho-nam, Ryan (林浩男)，BA (LU)

Registry
Associate Vice-President (Academic Affairs):
LEE Keng-mun, William (李經文)，BA, PhD (Toronto); MA (Windsor)
Registrar:
MUI Lok-wood (梅樂活)，Dip (Lingnan); MSc (Tenn. Tech.); MBA (Mid. Tenn.
State)
Director of Administration and Registry Services and Acting Registrar*:
TSANG TAI Mo-oi, Monica (曾戴慕愛)，BA (HKU)
★As Acting Registrar during the Registrar’s re-assignment to other administrative
duties
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Associate Registrar:
NG Yin-ling, Debbie (吳燕玲),BA(CUHK); PgDip (CityU)
Assistant Registrars:
CHEY Fung-lin, Merry (謝鳳蓮)，HonDip (HKBU); MMus (Miami); ATCL
LEE CHUNG Miu-chun, Miranda (李鍾妙珍)，BA(HKU); MA (CityU)
Senior Administrative Manager:
CHIU Hing-tong, Henry (趙慶棠)，BSocSc (CUHK)
Administrative Managers:
TSUI Wing-sze, Joanne (徐詠詩)，BA(PolyU)
YUEN Man-ying, Berry (袁雯英)，BSocSc (CUHK); PgDip, LLB (Manchester
Metropolitan); MSocSc (CUHK)
Assistant Administrative Managers:
MAK Ka-lie, Carrie (麥嘉莉),BA (PolyU)
YEUNG Tsz-shan, Sandy (楊紫珊)，BA (HKU)
Administrative Officers:
CHAU Wai-hung, Nelson (周偉雄)，BEcon (HKU)
CHAU Wing-sze, Gladys (鄒穎詩)，BA (HKU); MA (CUHK)
CHIU Tseng-chin, Noreese (丘增琴)，BSocSc (HKU); MA (CUHK); PgDip (HKU
SPACE)
HO Ka-yan, Emily (何家欣)，BA (HKU); Dip (HKU SPACE)
HONG Siu-kwan, Carey (杭小君)，BA (PolyU)
HUEN Ka-sin, Pauly (搨家羡)，BSocSc, MSocSc (CUHK)
LEUNG Ming-wai, Mary (梁明慧)，BBA (HKUST)
PANG Ka-sin, Cassie (彭嘉倩)，BA (PolyU)
PANG Wai-yin, Vicky (彭慧賢)，BA(HKBU); MA (CUHK); PgDip (HKU SPACE)
TAM Chi-yan, Jenny (譚紫恩)，BSc (HKU)
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Office of Mainland and International Programmes
Head:
WONG Man-wai, Fiona (黃文蕙)，巳Comm (Aust. Nat. U); MA(HKBU)
Programmes Officers:
CHAN Hau-ming, Vicky (陳巧明)，BSocSc (CUHK); PgCert (HKU SPACE); MSc
(SOAS, London)
LAM Hoi-yee, Debbie (林凱兒)，BA (Toronto)
TANG Ka-chong, Doris (鄧嘉粧)，BA (PolyU)
TSE Tin-yan, June (謝天恩)，BSocSc (CUHK)
Assistant Programmes Officer:
TONG Yee-man, Ada (唐綺汶)，BA (CityU); PgDipEd (CUHK)

Office of Research and Staff Development
Head:
NG Kwai-wah, Anthony (吳桂華)，HighDip, HonDip (Lingnan); BSc (London)
Administrative Officer I:
LAM Siu-por, Connie (林小波)，BSc (Jinan)

Information Technology Services Centre
Director:
McDONELL Jeffrey Alan, BSc (Monash); BSc, PhD (La Trobe); MBA (Monash)
Associate Directors:
CHAN Eva (陳綺文)，BA (Mills Coll.); MBA (City, USA)
HO Wing, Rosiah (何榮)，Eng. Council Pt. II (UK); PDip (HKPoly); BSc, MSc (Vic.
Univ. of Tech.); MSc (PolyU); MHKIE; MBCS; MIEE; MACS; MIE (Aust.); CEng;
CPEng; RPEng; DBA (Newcastle, Australia)
Senior Information Managers:
CHEUNG Wai-man (張惠民)，BSc, MPhil (HKU); MSc, MPhil (CUHK); MHKIE;
CEng; MBCS CITP
TANG Hing-lung, James (鄧慶龍)，BSc (McMaster)
Information Manager:
WONG Wai-chung, Tommy (黃偉聰)，SrDip (HKBC); BSc (HKBU); MSc (CUHK)
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Assistant Information Managers:
CHAN Anita (陳荔明)，BSc (Washington State Univ.)
CHAN Chung-leung, Eli (陳仲樑)，BEng (Essex)
KWOK Kwun-yip, Terence (郭冠業)，BBA, MSc (CUHK)
LAM Hon-yee, Joyce (林瀚怡)，BComp, MMultiComp (Monash)
WONG Kit-pui (黃傑培)，BSc (CityU); MPhil (CUHK); EdD (Leicester)
WONG Siu-fung, Bennie (黃兆鋒)，BSc (CityU); MSc (PolyU)
Information Officers:
CHAN Tze-wai, Queenie (陳IE蕙)，BSc (Ulster); BSc (London); Dip (HKU); MEd,
MSc (PolyU)
CHEUNG Ka-yiu, Kenneth (張嘉耀)，BSocSc (HKBU); MDes (PolyU)
HUI Chun-wang, Edmond (許俊溢)，BSc (Brigham Young); MSc (PolyU)
KWAN Hon-man, Albert (關漢文)，Cert (HKPoly)
LAM Chi-ming, Patrick (林志明)，HighCert (HKPoly); BCompSc (Vic. Univ. of Tech.);
MSc (CUHK); MSc (HKUST); CEng; MBCS CITP
LAU Ming-fung, Daniel (劉銘鋒)，BSc, MSc (CityLl)
MAN Wai-kin, Steven (文偉健)，BSc (Vic. Univ. of Tech.)
RONG Meagan (荣美彊)，BA (Chinese Univ. of Pol. Sc. & Law); MSc (Maryland)
SZETO Man-kit (司徒文傑)，HighDip (CityU); BSc (Ulster)
WONG Chun-kit, Kenneth (黃俊傑)，BSc (HKU); MSc (PolyU)
YEE Chi-cheung (余致祥)，HighCert (HKTC); BSc (CityU)
Administrative Officer:
CHOI Li-na (蔡莉娜)，BA (Toronto); MA (CUHK)
Senior Assistant Information Officer:
CHAN Sheung-lim, William (陳尚廉)，BEng (CUHK); MSc (CityU)
Assistant Information Officers:
CHAN Shek-tak, Jack (陳碩德)，BSc (Middlesex)
CHOI Ting-hei，Ronald (蔡霆希)，BComp (OUHK)
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HUI Lung-shan, Felix (許龍山)，BSc, MSc (CUHK)
LAM Tin-yan, Angus (林天恩)，BEng (PolyU)
LAU Tak-ming, Hugo (劉德明)，BSc (CUHK)
LAW Yat-wing (羅日榮)，BEng (PolyU)
LI Ching-lam, Elaine (李靜聯)，BComp (OUHK)
WONG Kwok-chuen, Andy (黃國全)，BSc (Central England)

Library
Librarian:
NESTA Frederick (聶思達)，BA (Washington & Jefferson); MSLS (Columbia);
PhD (Aberystwyth)
Associate Librarians:
TAM Man-lik, Owen (譚文力)，BBus (RMIT); MBA (Southern Cross); AALIA
YEUNG Kai-yin, Tommy (楊繼賢)，BA (CUHK); MA, MLS (Indiana)
Senior Assistant Librarian:
TANG Sin-yee (鄧倩兒)，BA (East Anglia); MA (Univ. Coll. London)
Assistant Librarians I:
KAN Chi-yin, Ivy (簡志妍)，BA (Fu Jen); MSc (Sheffield)
LIU Pak-sing, Andrew (廖柏成)，BA (National Taiwan); MAppSc (Charles Sturt);
MSc (CityU); AALIA
TANG Ho-bill (鄧洁標)，BSc (London Metropolitan); MIMS (Monash); AALIA;
ARMA
Assistant Librarians II:
CHEUNG Sze-lui, Sheila (張思蕾)，BA(CityU); MA (Sheffield)
LIU Wing-hong, Jeff (廖穎康)，BSocSc (CUHK); MSc (CityU)
WONG Wan-shan (黃尹珊)，BA (CityU); GradDip, MAppSc (Charles Sturt)
Assistant Library Officers I:
LAM Ka-on, Angus (林家安)，BComm (Wollongong)
LAM 丫uet-wing，Wayne (林悦榮)，BBA (CityU)
SHUM Ka-yee, Peony (岑家儀)，BA(Lingnan); MScEcon (Wales)
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Assistant Library Officers II:
HO Ka-kit, Michael (何家傑)，BBA(LU); MSc (HKU)
HO Yim-fan, Fanny (何觀芬)
LAI Tsz-chun, Jackie (賴子駿)，BSc (Vic. Univ. of Tech.)
SZETO Wing-yee, Winnie (司徒詠宜)，BA (HKBU)
TAM Shuk-ying, Rebecca (譚淑螢)，BSc (HKU)
TO Cham-piu, Bill (杜湛彪)，BGS (OUHK); MAppSc (Charles Sturt)

Teaching and Learning Centre
Director:
KENNEDY David Miles (甘明德)，BSc, DipEd (UWA); PgDip, MSc (Curtin Univ. of
Tech.); PhD (Melbourne)
Consultant:
SNELL Robin Stanley (施樂民)，BA (Sheffield); MA, PhD (Lancaster)
Educational Development Officer:
HO Wai-man, Grace (何慧敏)，BA (Minnesota); MA (HKBU); PgCertEdTech, MEd
(Southern Queensland)
Project Information Officer:
CHOW Kwok-keung, Ricky (周國強)，BSc (Vic. Univ. of Tech.)
Senior Assistant Administrative Officer:
TANG Yin-ming, Lillian (鄧燕明)，BBA, BA(OUHK)

Student Services Centre
Dean of Students:

LEE Hung-kai (李雄溪)，BA, MPhil, PhD (HKU)
Director of Student Services:
TAM Sin-ping, Veronica (譚倩冰)，BSc (CUHK); DMS (HKPoly); MA(CityU); EdD
(Bristol); MIET; Dip (CUHK SCPS)

Campus Life Section
Senior Student Services Officers:
MAK Mee-chu, Mabel (麥美珠)，Cert (Northcote); ACTE (Grantham); BA (Hull);
MMgt (Macquarie)

丫AU Lai-kuen, Carman (游麗娟)，BA (HKU); Cert (HKU SPACE)
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Physical Education Officers:
CHEUNG Sin-ting, Juanita (張善婷)，CertEd (HKIEd); BEd, MA(CUHK)
TSUI Yuen-ching, Carmen (徐婉靜)，BEd, MEd (National Taiwan Normal)
Student Services Officers:
CHUNG Cheuk-wai, Tim (鍾卓偉)，BSocSc (LU)
LI Ching-man, Dilys (李菁文)，BA (De Montfort); DipSW (CityU)
YOUNG Wai-chi, Miranda (楊偉慈)，BBA(HKBU); MBA (East Asia); Dip (CUHK)
Assistant Student Services Officers:
LAM Lam (林琳)，BSocSc (LU); MA(HKUST)
LEUNG Wan-yee, Joey (梁韻兒)，BSc, DipEd (HKBU)
YU Kwun-mau, Tommy (余冠謀)，BA (LU)

Personal Development and Career Services Section
Counsellor:
TAM So-wan, Ophelia (譚素女云)，Dip, BSW (HKPoly); MSocSc (HKU); DipCS
(CGST); RSW
Senior Student Development Officer:
SUEN King-leung, Albert (孫景良)，HonDip (Lingnan); MSc (Bristol); MA
(Cheltenham & Gloucester)
Career Development Officers:
HO Wing-mui, Iris (何詠梅)，HighDip (CityU); MA (Reading); MSc (Leicester)
MAN Kwok-fan, Yvonne (文國芬)，BA (Brigham Young); MSocSc (HKU)
Career Services Officer:
CHOW Tze-ying, Sara (周思影)，BA (Toronto); PgDip (Strathclyde)
Student Services Officers:
LAU Tin-chee, Joanne (劉天慈)，BA (CityU); MA (HKBU)
YAM Chiu-ling, Elaine (任肖玲)，BA (CityU); MPhil (CUHK)
Assistant Student Services Officers:
KUI Shuk-han, Helen (瞿淑嫻)，BA (LU)
TAM Man-hong (譚文康)，BBA(LU)
YUEN Sau-man, Winnie (阮秀雯)，BA (LU)
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Office of Service-Learning
Director of Service-Learning:
CHAN Cheung-ming, Alfred (陳章明)，BA (East London); MSc (Edinburgh); CertPsy
(Lond.); PhD (Surrey); CQSW; RMN; MHKAG; RSW (HK); BBS; JP
Research Development Officer (Service-Learning):
MA Hok-ka, Carol (馬學嘉)，BSocSc, PhD (LU)
Project Officers:
CHAN Ka-man, Carman (陳嘉敏)，BBA(HKBU)
CHIU Yin-nei, Polly (趙燕妮)，BBA(CityU)
YEUNG Shan-shan, Sandy (楊姍姍)，BA，MA (CUHK)
Project Officer (Research):
LEE Yat-yee, Sanna (李逸怡)，BSocSc (CUHK)
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RESEARCH INSTITUTES, CENTRES AND PROGRAMMES
Hong Kong APEC Study Centre
Director:
SEADE Jesus (施雅德)，BPhil, DPhil (Oxon)
Research Fellow:
HWANG Hsiang-chih (黃祥芝)，BA (Soochow); MA (Boston); PhD (Brandeis)

Hong Kong Institute of Business Studies
Director:
TJOSVOLD Dean William (謝霍堅)，BA (Princeton); MA, PhD (Minnesota)
Associate Director:
WONG Shiu-ho, Alfred (黃兆濠)，HighDip (HKPoly); MBA (East Asia); PhD (Sheffield
Hallam); MCIPS; MHKIPS
Senior Research Assistant:
LO Ming-sum, Simon (魯銘心)，BSocSc (CUHK); Diplom (MEcon) (Mannheim)
Administrative Officer (Research):
CHAN Po-ying, Vanessa (陳寶瑩)，BA (HKBU); MSc (HKU)
Assistant Administrative Officer:
AU Wing-yin, Vincy (敖穎妍)，BA (LU)

Institute of Humanities and Social Sciences
Chair:
LEUNG Ping-kwan (梁秉鈞)，BA (Baptist); MA, PhD (UC San Diego)
Senior Research Assistant:
CHAN Chung-kai, Roy (陳仲佳)，BA (LU); MA (HKU)
Research Assistants:
CHENG Ching-hang，Matthew (鄭政恆)，BEd (HKIEd); MA(CUHK)
TSANG Chun-wing, Felix (曾俊榮)，BSocSc, MPhil (CUHK);巳FA (HK Acad. Perf. Arts)
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Asia-Pacific Institute of Ageing Studies
Director:
CHAN Cheung-ming, Alfred (陳章明)，BA (East London); MSc (Edinburgh); CertPsy
(Lond.)； PhD (Surrey); CQSW; RMN; MHKAG; RSW (HK); BBS; JP
Centre Fellows:
CHAN Sin-yui, Sharon (陳鮮截)，BSocSc, MPhil (LU)
CHENG Hing-cheung, Kevin (鄭慶章)，BSc (UNSW); MA(UWS); PhD (HKU)
LEE Keng-mun, William (李經文)，BA，PhD (Toronto); MA (Windsor)
Honorary Fellows:
CHENG Sheung-tak, Thomas (奠W目德)，巳SocSc (CUHK); PhD (SUNY Buffalo)
DU Peng (杜鵬)，PhD (Renmin)
FONG Meng-soi, Florence (馮明穗)，BSocSc, MPhil (LU)
LEE Kok-long, Joseph (李國麟)，BNursing (La Trobe); MSc (Edinburgh); PhD (LU)
LEUNG Kwok-fai (梁國輝)，ProfDip (PolyU); Dip, MPhil (CUHK)
LUK Kit-ling (陸潔玲)，Dip (HKBU); MSc (London); MA (Warwick); PhD (LU);
CQSW
MAU Siu-kwan, Annita (繆少群)，BA (CUHK); MSocSc (HKU)
ONG Fon-sim, BSocSc (USM); MBA, PhD (Malaya)
YU Chi-shing, Edwin (余枝勝)，MBBS (HKU); MRC Psych (UK); FHKC，FHKAM
(Psych)
Research Development Officer:
(To be appointed)
Project Officers:
HO Tai-wai, David (何大衞)，BSocSc (LU)
LAU Wing-no, Helen (劉穎娜)，BBA (Bolton Inst.)
TANG Pui-yee, Phoebe (鄧珮頤)，BA (HKU)
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Centre for Asian Pacific Studies
Acting Director:
BRIDGES Brian John Edward (畢傑志)，BA，PhD (Wales)
Centre Fellows:
BAEHR Peter, BSocSc, PhD (Leicester); CertEd (Manchester)
BRIDGES Brian John Edward (畢傑志)，BA, PhD (Wales)
CHAN Che-po (陳晳博)，BA (National Taiwan); MA (Iowa); PhD (UC Santa
Barbara)
CHUNG Chien-peng (鍾健平)，BA (Calgary); MA (Toronto); MA, PhD (Southern
California)
FAN Cheng-ze, Simon (范承澤)，BSc, MSc (Xiamen); MA, PhD (Brown)
HO Lok-sang (何灤生)，BSocSc (HKU); MA, PhD (Toronto)
LEE Keng-mun, William (李經文)，BA, PhD (Toronto); MA (Windsor)
LIN Ping (林平)，BSc (Shandong); MA (Chinese Academy of Soc. Sc.); PhD
(Minnesota)
MA Yue (馬躍)，BSc (Xiamen); PhD (Manchester)
RAN Qiming (冉齊鳴)，BA (Xinjiang); MA (SUNY Buffalo); PhD (W. Virginia)
SIU Oi-ling (蕭愛鈴)，BEd (Strathclyde); AdvDipEd, MPhil (HKU); PhD (Liverpool)
VOON Jan-piaw (溫演鑼)，BAgrSc, PhD (La Trobe)
WONG 丫旧-chung (王耀宗)，BA，MPhil (CUHK); MA (SUNY Binghamton); PhD
(Queensland)
ZHANG Baohui (張泊匯)，BA (Foreign Service Inst.); PhD (Texas)
Honorary Fellows:
LEUNG Kit-fun, Beatrice (梁L挈芬)，BA，MA (HKU); PhD (LSE, London); Cert
(HKPoly); DipEd (HKU)
SHI Kan (時勘)，BA (South China Normal); MEd (Beijing Normal); PhD (Chinese
Academy of Sciences)
YU Hongyuan (于宏源)，MPhil (Renmin); PhD (CUHK)
Research Development Officer:
HUANG Roger Lee (黃呂探)，BA (Bucknell); MSc (LSE, London)
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Centre for Humanities Research
Director:
LEUNG Ping-kwan (梁秉鈞)，BA (Baptist); MA, PhD (UC San Diego)
Centre Fellow:
WONG Shuk-han, Mary (黃淑嫺)，Dip (HKBU); MA (Leicester); MA (East Anglia);
PhD (HKU)
Honorary Fellows:
CHIU Kuei-fen (丘P貴芬)，BA (National Taiwan); MA (Wisconsin); PhD
(Washington)
CURIEN Annie, MaTtrise de lettres (University Paris 7, Paris); These de 3° cycle
en etudes chinoises (INALCO, Paris)
FUJII Shozo (藤井省三)，BLetters，MA, PhD (Tokyo)
HU Li-huan, Lily (胡洗麗環)，BEd (National Taiwan Normal); AALIA
IKEGAMI Sadako (池上貞子)，BA (Tokyo Univ. Fore. Studies); MA (Tokyo Metro.
Univ.)
O’DONNELL Mary Ann, BA (Middlebury Coll.)； MS (Purdue); PhD (Rice)
RIEMENSCHNITTER Andrea, MA (Bonn); PhD (Gottingen)
SHEN Shuang (沈雙)，BA，MA (Peking); PhD(CUNY)
Research Development Officer:
HSU Yuk-kwan, Amanda (許旭筠)，BA，MPhil (HKU)

Centre for Public Policy Studies
Director:
HO Lok-sang (何灤生)，BSocSc (HKU); MA, PhD (Toronto)
Centre Fellows:
FAN Cheng-ze, Simon (范承澤)，BSc, MSc (Xiamen); MA, PhD (Brown)
UN Ping (林平)，BSc (Shandong); MA (Chinese Academy of Soc. Sc.); PhD
(Minnesota)
MA Yue (馬躍)，BSc (Xiamen); PhD (Manchester)
SIU Oi-ling (蕭愛鈴)，BEd (Strathclyde); AdvDipEd, MPhil (HKU); PhD (Liverpool)
VOON Jan-piaw (溫演鑣)，BAgrSc, PhD (La Trobe)
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WEI Xiangdong (魏向東)，BSc (Zhongshan); MSocSc, PhD (Birmingham)
ZHANG Baohui (張泊匯)，BA (Foreign Service Inst.); PhD (Texas)
Research Development Officer:
WONG Wai-chung，Gary (王偉聰)，BSocSc, MPhil (LU); MSc (CUHK)

Environmental Studies Programme
Acting Director:
SEADE Jesus (施雅德)，BPhil, DPhil (Oxon)

Kwan Fong Cultural Research and Development Programme
Co-ordinator:
MORRIS Meaghan Elizabeth (墨美姫)，BA (Sydney); MLett (Paris); PhD (UTS)
Deputy Co-ordinator:
CHAN Ching-kiu, Stephen (陳清僑)，BA，MPhil (HKU); PhD (UC San Diego)
Project Co-ordinator:
YEE Siu-ying，Grace (余攸英)，BA (CUHK); MBA (Toronto); MSc (CUHK); MCS (LU)

Hong Kong and South China Historical Research Programme
Co-ordinator:
LAU Chi-pang (劉智鵬)，BA, MPhil (HKU); PhD (Washington)
Honorary Professor:
LIU Shuyong (劉要永)，MHistory (CASS)
Honorary Fellows:
CHAN Kai-wing, Aaron (陳佳榮)，MPhil (HKU)
CHAN Tung-ngok, Tony (陳東岳)，MBA; FRICS; FHKIS; RPS (GP)
CHENG Po-hung (鄭寳鴻)
HASE Patrick, BA (London); PhD (Cambridge)
KAN Wing-ching, Richard (簡永楨)，BSc(Eng); ACGI; CEng; MICE; MIHT; MHKIE;
MIE (Aust)
KO Tim-keung (高添強)，DipJapanese (PolyU)
LAU Hou-ting (劉效庭)，BA (CUHK); MA (HKU)
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LAU Yun-woo, Thomas (劉潤和)，巳A, MPhil, PhD (HKU)
SIU Kwok-kin, Anthony (蕭國健)，MA, PhD (Chu Hai)
SY Chin-mong, Stephen (施展望)，PhD (Morrison)
TAM Kwong-lim (譚廣濂)，BA (HKU); MA (Manitoba)
TING Sun-pao, Joseph (丁新豹)，BA，MPhil, PhD (HKU)
WATERS Deric Daniel, MPhil, PhD (Loughborough)
YEUNG Siu-cho, Charles (楊少初)，LLB (London)
Programme Executives:
CHENG Wai-chong, Rachel (鄭慧莊)，BBA(LU)
WONG Kwan-kin (黃君健)，BSocSc (LU); MA(CUHK)

Public Governance Programme
Acting Director:
NG Kwai-wah, Anthony (吳桂華)，HighDip, HonDip (Lingnan); BSc (London)
Research Officer:
PUN Wing-chung (潘永忠)，BSocSc (CUHK); MA, MPhil (Columbia)
Assistant Research Executive:
MOK Suen-hei, Stanley (莫遜曦)，BSc (Ryerson Poly)
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Community College
Dean of the Community College and Further Education:
FUNG Pui-wing, Edward (馮培榮)，BA, MA(CUHK); DMS (CNAA); DipEd (London);
DipPHE (Surrey); MBA (Oklahoma City); PhD (Hull); Grad. MLE (Harvard); LLD
(Armstrong); FCollP
Assistant Director (Academic Affairs and Quality Assurance):
CHOW Yuen-man, Daisy (周婉雯)，BA(HKU); MMgt, MBA (Macquarie)
Assistant Director (HR, Finance and Administration):
SIU Sau-yin, Cindy (蕭秀燕)，BEd (Nottingham); MPA(HKU)
Student Counsellor:
WONG Sin-yee, Dawn (黃倩怡)，BSW, MSocSc (HKU); RSW
Senior College Lecturers:
CHOI Kin-ying, Janice (蔡健英)’ BBA, MPhil (HKBU); PgCert (PolyU)
LAU Lai-yee, Eliza (劉麗儀)，BPhil (Newcastle upon Tyne); MA (Warwick)
LEUNG Yung (梁勇)，HonDip, BA (Lingnan); PgDipEd (CUHK); MA(HKU)
LI Wan-hay, Paul (李允熹)，BA (Lingnan); MA (HKU); MEd (UWA)
College Lecturers:
CHAN Hay-ching (陳曦靜)，BA, MPhil (LU)
CHAN Kai-yan (陳啓恩)，BA, MPhil (CUHK); PhD (HKU)
CHEUNG Chung-ki, Cindy (張仲琪)，BA(UNSW); MA, PgDip (CityU)
CHEUNG Ho-yin (張浩然),BSc, MPhil (HKUST)
CHEUNG Hung-shing, Leonard (張洪勝)，BD (SEAGST); MPhil, PhD (HKUST)
CHEUNG Suk-yee, Denise (張淑儀)，HighDip (CityU); MA (Newcastle upon Tyne);
MSc (Stirling)
CHEUNG Yat-lee, Jenny (張逸莉)，HonDip (Lingnan); MA (Lancaster)
CHOI Yuk-ling (蔡鈕玲)，BA，MPhil (CUHK)
CHOW Wing-yiu, Winn (周永耀)，BEng, BSc (Melbourne); MSc (California Instit.
of Tech.)
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FANG Ping (方平)，BEcon, MStat (Xiamen)
FUNG Ching-yan, June (馮靜茵)，BA, MPhil (PolyU)
FUNG Wai-choi (馮偉才)，MCS (LU)
LAM Chak-hung, Justin (林澤雄)，BEng (HKUST); MSc (Bristol); MIEEE; FAIQ
(Cll); IFPHK Associate Member
LAM Lai-sam，Lydia (林麗心)，BA(CityU); MA (PolyU); RSW
LEE Fung-yee, Jennifer (李鳳儀)，巳BA (LU); PgCert (Surrey); MEd (HKU)
LEE Kin-fat, Alfred (李健發)，MBA (East Asia); BBus (Curtin Univ. of Tech.); MFM
(Central Queensland); MBuddhStud (HKU); MEd (Southern Queensland); FCCA;
FCPA; ACIS; ACA
LEE Oi-kent (李靄健)，BBA (CUHK); MBA (HKU); ACPA; FCCA
Assistant College Lecturers:
CHIU Ho-tak, Kenneth (趙可德)，BBA (LU); GradDip, MAcc (CUHK); MHKSI;
AICM
LO Chun-cheong, Albertini (羅進昌)，BA，MPhil (LU)
YEUNG Choi-kit (楊彩杰)，巳A，MPhil (CUHK)
Administrative Officers:
CHAN Yee-wah, Belinda (陳綺華)，巳A (HKPoly); MSc (PolyU); FCCA; CPA;
ITAA
CHENG Pui-yin, Annie (鄭珮賢)，BA (Western Ontario)
YEUNG Chui-ting, Tracy (楊翠婷),BBA(HKUST); MSocSc (CUHK)
Senior Assistant Administrative Officers:
CHEUNG Siu-ting, Ellen (張小婷)，BA (PolyU); LCCI
CHEUNG Yuen-ngan, Erica (張婉顏)，BSc (HKBU)
Assistant Administrative Officers:
CHUNG Wai-ming, Christy (鍾慧明)，BSocSc (LU)
LEE Yin-lam, Michelle (李彥琳)，BBA (CityU)
LO Wing-yin, Kay (羅詠賢〉，BA (HKBU)
Assistant Information Officer:
KWOK Yeuk-ting, Olivia (郭若婷)，BIT (Southern Cross)
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Lingnan Institute of Further Education
Dean of the Community College and Further Education:
FUNG Pui-wing, Edward (馮培榮)，BA, MA(CUHK); DMS (CNAA); DipEd (London);
DipPHE (Surrey); MBA (Oklahoma City); PhD (Hull); Grad. MLE (Harvard); LLD
(Armstrong); FCollP
Assistant Director:
CHIANG Sheung-ming, John (蔣上明)，巳Sc, PhD (Sussex)
Administrative Officer:
LAI Yuk-kwan, Yuki (黎玉均)，BA(CityU); PgDipEd (HKIEd); ExecDip (CUHK)
Programme Managers:
CHENG Chi-ho, Kelvin (鄭志昊)，BBA(RMIT); MMgt (Macquarie); MBA (LU)
LEE Shuk-kuen, Vienna (李淑娟)，HonDip (Shue Yan); MBA (LU)
Senior Instructor:
POON Loi-ki, Kenneth (潘來基)，BA, MPhil (CUHK)
Instructors:
CHAN Siu-cheung (陳紹章)，BBA (Lingnan); MPhil (LU)
EVANS LEE Sook-wah, Winnie (李淑華)，巳A (Liverpool JMU); MEd (Wales)
LAU Mui, Sophie (劉梅)，BA, MEd (OUHK)
LAW Che-kin (羅子健)，BSW (HKU); RSW
LIU Wai-ki (廖偉琪)，BEng (HKUST); MSc (PolyU); PgDipEd (CUHK)
VAI Yik-pun, Ivan (韋亦斌)，BBA (LU); MSc (PolyU)
WONG Nga-lai, Lillian (王雅麗)，BSc (HKUST); PgCertEd, MSc (HKU)
YAU Yat (邱逸)，BA, MPhil, PhD (HKU)
YEUNG Wai-kong, Edmond (楊偉剛)，BBA (LU); MBus (Newcastle, Australia)
YEUNG Wai-yi (楊慧儀)，DipEd, BA, MA (CUHK)
Assistant Instructors:
CHAN Kwun-cheung (陳冠璋)，BA (LU); BA (HKU); MA (CUHK); PgDipEd
(HKIEd)
HUI Ming, William (許明)，BA, BComm (Windsor); MBA (East Asia)
KWAN Siu-wai, Bill (關兆威)，BSc, MEng (CityU)
LAM Yu-ki (林宇琦)，BA (HKU)
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LAU Claudia, June (劉麗楠)，BSc (Bulacan State)
LAU Ka-kwong (劉家光)，BA (Chu Hai); BReISc (Pontifical Urbanian); MRelEd
(Toronto); PgDipEd (HKIEd)
LEUNG Yiu-hung, Humphrey (梁耀雄)，巳A, MA, PgDipEd (HKBU)
TSANG King-ngai, Sharon (曾勁藝)，BA (CityU); PgDipEd (CUHK); MA
(Birmingham)
YEUNG Wai-yin, Nicole (楊慧賢)，BEng (HKUST); PgDip (SOAS, London); MSc
(HKU)
YUNG Kwok-fung, Walter (翁國豐)，BA(PolyU); PgDipSW, MA(CUHK); RSW
Senior Assistant Administrative Officers:
NG Wai-kuen, Ivan (伍偉權)，BBA (Hawaii)
WONG Lai-ping, Elsa (黃麗萍)，BBA(RMIT); MA(PolyU)
YIM Lok-chee, Renne (嚴樂芝)，BBA, MBA (LU)
Assistant Administrative Officers:
CHAN Ka-shun (陳家淳)，BSc (Sunderland)
LAM Wing-lai, Alex (林穎遭)，BBA (LU)
MAK Sai-kit, Sam (麥世傑)，BBA (LU)
NG Pui-fan, Suki (伍佩芬)，巳巳A (Simon Fraser)
WONG Ka-yun, Karen (黃嘉潤)，HonDip (Shue Yan)
WONG Ming-hei, Tamix (黃銘熙)，BBA (CityU)
WONG Pui-sze, Patsy (王佩思)，BBA (Uni. of Mgt. & Tech.)
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STUDENT ENROLMENT (UGC-Funded Students)
(As at 31 December 2008)

Undergraduate Student Enrolment
Year 1 Year 2

Programmes
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Chinese
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Contemporary
English Studies
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Contemporary English
and Education
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Cultural Studies
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in History
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Philosophy
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Translation
Bachelor of Arts (Hons) in Visual Studies
Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons)
Bachelor of Social Sciences (Hons)
Total

Year 3
or above

Total

64
33

90
34

71
32

225
99

35

27

N.A.

62

32
34
33
62
30
240
171

42
33
37
77
31
291
176

29
36
31
66
29
281
189

103
103
101
205
90
812
536

734

838

764

2336

* Students in this 4-year programme jointly offered by Lingnan University and the Hong
Kong Institute of Education (HKIEd) normally study Years 3 & 4 at HKIEd.

Research Postgraduate Student Enrolment

Programmes
FULL-TIME
Doctor of Philosophy
Chinese
Cultural Studies
Translation
Social Sciences
Master of Philosophy
Chinese
Cultural Studies
English
Philosophy
Translation
Visual Studies
Business
Social Sciences
PART-TIME
Doctor of Philosophy
English
History
Social Sciences
Total
390

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3
or above

■
■

1
-

1
1
2
-

1
2
2
2

2
1

-

圓

1
■

2
2
1
1
1
-

Total

5
7

1
1
Subtotal

4
2
1
4
1
2
12
13
46

1
1

1
2

22

22

1
1
Subtotal
9

2
1
4
7
53

2
6
5

2
1
-
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